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[...] “ The spread, both in and width and depth, of
the multifarious branches of knowledge by during

the last hundred odd years has confronted us with a
queer dilemma. We feel clearly that we are only now

beginning to acquire reliable material for welding
together the sum total of all that is known into a

whole; but, on the other hand, it has become next to
impossible for a single mind fully to command more
than a small specialized portion of it. I can see no
other escape from this dilemma (lest our true who
aim be lost for ever) than that some of us should

venture to embark on a synthesis of facts and
theories, albeit with second-hand and incomplete
knowledge of some of them -and at the risk of

making fools of ourselves. So much for my apology.”

Erwin Schrodinger

(from the preface of “What is the life?, 1944)





Abstract

This thesis focuses on the application of statistical mechanics for the study of static and jammed pac-
kings of soft granular media. Such approach lies between micro and macromechanics: it tries to establish
what the expected macroscopic properties of a granular system are, by starting from a micromechanical
analysis of the features of the particles, and the interactions between them, and by considering the ma-
croscopic constraints of the system. To do that, statistics together with some principles, concepts and
definitions of continuum mechanics (e.g. stress and strain fields, elastic potential energy, etc.) as well as
some homogenization techniques are used. The interaction between the particles of a granular system is
examined too and theories on contact and capillary forces (when the media are wet) are revisited.

The basic idea of statistical mechanics is that among the solutions of a physical problem (e.g. the
static arrangement of particles in mechanical equilibrium) there is a class that is compatible with our
macroscopic knowledge of the system (volume, stress, elastic potential energy,...). This class still contains
an enormous number of solutions. In the absence of further information there is not any a priori reason
for favoring one of these more than any other. Hence we shall naturally construct the equilibrium fun-
ction by assigning equal statistical weights to all the functions compatible with our requirements. This
procedure leads to the most probable statistical distribution of some quantities, but it is necessary to
guarantee that all the solutions are likely accessed.

This approach was originally set up for the study of ideal gases, but it can be extended to non-thermal
systems too. In this connection, the first attempt for granular systems was the volume ensemble, develo-
ped about 20 years ago. Since then, this model has been followed and improved upon by many researchers
around the world, while other two approaches have also been set up: energy and force-moment (i.e. stress
multiplied by volume) ensembles. Each ensemble is described by different macroscopic constraints but
all of them result on a Maxwell-Boltzmann statistical distribution, which is precisely controlled by the
respective constraints. According to this previous work, in this thesis the classical statistical mechanics
approach is introduced and adapted to the case of soft granular media. A general framework, which
includes these three ensembles and uses a force-moment phase space and a density of states function, is
proposed.

This theoretical development is complemented by molecular dynamics (or DEM) simulations of the

cyclic compression of 2D granular systems. Simulations were carried out by considering spring-dashpot

mechanical interactions and attractive capillary forces in some cases. They were run on single and para-

llel processors. Results not only prove that the statistical distributions of the force-moment components

obtained with a specific protocol seem to be universal, but also that there are many computational issues

that can determine what the attained packings or solutions are.





Resumen

Esta tesis se centra en el estudio de medios granulares blandos y atascados mediante la aplicación de
la f́ısica estad́ıstica. Esta aproximación se sitúa entre los tradicionales enfoques macro y micromecánicos:
trata de establecer cuáles son las propiedades macroscópicas esperables de un sistema granular en base
a un análisis de las propiedades de las part́ıculas y las interacciones que se producen entre ellas y a
una consideración de las restricciones macroscópicas del sistema. Para ello se utiliza la teoŕıa estad́ıstica
junto con algunos principios, conceptos y definiciones de la teoŕıa de los medios continuos (campo de
tensiones y deformaciones, enerǵıa potencial elástica, etc) y algunas técnicas de homogeneización. La
interacción entre las part́ıculas es analizada mediante las aportaciones de la teoŕıa del contacto y de las
fuerzas capilares (producidas por eventuales meniscos de ĺıquido cuando el medio está húmedo).

La idea básica de la mecánica estad́ıstica es que entre todas soluciones de un problema f́ısico (como
puede ser el ensamblaje en equilibrio estático de part́ıculas de un medio granular) existe un conjunto
que es compatible con el conocimiento macroscópico que tenemos del sistema (por ejemplo, su volumen,
la tensión a la que está sometido, la enerǵıa potencial elástica que almacena, etc.). Este conjunto to-
dav́ıa contiene un número enorme de soluciones. Pues bien, si no hay ninguna información adicional es
razonable pensar que no existe ningún motivo para que alguna de estas soluciones sea más probable que
las demás. Entonces parece natural asignarles a todas ellas el mismo peso estad́ıstico y construir una
función matemática compatible. Actuando de este modo se obtiene cuál es la función de distribución más
probable de algunas cantidades asociadas a las soluciones, para lo cual es muy importante asegurarse de
que todas ellas son igualmente accesibles por el procedimiento de ensamblaje o protocolo.

Este enfoque se desarrolló en sus oŕıgenes para el estudio de los gases ideales pero se puede exten-
der para sistemas no térmicos como los analizados en esta tesis. En este sentido el primer intento se
produjo hace poco más de veinte años y es la colectividad de volumen. Desde entonces esta ha sido
empleada y mejorada por muchos investigadores en todo el mundo, mientras que han surgido otras,
como la de la enerǵıa o la del fuerza-momento (tensión multiplicada por volumen). Cada colectividad
describe, en definitiva, conjuntos de soluciones caracterizados por diferentes restricciones macroscópicas,
pero de todos ellos resultan distribuciones estad́ısticas de tipo Maxwell-Boltzmann y controladas por
dichas restricciones. En base a estos trabajos previos, en esta tesis se ha adaptado el enfoque clásico de
la f́ısica estad́ıstica para el caso de medios granulares blandos. Se ha propuesto un marco general para
estudiar estas colectividades que se basa en la comparación de todas las posibles soluciones en un espacio
matemático definido por las componentes del fuerza-momento y en unas funciones de densidad de estados.

Este desarrollo teórico se complementa con resultados obtenidos mediante simulación de la compre-

sión ćıclica de sistemas granulares bidimensionales. Se utilizó para ello un método de dinámica molecular,

MD (o DEM). Las simulaciones consideran una interacción mecánica elástica, lineal y amortiguada a la

que se ha añadido, en algunos casos, la fuerza cohesiva producida por meniscos de agua. Se realizaron

cálculos en serie y en paralelo. Los resultados no solo prueban que las funciones de distribución de las

componentes de fuerza-momento del sistema sometido a un protocolo espećıfico parecen ser universales,

sino que también revelan que existen muchos aspectos computacionales que pueden determinar cuáles

son las soluciones accesibles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The beautiful series of forms assumed by
sand, filings, or other grains, when lying
upon vibrating plates, discovered and de-
veloped by Chladny, are so striking as to
be recalled to the minds of those who have
seen them by the slightest reference”

(Michael Faraday, 1832)

Granular materials are ubiquitous in everyday life. It has been said that if it is measured by

tons, water is the material most handled by humans; the second is granular matter [24]. They

are present in industrial processing, from the transport of coal to drug manufacturing, and in

construction-based industries. In particular, soil mechanics deals with the mechanical behavior

of a kind of granular matter which is highly important for the construction of infrastructures

(breakwaters, tunnels, roads and railways, dams), buildings as well as managing landslides,

settlements, etc. However many of the phenomena observed in these materials are still not yet

fully understood and the establishment of a theoretical framework for their description has be-

come an important issue [41, 24, 40]. Important contributions have been made by researchers

from various disciplines who are involved in both basic and applied research on granular media:

chemists, physicists, mathematicians and engineers.

Granular materials are large conglomerations of discrete macroscopic particles. Macroscopic

means that the size D is larger than one micron 1 mm = 10−6 m. Below one micron, thermal

agitation is important, and Brownian motion appears. Above one micron, thermal agitation is

negligible. Discrete, as the opposite of continuum, means that they are systems consisting of

many independent, distinct, individual or separate particles, which interact with each other. If

the system is not cohesive, then forces between particles are only repulsive so that the shape

of the material is mainly determined by external boundaries and gravity. If the grains are dry,

any interstitial fluid, such as air, can often be neglected in determining many, but not all, of

the flow and static properties of the system. Yet despite this apparent simplicity, a granular

material behaves differently from any of the other familiar forms of matter (solids, liquids, or

1
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Figure 1.1: A possible phase diagram for jamming [55]. The jammed region, near the origin, is enclosed
by the depicted surface. The line in the temperature-load plane is speculative, and indicates how the yield
stress might vary for jammed systems in which there is thermal motion. Granular media are supposed
to be located on the blue plane (T̂ ≃ 0).

gases) and should therefore be considered an additional state of matter in its own right [41].

Indeed, sometimes, granular matter is considered as a kind of flowing matter, term that

refers to all systems that can actually flow (from simple to multiphase liquids, from foams to

granular matter). Other times it is considered that it is itself a kind of soft matter, i.e. a subfield

of condensed matter comprising a variety of physical states that are easily deformed by thermal

stresses or thermal fluctuations (as liquids, colloids, polymers, foams, gels and a number of

biological materials). However all these materials share an important common feature in that

predominant physical behaviors occur at an energy scale comparable with room temperature

thermal energy but granular matter does not. In any case, at these temperatures, quantum

aspects are generally unimportant. On the other hand, granular packings often form jammed

systems, which really belong to a new class of materials: fragile matter (they resemble solids

because the particles are driven into a jammed state by an externally applied stress). It is very

difficult to state whether or not a system is jammed. A popular phase diagram for jamming is

shown in Figure 1.1.

A brief historical introduction to the study of granular media is included in this chapter.

After that, physics and engineering of granular media are introduced and, lastly, the general

layout of this thesis is presented.
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1.1. Historical review

1.1.1. 1st stage: pre-scientific knowledge

Physics of granular media quantitatively describes the nature of these media and the phe-

nomena concerning them. This study started gently during 18th and 19th centuries. Previously

there was artisan knowledge about some aspects concerning these materials, as well as some

curiosity coming from natural philosophers. The artisan knowledge spanned from daily issues

(e.g. storing goods or measuring amounts of granular materials- cereals, sugar, etc.) to others

which were limited to a reduced group of experts: the designers of the foundations of the big

ancient constructions.

Figure 1.2: An optimal arrangement of equal balls is the face centered cubic packing (Kepler’s conjec-
ture) [36].

Among the natural philosophers, Archimedes tried to calculate how many grains of sand

could fill the entire Universe (Archimedes Psammites, 3rd century BC). Another remarkable

natural philosopher was the Latin poet Lucretius, who in De rerum natura (1st century BC)

described the Universe as if it were made of particles and also included some allusions to the

granular flow of sheets. Even the Renaissance genius Leonardo da Vinci could have performed

some experiments on granular friction.

On the other hand, from a mathematical or geometrical point of view, the Kepler’s conjec-

ture1 was very important. Indeed, this statement was included by David Hilbert in his confe-

rence on unsolved mathematical problems (held in Paris in 1900) 2. The conjecture had been

formulated at the beginning of 17th century, after some discussions between Kepler and the

mathematician and astronomer Thomas Harriot, who worked for Sir Walter Raleigh. The latter

had asked him how to calculate the amount of cannon bullets arranged according to a pyramid

(Fig. 1.2). From the discussion between Kepler and Harriot the conjecture arose (and it was

included in a book for the first time in 1611).

1No arrangement of equally sized spheres filling space has a greater average density than that of the cubic
close packing (face-centered cubic) and hexagonal close packing arrangements. The density of these arrangements
is slightly greater than 74%.

2“I point out the following question, important to number theory and perhaps sometimes useful to physics and
chemistry: How can one arrange most densely in space an infinite number of equal solids of given form, e.g.,
spheres with given radii or regular tetrahedra with given edges (or in prescribed position), that is, how can one so
fit them together that the ratio of the filled to the unfilled space may be as great as possible?”
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During that time, Robert Hooke at Oxford, and in the next century, the German physicist

and musician Ernst Florens Friedrich Chladni, observed how the grains (of flour or sand) flow

when they are disposed on vibrating plates and how they arrange depending on the vibration

modes.

1.1.2. 2nd stage: first behavior laws and experimental measurements

The first scientific researches on granular materials were started by several French engineers,

who wanted to solve problems dealing with foundations or earth retaining walls (see [89]). The

first of these engineers was Henri Gautier, who in 1717 studied the angle of repose of some

soils. This work was continued by Bernard Forest de Belidor twelve years later, who published

a book for military and civil engineers in which a theory on the pressure distribution behind

a retaining wall was proposed. The first laboratory experiments were performed in the mid

18th century by Francois Gadroy. He was concerned about the existence of sliding planes in an

earth filling when it breaks (this study was summarized some decades later by Mayniel). During

those years, the random packing of spherical objects was studied by Stephen Hales (in 1727),

minister of Teddington, who used the dimple patterns on peas that had been expanded in a

closed, water-filled vessel to ascertain their geometrical arrangements [41].

At the end of 18th century, a well-known and important contribution to the physics of gra-

nular media was made by Charles Augustin Coulomb. This engineer stayed in Martinique (a

French colony) between 1764 and 1772 to supervise the reconstruction of the fortifications des-

troyed during the Seven Years’ War. In the meanwhile, he could think about several problems

of structural mechanics and, as a result, in 1773 he defended at the Royal Science Academy an

essay entitled: Essai sur une application des règles de Maximis & Minimeis à quelque problèmes

de sattique, relatif à l’arquitecture. In this analysis he developed friction and cohesion terms

for granular materials. Since then, the description of the observed phenomena started to have

a mathematical treatment, although it was always focused on the solution of practical problems.

However, the enormous complexity and the wide variety of soils, together with the observed

behavior of real soils (far away from idealized models that are solved through continuum media

approaches), did not make it possible to study the problem with an integrated model. In con-

sequence, failure and deformation problems were separately approached.

With regard to the failure problem, in the first half of the 19th century, some particular

cases of Coulomb’s theory were studied by other engineers, such as Jacques Frederic Francais

and Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier (in 1820) and Jean Victor Poncelet (in 1840). Poncelet

extended the failure theory in a graphic way and he was the first to refer to the friction angle

of granular materials as φ. Moreover, he developed a theory for the analysis of the bearing

capacity of the soil for shallow foundations. In the mid 19th century, Alexandre Collin also

studied landslides on slopes and embankments, while in 1857 William John Macquorn Rankine

developed his theory on earth thrust and equilibrium that simplified Coulomb’s approach.
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On the other hand, stress and strains could be analyzed as continuum mechanics was de-

veloped. Point material and rigid body models (which had been broadly used during the 18th

century) were starting to run out, either because they were too complex (as the N-bodies

problem was) or because they were only useful to analyze problems that apparently lacked im-

portance. In consequence some significant advancement was needed and they came during the

first half 19th century. The rigid body model was abandoned whereas some ideas on the energy

balance were becoming important. The scientific works of Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier and

Augustin Louis Cauchy in the 1820s developed the field of continuum mechanics. Simultaneo-

usly, Sir William Rowan Hamilton and Carl Gustav Jakob Jacobi developed rational mechanics.

While these failure and deformation studies were conducted, Christian Öersted and Michael

Faraday repeated the experiments of Chladni. Around 1830, convective flows in vibrated gra-

nular media got Faraday interested.

In the second half of the 19th century, the contributions of Otto Mohr (in particular, those

to stress diagrams), G. H. Darwin (who analyzed how the friction angle depends on the density

of the granular medium) and Cundall (dealing with slides stability) are particularly remarkable.

By the end of that century, Osborne Reynolds stated the dilatancy principle (in 1887) and Jo-

seph Valentin Boussinesq solved the problem for the loading of an isotropic elastic half space by

a concentrated normal load. In the meantime some studies on the storage of granular materials

were performed too. In 1882 I. Roberts built a silo to measure the variation of stress with depth.

He realized that it does not follow a hydrostatic profile. Ten years later, C. Arndt released a

research work on two silos and three years later (in 1895) a first analytical approach for the

variation of stress with depth was developed by H. A. Jannsen.

With respect to the mathematical aspects of granular packings, Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss

was the first to prove something related to Kepler’s conjecture: it is true when spheres are arran-

ged according to a regular lattice. On the other hand, in 1890 Alex Thue formulated a theorem

analogous to the Kepler’s conjecture for 2D-case.

1.1.3. 3rd stage: the beginning of soil mechanics

The development of soil mechanics as an autonomous branch of engineering was delayed

until the 20th century. It began with the design of laboratory tests to classify these granular

media, which present such a complex behavior, in order to build infrastructures. During those

years, failure and limit state theories were also improved. The most significant theoretical deve-

lopment probably was that the existence of fluids in the voids affects its mechanical behavior.

The consideration of water in the studies had actually begun in the previous century, when

(in 1856) Henri Philibert Gaspard Darcy studied the permeability of sands. He formulated a

phenomenologically derived constitutive equation that describes the flow of a fluid through a

porous medium and that is known as Darcy’s law. At the beginning of 20th century, the Czech
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engineer Karl Terzaghi, who is considered as the father of modern soil mechanics, proposed the

concept of effective stress and, in 1925, the one-dimensional consolidation theory (for clays). This

theory was generalized by physicist Maurice H. Biot in 1954 who, one decade later, developed

poroelasticity theory.

1.1.4. 4th stage: computations and physics of granular media

In the second half of the 20th century, after Daniel C. Drucker’s research on elastoplasticty

theory, the development of complex mechanical constitutive relationships for continuum media

began. These laws attempt to represent the mechanical properties observed in soils. Researchers

around the world are trying to find relationships to explain the mechanical response of a wide

variety of soils. The advancement of numerical and computational techniques, together with

acquired experience and laboratory improvements, worked out on a lot of studies and results.

At the same time, some micromechanical approaches were set up. These are mainly based on

the laws of classical mechanics and on pairwise interactions. The improvement of computers had

made it possible to use these approaches to model the mechanical behavior of granular systems.

Specifically, after the development of Monte Carlo Methods at Los Alamos, molecular dynamics

methods were used by Alder and Wainwright in late 1950s and by Rahman (independently)

in the 1960s [2]. As these methods basically integrate Newton’s equations for systems of many

particles that can interact through different physical interactions, its application is broad. In

particular, interaction potentials based on mechanical principles could be used. This is what P.

Cundall and O. D. L. Strack [23] did, calling it Distinct Element Method 3.

With regard to the physics of granular media, in the second half of the 20th century, several

research groups got interest on the study of these media. For example, experiments based on

photoelasticity showed the force chains produced in compressed granular media (see Fig. 1.3),

while shaking or vibration tests showed segregation of particles (Brazil nut effects). In the

1960s John Desmond Bernal released the result of an experiment that was very easy to be

carried out but hard to be explained (Fig. 1.4): the most compact way to randomly pack

spheres gives a maximum density of about 64%, i.e. a result far to the maximum value of

74% (Kepler’s conjecture). An anonymous author summarized this traditional view as follows:

“ball bearings and similar objects have been shaken, settled in oil, stuck with paint, kneaded

inside rubber balloons and all with no better result than (a packing fraction of) ... 0.636” [110].

This empirically measured state has been referred to as Random Close Packing and nobody

has explained yet whether it actually exits and why and how it is. On the other hand, the

first statistical mechanics approach to granular media was proposed by S. F. Edwards and

Oakeshott [27] and this approach has been improved by many others.

In relation to the mathematical features of packing, in 1998 Thomas Hales released a solution

to the Kepler’s conjecture [36].

3Some years before A. Serrano and J. M. Rodŕıguez Ortiz, at this University, had set up a numerical model
for disks [86].
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Figure 1.3: An example of the observed force-chains for a granular photoelastic system under
isotropic compression [60].

Figure 1.4: Random close packing of equal balls (Bernal’s experiment) [10]

1.2. Physics of granular media

Over the last three decades there has been a resurgence of interest in this field within phy-

sics [41]. Understanding the characteristics of jammed particle packings provides basic insights

into the structure and bulk properties of crystals, glasses, and granular media, and into selected

aspects of biological systems [109]. Sand piles have become a fruitful metaphor for describing

many other, and often more microscopic, dissipative dynamical systems. (E.g. sand pile ava-

lanches used as a macroscopic picture for the motion of flux lines in type-II superconductors).

A particularly powerful use of sand as a metaphor is self-organized criticality, originally descri-

bed in terms of the avalanches in a sand pile close to its angle of repose. The self-organization

paradigm 4 was postulated to have a wide realm of applicability to a variety of natural phe-

nomena. Similarly, the physics of granular materials has clear relevance to what is being done

in other areas of condensed matter physics. Slow relaxations 5 are found in vibrated sand piles

that bear close similarity to the slow relaxation found in glasses, spin glasses and flux lattices.

Fluid-like behavior can be induced in these materials, which very much resembles similar phe-

nomena exhibited by conventional liquids. Nonlinear dynamical phenomena are observed that

4Self-organization is a process where some form of global order or coordination arises out of the local interac-
tions between the components of an initially disordered system [2].

5Relaxation usually means the return of a perturbed system into equilibrium [2].
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are relevant to breakdown phenomena in semiconductors, stick-slip friction on a microscopic

scale, and earthquake dynamics on a macroscopic scale.

The most important parameter characterizing the behavior of a granular system is its den-

sity [40]. “Loose” granular matter can flow like a fluid as we know from the hourglass, while

“dense” granular packings behave like a solid. Both cases, fluidized and the compacted granu-

lar materials have their own physics and many astonishing effects. The case of intermediate

densities in which the granular material can switch from a fluid to a solid case, as we know it

from avalanches, is even richer and more difficult to understand. Therefore granular materials

have properties that are different from those commonly associated with either solids, liquids, or

gases [41]. For this thesis, its behavior as unusual solid is the most interesting. Some significant

features that describe this unusual behavior are:

Jammed granular systems are fundamentally different from ordinary solids in that, if the

direction of the applied stress changes even by a small amount, then the jam will break

up. Jammed packings can be seen as those particle configurations in which each particle is

in contact with its nearest neighbors in such a way that mechanical stability of a specific

type is conferred to the packing [109]. Granular materials are located in the plane T̂ = 0

of the phase space for jamming (Fig. 1.1).

When a granular material is held in a tall cylindrical container, such as a grain elevator

or silo, no height-dependent pressure head occurs as it does with a normal fluid. It is

this feature that allows the sand in an hour glass to flow through the orifice at a nearly

constant rate; a nearly linear change in filling height over time makes this a useful instru-

ment to measure elapsed time. Underlying this simple, time-averaged flow is, however, a

complicated dynamical behavior.

Below a heap of sand, the distribution of normal pressures on the floor is not easy to

guess. In some cases, the pressure is not a maximum at the center point. This has led to

a vast number of physical conjectures, describing “arches” in the structure [24].

The forces within a jammed and compressed granular packing appear to be very heteroge-

neous, forming chains along which the stresses are particularly intense ( [79, 60], Fig. 1.3).

Shear experiments also attest to the extreme heterogeneity of granular media. The force

chains are also important for many of the properties of the granular material such as the

transmission of sound.

A fundamental issue concerns the packing of granular materials [10, 36, 109]. Depen-

ding on the procedure for filling the container, a random assembly of monodisperse (i.e.

equal-sized) spherical balls can be packed anywhere from a volume fraction of Φ ≃ 0,55

to Φ ≃ 0,64. Through static friction, force chains can hold the sand pile in a metasta-

ble configuration between these limits and keep it from collapsing. Even in the case of

frictionless convex nonoverlapping “hard” particles, there is a great diversity of jammed

configurations attainable in Euclidean spaces. A fundamental feature of that diversity is

the necessity to classify individual jammed configurations according to whether they are
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locally, collectively, or strictly jammed. Each of these categories contains a multitude of

jammed configurations spanning a wide and “in the large system limit” continuous ran-

ge of intensive properties, including packing fraction, mean contact number, and several

scalar order metrics. Application of these analytical tools to spheres in three dimensions

—an analog to the venerable Ising model— covers a myriad of jammed states, including

maximally dense packings (as Kepler conjectured), low-density strictly jammed tunne-

led crystals, and a substantial family of amorphous packings. For amorphous packings

Torquato and co-workers [110, 109] displaced the idea of random close packing with the

precise concept of maximally random jamming. Also from a geometrical viewpoint, the

structure of tapped granular packings can be characterized by examining differences in

the topological structure of the contact network of the packings [5].

Studies of granular material settling under vibrations (e.g. [46, 69, 78]) indicate that

the relaxation in these systems is, in fact, logarithmically slow. Even after 105 vibration

cycles, depending on the vibration intensity, a tube filled with granular material might

still undergo significant compaction before reaching a steady state.

1.3. Engineering of granular media

As it was mentioned in the introduction, many industries (pharmaceutical, agriculture and

food processing and all construction-based) rely on transporting and storing granular materials.

Estimates are that we waste 40% of the capacity of many of our industrial plants because of

problems related to the transport of these materials [41]. Additional manufacturing processes,

e.g., in the automotive industry, rely on casting large metal parts in carefully packed beds of

sand. Even a small improvement in our understanding of granular media behavior could have a

profound impact on industry. For that reason the science of granular media has a long history,

with much engineering literature devoted to understanding how to deal with these materials.

However the technology for handling and controlling granular materials is still not well develo-

ped.

In consequence a lot of engineers are tackling issues related to granular media and, in parti-

cular, many of them are concerned about finding stress-strain relationships that could explain

their observed complex behavior. However, there is no doubt that it is not possible to propose

a universal law or to establish a simple relationship that includes all the observed features. In

fact, relationships are usually non-linear and they also change with the kind of stress modifica-

tion (e.g. static, dynamic or cyclic). As a result many constitutive models have been developed

to represent the stress-strain relationships for jammed granular media by comparing them to

special continuum media. This is the so-called macromechanical approach [47, 93].

On the other hand, and since the difficulty for characterization of granular behavior lies

mostly on the complex particulate nature of these media, some computational models are fo-

cused on the basic features of the particles and then simulate a system of a lot of particles to

obtain its mechanical response. In particular, since the Distinct Element Method (DEM) was
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proposed [23], particle-based numerical models are being developed and they have been widely

used in research and practice. These methods are usually based on the arrangement of “virtual”

individual particles (using simple constitutive equations or closed-form solutions and solving

numerically such equations for the whole interacting system). This is the so-called micromecha-

nical approach. Saving computational time and ensuring realistic simulations is currently being

the aim of a lot of researches.

1.4. This thesis

1.4.1. Methodology

The main aim of this thesis is to advance in the establishment of a theoretical framework

based on statistical mechanics for granular media. Experiments, theoretical frameworks and

numerical simulations are usually needed at the same time to study some phenomena related

to these systems. The methodology followed in this thesis includes the last two methods: before

developing the theoretical framework, a review of some previous works on theoretical approa-

ches coming from the different branches of science has been done. Then, the capabilities of this

theoretical approach are checked by simulation, which has been carried out with a molecular

dynamics code.

It has been suggested that simulation constitutes a third branch of science, complemen-

ting experiment and theory [30]. This is only partly true. There is a two-way relation between

theory and experiment: theories make predictions for experimental observations and, conver-

sely, experiments can prove theories wrong - if experiment agrees with theory then this does not

demonstrate that the theory is correct but that it is compatible with the observations. Simu-

lations have some characteristics of theory and some of experiment. As is the case for theory,

simulations start with the choice of a model. With this choice, simulations can (in principle)

arrive at predictions of any desired accuracy - the limiting factor is computing power. Howe-

ver, simulations can never arrive at exact results, let alone analytical relations. Unlike theories,

simulations are therefore not a good tool to summarize our understanding of nature. However,

they can provide important insights: for instance, a simulation can show that a particular model

captures the essential physics that is needed to reproduce a given phenomenon. Therefore simu-

lations can act as a “discovery tool” and can be used to test predictions of approximate theories.

In this case, simulation has been chosen as a method to validate the theory mainly because:

The granular systems which have been studied consist of very simple particles (whose

physical behavior has been broadly analyzed and is well-described by basic models).

The physical processes that are applied to these systems are also simple but they require

high accuracy, as they usually show a chaotic behavior.

The targeted data to be obtained from any sample after a specific physical process (e.g.

volume, forces distribution, number of contacts, etc.) are easily got from computational
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models but are not from experiments.

The available computational resources were suited to perform these simulations. Over the

past 60 years, the speed at which computers perform elementary calculations has increased

by a factor 1015, and the size of computer memories and the capacity of data storage

devices have undergone similarly spectacular increases. The earliest computer simulations

of systems consisting of a few hundred atoms could only be performed on the world’s

largest computers. Now, a standard computer for personal use can carry out simulations

that would have required a supercomputer only 15 years ago [30].

Software to carry out computer simulations is readily available [30]. In this case, LAMMPS [1],

a classical molecular dynamics code distributed as open source code under the terms of

the GPL (General Public License), has been used.

1.4.2. Thesis layout

As a result of the followed methodology, this thesis has two main parts. The first part deals

with theories for granular media, whereas the second deals with molecular dynamics simula-

tions. They are finally brought together in the last part (Chapter 7), in which some conclusions

are presented and some future research lines are remarked.

The theoretical part includes:

Chapter 2: Macromechanical approach. It presents some fundamentals of continuum me-

chanics, including basic principles and definitions and a brief review of constitutive re-

lationships proposed for granular media. This chapter not only has some historical im-

portance (since mechanical behavior of granular media was firstly analyzed with these

models) but also provides fundamental concepts which are used as macroscopic quantities

in the proposed statistical mechanics approach (e.g. stress field, elastic potential energy,

etc.).

Chapter 3: Micromechanical approach. A theoretical framework to model the motion and

the interaction between elastic dry and wet particles (that is respectively based on classical

mechanics, contact and capillary theory) is presented. This approach is needed to support

the statistical mechanics frameworks, as well as to perform numerical simulation. At the

end of this chapter, homogenization techniques are presented. These are used to express

some local equilibrium states in terms of associated macroscopic variables.

Chapter 4: Statistical mechanics approach. The fundamentals of statistical mechanics are

introduced in this chapter. Then these are adapted to the case of granular media and, after

a revision of the main previous attempts, an statistical mechanics framework is proposed

for the case of static and compressed packings of soft particles. According to this approach,

the statistical distribution of some quantities (related to the stress and packing state of

the particles within each packing) can be analyzed.

The part dealing with numerical simulation includes two chapters:
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Chapter 5: Simulations of the cyclic compression of granular systems. This chapter deals

with some computer simulations that have been carried out to describe, explain, and

predict the behavior of the system or outcomes associated with its features. In particular,

they are focused on how the statistical distributions depend on the physical process. The

flowchart of simulation and the features of the codes are presented. A dimensional analysis

of the physical model as well as a study on the algorithms implemented in the code, is

presented. This is useful to analyze the impact of some issues related to the code and the

computers on the final results.

Chapter 6: Results. In this chapter, the results of the simulations are presented. First, some

data that show up some computational issues are included. Then results are presented

according to the kind of driving process and the absence/presence of water.



Chapter 2

Macromechanical approach

2.1. Introduction

Macromechanics is based on continuum models and, consequently, a macromechanical ap-

proach to granular media considers that matter is homogeneous and continuously distributed

over the volume of a granular system, in such a way that the smallest element cut from the

body possesses the same specific physical properties as the body. These properties (e.g. density,

stiffness, strength, heat conductivity, etc.) are intensive (they do not depend on the system size

or the amount of material in the system) and they are measured at the macroscopic scale. The

establishment of this scale can be done according to the problem to be analyzed.

All the important properties of solid materials may be grouped into six different catego-

ries [43]: mechanical, electrical, thermal, magnetic, optical, and deteriorative. For each property

there is a characteristic type of stimulus capable of provoking different responses. This thesis

is particularly focused on mechanical properties, i.e. those properties that set up relationships

between deformations and applied loads or forces; examples of these properties are the elastic

modulus Ey or the strength parameters σy.

The macromechanical approach is supported by continuum mechanics (the branch of science

that deals with the analysis of kinematics and mechanical behavior of continuum media). To do

that, fundamental physical laws such as the conservation of mass, the conservation of momen-

tum and the conservation of energy may be applied to continuum models to derive differential

equations that describe the mechanical behavior of such objects. The information about the

specific nature of the material is included through a constitutive relationship, i.e. a mathemati-

cal expression that models the behavior of the granular material in a single infinitesimal element.

Soil mechanics has made very important contributions to the establishment of constitutive

relationships for granular media over the past five decades [47, 93]. At the beginning of soil me-

chanics, deformation and failure were considered as separated issues. It is the work by Drucker

(around 1957) on elasto-plastic theory which initiated “modern” soil mechanics [93]. In such

approach, elasticity and plasticity are coupled, so stress-strain relationships for granular media,

from small strains to large strains, can be modeled at the same time.

13
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However, in contrast to an idealized continuum, granular materials are complex systems in

which two or more phases coexist: the solid skeleton of grains in contact each other, and the

voids, which can be filled with gas (air) and/or water (or other fluids). The mechanical beha-

vior of each phase and the interaction between them has led to the consideration of granular

materials as special continuum media. When the voids are completely full with a liquid these

media are called saturated. On the other hand, when there is also a gas phase within the voids

they are referred to as partially saturated or unsaturated media. If just a little amount of water

is in the voids, the term wet is often used (wet granular media).

Nevertheless, macromechanics has a very significant advantage in comparison to other ap-

proaches: at this scale, phenomena are described as they are perceived and that is the scale of

measurement, and many times, the scale of interaction (e.g. the lateral earth pressure exerted

by soil against a retaining wall produces an stress field that does not vary at grain-size scale). At

this view, phenomenological theories (i.e. those theories that express mathematically the results

of observed phenomena without paying detailed attention to their fundamental significance) are

common. A phenomenological theory is based on the hypothesis of continuum mechanics refe-

rred above, on some mechanical properties which are attributed to the body and on some ad

hoc constitutive relationships used to relate stress state to deformation of the whole body.

A general review of constitutive relationships for granular media is presented in this chapter.

These can describe the behavior of some granular media as it has been reported from experience,

but they do not explain which the actual causes of that behavior are.

2.2. Distinct phases of granular systems

Figure 2.1 shows a typical element of a granular system containing three distinct phases:

solid, gas and liquid phase. The void volume is equal to the volume of the liquid plus the volume

of the gas. The total solid volume is the sum of the volume of all solid particles.

There are some important volume relationships that have been traditionally used by different

branches of science:

Porosity ñ: is the ratio of void volume to total volume. It can also be given in percentage.

Packing ratio Φ: is the ratio of solid volume to total volume. It can also be given in

percentage.

Void ratio ẽ: is the ratio of void volume to solid volume.

Degree of saturation sr: is the percentage of void volume which is filled with liquid to

entire void volume. If instead of this volume ratio, a weight ratio (water in the voids to

solids) is considered, then the water content ωw = srẽ/Gs arises (being Gs = ρ/ρw the

specific gravity of solid particles with density ρ).
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Figure 2.1: Relationships among granular media phases. (a) Element of a granular medium .
(b) Element separated into phases (from [50]).

Porosity, packing ratio and void ratio are related by these expressions:

ñ = 1− Φ or Φ = 1− ñ (2.1)

Φ =
1

1− ẽ
or ẽ =

Φ− 1

Φ
(2.2)

These relationships have been traditionally used in the study of granular media: either ẽ in

soil mechanics (to analyze the compression of soil samples) or Φ in physics. They are used by

starting from the widely extended hypothesis that the solid volume does not change because

particles are very rigid and can be considered to be completely hard.

2.3. Stress field

2.3.1. Cauchy’s stress

In continuum mechanics, stress is a measure of the internal forces acting within a deformable

body [61]. Quantitatively, it is a measure of the average force per unit area of a surface within

the body on which internal forces act. These internal forces arise as a reaction to external forces

applied to the body.

The Cauchy stress principle [61] asserts that at each point within a body the stress vector

or traction vector t associated with a surface of normal vector n is obtained from:

ti(n) = lim∆S→0

∑

k F
k
i

∆S
(2.3)

with Fk being the forces acting on a finite area ∆S of normal vector n.

The state of stress at a point in the body is then defined by all the stress vectors t(n)

associated with all planes (infinite in number) that pass through that point P. Cauchy’s stress

theorem states that there exists a second-order tensor field σ(x,t) = σij(x,t), called the Cauchy
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stress tensor, independent of n, such that t is a linear function of n.

tj(n) = σijnj (2.4)

2.3.2. Total stress, effective stress and matric suction

In a dry granular material, the macroscopic stress can be directly obtained from the mecha-

nical interaction forces of the solid skeleton by using Cauchy’s stress definition but assuming

that, according to the length scale the problem, the medium is a continuum. It means that, from

a macroscopic point of view, the stress in a granular medium can be understood in this way [50]:

Figure 2.2 shows a hypothetical small measuring device (element A) buried within a granular

medium, without affecting the previous state of the packing. The sketches in Figure 2.2b,c depict

the horizontal (x-axis) and vertical (y-axis) faces of element A, with grains pushing against the-

se faces. These particles generally exert both a normal force Nv, Nh and a shear force Tv, Th on

each face. If faces have areas of Sv, Sh, respectively, then stresses are defined as, σxx = Nh/Sh,

σxy = Nv/Sh, σyy = Nv/Sv and σyx = Nh/Sv. Therefore, the summation over the plane of a

face of the normal components of all forces, divided by the area of the plane is the respective

normal stress, while the summation over the same plane of the tangential components of the

forces, divided by the area, are the respective shear stress. The Cauchy’s stress obtained from

a finite number of discrete mechanical forces between particles in a dry material is referred to

as total stress.

Figure 2.2: Cauchy’s stress definition applied to a granular medium [50].

In saturated or unsaturated media, the consideration of the stresses is more complex. The

total stress is given not only by the mechanical interaction forces but also by the stress of

the liquid in the voids. Then a Cauchy’s approach can be followed to obtain the total stress

by averaging both kinds of forces acting on an arbitrary plane. An important feature of these

media is that in the static case the liquid phase is supposed to not contribute to the shear stress.
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However, it is not easy to know how the total stress is shared between both phases and,

consequently, which the expected coupled mechanical behavior of the material is. To go further

in this issue hydromechanics is set up. In the case of saturated soils, there are two important

groups of hydromechanical approaches [98]: contact and perfect models.

In contact models, the interaction is considered as a distribution of stresses between both

phases. The liquid flows through the solid skeleton depending on its pressure and according

to a phenomenological law (e.g Darcy’s law). The saturated soil is supposed to be a

deformable body in which waters flows as heat does in a thermal conductor. These models

are joined to the concept of effective stress. The effective stress principle was proposed

by Terzaghi in 1923 and it states that soils deform in response to changes in the effective

stresses [48, 50], and these are calculated from:

σ′
ij = σij − ηδijuw (2.5)

in which σ′
ij is the effective stress, σij is the total stress, uw is the pore pressure, δij is the

Kronecker’s delta and η is a coefficient whose value depends on the compressibilities of

the grain skeleton and the grains themselves. Often, a value of η = 1,0 is taken. Since soils

deform in response to changes in effective stress, most of the constitutive relationships are

expressed in terms of effective stresses. Other values of η are included in Tab. 2.1. The

Kronecker’s delta is necessary due to the null contribution of the liquid to the total shear

stress.

On the other hand, perfect models consider saturated soils as the superposition of two

phases, each one having different movement, deformation, stress or pressure, etc. It is a

more complex approach which was started by Biot in 1955 [13, 14].

The case of unsaturated granular media is determined by the complex interaction between the

three present phases: solid, liquid and gas. The description of the state variables becomes the

fundamental building block for an applied science. The universal acceptance of unsaturated

soil mechanics depends largely upon how satisfactorily the stress state variables can be defined,

justified, and measured. Historically, it has been the lack of certainty regarding the description of

the stress state for an unsaturated soil that has been largely responsible for the slow emergence

of unsaturated soil mechanics. In any case, the combination of stress state variables which have

been proved to be the easiest to apply in engineering practice is based on considering the net

stress [29]

σ̂ij = σij − δijua (2.6)

and the matric suction

sij = δij(ua − uw) (2.7)

being ua the pore-air pressure.

On the other hand, there have been many attempts to relate some of the stress variables to

other stress variables through the inclusion of soil properties (in particular, the effective stress,
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η Reference Comment

1,0 Terzaghi (1923)
ñ Hoffman (1928), Biot (1955),

Pietruszczak & Pande (1995)
ñ: porosity

1− a Skempton & Bishop (1954) a: contact area ratio
1− cs

c Biot & Willis (1957), Geer-
tsma (1957), Nur & Byerlee
(1971), Bishop (1973)

cs: compressibility of grains, c:
compressibility of skeleton

1− (1− ñ) csc Suklje (1969)
1− (1− ñ)

cgu
csks

Lade & De Boer (1997) cgu: compressibility of grains
due to a pore pressure chan-
ge, csks: compressibility of ske-
leton due to a confining pres-
sure change

Table 2.1: Values of η proposed for a definition of effective stress (from Effective stresses, A.
Gens, at 1st MUSE School: Fundamentals of Unsaturated Soils held in Barcelona, 1-2 June,
2005)

which is responsible for the actual soil deformation). These phenomenological equations are

proposed to explain the mechanical behavior of a soil in unsaturated conditions, rather than

describing its stress state. The oldest and best known single-valued relationship is Bishop’s

effective stress equation:

σ′
ij = (σij − δijua) + χBδij(ua − uw) (2.8)

being χB a soil parameter related to water degree of saturation sr and ranging from 0,0 to 1,0.

2.4. Strain field

2.4.1. Infinitesimal deformation theory

When a loaded deformable body is assumed to behave as a continuum, the internal forces

are supposed to be continuously distributed within its volume. It results in the deformation of

the body’s shape, i.e. the transformation of a body from a reference configuration to a current

configuration. Strain is a description of deformation in terms of relative displacement of parti-

cles in the body. Different equivalent choices may be made for the expression of a strain field

depending on whether it is defined in the initial or in the final placement and on whether the

metric tensor (or its dual) is considered.

The displacement vector u(x,t) is the vector joining the positions of a particle P in the

undeformed configuration and deformed configuration of a continuum body. When the numerical

values of the components of the displacement vector are very small, it is customary to define a

single infinitesimal strain tensor ǫ as:

ǫij =
1

2

(

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)

=
1

2
(ui,j + uj,i) (2.9)
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2.4.2. Elastic and plastic deformation

Deformations which are recovered after the stress field has been removed are the so-called

elastic deformations. The infinitesimal elastic strains are expressed by ǫeij. In this case, the

continuum body completely recovers its original configuration.

On the other hand, irreversible deformations remain even after stresses have been removed.

One type of irreversible deformation is plastic deformation (represented as ǫpij), which occurs

in material bodies after stresses have attained a certain threshold value known as the elastic

limit or yield stress, and are the result of slip, or dislocation mechanisms at the atomic level.

Another type of irreversible deformation is viscous deformation, which is the irreversible part

of viscoelastic deformation.

2.5. Constitutive relationships

The relationship between stresses and induced strains in a continuum body is expressed by

constitutive relationships.

2.5.1. Elasticity

An elastic body is a continuum medium in which the strain at a point depends only on

the stress at that point. The influence of the thermal state (as given, for example, by the

temperature T̂ ) on the stress-strain relations cannot, however, be ignored. By definition, a body

is called thermoelastic if the strains everywhere depends only on the stresses and on the internal-

energy density U (the dependence is not arbitrary; it must be consistent with the second law of

Thermodynamics [75]). However the dependence of the stress-strain relationship on the thermal

state is often ignored, and the simple σ = σ(ǫ) is assumed in this thesis. In consequence, the

internal-energy density may be replaced by the strain-energy function Ve(ǫij) (per unit volume).

Linear elasticity

The fundamental assumption of linear elasticity is that the relationships between the com-

ponents of stress and strain tensors are linear. Linear elasticity is valid only for stress states

that do not produce yielding. These assumptions are reasonable for many engineering materials

and engineering design scenarios. It was firstly proposed by Robert Hooke in 1678.

The linear relationship can be represented with a 4th-order tensor Cijkl, the so-called stiffness

tensor. Then,

σij = Cijklǫkl or σ = C : ǫ (2.10)

This expression can be inverted to get a relation for the strain in terms of stress, ǫkl =

Sklijσkl, given by the compliance tensor Sklij.
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The general Hooke’s law states that for isotropic materials, the stiffness can be written as a

function of Lame’s constants µl and λl, which depend on the elastic parameter of the material.

cijkl = λlδijδkl + µl (δikδjl + δilδjk) (2.11)

Lame’s constants are expressed as function of Young’s modulus Ey and Poisson’s ratio ν in

the way:

µl =
Ey

2(1 + ν)

λl =
νEy

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
(2.12)

Hooke’s law is often expressed in a matrix form:
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(2.13)

An elastic body or material for which this equation can be assumed is said to be linear-elastic

or Hookean.

Non-linear elasticity

There are also elastic bodies in which the relationships between the components of stress

and strains are not linear. In order to represent the mechanical behavior of such materials it is

possible to introduce the strain-energy density function.

Ψ =

∫ t

t=0
σij ǫ̇ij dt (2.14)

Then

σij =
∂Ψ

∂ǫij
(2.15)

Elastic solids for which such a function is assumed to exist are called Green-elastic or hyperelas-

tic. Elasticity without an underlying strain energy function is called Cauchy elasticity [58] (i.e.

a Cauchy-elastic material is one in which the Cauchy stress at each material point is determined

only by the current state of deformation). On the other hand, hypoelastic models come from

modifications of the linear constitutive relationship, which are supported by experience [71].
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2.5.2. Inelasticity

Types or inelasticity

An inelastic body is one in which the strain is not only determined by stress and tempera-

ture [58]. Something else is needed, for example, the past history of the stress and temperature

at the point. The term “past history” can be defined quite precisely by means of concepts from

functional analysis, and a highly mathematical theory, known as the theory of materials with

memory, has been created since about 1960s in order to deal with it.

One way in which history affects the relation between strain and stress is through rate sen-

sitivity: the deformation produced by slow stressing is often different than that produced by

rapid stressing. Another particular manifestation of rate sensitivity is the fact that deformation

will in general increase in time at constant stress, except possibly under hydrostatic stress; this

phenomenon is called creep in solids. Thus the relation ǫ = ǫ(σ,T̂ ,··· ) cannot always be inverted

to give σ = σ(ǫ,T̂ ,··· ), even when there are no internal constraints governing the strain. It was

called by Mandel as the principle of non-duality in 1967 [58].

Moreover, rate sensitivity, as a rule, increases with temperature, so that materials which

appear to behave elastically over a typical range of times at ordinary temperatures (at least

within a certain range of stresses) become markedly inelastic at higher temperatures. If strain

and stress can be interchanged in the preceding discussion, then, since a slower rate implies

a greater deformation at a given stress, it accordingly implies a lower stress at a given strain.

Consequently, the stress will in general decrease in time at a fixed strain, a phenomenon known

as relaxation.

Another way in which history affects the relation between strain and stress is through yiel-

ding. The behavior of a lot of materials is very nearly elastic within a certain range of stresses

(the elastic range) but strongly history-dependent outside that range. When the limit of the

elastic range (the elastic limit) is attained as the stress is increased, the material is said to yield.

Consequently, when the elastic range forms a region in the space of the stress components, then

it is usually called the elastic region and its boundary is called the yield surface. Beyond the

yield surface the non-reversible strains can increase a lot or eventually break (brittle materials).

In this case the yield surface is replaced by a failure criterion. Both cases of inelasticity due to

the range of stresses rather than to the rate of change are referred herein to as plastic behavior

(it does not depend on time).

Plastic behavior

The consideration of yielding or breakage of materials independent on time is managed

through elasto-plastic models. There are two classical theories on modeling the elasto-plastic

behavior of materials [71]:

Levy-Mises approach. It considers that the elastic deformation is close to zero, so that
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ǫij ≃ ǫp,ij and ǫe,ij ≃ 0.

Prandtl-Reuss approach. It considers that both elastic and plastic deformations are pro-

duced with any increment of the stress ǫij = ǫe,ij + ǫp,ij.

The classic theory of plasticity states that there is a yield surface in the stress space represented

as Fy(σij ,T̂ ,··· ) = 0 (being T̂ the temperature and · · · any other internal variable of the material).

When this condition is achieved and the body is being loaded, then it is in an elasto-plastic

state. In consequence, the principal components of these models are [47]:

Hooke’s law or hyperelastic models. It produces elastic strains whenever the stresses chan-

ge.

Failure Criterion. It imposes limits on stress state that can be reached. Some usual fai-

lure criteria are summarized in Tab. 2.2, and they are represented by failure surfaces

Ff(σij ,T,ξ1,ξ2,··· ) = 0.

Yield Criterion. It determines when plastic strain increments occur. Being Fy(σij ,T,ξ) the

deformation of a point is elastic when Fy(σij ,T,ξ) < 0 or Ḟy(σij ,T,ξ) < 0 (unloading), whereas

the deformation is elastoplastic when Fy(σij ,T,ξ) = 0 and Ḟy(σij ,T,ξ) > 0 (loading).

Plastic Potential Function or flow potential G(σ,T,ξ). It produces relative magnitudes of

plastic strain increments (as Poisson’s ratio does for elastic strains). Classical plasticity

states that ǫ̇p = λ̇
∂G(σ,T,ξ)

∂σ = λ̇g. λ is a positive scalar function. A particular case is when

G(σ,T,ξ) = F(σ,T,ξ) and it is called associated flow rule.

Hardening/Softening Relation. Hardening is the strengthening of a material by plastic

deformation. This strengthening occurs because of dislocation movements and dislocation

generation within the crystal structure of the material). The opposite is softening. They

can be modeled through the yield criteria and hardening can be isotropic or kinematic [71].

A review of main constitutive models for soils can be found in [47].

Author Date Ff(σij ,T,··· )

Rankine 1876 max|σii| − σy(T̂ ,··· )

Tresca 1864 max|σij | − τy(T̂ ,··· )

Von Mises 1913 3J2 − σ2
y(T̂ ,··· )

Mohr - Coulomb 1773/1882
(

(σ1−σ3)
2

)

+
(

(σ1+σ3)
2

)

sinφc − c cosφc

Drucker - Prager 1952 ᾱ(φc
)I1 +

√
J2 − κ̄κ,φc (*)

Table 2.2: Main failure criteria. σy(T̂ ,··· ) and τy(T̂ ,··· ) are the uniaxial tensile yield strength

and the shear yield strength of the material respectively, σI (I = 1, 2, 3 are the principal
stresses) and the quantity c is often called the cohesion and the angle φc is called the angle of
internal friction. The meaning of barα and κ̄κ,φc can be found for instance in [71]. I1 = σii and
J2 =

1
6

[

(σ1 − σ2)
2 + (σ2 − σ3)

2 + (σ3 − σ1)
2
]

are invariants of the stress tensor.
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Strength of materials

Strength of materials deals with the behavior of objects withstanding stresses and strains.

This theory was established on the basis of mathematical modeling in first and second principal

stress, so it corresponds to the modeling of a particular stress-strain path. In consequence,

the elastic and plastic behavior that have been presented in the two previous subsections are

reflected in a stress-strain curve. These curves depend on the material and different tensile

tests conducted on the same material yield different results. However there are some common

characteristics among the stress-strain curves of various groups of materials. When the yield

surface is intersected by the stress path, plastic strains begin. The behavior of the material after

that point has resulted on a classical classification of materials that is represented in Figure 2.3.

ǫ

σ

Elastic

Plastic

Strain hardening

Strain softening

Britle

Figure 2.3: Typical stress-strain curves of idealized materials.

Creep and relaxation

Different classes of constitutive models have been developed to capture time-dependent

phenomena in granular media: creep, stress relaxation and other rate effects. These models can

be classified in the following categories [6]:

Empirical models, which are mainly obtained by fitting experimental results from creep,

stress relaxation, and constant rate of strain tests. Their constitutive relations are gene-

rally given by closed-form solutions or differential equations. In addition, they are strictly

limited to specific boundary and loading conditions. That is, they are not general. These

models may be used as a base for developing three-dimensional constitutive relations.
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Rheological models, which describe uniaxial conditions and may be given as closed-form

solutions or in a differential form. Often, they are used to obtain a conceptual understan-

ding of time effects in soil. The differential representation of a material may be visualized

by the elementary mechanical models composed of elastic springs, plastic sliders, and vis-

cous dashpots. Three well-known models used in geomechanics are the Maxwell model,

the Kelvin-Voigt model, and the Bingham model. The Maxwell model consists of a spring

and a dashpot in series, whereas the Kelvin-Voigt model consists of a spring and a dashpot

in parallel. The Bingham model is a three-parameter model that consists of a parallel unit

composed of a linear dashpot with a plastic slider, and a linear spring connected in series.

The model shows pure elastic response below the yield stress σy. Above the threshold

stress, the model exhibits viscous flow of Maxwell type.

General stress-strain-time models are, in principle, three-dimensional models. Furthermo-

re, they are often given in incremental form. Therefore, they are readily adaptable to

numerical implementation suitable for a finite element procedure. The models are not

limited to the boundary conditions from which they are calibrated, i.e., in principle, all

possible stress paths can be simulated. The total strain model gives the creep strain as a

product of a function of stress by a function of time, ǫc,ij = f(σkl) · g(t). It is also possible

to use time-hardening, i.e. ǫ̇c,ij = f(σkl) · g(t), or strain-hardening models for creep, i.e.

ǫ̇ij = f(σkl) · g(ǫc,kl).

Nevertheless, although only the first class is referred to as empirical, all of them are phenome-

nological models, as typical of macromechanical models.

2.6. Description of macroscopic phenomena in granular mate-

rials

2.6.1. Dry materials

Nature of deformation

The deformation of a granular material is controlled by interactions between individual par-

ticles. As a result, the overall strain of a granular mass will be partly due to the deformation of

individual particles and partly due to the relative sliding between them. For instance, experience

for soils has shown that interparticle sliding, with the resultant rearrangement of the particles,

generally makes (by far) the most important contribution to overall strain [50].

Depending of the size, shape and structure of the particles, the interaction can be due to

different kind of forces (chemical, electrical, mechanical, etc.). This thesis considers materials

having only mechanical interaction between grains. These are so-called cohesionless media. In

soil mechanics, this is usual in coarse soils (i.e. sands, gravels, cobbles and boulders).
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Shortcomings of elastic theories

The mechanical behavior of granular materials could be reproduced by linear elastic models

with reasonably accuracy when stress states are not close to failure. However there are many

reported phenomena which are not well explained by them. Some examples are the irreversibi-

lity of a portion of the strains, the stress-path dependency of the strains, the coupling effects

such as volume changes due to shear stresses (referred to as shear dilatancy) and the rotation of

principal stress axes. Indeed most behavior patterns near and beyond failure cannot be handled

by elasticity theory [47].

These phenomena are mainly explained on the basis of two causes of inelasticity: the first

is the inelastic effects of the bulk material of the particles which can lead to irreversible defor-

mation of the grains or crushing [49]. The second effect is due to the irreversible or hysteretic

rearrangement of the particles (even when grains are completely elastic bodies).

Compression of real granular materials

This subsection is mainly based on the review of granular compression prepared by Mesri

and Vardhanabhuti (2009) [63]. That work was prepared from the examination of undimensional

and triaxial compression data on over 100 sands. Most of the conclusions are supposed to be

generalizable to other granular media consisting of irregular particles with several diameter size.

However, some of the reported phenomena could disappear in more regular or more uniformly

sized materials.

Experience shows that the compression of granular materials is often achieved through par-

ticle rearrangement. This is achieved by overcoming interparticle friction through interparticle

slip and rotation. In other cases, the particle rearrangement is accompanied by particle deforma-

tion, such as bending and particle compression, or even the particle rearrangement is facilitated

by overcoming particle strength through damage. Particle damage levels can be quantified as:

Level I damage: abrasion or grinding of particle surface asperities.

Level II damage: breaking or crushing of particle surface protrusions and sharp particle

corners and edges.

Level III damage: fracturing, splitting, or shattering of particles.

The first level affects the roughness of particles, whereas the second and third levels not only

can change the shape of particles but also affect their size distribution.

In addition to damage, compression promotes locking (including engaging surface rough-

ness) among particles and increases the stiffness of a granular aggregate, whereas interparticle

slip and especially particle damage are unlocking mechanisms that decrease its stiffness. Du-

ring compression of soft and friction granular materials both unlocking and locking mechanisms

operate simultaneously. The net effect determines the macroscopic relationship between the
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void ratio or volumetric strain versus effective stress relationship. When locking through tighter

particle packing dominates over the unlocking effect of interparticle slip and particle damage,

the constrained modulus increases with an increase in effective vertical stress, whereas when

unlocking produced by level III particle damage and interparticle slip exceeds the locking effect

of denser packing, the constrained modulus decreases with an increase in effective vertical stress.

The primary compression is considered as the instantaneous deformation (i.e. the deforma-

tion which is completed as soon as the load is applied) in a oedometer test (one-dimensional

compression with constrained lateral deformation). The end-of-primary (EOP) void ratio or

volumetric strain for incremental loading is defined at several seconds or minutes past the ap-

plication of the load increment. Three types of end-of-primary (EOP) void ratio versus effective

vertical stress relationship have been observed:

Type A compression behavior, which is most common for clean well-rounded strong me-

dium to coarse sands, consists of three stages of compression:

1. A net locking first stage during which the tangent constrained modulus M = σzz/ǫv

(being σzz = σ′
zz the effective vertical stress and ǫv the volumetric strain) increases

with an increase in σzz = σ′
zz. It is therefore a hardening stage.

2. A net unlocking second stage as a result of an abrupt onset of level III particle

damage with M decreasing with an increase in ǫv.

3. This is followed by a locking third stage.

Type B compression behavior also consists of three stages of compression. Net locking

behavior during the first and third stages, respectively, precedes and follows an equal

balance second stage compression behavior during which unlocking and locking effects are

equal and M remains constant with ǫv.

Type C compression behavior, which is especially observed for angular weak particles such

as carbonate sands, for which significant level I and level II particle damage begins at low

effective stress and continues with or without gradual level III particle damage, displays

a net locking effect throughout the effective stress range.

Moreover, yield stress has been traditionally considered to mark the abrupt onset of increased

deformability. For soils where particle damage is not a factor, the yield stress in oedometer

loading, called preconsolidation pressure, defines the boundary between the recompression range

where compressibility is small and the compression range where compressibility is much larger.

Recompression results from particle deformation and minor interparticle slip; and therefore

the preconsolidation pressure marks the onset of major interparticle slip. On the other hand,

the yield stress for granular materials has been assumed to signal the abrupt onset of particle

fracturing and splitting and associated particle rearrangement. Therefore for type A and type

B compression behavior, yield is defined at max(σzz), which marks the abrupt onset of particle

fracturing and splitting (i.e. level III particle damage).
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Compression of idealized granular material

In contrast to the compression of real sands described in the previous subsection, some other

interesting phenomena have been reported for idealized media. There is a significant experimen-

tal fact: for systems of hard, unbreakable and frictionless particles, the density of their assembly

ranges between some values depending on the protocol. Sometimes a mechanical process leads

to a more intimate packing of particles and sometimes it leads to a more loose packing. For ins-

tance, experiments done by Chicago group [69, 68] showed that columns of (both spherical and

irregular shape) grains tapped with a fixed number of taps but with an increasing magnitude

of tap remove initial voids and take one into the low density packed limit, Φ = 0,59, but repea-

ting the tapping now decreasing the magnitude takes one to the maximum density, Φ = 0,64 [26].

According to the description of compression reported above, the deformation at pressure

levels below the yield stress (i.e. the pressure which causes the fracturing, splitting, or shattering

of particles) should be mainly due to the deformation of particles because the net effect of

the rearrangement would not be very significant. However experience shows that, as the size

distribution of particles becomes more uniform, the rearrangement becomes more dependent on

the protocol.

Creep and relaxation of real granular materials

There are only a few reported laboratory studies of one dimensional creep tests performed

on sand [54]. However two relevant observations from triaxial tests under isotropic stress states

are [54]:

1. Stress dependency. The deformations of granular soils occur almost instantaneously after

load application at low confining stresses but may continue, at a decreasing rate, for long

periods of time at high confining stresses. Thus, time-dependent behavior of granular ma-

terials can be divided into: (1) Behavior at low confining stresses, where the deformations

are caused by rearrangement over time due to sliding and rolling between the sand parti-

cles and (2) behavior at high confining stresses where the deformations are associated with

continuous fracturing —crushing— and deformation of the grains. The transition between

the low stress and high stress regime (referred to as the critical pressure) depends on the

bulk material of the particles and the initial void ratio. The two regimes seem to have

different creep characteristics. At low stresses, the creep strains are generally of small

magnitudes but not negligible.

2. Strain-Time behavior. The strain-time relation seems to be linear when plotted as strain

versus logarithm of time.

In ideal materials, and because of non-thermal nature, a frozen state of a system would not

change in time unless some energy is introduced. It can be done by different dynamic proto-

cols (tapping, pouring, shaking, removing, compressing,... ) which are, in the end, systematic

processes that are applied in time. Therefore, how the evolution of the system in time (and in

particular the macroscopic deformation) are determined by this dynamic process and, specially,

by the amplitude and frequency of the action.
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2.6.2. Saturated materials

An essential concept in saturated material is that a load applied to an element of the medium

is carried partly by the pore phase and partly by the soil skeleton. Then, the pore pressure within

the sample is no longer in equilibrium with the pore pressures at the boundary of the sample,

hence fluid flow commences and the additional pore pressure induced by the loading dissipates.

Since pore pressure, and thus total head, is changing with time during the fluid flow, this flow is

transient (or unsteady). In consequence, in many problems it is possible to separate the effects

of a loading in two distinct phases [50]:

1. Undrained loading, during which an increment of pore pressure is developed but there is

no significant flow of pore fluid, i.e., no change in the water content of the soil.

2. Dissipation, during which the total load applied to the soil remains constant and fluid

flow occurs to dissipate the additional pore pressure.

The duration of each phase depends on the permeability kd of the medium and the dynamic

viscosity of the liquid µw. Darcy’s law is a phenomenologically derived constitutive equation

that describes the flow of a fluid through a porous medium, and it forms the scientific basis

of fluid permeability. It is used for low velocities in porous media, when inertial effects do not

become significant. It is written as:

qw =
kd
µw

∇uw (2.16)

where qw is the flux of the fluid(discharge per unit area, with units of length per time, m/s)

and is the pressure gradient vector (Pa/m).

The higher the permeability the shorter the dissipation stage. For very permeable materials,

the dissipation is supposed to be instantaneous, so that they behave as if they were drained.

If the flow is prevented (e.g. by a membrane) the mechanical behavior changes because the

deformation is governed by effective stress.

On the other hand, according to the effective stress principle, saturated granular media are

supposed to deform in response to changes in the effective stresses [48, 50]. Then the deforma-

tion changes in time, during the dissipation phase. If the medium tends to decrease in volume,

the excess pore pressures are positive in a process called consolidation. If the medium tends to

increase in volume, the excess pore pressures are negative, in the process called swell or heave.

The mathematical theory describing the dissipation of excess pore pressures and associated de-

formation of the soil is called consolidation theory. The one-dimensional case was firstly solved

by Terzaghi [50] and the general three-dimensional theory of consolidation was proposed by

Biot [12].

However, there are some deviations from the results predicted by Terzaghi’s consolidation

theory. Some results based upon careful tests show how consolidation of soils may be conve-

niently divided into two phases [50, 65]:
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1. The compression that occurs while the excess pressures dissipate, according to consolida-

tion theory.

2. The slow continued compression that continues after the excess pore pressures have subs-

tantially dissipated is called secondary compression. It occurs because the relationship

between void ratio and effective stress is usually somewhat time dependent, as reported

in section 2.6.1.

Lastly, the dynamic behavior of saturated granular media (e.g. transmission of seismic waves

through saturated granular media) is solved within the frame of poroelasticity [13, 14].

2.6.3. Unsaturated materials

Mechanical behavior of unsaturated materials

The mechanical behavior of both real or idealized unsaturated granular media is significantly

more complex to analyze, because equilibrium considerations (i.e., conservation of mass, mo-

mentum and energy) have to be applied to a multiphase system. In particular, some important

phenomena arise due to suction or saturation changes. For instance, in soils some phenomena

are [87]:

Volume change behavior. Soils can experience significant volume changes after changes of

the degree of saturation or suction. Some soils expand upon wetting, some collapse and

some do both depending on the stress level. The large volume changes associated with

saturation change can lead to severe damages to foundations and structures.

Shear strength behavior. Shear strength of soils can also change dramatically as the degree

of saturation changes, and a related engineering problem is slope failures caused by rainfall.

Hydraulic behavior. Unsaturated soils also have distinctive hydraulic behavior. This has

profound implications, among other applications, in designing cover and containment sys-

tems for various industrial and municipal wastes.

These fundamental issues are the main concerns of unsaturated soil mechanics and its enginee-

ring applications, but they can be extended to any unsaturated granular material. In the end,

these phenomena are related to changes in the interaction forces between the particles caused

by capillarity effects. Macroscopic approaches have been used to solve problems dealing with

unsaturated granular media, and it has led to some challenges which need solutions [29]:

1. The development of theoretical basis for describing the physical behavior of these media.

A solution for this challenge, from a macroscopic point of view, could be to adopt stress

state variables based on multiphase continuum mechanics to describe the stress state

independent of soil properties (as has been explained in section 2.3.2). Then the stress

state variables can be used to develop suitable constitutive models.

2. The extension of constitutive relationships accepted for saturated media. The solution

is supported by the idea that all constitutive relations for saturated soil behavior could
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be extended to embrace unsaturated soil behavior and thereby form a smooth transition

between saturated and unsaturated soil conditions. In each case, research needs to be

undertaken to verify the uniqueness of the extended constitutive relations.

3. Nonlinearity associated with the partial differential equations formulated for unsaturated

soil behavior resulted in iterative solution procedures. The convergence of highly nonlinear

partial differential equations proved to be a serious challenge.

4. Greatly increased costs and time were required for the testing of unsaturated soils. As

well, laboratory equipment for measuring unsaturated soil properties has proven to be

technically demanding and quite complex to operate.

5. Highly negative pore-water pressures, i.e., matric suctions greater than 100 kPa, have

proven to be difficult to measure, particularly in the field.

6. New technologies such as those proposed for unsaturated soil mechanics are not always

easy to incorporate into engineering practice. The implementation of unsaturated soil

mechanics findings into engineering practice has proven to be a challenge.

Many researches are focused on facing this challenges to establish constitutive relations for all

classic areas of unsaturated soil mechanics: i.e., water and air flow, shear strength, and volume-

mass changes. These have also been written in terms of equations for the soil-water characteristic

curve, or SWCC, (i.e. that defining the amount of water in a soil versus soil suction) and are

known as unsaturated soil property functions. Then the SWCC for a soil becomes the key to

solve problems using unsaturated soil mechanics. The unsaturated soil properties take the form

of extensions to classic saturated soil properties with an added portion that is a function of soil

suction [29].



Chapter 3

Micromechanical approach

“((What a curious feeling!)) said Alice; ((I
must be shutting up like a telescope.)) And
so it was indeed: she was now only ten
inches high, and her face brightened up at
the thought that she was now the right size
for going through the little door into that
lovely garden.”

(Lewis Carrol,
Alice’s adventures in Wonderland)

3.1. Introduction

In the most general sense, heterogeneous materials (e.g. composites, solid foams, polycrystals

or granular materials) consist of domains of different materials (phases) or the same material

in different states. These clearly distinguishable constituents show different material properties.

Determining the macroscopic or effective physical properties of heterogeneous media is a clas-

sical problem in science and engineering.

Micromechanics analyses heterogeneous materials on the level of their individual consti-

tuents. Therefore, the attention in this chapter focuses on the many instances in which the

“microscopic” length scale (e.g., the average domain size) is much larger than the molecular

dimensions (so that the domains possess macroscopic properties) but much smaller than the cha-

racteristic length of the macroscopic sample. In such circumstances, the heterogeneous material

can be viewed as a continuum on the microscopic scale and macroscopic or “effective” proper-

ties can be ascribed to it [108]. Therefore, if the properties of the different phases or particles

are known, a micromechanical approach can lead to a predictive response of the whole hetero-

geneous material. This is called homogenization an it is one of the main aims of micromechanics.

Micromechanics is used to overcome some of the shortcomings of phenomenological approa-

ches used in continuum mechanics. In this connection, for example, a multiscale bottom-up

approach is useful to carry out high fidelity virtual mechanism tests in composites or even as-

sembled structures [56].

31
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Micromechanics is carried out through both theoretical and computational methods. Theo-

ries are based on random heterogeneous media with an infinite extension, and can therefore

be denoted as asymptotic estimates. On the other hand, numerical techniques and simulations

on samples of the microstructure are used. In that case, the notion of representative volume

element (RVE) is of paramount importance. The RVE is usually regarded as a volume V of

heterogeneous material that is sufficiently large to be statistically representative of the material,

i.e., to effectively include a sampling of all microstructural heterogeneities that occur in the he-

terogeneous body. This is generally the principle adopted, and it leads to the fact that the RVE

must include a large number of the composite micro-heterogeneities (grains, inclusions, voids,

fibers, etc.). However, it must remain small enough to be considered as a volume element of

continuum mechanics. Several types of boundary conditions can be prescribed on V to impose

a given mean strain or mean stress to the material element [44].

It is possible to differentiate two classes of numerical techniques:

Computational micromechanics. It consists on applying continuum mechanics on each

of the phases of the RVE and then solving numerically the equations (considering the

interaction between them). This method is usually based on computational techniques such

as the Finite Element Method (FEM) or the Finite Different Method (FDM). Note that

this approach applies different constitutive relationships to each of the phases (which are

actually small boundary problems), in contrast to the approach reported in the previous

chapter in which an equivalent constitutive relationships would be applied to the whole

body. The problem becomes increasingly difficult as the dynamic of the phases becomes

more significant, so these techniques are more costly when there are fluid or gas phases,

and they are more appropriate for composites or heterogeneous solids.

Atomistic methods. They consist on applying rigid body dynamics together with interac-

tion laws to the particles of a RVE. These methods are generally called molecular dynamics

(MD) or distinct element method (DEM). In case of mechanical interaction, for example,

the interaction potential usually comes from a closed-form solution of a microscopic elastic

problem.

Computational micromechanics is associated with continuum micromechanics while atomistic

methods are associated with discrete mechanics. Since the nature of dry and wet granular matter

requires the analysis of discrete grains which not only deform but also move and rearrange in

time, atomistic methods (MD) have been used in this thesis. Section 3.2 summarizes how the

motion of the particles is computed from the laws of rigid body dynamics. Then two kinds

of interaction (mechanical and capillary) are analyzed. Once the position of particles within a

static packing is known, it is possible to average the deformation and the equivalent stress state

of the whole RVE. Some homogenization techniques, which are enough for the purposes of this

thesis, are included in the last part of this chapter.
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3.2. Classical dynamics of particles

Classical mechanics is concerned with the set of physical laws describing the motion of bodies

under the action of a system of forces. By integrating Newton’s laws of motion, the trajectories

of the particles, in space and in time, can be obtained. To do that it is necessary to know

the acting forces. For instance, Newton’s laws for a system of N particles results in a system

of N second-order coupled differential equations (these equations can also be obtained from

Lagrangian mechanics):

mkẍk = Fk
t (3.1)

where mk is the mass of particle k, xk,ẋk and ẍk are, respectively, its position, velocity and ac-

celeration vectors and Fk
t is equal to the sum of all the forces acting on particle k: interactions

with other particles, external forces derivate from conservative potentials (e.g gravitational,

electrical, etc.), externally controlled forces, etc.

An alternative approach is Hamiltonian mechanics, which actually is a reformulation of

these laws (for a detailed explanation see, e.g, [34]). For a system of N particles, this results in

2N first-order coupled differential equations. However it is necessary to know which the energy

(including kinetic, conservative and non-conservative potentials) is. The generalized coordinates

are qk and the generalized momenta pk. When there are not constraints to the motion of the

particles, these are qk = xk and pk = mkẋk. Then the Hamilton equations are written as follows

q̇k = ∂H
∂pk

ṗk = − ∂H
∂qk

(3.2)

where H(qk,pk,··· ) is the Hamiltonian function of the system. It is equal to the sum of the kine-

tic energy T(pk) and the conservative potential energy Vt(qk,··· ). Then H(qk,pk) = T(pk)+Vt(qk ,··· ).

In systems in which there is an strong interaction between particles (such as dense and jam-

med granular media) the corresponding forces or the equivalent modifications of the potential

energy must be known. Once they have been computed, Newton’s laws can be integrated in

time to obtain the trajectory of each particle. As it is referred in section 5.1.1 below, this is

what molecular dynamics methods precisely do.

3.3. Particle forces

Interactions forces can be due to different physical phenomena. They have been classified

herein in relation to the location of the generation mechanism [82]:

Forces due to applied boundary stresses:

• Mechanical forces Fk
mec. They are caused by boundary stresses and transmitted along

granular chains that form within the solid skeleton. They can be calculated as closed-

form solutions obtained by applying continuum mechanics on the level of the parti-
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cles. For instance, contact theory [42] gives the value of the elastic forces produced

between particles when they are compressed. This theory is summarized in the next

section.

• Capillary effects at high degree of saturation prior to air-entry.

Particle-level forces (a particle can experience these forces even in the absence of a soil

skeleton):

• Particle weight. It is due to the gravitational attraction.

• Buoyancy. Hydrostatic fluid pressure results from the weight of the fluid above the

point under consideration. When a particle is submerged in water (or any other fluid),

the water pressure is normal to the particle surface. The integral of the fluid pressure

acting on the particle renders the buoyancy force.

• Hydrodynamic forces. The pore fluid moving along the interconnected pore network

in the granular medium exerts viscous drag forces and forces resulting from velocity

gradients (null average in straight macro-flow).

Contact-level forces:

• Capillary forces Fk
cap. Capillary forces at low degree of saturation. These forces are

considered separately in a section below.

• Electrical forces. The essence of all phenomena involved in electrical forces is the in-

terplay between geometric compatibility, thermal agitation and Coulomb’s electrical

force. As a result, various repulsion and attraction forces develop, and the balance

between these forces varies with inter-particle distance, rendering a highly non-linear

force-distance relation.

• Cementation-reactive force. There are many mechanisms leading to cementation in

some granular media such as soils. For instance, the evaporation of water in the me-

niscus between two particles and the precipitation of salt, forming crystals that bond

the particles together. Some agents lithify the soil around particles and at contacts,

while other processes change the initial physical-chemical structure. Cementation

is a natural consequence of aging and the ensuing diagenetic effects in soils. Most

natural soils have some degree of inter-particle bonding. Cementation is often ac-

companied by either shrinkage or swelling, and the ensuing changes in inter-particle

skeletal forces. However, the most significant mechanical contribution of cementation

is activated when strains are imposed onto the soil.

Capillary and electrical forces can cause strains in the granular system even at constant

boundary loads. Conversely, the cementation-reactive force opposes skeletal deformation.

Skeletal, capillary, and van der Waals forces contribute to the normal compressive contact force

(the contribution of particle weight is in the vertical downwards direction and may be com-

pressive if sitting or tensile if the particle is hanging). Their relative contributions for different

size spherical particles are depicted in figure 3.1 (Van der Waals attraction is computed for an
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inter-particle separation of 30Ȧ. The skeletal force is shown for σ′ = 10 kPa and σ′ = 1 MPa).

These compressive forces mobilize the electrical repulsion forces and bring particles together

until compression and repulsion are balanced.

Figure 3.1: Skeletal vs. contact-level capillary and electrical forces. Note slopes: skeletal 2:1,
weight 3:1, capillary and van der Waals 1:1 [82].

Apart from these forces, there can also be mass-related magnetic forces (not relevant in most

soils) and contact-level hydrodynamic squirt-flow type forces (that develop during dynamic ex-

citation).

3.4. Contact theory

3.4.1. Introduction

Packing spheres is inherently a geometrical problem due to exclusion-volume effects [109]. In

order to know how the final arrangement of a granular system is, in some cases the deformation

of the particles does not seem to be very important, since with many protocols the contacts net-

work (i.e. that described by the geometrical features of the arrangement) does not significantly

change with hard/soft interaction potentials. However once the particles have been packed, the

macroscopic constitutive relationships depend not only on the contacts network but also on the

elastic properties of the particles. Depending on the purpose of the research, the particles must

be considered as soft of hard particles.

In this research, soft elastic particles have been used. Therefore, they are supposed to return

to their original shape after the forces that caused their deformation are no longer applied.

However deformations are also supposed to be small enough to make it possible to discard

combined effects (i.e. when more than a pair of forces are acting on the same particle, the
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deformations along the respective diameters, are considered independently).

Contact theory deals with the relationship between interaction force, overlapping and stress

field [42]. The resulting expressions for elastic spheres and disks at low deformation levels are

included in sections below.

3.4.2. Hertz’s law

When the soft surfaces of two elastic solids k, l are approaching until they contact, a me-

chanical interaction force between them Fkl
mec is produced. It is initially a punctual force which

produces a stress field within the bodies. Often, infinite values of the stress are obtained at the

contact points. However, as they approach the contact area increases. This area is supposed to

be finite but small in comparison to the size of the solids and, as a result of the corresponding

stress fields, a net force, proportional to the overlapping of the solids, is produced.

Hertz’s law is used for some theoretical contact cases. In particular, it gives a solution for the

case of two approaching soft balls k, l, for which the mechanical interaction force Fkl
mec = F kl

He
xkl

|xkl|

is:

F kl
He = Kkl

Heδ
kl, 3

2 (3.3)

Being δkl = Rk + Rl − xkl the overlapping when xkl ≤ Rk + Rl and δkl = 0 in other case. The

Hertzian stiffness is

Kkl
He =

2Ey

3(1− ν2)

√

Rkl
eff (3.4)

where Ey and ν are, respectively, the Young and Poisson’s modulus of the material and the

effective radius of the interacting particles is Rkl
eff = RkRl

Rk+Rl . When both interacting particles

have the same radius (Rk = Rl = R = D/2), then δkl = D − xkl and Rkl
eff = D

4 .

It is important to realize that the Hertz’s law establishes a non-linear relationship between

the force and the overlapping F kl
He ∝ δkl,

3
2 .

Sometimes it is interesting to consider not only a normal force related to the normal over-

lapping but also viscous forces in such a way that Fkl
mec = (F kl

He + F kl
He,v)

xkl

|xkl|
. Viscous forces are

related to the velocity of overlapping δ̇kl = ẋkl and can be expressed as:

F kl
He,v = −mkl

effγn

√

Rkl
effδ

kl, 1
2 δ̇kl (3.5)

where mkl
eff is the effective mass of the interacting particles and is given by mkl

eff = mkml

mk+ml . Again,

when both interacting particles have the same mass (mk = ml = m) then mkl
eff = m/2. γn is the

viscous parameter.

Tangential forces can also be taken into account. Again these depend on the contact history
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and can be elastic and viscous. They are usually expressed as:

Fkl
He,t = Kkl

He,tδ
kl, 1

2 δklt
xkl
t

|xklt |
(3.6)

with Kkl
Ht = Kt

√

Rkl
eff and

Fkl
He,vt = −mkl

effγtδ
kl, 1

2 δ̇klt
xkl
t

|xklt |
(3.7)

If one of the particles is a soft wall, then Rwall → ∞ and mwall → ∞ so that Reff = D/2 and

meff = m. In this case, if the elastic constants of the wall are also Ey and ν, then the mechanical

force which acts on an approaching particle at a distance xk wall from the wall is:

Fk wall
He = Kn

√

Dk

2
δk wall, 3

2nwall (3.8)

being nwall the unitary vector normal to the wall and δk wall = Rk − xk when xk ≤ Rk and

δk wall = 0 in other case.

Hertz’s law for disks

Hertz’s law also gives a solution for two approaching soft disks k, l (i.e. two contacting

cylinders with parallel axes). The mechanical interaction force per unit of length acting on the

contact line is fklmec = fkl
Ho

xkl

|xkl|
with:

fkl
Ho = Kkl

D δkl (3.9)

δkl = Rk + Rl − xkl is the overlapping when |xkl| ≤ Rk + Rl and δkl = 0 in other case. Since

this is a linear relationship between forces and overlappings, it is also called as Hookean contact

law.

The disk stiffness depends on the elastic properties of the material as

KD =
πEy

8(1 − ν2)
(3.10)

Note that the interacting force, which is actually measured in force per length units, does not

depend on the effective radius of the interacting particles is Rkl
eff = RkRl

Rk+Rl .

On the other hand, if the disk has a height Leq, then the total force is Fkl
mec = fklmecLeq. Using

this elastic parameter, Eq. 3.9 becomes:

F kl
Ho = Kkl

n δkl (3.11)

being Kn = KDLeq the normal Hookean stiffness.

Again, sometimes it is also interesting to consider viscous normal forces, which relate with
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the velocity of overlapping, and/or tangential forces, which depend on the contact history. Then,

an expression similar to Eq. 3.5 can be used to compute the normal viscous forces between two

disks of masses mk = ρLeqπR
k,2 and ml = ρLeqπR

l,2.

F kl
Ho,v = −mkl

effγn

√

Rkl
effδ

kl, 1
2 δ̇kl (3.12)

Similarly, lineal expressions are proposed for tangential elastic and viscous forces:

Fkl
Ho,t = Ktδ

kl
t

xkl
t

|xklt |

and

Fkl
Ho,vt = −mkl

effγtδ̇
kl
t

xkl
t

|xklt |

And, finally, if one of the particles is a soft wall, then Rwall → ∞ and mwall → ∞ so that

Reff = D/2 and meff = m.

3.5. Wet materials

3.5.1. Introduction

When a small amount of liquid is introduced between solid surfaces a stable liquid bridge

can form. An effect of the capillary action of the liquid is to produce an attractive capillary

force Fkl
cap between the bodies. The sum of all the capillary forces within a packing affects

its mechanical response. Moreover, the dynamics of wet systems is also different to the dyna-

mics of dry systems because collisions between particles are governed by capillary forces which

dissipated kinetic energy. These forces can produce the aggregation of particles or clustering [39].

This thesis focuses on the static response of granular systems. In consequence, when these

are wet, the interaction between particles is governed not only by mechanical contact forces

but also by the interfacial forces exerted by liquid capillary bridges which form between them.

These interactions are mainly cohesive: menisci allow particles to be force-balanced with sets of

forces that include negative or tensile, although bounded, forces. Furthermore, capillary forces

dissipate energy upon rupture.

It is well known that cohesion in wet granular materials depends on the amount of liquid

in the system. A qualitative classification of the meniscus configurations is commonly made,

distinguishing among pendular, funicular, capillary, and slurry state [64] as follows (see Fig. 3.2):

Pendular state: Particles are held together by liquid bridges at their contact points.

Funicular state: Some pores are fully saturated by liquid, but there still remain voids filled

with air.

Capillary state: All voids between particles are filled with liquid, but the surface liquid is

drawn back into the pores under capillary action.
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Slurry state: Particles are fully immersed in liquid and the surface of liquid is convex, i.e.,

no capillary action at the surface.

Figure 3.2: Granular media with various amounts of liquid. In the schematic diagrams in the
third column, the filled circles represent the grains and the gray regions represent the interstitial
liquid [64].

The pendular state has been the scope of a lot of research. Cohesive forces can be obtained

by analyzing water bridges between particles. Capillary bridges are governed by the Laplace-

Young equation which, for cases where the gravitational distortion is negligible, states that the

mean curvature of the meniscus profile is constant and proportional to the pressure difference

between the liquid and the gaseous phases. However the nature of menisci in real granular

media (such as soils) is quite complex (see Fig. 3.3). Observations of granular materials at

different relative humidities using the environmental scanning electron microscope were recently

performed [57] and an important conclusion was that there are also some convex menisci in

several circumstances, although they can be turned into concave menisci with wetting cycles.

In addition, the volume of each meniscus is usually out of the equilibrium because inside

unsaturated granular media there are fluxes of air and water and phase transitions due to the

respective pressure gradients [32, 33]. If the liquid/gas phases of voids are connected, water and

air flux according to fluids dynamics. Moreover, the volume of each meniscus depends on the

vapor pressure of the water in the void (the pressure of a vapor in thermodynamic equilibrium

with its condensed phases in a closed system). All liquids have a tendency to evaporate and all

gases have a tendency to condense back to their liquid form [75]). According to Dalton’s law 1,

1The total pressure exerted by the mixture of non-reactive gases is equal to the sum of the partial pressures
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Figure 3.3: Water menisci form at contacts of sand grains: a, c and d show predominantly concave
menisci; b shows predominantly convex menisci. The wrinkles of the air/water interfaces are
clear in b (bold arrows indicate water menisci at contacts with grains). Image settings (RH,
material): a 100, Sand B; (b) 99, Sand B; c 100, Sand B; d 100, Sand C [57].

the total pressure of the air within the void is equal to the sum of the partial pressure of the

air and the vapor pressure of the water. The total pressure of the air affects the shape of the

meniscus and the intensity of capillary forces. In permeable and non-isolated systems in which

the air pressure does not change, the equilibrium between vapour pressure, temperature and

volume of the meniscus is not stable and small fluctuations lead to evaporation or condensation.

In consequence, menisci increase or decrease in time, and vapour pressure gradients cause gas

fluxes, which also affect the humidity of the air in other voids. The final air pressure and water

content depends on the external conditions of the granular system and on how connected the

voids are (i.e. on the permeability of the packing). Indeed in the low saturation range of unsa-

turated soils the transport of water occurs mainly in the form of water vapor, thus involving

evaporation and condensation [67]. However these fluxes are not considered herein because an

equivalent time-averaged and spatial-averaged state is supposed. So that an average capillary

effect, which is supposed to be represented by equivalent menisci at each contact, is used to

establish the expected response of the whole system.

The theory on static regimes of water menisci between idealized particles (spherical or

circular) is quite known. The pendular state is only attainable for low relative humidities. In

this case, capillary forces are compressive. They are a consequence of the liquid surface tension

of individual gases.
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and the pressure difference between liquid and gas phases. In this thesis, all the menisci are

supposed to be concave (see Fig. 3.4). Only if the relative humidity were higher, it could be

possible to find a predominantly convex meniscus between two spherical particles. However high

levels of water content are incompatible with dense granular media, so they are not considered.

On the other hand, convex menisci could be found too [57] for particles having flat sides.

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of (a) predominantly concave meniscus and (b) predomi-
nantly convex meniscus located at contact between two solid grains idealized as spheres. Water
pressure exerted on each solid grain is (c) tensile for predominantly concave meniscus and (d)
compressive for predominantly convex meniscus; surface tension is always tensile [57].

3.5.2. Capillary forces for idealized media

Interaction regimes

The compressive effect of concave water menisci can be analyzed for idealized media. When

two wet and soft particles, called k and l, with radii Rk and Rl and wetting layers of thickness

hkw and hlw, are approaching towards each other, several cases of interaction can be produced.

Defining the wetting distance as dklw = Rk+Rl+hkw+hlw and the contact distance as dklc = Rk+Rl,

the following possible regimes of interaction appear [33]:

xkl = |xkl| > dklw ; δkl < δklw < 0 Out-contact: neither the particles nor the wet layers are

touching.

xkl = dklw Wetting point: the wet layers of the particles get into touch.

dklc < xkl < dklw ; δkl = δklw < 0 Wet-contact or Quasi-Contact: a meniscus has been

formed between the particles but they are not touching. (Fig. 3.5 a).

xkl = dklc ; δkl = 0 Strict-contact (Collision point): particles come into contact, while a

meniscus is present. (Fig. 3.5 b).
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xkl < dklc ; δkl > 0 Over-contact: Particles are touching and they are being defor-

med.(Fig. 3.5 c).

Being the overlapping δkl = dklc − xkl and the wet overlapping δklw = dklw − xkl. In Fig. 3.5 the

interaction regimes are depicted. The meniscus existing between two particles breaks when the

particles are separated at a distance dklr . In general the rupture distance is not equal to the

wetting distance dklr 6= dklw because there is an hysteretic nature in the wetting collision [39].

Figure 3.5: (a) Quasi-contact, (b) Strict contact and (c) Over-contact (dimensions exaggera-
ted) [33].

Forces associated with capillary bridges

Two important physical properties of the phases of an unsaturated granular media determi-

ne the value of the forces: the surface tension and the contact angle.

The surface tension of the liquid phase γw is a property of the surface of a liquid that

allows it to resist an external force. It is caused by cohesion of similar molecules, and it has the

dimension of force per unit length, or of energy per unit area. This property depends on the

temperature and on the nature of the liquid [75]. The dependency of the surface tension of pure

water on the temperature T̂ is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Variation of surface tension γw with temperature T̂ for pure water [75].
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The contact angle θw is the angle at which a liquid/vapor interface meets a solid surface. The

equilibrium contact angle is specific for any given system and is determined by the molecular

interactions across the liquid/vapor, solid/vapor, and solid/liquid interfaces. A single system

of drop/medium (say air)/surface has a spectrum of contact angles ranging from the so-called

advancing (maximal) contact angle to the receding (minimal) contact angle. The equilibrium

contact angle is between those values.

If there are two wet particles in quasi-contact or strict-contact regimes, a capillary bridge is

formed between them. When particles are approached or separated (less than the rupture dis-

tance), the variation of the free-energy is null. So that the sum of the change in surface energy

Ws and elastic potential energies, which relate to the pressure of the liquid and gas phases, is

null [32].

The capillary forces Fkl
cap can be determined through an analytical relation with the normal

relative displacement xkl. The relationship is obtained by solving a system of nonlinear coupled

equations. The equilibrium is reached when the liquid surface has acquired a spatially constant

mean curvature (r̂k,−1+ r̂l,−1)/2, and forms the equilibrium contact angle, θw, with the surface

of the grains. As a result the geometry of the meniscus and the associated force is obtained

for every considered matric suction, every relative distance and every size and shape of the

particles. The equations to solve are included below [83].

The capillary pressure (also called suction) is defined as the pressure difference between air

ua and water uw pressures:

∆u = ua − uw (3.13)

The shape of a meniscus or of a droplet is determined by the Young-Laplace equation, with

Figure 3.7: (a) Illustration of a liquid bridge between two particles of unequal size; (b) details
of the liquid bridge [83].

the contact angle playing the role of a boundary condition. The Young-Laplace equation comes

from the imposition of that the variation of the free energy is null. For 3D systems, interactions

like those represented in Fig. 3.7 are:

∆u = γw

(

1

r̂1
+

1

r̂2

)

(3.14)
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being r̂1, r̂2 the curvature radii of the meniscus.

The corresponding volume of the meniscus, characterized by a profile y(x) is

V kl
m = π

∫ xl

xk

y2(x)dx−
1

3
Rk,3

(

1− arc cos(xk)
)2 (

2 + arc cos(xk)
)

−1

3
Rl,3

(

1− arc cos(xl)
)2 (

2 + arc cos(xl)
)

(3.15)

and the intergranular distance

xkl = Rl
(

1− arc cos(xl)
)

+ xl +Rk
(

1− arc cos(xk)
)

− xk (3.16)

If the profile’s apex is y0, then the interparticle force Fkl
cap = −F kl

capr
xkl

|xkl|
due to capillarity is:

F kl
capr = 2πy0γw + πy20∆u (3.17)

In the case of monodisperse (i.e. ∀k Dk = D) 2D systems the analytical solution of the

Figure 3.8: Pendular capillary bridge between two spheres [35].

capillary force can be obtained in this way [35]: Let a 2D pendular bridge as shown in figure 3.8.

The position of the three-phase contact point is given by x = Rk sinα and y = δkl/2 +Rk(1−
cosα). The radius of the meniscus is rm = y

cos (θc+α) and the half of neck thickness d = x− d′,

being d′ = r (1− sin (θc + α)). The total area of the meniscus is Am = 4 (A1 −A2 −A3) where

A1 = xy, A2 = Rk,2

4 (2α − sin (2α)), A3 = r2

4 (2βm − sin (2βm)) and βm = π/2 − θc − α is the

half-spanning angle of the meniscus. Finally the capillary force per unit of length is given by

fkl
capr =

F kl
capr

Leq
= γw

(

2 +
2d

r

)

(3.18)

The geometry depends on δkl and on the water content, and so do d and r. In consequence the

value of the force can be known for any distance and any (low) water content.
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The size of the equivalent meniscus

For both 2D and 3D systems, the size (area/volume) of the average meniscus can be related

to the relative humidity of the sample. The total volume of the water in the sample is equal to

the sum of the water content associated with every particle, which is equal to the sum of half

of the volume of the meniscus associated with every contact:

Vw =
∑

k

V k
w =

∑

k,l

V kl
w =

1

2

∑

k,l

V kl
mw (3.19)

The water content of the sample ωw and that associated with each particle ωk
w is defined as:

ωw =
Vwρwg

Vsρg
=

Vw

Vs

1

Gs
ωk
w =

V k
w

V k
s

1

Gs
(3.20)

Being the specific gravity of solid particles Gs equal to ρ/ρw.

The first approximation to the water distribution between menisci is such as all of them

have the same volume (uniform distribution). In that case, if the total number of contacts of a

packing is Z = z̄N , being z̄ the average coordination number, then the water volume associated

with each meniscus is:

V̄ kl
m =

Vw

Z
=

Vs

Z
Gsωw (3.21)

If the system is three-dimensional and monodisperse, Vs = πD3/6, the average volume of the

menisci can be easily related to the water content of the sample:

Vm =
1

z̄

1

6
πD3Gsωw (3.22)

On the other hand, for two-dimensional media, the average area of the menisci would be:

V̄m =
As

Z
Gsω (3.23)

And finally, if the system is monodisperse, As = πD2/4, the area of the menisci can be simply

related to the water content of the sample in the way:

Am =
1

4z̄
πD2Gsωw (3.24)

Closed-form solutions to capillary forces

Although in general it is not easy to solve the equations of capillary interaction, some closed-

form solutions have been developed for some specific cases.

Willet and co-workers [117] presented an approximate expression for two equal size sphe-

rical particles with low water content and a contact angle of θc = 0. The capillary force

would be:

F kl
capr = 2γVm(D,ωw)

1

δkl,2
(3.25)
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The volume can be related to the water content and the size of the particles according to

Eq.3.22.

The value of the capillary force obtained in this way is represented in Figure 3.9, in

Figure 3.9: Dimensionless plots of the total capillary force as a function of the separation distance
between equal spheres for a range of dimensionless liquid bridge volumes [117].

which the next dimensionless variables are used: F ∗ = F/2πRγ, S+ = (δkl/2)
√

R/Vm

and S∗ = δkl/2R. The maximum value of the capillary force is given in the strict contact

regime and is F kl
capr = 2πγwR cos θc. This force is supposed to take the same value in the

overcontact-regime.

A large amount of particularly high quality experimental data demonstrate that the follo-

wing equation provides a good estimation of the capillary force for a given displacement:

F kl
capr =

2πγwR cos θc
1 + 2,1(S+) + 10,0(S+)

(3.26)

being S+ = S∗/V ∗1/2.

In addition, they also presented an expression to estimate the rupture distance, which is

given by:

S∗
r =

1

2

(

1 +
φ

2

)

(

V ∗,1/3 +
V ∗,2/3

10

)

(3.27)

Using the detailed approach of Gili and Alonso [32, 33], the resulting capillary force can
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also be expressed as

F kl
capr = πγwRf(θc,δkl/R) (3.28)

The water content can be related to the contact angle θc and the radius R. Figure 3.10

shows that the capillary force between two spherical bodies changes with contact angle

and relative distance.

Figure 3.10: Attraction force due to a meniscus between two neighboring particles of equal
radius. In this case D represents the size of the gap [33].

Most expressions of the capillary force are based on assumptions of toroidal or parabolic

shape of the liquid bridge and on the geometrical characteristics of the liquid bridge.

Alternatively, Soulié and co-workers [96] tried to find the evolution of the capillary force

in the form of a force-displacement relationship accounting for the water content as a

macroscopic quantity directly accessible to measurement. They numerically solved for

several configurations of the doublet and, then, they fitted an expression for this set of

solutions. It was (applied for monodisperse systems):

F kl
capr = πγwR

[

c(ωw,R) + ea(ωw,R)δ
kl/R+b(ωw,R)

]

(3.29)

The fitting constants a, b, c relate to the water content.

A simplified version of this exponential law has also been proposed [81, 83]:

F kl
capr = 2γwR cos(θc)e

−δkl/0,9
√

Vm(ωw)/R (3.30)

This thesis focuses on 2D monodisperse soft systems. Equation 3.28 can be numerically

solved for some values of ωw and θc and plotted in a (fkl
cap/γw) vs. (δ

kl/R) graph, as shown

in Figure 3.11. These values of the force have been fitted with an exponential law. because

this kind of relationship is also adequate for 3D systems. Then, the value of the capillary
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Figure 3.11: Capillary force per unit of length fkl
cap/γw due to a meniscus between two neighbo-

ring disks of equal radius as a function of the distance δkl/R for several degrees of saturation
obtained by Grof et al.́s procedure [35]

force (note that in this case is a radial force per unit of length) can be obtained from:

fkl
cap(δkl) = fw0 e

−Cw(ω)δ
kl/R (3.31)

The fitting parameters obtained from all water content (ωw) are: fw0 = 4,154213γw and

Cw = 0,851456, with a coefficient of determination of r2 = 0,977656. This expression has

been plotted with a dotted line in Figure 3.11.

When the separation between two wet particles is larger than the rupture distance (which

depends on the water content) the capillary bridge breaks into two droplets or wetting

layers (one associated with each of the particles). Some expressions have been proposed

in [117, 76] to obtain this distance for equal 3D spheres, but in case of 2D systems these

have not been found. In consequence, two tentative expressions have been proposed: one

for low and another for high levels of water content. Even if they did not give exact rup-

ture distance, it is supposed to not be a major problem for this work since it deals with

jammed media in which particles are very close and the dynamic response of the packings

is of no interest. The most important factor contributing to the macroscopic cohesion is

related to the capillary force within the over-contact regime, but not to the processes of

rupture/formation of menisci.
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The expressions have been obtained starting from the idea that the rupture distance is the

distance at which the liquid-air surface of the capillary bridge is larger than the liquid-air

surface of two separate wetting layers or droplets.

In low saturation degrees, two droplets are supposed to be set after the rupture of the

meniscus. The area of each droplet (approximately a circular sector) must be equal to

half of the area of the meniscus to satisfy the mass balance. Then, Adrop = Am/2 =
r2drop
2 (2θc − sin 2θc), being rdrop the radius of the droplet which exhibits the expected con-

tact angle with a flat surface. The total length of the liquid-air surface is ldrop = 4θdroprdrop.

In higher saturation degrees the water after the rupture is supposed to be contented in

two wetting layers. The amount of water associated with each contact in this case is

= Am/2 = (π/z̄)hw(2R + hw), being hw the thickness of the wetting layer. The total

length of the liquid-air surface in this case is lwet = 2(2π/z̄)(R+ hw).

On the other hand, according to the model of Grof et al. [35], the length of the liquid-

air surface of the meniscus is given by lb = 4βmrm (where βm, rm are, respectively, the

half-spanning angle and the radius of a meniscus, as it was explained in the previous

subsection).

Therefore when lb ≥ ldrop or ldrop ≥ lwet the bridge is supposed to be broken. This

inequation gives the rupture distance. In Figure 3.11 the forces function of each degree of

saturation disappear when the rupture distance has been reached.

The capillary potential

In the previous sections, a relationship between the interparticle force and the interparticle

distance in the quasi-contact regime has been presented. If particles are in wet contact and the

meniscus is not broken the interaction force just depends on the relative distance between the

particles. Under this hypothesis, a conservative and spherically symmetric potential Vw(xkl) can

be used to obtain the value of the force, in such a way that

fklcap = −∇Vw(xkl) (3.32)

Focusing on the 2D case, the capillary potential can be obtained from

Vw(δkl) =

∫ δr

0
−fkl

cap(δkl)dδ
kl + Vkl

w(δ=0) (3.33)

and satisfying that the capillary force vanishes beyond the rupture distance δklr = dklr − dklc .

Using the fitted exponential law that is supposed to represent the capillary force between

2D equal-disks, (Eq. 3.31), the potential is:

Vw(xkl) = −
∫ δr

0
fkl
w0e

−Cδkl/Rdδkl + Vkl
w(δ=0) (3.34)
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which is equivalent to:

Vw(δkl) =
Rfkl

w0

C

[

e−Cδkl/R − e−Aδr/R
]

δkl ≥ 0 (3.35)

It can also be expressed in terms of xkl = δkl +D as

Vw(xkl) =
Dfkl

w0

2C

[

e−C(xkl−D)/R − e−A(Rkl)r/R
]

xkl ≥ D (3.36)

and

Vw(xkl) = fkl
w0(x

kl −D) xkl < D (3.37)

Viscous forces and hysteretic nature

There are two important factors that have been disregarded by using this potential. The first

is that there are also viscous forces (caused by the viscosity of the water), which also dissipate

kinetic energy. These forces should be related to the velocity of the relative displacement ẋkl.

For instance, according to fluid dynamics theories, the drag force acting on a particle that moves

through a fluid is given by:

Fk
drag = CD

1

2
ρwaDẋ

k,2 ẋ
k

ẋk
(3.38)

being CD the drag coefficient of the particle and a the reference area. In this case, in which

the particle is a cylinder, a = DLeq. The drag coefficient of a cylinder has been measured and

calculated. Figure 3.12 shows that it depends on the Reynolds number Re = ρwẋ
kD/µw with

µw the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. (Water at 20 oC has a viscosity of 0,001002 N·s / m2).

Figure 3.12 also shows that, for spheres, the lower the velocity, the closer the force to the value

given by Stoke’s Law [116], which states a linear relationship between the drag force and the

velocity:

Fk
drag = 3πDµwẋ

k ẋ
k

ẋk
(3.39)

Similarly, a linear relationship between drag force and velocities can be found for a cylinder.

When there is not only water but also a gas in the voids the situation is more complex,

although the viscous forces also appear. (Expressions for spheres can be found, for example,

in [76]). However viscous have not been considered in this thesis and it has been assumed that

all the kinetic energy is dissipated through the damping component of the mechanical interac-

tion. This approach is adequate when particles are dry.

The second important disregarded factor is the hysteretic nature of the capillary bridge (ex-

plained in Section 3.5): for a bridge to form, it is necessary that the grains come into contact,

but for the bridge to break, a certain finite separation must be reached.

Nevertheless, although both factors could be significant for the analysis of the dynamics and

the energy flows of the system [39], they are not expected to be so in the static case, which is

the aim of this thesis.
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Figure 3.12: Drag coefficients of smooth two-dimensional bodies at low Mach numbers [116]

3.5.3. The total interaction potential

The total conservative interaction potential is given as the sum of the elastic potential Ve(xkl)

and the capillary potential Vw(xkl). The non-conservative part of the interaction is produced by

viscous forces.

For 2D monodisperse soft systems, the mechanical potential is given by:

Ve(xkl) =
1

2
Kn

(

xkl −D
)2

xkl ≤ 2R (3.40)

so that, the total potential is expressed as:

Vt(xkl) =
Rfkl

w0

C

[

e−C(rxl−2R)/R − e−C(dklr −2R)/R
]

xkl < 2R (3.41)

and

Vt(xkl) =
1

2
Kn

(

xkl − 2R
)2

+ fkl
w0x

kl ≈ 1

2
Kn

(

xkl − 2R
)2

xkl < 2R (3.42)

This potential is depicted in Fig.3.13 and shows the typical shape of a well potential. The

depth of the well depends on the size of the particles D, on the water content ωw and, over all,

on the surface tension of the liquid γw. On the other hand, when particles are in over-contact

regime only the elastic potential energy (related to the elastic parameters of the material and

the size of the particles) has influence because the elastic energy is much higher than the ca-

pillary energy for almost any overlapping. On the other hand, the macroscopic cohesion of the

granular medium due to capillarity is directly related with the depth of the potential well.

For a given wet packing, not all the menisci have the same amount of water and consequently
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not all the interaction potentials are the same. However an average or equivalent potential is

supposed to exist.

Figure 3.13: Total interaction potential Vt(xkl) = Ve(xkl) + Vw(xkl) between two wet particles k

and l. The potential is expressed in times of Kn.D
2. The surface tension of water has been

multiplied by 106 to make the depth of the well significant for particles of D = 1,0cm and
Kn = 202200 · 106 dyn/cm.

3.6. Homogenization techniques

3.6.1. Equivalent stress field

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to obtain an equivalent stress field within a RVE of a granular

packing. Two ways of translating interaction forces into equivalent stress fields are included.

The first way comes directly from Cauchy’s definition of stress (see Section 2.3.1 above).

Taking one or several arbitrary boxes within the RVE (or even the entire RVE), the equivalent

normal/tangential stress acting on each side of the box can be obtained as the sum of the nor-

mal/transversal components of the forces acting on the plane divided by its surface.

The second way of obtaining the equivalent stress is based on the average stress field over the

volume associated with each particle. This method is widely used in the scientific community
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(e.g [7]). It is firstly presented for a general heterogeneous continuum medium and is later

particularized for granular materials.

Average stress field

An heterogeneous continuum medium can be divided into k domains. Every domain in equi-

librium must fit a solution of the respective internal elastic problem. It means that there is an

associated stress field within the domain σk
ij which produces its elastic deformation (and asso-

ciated strain field). The elastic problem is described by the equilibrium equations, boundary

conditions, constitutive relationships and strain-displacement equations.

The equilibrium equations are equivalent to the balance of linear momentum (2nd Newton’s

law). They state that the static equilibrium (without considering any body force) is given by:

σij,i = 0 or ∇ · σ = 0̄ (3.43)

The boundary conditions are

σijnj = pj or σn = p (3.44)

with nj representing the j-component of a normalized vector perpendicular to the boundary.

Using equation (3.43) it can be proved that

(σhjxi),h = σij or ∇ · (σx) = σ (3.45)

Consequently, and according to Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem, Eq. (3.45) and the boundary

conditions (given by Eq. 3.44, it is obtained that the average stress field within the domain is:

σ̄k
ij =

1

V k

∫ ∫ ∫

σk
ijdV

k =
1

V k

∫ ∫ ∫

(σk
hjxi),hdV

k =
1

V k

∮

(σk
hjxi),hdS

k =
1

V k

∑

l

xkli F
kl
j

(3.46)

or

σ̄k =
1

V k

∫ ∫ ∫

σkdV k =
1

V k

∫ ∫ ∫

∇ · (σkxk)dV k =
1

V k

∮

σkxdSk =
1

V k

∑

l

xkl ⊗ Fkl

(3.47)

Obviously, the equivalent stress tensor which has been defined σ̄k with respect to an exter-

nal coordinate system {x, y} is independent on its origin O. In effect, let be another parallel

coordinate system whose origin is located at O′ in such a way that the relative position in the

previous system is R′ and x′kl = xkl + R′. Since the static equilibrium condition means that

∀k ∑

l F
kl = 0, then σ̄kV k =

∑

l x
′kl⊗Fkl =

∑

l x
kl⊗Fkl+

∑

l R
′⊗Fkl =

∑

l x
kl⊗Fkl = σ̄kV k.

Nevertheless, the stress tensor σ̄k is associated with the directions established by the coordi-

nate system. If another coordinate system, which is turned an angle α′, is used, then σ̄′k = ct σ̄k c,

being c = c(α′) the corresponding rotation tensor.
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On the other hand, the sum of the tensorial products of the position vectors of the points

of application of the forces by the force vectors is called the so-called force-moment tensor

Σk =
∑

l x
kl ⊗ Fkl (or Σk

ij =
∑

l x
kl
i F

kl
j ). It is expressed in energy units. The stress tensor

relates to the force moment tensor by the volume V k in the way Σk = V kσ̄k and sometimes

is also called the extensive stress. An important feature of the force-moment tensor is that it

is additive: the total force-moment tensor of a system (i.e. it average stress tensor multiplied

by its volume) is equal to the sum of the force-moment tensor of all the domains in which the

continuum body has been divided.

Σ =
∑

k

Σk =
∑

k,l

xkl ⊗ Fkl (3.48)

And, therefore, the average stress of the whole medium is

σ̄ =

∑

k V
kσ̄k

∑

k V
k

(3.49)

If it is not a continuum but a particled medium, the packing can be divided into domains

according to a Voronoi tessellation. Each domain or cell is associated with a particle. Each com-

pressed particle is in equilibrium with some interaction forces that produce internal stress and

strain fields. Similarly, the average stress field within each particle k is obtained as σ̄k
p = 1

V k
p
Σk
p,

being V k
p the volume of the particle. And, furthermore, if the stress field is averaged not only

over the volume of the particle, but also over the volume of the respective Voronoi cell V k, then

σ̄k = 1
V kΣ

k because Σk
p = Σk =

∑

l x
kl⊗Fkl and the stress field in the voids is null. In addition,

∑

k V
k = V (but

∑

k V
k
p = Vs 6= V ), being V the total volume of the system and Vs the total

volume of the solid phase.

The macroscopic stress field τ = τij is defined as the expected stress field of a continuum

medium that is the solution of a given macroscopic elastic problem when equivalent values of

the elastic parameters are used. A smooth spatial variation of this macroscopic stress field is

supposed in this thesis. This means that each region of the total granular system in which the

macroscopic stress field is supposed to be uniform, includes a lot of particles.

Once the macroscopic stress field has been defined, it is postulated that the equivalent stress

field of the granular system and the macroscopic external stress field must coincide:

σ̄ = τ (3.50)

On the other hand, the virial stress [118] is the most commonly used definition of stress in

discrete particle systems. It is expressed as:

Πij =
1

V

∑

k

[

−mk(ẋki − ˙̄xi)(ẋ
k
j − ˙̄xj) +

1

2

∑

l

(xki − xli)F
kl
j

]

(3.51)
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Being ˙̄xk the average velocity of particle k in the volume. The first part of this quantity de-

pends on the mass and velocity (or, in some versions, the fluctuation part of the velocity) of

atomic particles, reflecting an assertion that mass transfer causes mechanical stress to be applied

on stationary spatial surfaces external to an atomic-particle system. The second part depends

on interatomic forces and atomic positions, providing a continuum measure for the internal

mechanical interactions between particles. Historic derivations of the virial stress include the

generalization from the virial theorem of Clausius (1870) (see [75]) for gas pressure and the

solution of the spatial equation of balance of momentum.

When the granular system is in static equilibrium, or even when the kinetic-energy term is

small compared with the interatomic force term, virial is equivalent to Cauchy stress:

σij =
1

2V

∑

k,l

(rki − rli)F
kl
j (3.52)

Therefore in static granular media the force-moment tensor is nothing but the volume multi-

plied by the internal virial stress, and 1
2

∑

k,l(r
k
i − rli)F

kl
j =

∑

k,l x
kl
i F

kl
j . Sometimes it is called

the extensive stress too.

Finally, it is important to analyze in depth the physical meaning of the force moment tensor

of a granular system. States of the same system can be in equilibrium with the same average

stress but different arrangements and different associated volumes and, consequently, different

force-moment. On the other hand, the same granular system can be constrained to the same total

volume but with different stress states depending on the geometrical arrangement. These have

different force-moment too. For example, let be an infinite 2D monodisperse system arranged

in two different and completely ordered lattices, square and triangular lattices (honeycomb),

which is in equilibrium with the same external pressure pext. Although the average stress field

is the same in both cases, neither the volume nor the force-moment tensor are. The squared

packing actually has a force-moment which is 2/
√
3 higher because its total volume is 2/

√
3

larger. Moreover the stiffness of both arrangements is also different.

Some important considerations

Sometimes, the equivalent stress tensor σ̄ is computed from numerical simulations. If the

packing is completely frozen, the force-moment stress can be computed by adding the force-

moment of each particle referred to a coordinate system whose origin is located at the center of

the particle. This is possible because the force-moment, as discussed above, is independent of the

origin of the coordinate system. However if particles are not completely still, then ∀k ∑

l F
kl =

∆Fk = mẍk 6= 0 and, as a result, the force-moment is dependent on the acceleration of the

particle. In effect, let be Rk the position of the particle in a fixed and still reference system.

Then xkl = x′kl +Rk and Σk =
∑

l x
kl ⊗ fkl = R⊗∑l F

kl +
∑

l x
′kl ⊗Fkl = Rk ⊗∆Fk +Σ′k =

mkRk⊗R̈
k
+Σ′k. Therefore considering the total force-moment as the sum of the force-moment

of the particles referred to its own reference system can lead to an accumulative error. However,

if all the interaction forces are considered with respect to the same reference system, this error is
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almost avoided because only the external forces have a significant contribution. As Fkl = −Flk

and xkl = xlk, then xkl ⊗ Fkl + xlk ⊗ Flk = xkl ⊗ Fkl − xkl ⊗ Fkl = 0 and only the external

forces are not cancelled.

3.6.2. Equivalent strain field

Once a method to make a system of forces equivalent to a macroscopic stress field has been

presented, it is necessary to establish which the associated strain field is, and after that, how

they relate each other. However this is not an easy task. The strain field of a continuum me-

dium intends to characterize the deformations of an infinitesimally small representative volume

element at every point, but in particulate media, there are a lot of grains of finite size which are

moving and interacting. Therefore, the rearrangement changes and, in particular, the Voronoi

cells also change. In consequence many researches are focused on establishing a link between

particle-level displacement and macro-level deformations [8, 53].

There exist many different ideas to interpret the strain tensor from a microstructural point

of view. Most of them belong to one of the following two approaches [8]:

Strains based on an equivalent continuum: In these approaches the assembly is repla-

ced by a continuous domain, and a suitable translation field is assigned to it so that the

translations of the characteristic points of the equivalent continuum are equal to the trans-

lations of the particle centers. The gradient of this translation field is then determined, and

expressed in terms of the particle displacements and the micro level geometrical charac-

teristics. The different versions deviate from each other in the definition of the equivalent

continuum.

Best-fit strains: In these approaches a translation gradient tensor is found that gives the

smallest deviation from the characteristic displacements of the system. Depending on the

kind of displacement to be approximated, different versions of best-fit strains are gained.

This thesis is mainly focused on applications of statistical mechanics that are based on the

equivalent stress field of the particles rather than on the equivalent strain field. This means that

computing the equivalent averaged strain tensor for each particle is not necessary. Neverthe-

less, once statistical mechanics techniques have been applied to know which the most probable

features of granular packings are, the consideration of the average macroscopic deformation is

useful to obtain values of equivalent stiffness.

The macroscopic strain field for small deformations (i.e. when the Lagrangian description

and the Eulerian description are approximately the same as the material and spatial coordinates

of a given material point in the continuum are similar) can be expressed by the Cauchy strain-

tensor (Eq. 2.9).

3.6.3. Packing ratio of soft granular media

The relationships between the distinct phases of a granular system presented in Section 2.2,

started from the hypothesis that the solid volume does not change with compression, so that
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it was supposed to be completely hard. However sometimes the deformation of the particles,

when they are soft, must be considered because it also affects the total volume. In that case, the

total volume of a compressed sample depends not only on the rearrangement of the particles

but also on their deformation. It is necessary to differentiate which variation relates to each

phenomenon. In particular, computational simulations that are based on interaction potentials

need significant deformations to properly consider the interaction forces between particles.

In consequence, a more accurate model must take into account these deformations. The total

volume and/or the volume of each Voronoi cell within a packing can be measured, respectively,

by following a Cauchy’s approach or an algorithm for tessellation. However the volume of the

total solid phase (or the volume of each individual particle) must still be calculated. As contact

theory is based on small deformations and it does not consider how the soft particle changes its

shape and volume, three simple models, with their associated definitions of soft packing ratio,

are proposed.

In the first case each particle is supposed to deform without changing its volume V k
p = V k

p,0.

Then the local packing ratio is given by the ratio of this value to the volume of the cell

Φ = V k
p,0/V

k. This is the conventional packing ratio and it is represented as Φ. If the sys-

tem of N particles is monodisperse, then the packing ratio is Φ = N.Vp,0/V , with Vp,0 = πD3/6.

In the second case, particles are supposed to shrink their volumes an amount that, at each

contact point, is given by the circular/spherical segment that it is produced by each overlapping

δkl between the associated contacting particles. In the case of 2D systems, the area of the circular

segment is given by:

V⊖ =
R2

2
(θ − sin θ) (3.53)

with

θ = arc cos (1− δ

D
) = arc cos (1− f

KDD
) (3.54)

The solid volume is given by V k
p = V k

p,0 −
∑zk

i V⊖,i and the actual local packing ratio is given

by the ratio of this value to the volume of the cell Φs = V k
p /V

k. This might be called the soft

packing ratio and is represented as Φs. If it is a monodisperse system of N particles of volume

Vp,0 then the packing ratio is Φ =
∑

k V
k
p /V . In this work it is supposed that a representa-

tive solid volume can be used for all the particles in such a way that
∑

k V
k
p = NV̄p and V̄p

is a function of the average mean pressure V̄p = V̄p(p). For instance, in the case honeycomb

arrangements in 2D-systems that are subjected to an isotropic compression pressure (per unit

of length) of value p, the force (per unit of length) at each contact is f = p.D/
√
3. Then,

V̄p = πD2/4− 6D2

8 (θ − sin θ) with θ = arc cos (1− p
Kn

).

In the third case the volume of the solid phase is supposed to shrink proportionally to the

total volume. Therefore, Φ is constant during the compression process.
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3.7. Equilibrium configurations

3.7.1. Definition

A granular packing is a set of particles that are locally arranged according to a particular

pattern. This pattern has an associated volume and some specific mechanical properties. Well,

Equilibrium configurations α are defined according to the number of forces that make a particle

be in static equilibrium [99, 101]. A particle may be found in many different equilibrium confi-

gurations (Fig. 3.14)

Figure 3.14: Three different equilibrium configurations

For each configuration, the points of application of the forces can be taken as vertices of a

representative polygon, which changes when the relative angles of the forces change (Fig. 3.15).

After that it is possible to establish a representative direction of the configuration in base of this

polygon (e.g. any of the diagonals of a regular hexagon). The orientation of the configuration is

established according to its representative direction and the external frame of reference (x, y, z).

On the other hand, for each configuration the equivalent stress field can be obtained from

the values of the forces. It is a tensorial field and its principal directions define the orientation

of the equivalent stress field, which can be considered in relation to either the representative

direction of the configuration or the external frame of reference.

3.7.2. Intrinsic constitutive relationship of configurations

Any packing is a set of configurations which combined produce the equivalent macroscopic

properties of the sample. These properties are related to the number of particles arranged ac-

cording to each configuration, as well as to how they interact with each other. In particular,

the equivalent tangent elasticity modulus must be between Voigt and Reuss bounds, which co-

rrespond to the harmonic and arithmetic means of the elastic modulus weighted by the ratio of

particles arranged according to each configuration.

The intrinsic stiffness of a configuration is defined as the variation of the volume of the

associated Voronoi cell when the forces are increased or decreased. For any configuration it is

possible to study its constitutive relationship, i.e, how local stress and volume/shape are related.

For instance, let be a particle within a 2D-packing in a square configuration, as Figure. 3.16

shows. That particle is in equilibrium with 4 equal forces fkl = f separated by π/2 angles.

Without these forces, the associated Voronoi cell would have a volume of V k
0 = D2, but with
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Figure 3.15: Three different microscopic states of equilibrium for a frictionless particle and
the associated representative polygons. State a is a 6-forces configuration whereas b and c are
5-forces configurations (although they have different geometrical layouts).

these forces the volume would take a value of V k = V k
0 (1− f/Kn). On the other hand, the

pressure acting on each side of the square would be σxx = σyy = p = f
D(1−f/Kn)

. Therefore

it is possible to calculate, in this case, the entire relationship between V k and pk (or between

V k and P k = pkV k, whose utility is explained in Section 4.5.2 below). These relationships are

plotted, with red lines, in Figure 3.17. The figure shows that the relationship V k vs. P k has two

branches: the main branch in which V k decreases with P k and the secondary branch, which is

described by a relationship in which both P k and V k decrease when pk increases. The maximum

forces are those that make V k = 0 and consequently P k = 0 too, although p → ∞.

Figure 3.16: Intrinsic constitutive relationship of a squared configuration. The volume of the
Voronoi cell decreases as forces are increased.

As the secondary branch requires very high stress levels it is not considered, and V k is sup-

posed to decrease with P k in a range P k < Pmax. However, the value of the forces is often far

from the maximum value f = KnD (small strains are usually expected) and for these values,

the relationship between V k and P k (or pk) can be supposed to be linear: V k ∝ V k
0 (1 − pk

Kv,α
),

being Kv,α an equivalent stiffness parameter (in this case it is the equivalent bulk modulus). In
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Figure 3.17: Relationships V k vs. P k (solid lines, lower x-axis) and V k vs. pk (dotted lines,
upper x-axis) for squared and honeycombs lattices . In both cases, there are two branches in

the relationship between V k and P k: the main branch (∂V
k

∂P k > 0 and the secondary branch

(∂V
k

∂P k < 0).

particular, in squared lattice, if f/Kd << D, then σxx = σyy = p ≃ f/D and V ≃ D2
(

1− 2p
Kn

)

,

so Kv,� ≃ Kn/2. A linear regression for values of f/Kn ∈ (0,00, 0,05D) gave a result of

Kv,� = 0,93 ×Kn/2 (with r2 = 0,99957). In the case of honeycomb lattice a similar approach

gives Kv,▽ ≃
√
3Kn/2 and a linear regression gave Kv,▽ = 0,8021×

√
3Kn/2 (with r2 = 0,99957).

A complete analysis of the intrinsic mechanical properties of configurations would give a

complete relationship between V k and p. However it is very important to emphasize that:

1. For small values of the stress, a linear relationship between V k and pk can be supposed.

2. The equivalent stiffness of configurations is Kv,α = O(Kn) (e.g. Kv,α = Kn/2 and Kv,α =√
3Kn/2).

3. In consequence, the equivalent tangent elasticity modulus of all the packing must be

Kv = O(Kn).
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Figure 3.18: Zoom on the relationships V k vs. P k (solid lines, lower x-axis) and V k vs. pk

(dotted lines, upper x-axis) for squared and honeycombs lattices . For low values of the forces
fkl = f << KnD (in this case between 0,0 and 0,05KnD) linear relationships can be considered.
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Chapter 4

Statistical Mechanics approach

“Since a given system can never of its own
accord go over into another equally proba-
ble state but into a more probable one, it
is likewise impossible to construct a sys-
tem of bodies that after traversing various
states returns periodically to its original
state, that is a perpetual motion machi-
ne.”

(Ludwig Edward Boltzmann, 1886)

4.1. Why using Statistical Mechanics?

This chapter introduces some fundamentals of statistical mechanics and, after revising pre-

vious approaches, advances towards the development of an statistical mechanics framework

suited for static jammed granular media consisting of soft particles.

Statistical mechanics is a branch of physics that deals with systems consisting of a lot of

particles. Its laws or principles have been traditionally developed for thermal systems (i.e those

systems whose behavior is strongly determined by the temperature), but they can be formally

applied to other systems.

Statistical mechanics describes the macroscopic behavior of systems by using microscopic

considerations. To do that, statistical tools and mechanical laws are used together. Examples

of such many-body systems are gases, liquids, solids in their various forms (crystalline, amorp-

hous), liquid crystals, biological systems, stellar matter, the radiation field, etc. Among their

physical properties which are of interest are equilibrium properties (specific heat, thermal ex-

pansion, modulus of elasticity, magnetic susceptibility, etc.) and transport properties (thermal

conductivity, electrical conductivity, etc.). Since granular media consist of a lot of interacting

particles, applying these techniques may be interesting.

The basic idea of statistical mechanics is [9] that among the solutions of a physical pro-

blem (e.g. the static arrangement of particles in mechanical equilibrium) there is a class that is

63
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compatible with our macroscopic knowledge of the system (for instance, all forces and contact

networks that correspond to a given value of the equivalent stress tensor). This class still con-

tains an enormous number of solutions. In the absence of further information there is not any a

priori reason for favoring one of these more than any other. Hence we shall naturally construct

the equilibrium function by assigning equal statistical weights to all the functions compatible

with our requirements. This procedure —implicitly used by Gibbs— was clearly formulated by

Tolman in 1938 and called the principle of equal a priori probabilities. It is not a mechanical, but

a statistical assumption, because mechanics alone cannot solve the problem uniquely. Further-

more, in equilibrium theory the role of dynamics is trivial: the problem is essentially statistical

one.

4.2. Fundamentals of Statistical Mechanics

4.2.1. Definitions and basic hypothesis

Long before it was provided with a solid basis by statistical mechanics, thermodynamics

had been developed; this branch of physics studies the conditions of equilibrium and the laws

governing the exchanges of various forms of energy or matter of a system which interacts with

its surrounding, yielding general relations between the macroscopic parameters of a thermal

system. The atomistic basis of thermodynamics was first recognized in the kinetic theory of

dilute gases. The velocity distribution derived by Maxwell permits the derivation of the caloric

and thermal equation of state of ideal gases. Boltzmann wrote the basic transport equation

which bears his name in the year 1874. From it, he derived the entropy increase (H theorem)

on approaching equilibrium. Furthermore, Boltzmann realized that the thermal entropy relates

to the number of states Ŵ (E,V, · · · ) which are compatible with the macroscopic values of the

energy E, the volume V , ... as given by the relation:

ST̂ = kB ln Ŵ (4.1)

with kB = 1,3806488(13) ·10−23J/K being the Boltzmann constant. This expression is actually a

bridge between macroscopic and microscopic physics, since temperature T̂ makes sense only in

the macroscopic world, while kB gives a quantity of energy which is on the order of the average

energy of a given atom in a substance with a temperature T̂ .

The example of the ideal gas has been included in this thesis because statistical mechanics

started with the study of this classical system and it can be taken as probably the best illustra-

tive example to set up a statistical mechanics framework for others (such as granular media).

System means that it consists of a lot of identical particles and classical means that, at the scale

of the problem, the quantum mechanical effects are negligible. In such situation mechanical and

electromagnetic forces can act.

Ideal gases are sets of N identical, randomly-moving, non-interacting point particles, which

obey the laws of classical mechanics, and that are confined within a space of volume V . The
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extensive properties are proportional to the size of the system (e.g. volume V , mass m, energy

E), while the intensive properties become independent thereof (e.g. density ρ, temperature T̂ ,

etc).

The first assumption of statistical mechanics is that the thermodynamic limit condition is

achieved. It means that N → ∞ and V → ∞ but the density N/V is constant. A macrostate

of the system is defined according to some macroscopic properties (the state variables), so

that, if the properties do not change, the macrostate does not change. On the other hand, a

microstate is a microscopic configuration compatible with a particular macrostate (e.g. every

set of positions and velocities of the molecules of the ideal gas that correspond to the same

macroscopic values). The ensemble is considered as a set of copies of the system that correspond

to all possible microstates for a given macrostate. The most common ensembles of ideal gases

are those summarized in Table 4.1. They differ from each other on the macroscopic values that

are controlled.

Ensemble Symbol Controlled state variables Relationship of the system to
the rest of the universe

Microcanonical NEV Number of particles N , energy
E and volume V

It describes a completely iso-
lated system, having constant
energy, as it does not exchan-
ge energy or mass with the
rest of the universe.

Canonical NT̂V Number of particles N , tem-
perature T̂ and volume V

It describes a system in ther-
mal equilibrium with its envi-
ronment. It may only exchan-
ge energy in the form of heat
with the outside

Grand-canonical µch, T̂ , V Chemical potential µch, tem-
perature T̂ and volume V

It is used in open systems
which exchange energy and
mass with the outside

Table 4.1: General ensembles applied to ideal gases.

Both microstates and ensembles can be studied using the G phase space, which is the space

of all possible states of a system, defined in such a way so that, once that particles are located

within the space, their contribution to some macroscopic quantities of the ensemble (e.g. kine-

tic energy) can be computed. The coordinates of this phase space depend on the nature of the

governing physical laws, while the space’s dimension depends on the number of particles and

on the number of degrees of freedom. In the case of the ideal gas, to define a microstate 3N

position coordinates and 3N momentum coordinates, (qki , p
k
i ), are required, so that the phase

space is 6N -dimensional.

In the absence of further information, there is no reason to prefer one of the microstates more

than any other. This is the postulate of equal a priori probabilities. Hence, it may be naturally

assigned equal statistical weights to all microstates compatible with our requirements [9, 73],
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and the distribution function in the phase space of some variables which is obtained from the

largest number of microstates is supposed to be the equilibrium distribution, because it is the

most probable distribution. Note that, therefore, this is a statistical assumption, because mecha-

nics alone cannot solve the problem uniquely. This identification of thermodynamic equilibrium

with the most probable distribution is called the Boltzmann approach (see [52]). The role of

dynamics is trivial, as the problem is essentially statistical.

Here, it is also interesting to introduce the ergodic hypothesis: time averages of an ideal

gas coincide with suitable ensemble averages over all its microstates. Therefore, observing the

evolution of this system for a long time is equivalent to sampling many independent realizations

of the same process. The collection of these “mental copies” of a given system is the ensemble.

In the end, statistical mechanics provides a link between expected macroscopic quantities

< B(x,t) > (which are fields in the physical space-time (x, t), e.g. kinetic energy, linear momen-

tum, etc.) and microscopic quantities < b(pk ,qk,x,t) > (which are functions of the phase-space

coordinates (pk,qk) and, sometimes, also of the space-time (x, t)). This is achieved via the

phase-space distribution function F(pk ,qk,x,t) in the way:

< B(x,t) >=

∫

pk

∫

pk

b(pk ,qk,x,t) · F(pk ,qk,x,t) dp
k dqk (4.2)

When macroscopic fields are supposed to be independent of the space-time coordinates, then:

< B >=

∫

pk

∫

qk

b(pk,qk) · F(pk ,qk) dp
k dqk (4.3)

The most probable distribution function is obtained by analyzing the number of corresponding

microstates that it represents. Any of those microstates represented by that distribution function

is considered to be in equilibrium.

4.2.2. The Maxwell-Boltzmann Statistics

In order to find the statistical distribution of the equilibrium, it is necessary to impose

the macroscopic constraints that are related to our macroscopic knowledge of the system (e.g

the system always stores the same energy or it is always packed at the same volume). Diffe-

rent macroscopic environmental constraints lead to different types of ensembles with particular

statistical characteristics. For instance, those developed for ideal gases and included in Table 4.1.

Within the ensembles considered by SM (see [9, 73]), the canonical ensemble is adequate

to study the behavior of systems that are in equilibrium with an external reservoir ; i.e. their

statistical distribution is governed by a directly measurable and controllable parameter (e.g. the

temperature for thermal systems). Although this theory was traditionally developed for systems

which interact with their surrounding exchanging energy and the discussion below is based on

this case, the mathematical formalism can be applied to any other additive properties. Additive

means that the total value of a specific quantity is equal to the sum of the separate contribution

of each particle of the system (A =
∑N

k=1A
k).
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For example, the total kinetic energy of an ideal gas is an additive property. Each of the

N non interacting particles of any microstate has an energy Ek. Particles are not supposed to

be located at the same energy level, while the distribution is supposed to be governed by the

control parameter of the reservoir. The total energy is obtained as the sum of the individual

contributions of the particles:

E =
∑

k

Ek (4.4)

Similarly, if there are r energy levels and the number of particles located at each energy level is

Nr (with Ntot =
∑

r Nr), then:

E =
∑

r

NrEr and N =
∑

r

Nr (4.5)

In general there could be a lot of possible multisets (N1, N2, · · · , Nr) by means of which the total

energy is the same. The total number of microstates of each multiset Ŵ is given by (permutation

of a multiset):

Ŵ =
N !

N1! ·N2! · · ·Nr!
(4.6)

According to the postulate of equilibrium, the statistical distribution of energy levels is ob-

tained by maximizing Eq. 4.6 subjected to restrictions given by Eqs. 4.5. This can be achieved

using Lagrange multipliers and the result (see appendix B) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann Statistics:

Pr =
Nr

N
=

e−βEr

∑

s e
−βEs

(4.7)

where Z is called the partition function1 and e−βEr is the so-called Boltzmann’s factor. As a

result, the distribution depends on a parameter β which precisely relates to the control pa-

rameter of the surrounding of the system. In the case of ideal gases it relates to the external

temperature of the reservoir in the way β = 1/(kBT̂ ). Indeed the inverse of β is often called the

configurational temperature.

However, two considerations are needed for the case of ideal gases. The first one is that

the energy levels are not discretely but continuously distributed. The second is that, as the

molecules are in motion over the real space-time, they also move over the phase space and

consequently the distribution function in this space could change in time. Applying the laws

of classical mechanics (in particular, Liouville’s theorem) it can be proved that for systems

of N particles with ℵ degrees of freedom, the distribution functions of the classical ensembles

shown in Table 4.1 (microcanonical, canonical and grand canonical) are stationary solutions. In

particular, in the case of the canonical ensemble this stationary solution is given by the following

distribution function:

F(pk ,qk,β,α) = Z−1
N(β,α)e

−βH
N(pk,qk ;α) (4.8)

whereHN(pk ,qk;α) is the Hamiltonian of the whole system (it includes the position and momenta

1
Z stands for the German word Zustandssumme, which means “sum over states”
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of the k particles in the phase space (pk,qk) and the external parameters which have influence

on the energy α). The partition function is given by

ZN(β,α) =

∫

pk

∫

qk

e
−βH

N(pk,qk;α) dpk dqq (4.9)

Using Eq. 4.3, the expected value of a macroscopic variable at equilibrium is given by:

< B >= Z−1
N(β,α)

∫

pk

∫

qk

b(pk,qk) · e−βH
N(pk,qk;α) dpk dqk (4.10)

In addition, for ideal systems, in which the Hamiltonian is separableHN(pk ,qk;α) =
∑N

i=1 H1(pi,qi;α)

(where H1(pi,qi;α) is the Hamiltonian of a single particle), it is possible to evaluate the expected

value by considering the distribution function of the reduced phase space of a single particleG-1, so that Eq. 4.10 becomes:

< B >= Z−1
1(β,α)

∫

p

∫

q

b(p,q) · e−βH1(p,q;α) dpdq (4.11)

being the partition function of one particle

Z1(β,α) =

∫

p

∫

q

e−βH1(p,q;α) dpdq (4.12)

That happens, for example, for ideal gases: the Hamiltonian of particle k is H1(pk ,qk) =
pk,2

2mk ,

with qk ∈ V , and the Hamiltonian of the whole system isHN(pk ,qk) =
∑N

k=1
pk,2

2mk , with ∀k qk ∈
V . Note that the Hamiltonian is separable because all the particles obey the same physical

principles (in this case, those given by classical mechanics) and they are not related. The last

assumption is due to the fact that there is no interaction between them (∀l 6= k qk 6= qk
(ql,pl)

and pk 6= pk
(ql,pl)

) and the Hamiltonian does not depend on relative coordinates (qkl = qk − ql

or pkl = pk −pl). Therefore the distribution function of an ideal gas in the canonical ensemble

is2:

F(T̂ ,q,p) = e
− p2

2mkBT̂ (4.13)

4.2.3. Entropy

The thermal entropy relates to the number of microstates as it is given by Boltzmann’s

equation 4.1. He proposed [73, 9] that thermal entropy ST̂ is proportional to the natural loga-

rithm of the number of possible microstates Ŵ and the proportionality constant is precisely the

2The appropriate expression for the partition function of an ideal gas actually is ZN,(V,T̂ ) =
1

N!h3N

[

Z1,(V,T̂ )

]N

.

The extra constant factor h is introduced in the denominator because the continuous form shown above is not
dimensionless. To make it dimensionless, it must be divided by h3N where h is some quantity with units of action
(usually taken to be Planck’s constant). On the other hand, if particles are identical, in the quantum mechanical
sense that they are impossible to distinguish even in principle, the total partition function must be divided by a
N ! (N factorial). This is to ensure that the number of microstates is not over-counted. The necessity of including
the factor 1/N ! was discovered by Gibbs even before the development of quantum mechanics so it is known as the
Gibbs’s paradox. More information on this issue can be found in [73, 9]. However it does not affect the statistical

distribution (F(pk,qk,β,α) = Z
−1
1(β,α)

e
−βH

N(pk,qk ;α)) and the indistinguishability of the particles is not applicable
to granular systems, so this work will not discuss further on this issue.
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Boltzmann’s constant kB which is used to identify the entropy arisen from thermal processes

with a measurement of the number of ways in which a macroscopic problem can be solved.

However, such identification is inadequate for non-thermal systems and the entropy S can be

considered as an adimensional magnitude related to the number of compatible microstates, so

that it can be expressed as S = ln Ŵ . Then, in the case of ideal gases S = ST̂/kB. In other

non-thermal systems Boltzmann’s constant is unnecessary.

Boltzmann’s expression can be transformed to directly compute the entropy of a discrete

distribution function by using the probabilities of a particle being located at the i-th interval.

In effect, if the expected number of particles in an interval i (given by coordinates (qi, pi)) is

Ni, with
∑

iNi = N , then the probability of that interval is

Pi = Ni/N = Z−1
1(β)

∫ qi+∆q

qi−∆q

∫ pi+∆p

pi−∆p
F(β,q,p) dp dq (4.14)

Each distribution function F(β,q,p) that satisfies the constraints of an ensemble works out to

different multisets (Nr). The total number of microstates of each multiset is given by Eq. 4.6.

By using Stirling’s approximation (i.e. lnN ! ≃ N lnN −N , when N ≫ 1) the so-called Gibbs’

entropy formula is obtained :

s =
S
N

=
ln Ŵ

N
= −

∑

i

Pi lnPi (4.15)

If the phase space is not discrete but continuum, then the entropy per particle can also be

computed as:

s = −
∫ +∞

−∞

∫

q∈V
F(p,q) lnF(p,q) dp dq (4.16)

Both equivalent definitions of entropy are valid even when the system is far from thermody-

namic equilibrium (which is identified with the maximum value of s). Apart from some possible

fluctuations, bringing a granular system out of such state would mean driving it to a less proba-

ble solution and it can be considered as an introduction of order into the system. It is because

the lower the entropy, the lower the number of possible solutions. If solutions are represented

as distribution functions in a phase space, the most probable distribution corresponds to the

highest value of the entropy.

For example, let be two compatible distribution functions F1(p,q) and F2(p,q). Each one

results in a value of intensive entropy s1 and s2 that can be obtained by using the Gibbs’

formula 4.16. Then the number of microstates corresponding to each distribution function of a

system of N particles is given by Ŵ1 = eNs1 and Ŵ2 = eNs2 (Eq. 4.1 has been used). Therefore,

Ŵ1/Ŵ2 = eN(s1−s2), and the number of microstates rises up sharply with N :

Ŵ1

Ŵ2

= eN∆s (4.17)
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Entropy measurement

For a continuous random variable x with probability density function F(x) , the definition

of its entropy is:

s = −
∫

F(x) lnF(x) dx (4.18)

To relate this definition to the situation in which the density is represented as a histogram some

considerations are needed [114].

The range of the variable can be divided into r intervals (ls, us), with s = 1, · · · , r, so that

s = −
r
∑

s=1

∫ us

ls

F(x) lnF(x) dx (4.19)

The s-th term in this summation is related to the s-th bin of a histogram, with width ws = us−ls.

When the range of the variable is unbounded, so that l1 = −∞ and/or ur = +∞, it is custo-

mary for computational purposes to assume l1 and/or ur finite, for example by assuming that

the first and/or last intervals have widths similar to those of the interior intervals.

The bin probabilities Ps, defined as

Ps = −
∫ us

ls

F(x) dx (4.20)

can be approximated as wsF(xs), the area of a rectangle of height F(xs), where xs is a represen-

tative value within the interval (ls, us). Similarly the s-th integral in the above summation can

be approximated as wsF(xs) lnF(xs). Rewriting this expression in terms of the bin probabilities,

gives the entropy as

s = −
r
∑

s=1

Ps lnPs (4.21)

In the typical case in which ws is constant (∀s, ws = w), but not necessarily equal to 1, it

turns into:

s = −
r
∑

s=1

Ps lnPs + lnw (4.22)

4.3. Statistical Mechanics approaches to granular media

4.3.1. Introduction

Observations of disordered granular media demonstrate that features of particle arrange-

ments are universal and repeatable if protocols are the same (see e.g., [46, 69, 84, 20, 78]),

as Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show. Although a given granular system could be theoretically found

in looser or denser jammed arrangements, experiments show that driving such arrangements

would make them to tend towards a steady state independent of previous history. Once that this

situation had been reached, a continued operation of the same driving process does not make it

to abandon that state, since that would require the introduction of order into the system. This
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has led to the consideration of a kind of entropy for granular media [27, 25, 62]) and, although

the definition of the ground state of jammed granular media [94] is still an open issue, it has

also led to concepts such as random close packing [10] or maximally random jammed state [110].

Figure 4.1: Packing ratio and tapping tests. Figures (a) and (b) [78] show how the packing ratio
changes with tapping cycles until it reach a stationary state which depends on the tapping fre-
quency. Figure (c) [69] shows the non-reversible relationship between packing ratio and tapping
frequency.

Figure 4.2: Packing ratio and flow pulses tests. A monodisperse 3D grains pack of spheres
immersed in a fluid is subject to dynamics made of flow pulses of velocity V and duration τ0.
Before applying a pulse it is waited for the pack to settle. The flow-pulse dynamics is repeated
up to reach stationary conditions [20].

The important aspects that contribute to the unique properties of granular materials must

be considered before a statistical mechanics framework for granular media can be established,

since they affect some of the assumptions and definitions used for ideal gases (see section 4.2.1

above), as it is discussed in this section.
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4.3.2. Energy and entropy in granular media

There are two particularly important aspects that contribute to the unique properties of

granular materials [41]: ordinary temperature plays no role, and the interactions between grains

are dissipative because of static friction and the inelasticity of collisions. We might at first be

tempted to view any granular flow as that of a dense gas since gases, too, consist of discrete

particles with negligible cohesive forces between them. In contrast to ordinary gases, however,

the energy scale kBT̂ is insignificant here. The relevant energy scale is the potential energy mgD

of a grain of mass m raised by its own diameter D in the Earth’s gravity g. For typical sand,

this energy is at least 1012 times kBT̂ at room temperature. Because kBT̂ is irrelevant, ordinary

thermodynamic arguments become useless.

Together with the gravitational potential energy, the elastic potential energy can be sig-

nificant in the case of compressed and soft particles since it precisely comes from the elastic

deformation of the particles when the system is objected to external stress. The order of magni-

tude of this energy depends on the stress level and on the elastic parameters. This thesis studies

the case in which only the elastic potential energy is dominant (either there is not gravity or

the pressure is much higher than the self-weight). It also excludes other potential energies such

as electromagnetic, which is due to electric fields and charged particles.

Figure 4.3: Idealization of the rugged potential energy landscape of a granular system. (a) Static
packings correspond to local minima on the energy landscape [115].(b) Energy landscape for
jammed, unjammed and transition states [19].

A common concept that has emerged for granular systems (as well as for glassy materials)

is the idea of a rugged potential energy landscape with a myriad of energy minima [37], as

Figure 4.3 depicts. For granular systems, the potential energy minima correspond to packings

in mechanical equilibrium, while the dynamics can be provided by tapping or slow shearing.

The situation is such that the macroscopic deformation is gradual enough for the system to

move by going through a sequence of separate rearrangements. It is the so-called quasistatic

limit. Kinetic energy is needed during the driving process. When particles are in motion, it is

given by half the product of the mass by the squared velocity. But it is being supposed that

this energy is dissipated due to the viscosity of collisions. Therefore particles switch from one

local minimum of the potential energy into another.
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All the potential energy minima (i.e. the packings in mechanical equilibrium) compatible

to the external constraints are supposed to be equally probable if the driving process is able to

likely reach all of them. However not all of them correspond to the same distribution function

of some quantities (e.g. volume, stress, elastic energy). These are the quantities that can be

precisely constrained and the analysis of the associated statistical distributions is the main aim

of the statistical mechanics.

Therefore the key idea for granular media is that the equilibrium of disordered granular

systems does not coincide with the microstate of absolute minimum potential energy but with

a microstate of maximum entropy, which is a local, but not necessarily an absolute, energy

minimum. It is just because this minimum is much more probable than others. In other words,

such state of maximum entropy matches the distribution function on a suitable phase space

corresponding to the most probable class of solutions of a physical problem with N particles

that is compatible to some external constraints. For instance, in the case of a compressed gra-

nular material, the absolute minimum potential energy state would correspond to the densest

arrangement (a regular lattice for monodisperse media) and, intuitively, this situation is too

ordered to be achieved (there are far fewer microstates represented by that arrangement than

other disordered packings).

Some protocols can lead to crystallization of the sample, i.e., the arrangement of extended

ordered regions (what is much significant in the case of 2D-sytems). This effect can be partly

due to geometrical constraints (e.g a flat rigid wall). In this thesis is has been avoided by using

irregular walls in the protocol.

Consequently, the consideration of order or disorder of arrangements can be useful to solve

engineering problems with granular media in an alternative way. As in the case of ideal gases,

order and probability are concepts joined by entropy.

4.3.3. Basic assumptions and definitions

The first hypothesis is that identical granular media are supposed to give the same average

macroscopic response to the same macroscopic physical process.

A granular system is referred to as a set of a lot of particles that have been sampled from a

given statistical distribution of several properties (e.g shape, size, roughness, etc.).

For monodisperse granular systems (i.e. those with equally-sized particles), the thermodyna-

mic limit condition is achieved just imposing that N → ∞, whereas when they are polydisperse,

the thermodynamic limit condition means that the size distribution is observed (the number of

particles in each size interval NDi tends to infinity but the ratios NDi/N do not change with

N so that the size distribution does not change). For finite samples, the thermodynamic li-

mit condition implies that boundary effects are disregarded or, equivalently, particles are small

in comparison with the characteristic length of variation of the macroscopic stress field. For
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example, and depending on the dimensions of the problem, this assumption could exclude some

problems such as sand piles, silos, etc.

The particles interact each other through pairwise interactions (as those included in Chap-

ter 3). The motion of the particles under the action of these forces, and any other external

force, is governed by classical mechanics. As a result of the initial position and velocity of the

particles, a lot of both static and dynamic states of the system can be found. However, it is

possible to focus only on those states that satisfy some macroscopic constrains, i.e. that are

compatible with our macroscopic knowledge about the system, irrespective of the dynamics and

on the evolution of the system between these states.

Each static state of a granular system is a microstate or packing. A system is in static me-

chanical equilibrium when all the particles are force-balanced and do not change their positions

in time. The packings are in turn defined by their contacts and forces networks. A contacts

network is described by the geometrical position of the particles and a forces network is given

by the value of the interaction forces. Several forces networks can be often associated with the

same contacts network. It happens when the network is hyperstatic, i.e., when the number of

contact points is higher than the strictly condition of mechanical static equilibrium (isotaticity).

This thesis focuses on jammed and compressed packings of soft particles. Compressed means

that the packings are supposed to correspond to a solution of a macroscopic elastic problem

in such a way that the macroscopic knowledge is precisely related to its solution. It can be

determined by the macroscopic stress field τij, the volume V , the elastic potential energy Ve,

the equivalent bulk modulus Kv, etc. On the other hand, jammed means that particles are in

contact with their nearest neighbors so that they are highly hyper-static and that mechanical

stability is conferred to the packing [109]. Considering the jamming phase space [55] (Fig. 1.1 in

Chapter 1), jammed states of granular media would be close to the origin of the temperature-

volume-applied shear stress space and, therefore, they are not close to the limits of jamming).

In particular the isostatic or J-point [70] is the theoretical limit of validity of this approach, but

all obtained microstates are far away from that point.

An ensemble is the set of all possible microstates (contacts and forces networks) that satisfy

some macroscopic constraints. For a given system, the microstates, i.e. the mechanical stable

states, are not explored as time goes by since the thermal energy is insignificant for granular me-

dia. Moreover, due to the inelasticity of collisions and to non-conservative friction forces, energy

has to be often injected during the driving process; in that case, and although the constraints

of the ensemble must be observed by the compatible microstates which are being compared,

they can be overlooked during the driving process. Consequently, the ergodic hypothesis is not

based on time averages but on ensemble averages.

Protocol is referred to the realization of different packings of a system in a systematic manner

(e.g. pouring, shaking, compressing, etc.). A protocol therefore results in a sequence of static
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packings. If all these packings satisfy the same macroscopic constraints, then the protocol is

said to be associated with an ensemble. A good protocol is that protocol that can make a pac-

king of a system to switch into any other packing of the ensemble. The theoretical basis of this

thesis is based on this assumption. If the protocol is not good enough, then not all the possible

microstates of an ensemble can be reached, or they are reached but with different probability.

It obviously affects the statistical distribution expected in the equilibrium.

A granular system is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium when it is in such a way that

the packing is one of the most probable microstates, i.e. when the distributions of some quan-

tities in a suited phase space correspond to the most probable distributions. There are a lot of

packings in mechanical equilibrium but only a few of them will be in thermodynamic equilibrium.

In short, what is needed to compare the microstates or packings in a canonical-like ensemble

is:

A phase space in which the state of each particle is represented as a point and whose

coordinates represent properly the nature of the involved physical phenomenon.

An additive quantity in such a way that the total value of this property in the system is

due to the contribution of each particle. For instance the number of particles, the elastic

energy, the force-moment (average stress multiplied by volume), etc.

An external reservoir which controls the average value of the quantity as driving cycles

are applied. This reservoir impose the macroscopic constraints to the packings.

The phase space used to compare microstates can be given by local volume V , equivalent stress

field σij and configurations α, equivalent force-moment tensor Σij = V σij or even interaction

forces Fkl. An analysis of the nature of the stress and force-moment phase space can be found

in [101]. In this thesis the so-called T phase space (the space of force-moment coordinates) is

used, and it is analyzed more in detail in section 4.5.

As in the case of ideal gases, different macroscopic environmental constraints mean different

ensembles, each one with particular statistical characteristics. In Section 4.4 below, the main

contributions to the case or granular media are reviewed. They are based on canonical-type

ensembles, which are adequate to study granular media in equilibrium with an external “re-

servoir”. It means that the expected statistical distribution in the equilibrium is governed by

a directly measurable and controllable parameter (which is different for each ensemble). These

ensembles are expressed in the T-phase space in Section 4.6.

4.4. Ensembles for granular media

4.4.1. The V-ensemble

Edwards and Oakeshott [27] were the first to propose that a statistical mechanics approach

might be feasible to describe dense granular media. A new framework was set up to describe
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the state of powders and, assuming that granular systems have entropy, it was claimed that the

volume plays the role of energy. It is called the V-ensemble [27, 94, 16, 95, 115].

As a result, a thermodynamic formalism was established in based of a phase space which

considers the relative position of the particles, a volume function W which takes the place of the

Hamiltonian. The definition of Wk is purely geometrical. From a theoretical perspective, initial

attempts to define the volume function involved modeling under mean-field approximations

proposed by Edwards not taking into account the contact network. While it is always possible

to measure the total volume of the system, it is unclear how to treat the volume fluctuations at

the microscopic level. Thus, it is still an open question how to define the volume function that

describes the microstates of jammed matter, and express it, for example, as a function of the

positions of the particles W(xk) or of the degrees of freedom of the system W(q). The idea is to

partition the granular material into N elements and to associate an additive volume function

with them, Wk, such that the total system volume W is:

W =

N
∑

k=1

Wk (4.23)

.

Song et al. [95] analytically calculate the volume function and demonstrate that it is equal to

the Voronoi volume associated with each particle, partitioning the space into a set of regions,

associating all grain centroids in each region to the closest grain centroid. Even though the

Voronoi construction successfully tiles the system, its drawback in its use as a volume function

was that, so far, there was no analytical formula to calculate it. In strict analogy with equilibrium

statistical mechanics, one assumes that all microstates (mechanically stable states) of a given

volume Vr occur with the same probability. Then the partition function of the system is derived

by considering a function Θv(xk) (or Θv(q)) too, which imposes the condition of mechanical

stability, including a finite bulk and shear modulus [21].

Together with the functional W other variables appear. Edwards’ analogy between the vo-

lume ensemble of a granular system and the canonical ensemble of a classical thermal system

is summarized in Table 4.2. The effective volume Y, which is equivalent to the Helmholtz free

energy, and the compactivity X = ∂W/∂S. At a given compactivity X, the equiprobability

condition leads to the minimization of Y. The Edwards’ formalism also introduced the hypot-

hesis that time averages of a system, exploring its mechanically stable states subject to some

external drive (e.g., tapping), coincide with suitable ensemble averages over its jammed states.

As the mathematical formalism is similar to the canonical ensemble of the ideal gas (replacing

the energy E by the volume V ), the distribution function is similar,

ZN(X) =

∫

e
−W

N(xk)
/X

Θv(xk) dx
k (4.24)
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Classical thermal system Granular system

Energy E Volume V

Hamiltonian HN(rk,pk) Volume function WN(rk)

Entropy S(N,V,T ) Entropy S(N,X)

Boltzmann constant
(it express S in energy

units)

kB Constant (it express S

in volume units)

λ

Volume of the phase
space

∫

ΠdrkΠdpk Volume of the phase
space

∫

ΠdrkΘ(rk)

Temperature T̂ = ∂E
∂S

Compactivity X = ∂V
∂S

Helmholtz free
energy

F = E − TS Effective volume Y = V −XS

Energy E = F − T ∂F
∂T

Volume V = Y −X ∂Y
∂X

Table 4.2: Edwards’ analogy between the volume ensemble of a granular system and the cano-
nical ensemble of a classical thermal system [27].

or, as a function of the degrees of freedom of the system,

ZN(X) =

∫

e−WN(q)/XΘv(q) dq (4.25)

and the average volume is controlled by the external reservoir, in such a way that < W >= V/N .

Makse and co-workers (e.g. [94, 115]) have proposed that it is also possible to directly

integrate over the total volume (WN = V ) if a switch function is used Θjam together with a

density of states function g(V ). It guarantees that the distribution function in the phase space is

compatible to the external constraint, which is given by the total volume of the system (which

is externally set). Then,

< B(X) >= Z−1
N(X)

∫ ∞

Vmin

g(V k)b(V k) · e−V/XΘjam dV k (4.26)

with

ZN(X) =

∫ ∞

Vmin

g(V k)e
−V/XΘjam dV k (4.27)

Here Θjam is a crucial function that formally imposes the jamming restriction and therefore de-

fines the ensemble of jammed matter. Its definition is intimately related to the proper definition

of a jammed state and should contain the minimum requirement of mechanical equilibrium.

Distinguishing between metastable and mechanically stable packings that define the jammed

state through the Θjam function remains a problem under debate, related to the more funda-

mental question of whether or not a jammed packing is well-defined [109]. In practice, it is

widely believed that the isostatic condition is necessary for a jammed disordered packing. It
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is well known that mechanical equilibrium imposes an average coordination number larger or

equal than a minimum coordination where the number of force variables equals the number of

force and torque balance equations. (The so-called isostatic condition).

4.4.2. The forces network ensemble

The Force Network Ensemble (FNE) theory [92, 91, 90, 107] uses a phase space defined by

forces. It samples all possible force configurations for a given contact network with an equal

probability and can be applied to both hyperstatic and isostatic contact networks, but which

are always a priori fixed. As the contact network does not change, it is possible to establish

relationship between boundary and internal (interaction forces). It is also possible to calcule

the number of degrees of freedom (DOF).

The approaches presented here sample all the equivalent heterogeneous stress (or force-

moment) fields compatible to the constraints that are given by the ensembles, irrespective of

the contact network and irrespective of the boundary forces 3. It is also assumed that in the

thermodynamic limit it is guaranteed that all the sampled heterogeneous fields actually corres-

pond to several real contacts networks.

4.4.3. The F–V-ensemble

The V-ensemble builds on the idea that particle interactions are produced via hardcore po-

tentials; as kinetic energy is not considered, only gravitational energy can be (implicitly) consi-

dered, but it is not possible to analyze which the influence of the stress state is. In this respect, in

recent years, some researchers have suggested that the stress of the system should be considered

together with the volume (F–V ensemble) [25, 15, 107, 78] or even alone (F-ensemble) [38, 37].

As granular systems also have a distribution of intergranular forces generated by external or

body forces (such as gravity) Edwards [25] showed that the idea of microstates be determined

by the Gibbsian formula e−W·X , can be extended to the distribution of forces with a microca-

nonical condition that the external pressure must fit the equivalent stresses in grains. It was

called the full canonical ensemble (referred as F–V-ensemble herein).

The F–V-ensemble was set up by arguing that when a powder is shaken the positions and the

values of the mechanical forces change, but after repeated shaking the grains will fill a volume

V and exert a stress τij on the boundary. It is presumed that the repeated shaking moves the

system between typical configurations in the configuration phase space, which are subject to

the constraints on volume and external stress. The system must then have an entropy S(V,Σ),
allowing the definition of temperature-like quantities ∂S/∂V and ∂S/∂Σij . Where Σij is the

force moment tensor (Σij = riFj = σijV ) and Aij = ∂S/∂Σij is the angoricity (from the Greekagqoz, ankhos = stress).

3The same Cauchy’s stress can be obtained from many sets of boundary forces
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Again, the mathematical formalism is similar to the canonical ensemble of the ideal gas but

replacing the energy E by the tensorial force-moment Σ and the total volume V , so that the

distribution function is similar:

ZN(X,χ) =

∫

e

(

−XW
(xk)

−χ:Σ
(xk)

)

ΘV(xk)ΘP(xk) dx
k (4.28)

or

ZN(X,χ) =

∫

q
e(−XW(q)−χ:Σ(q))ΘV(q)ΘP(q) dq (4.29)

In both cases, χ is the inverse angoricity A. The Θ functions ensure that the grains are in a

jammed configuration via ΘV and ΘP contains the restriction on the interaction forces Fkl via

Newton’s laws [25], i.e.,

ΘP =
∏

kl

δ
(

F kl
i + F kl

i

)

δ

(

∑

l

ǫijhF
kl
j rklh

)

∏

k

δ

(

∑

l

F kl
i

)

(4.30)

As for the V-ensemble, Makse and co-workers (e.g. [94]) proposed that it is also possible

to directly integrate in the volume-force-moment phase space if a switch function is used Θjam

together with a density of states function g(V k,Σk). It guarantees that the distribution function

in the phase space is compatible to the external constraint, which is given by the total volume

of the system (which is externally set). Then,

ZN(X,χ) =

∫ ∞

Vmin

∫ ∞

Σ
g(V k,Σk)e

(−XV−χ:Σ)Θjam dV k dΣk (4.31)

4.4.4. The E-ensemble

There are other formalisms which are based on the energy of the whole system, such as

[22, 28, 20]. Following this work, an approach based on considering the elastic potential energy

of particles has recently been presented, referred to as the elastic energy approach [99].

It represents an attempt to translate Edwards’ first formalism [27] by converting the volume

into elastic potential energy. The thermodynamical formalism was up starting from the assum-

ption that, in thermodynamic equilibrium, the expected mechanical parameters always take

the same value. In particular, if the equivalent stiffness of the system is supposed to be always

the same, the elastic potential energy also would be always the same. The ergodic hypothesis

would be guaranteed not by averaging samples in time but in cycles of stress and breakage.

Consequently, those arrangements in mechanical equilibrium corresponding to global stiffness

values different from those expected in thermodynamical equilibrium would be considered as

states out of equilibrium. As the theoretical framework is based on stresses (or strains) and

geometrical patterns, a phase space considering them was developed to explain the expected

features of disordered arrangements of jammed granular media.

Since the restriction of the canonical ensemble is the elastic potential energy, the statistical

weight of the points in the phase space is given by a Boltzmann factor which depends on a
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quadratic function of the stress e
−E

(σ2
ij

,α)
·β
. However, the physical restriction that the whole

arrangement should be a solution of the elastic problem was not rigorously imposed. This was

done by first considering limit situations (Voigt and Reuss states) and then integrating over the

allowed regions of every configuration. Only crystal-like configurations were analyzed.

The elastic energy approach showed that considerating different geometrical patterns or con-

figurations α and the accessible regions of the phase space can be useful to determine why some

configurations are more likely than others and why some of them are barely present. Configu-

rations were defined in section 3.7. The allowed region of a specific configuration α is referred

to as the volume of the phase space Vα in which this configuration can be found in mechanical

equilibrium.

As a result, the canonical ensemble leads to a distribution function whose partition function

is expressed in the configurations-stress phase space as:

ZN(β) =
∑

α

∫

σ∈Vα

gα(σk)e
−βE(σ2) dσk (4.32)

4.4.5. The F-ensemble

The F-ensemble is that ensemble in which just the force-moment tensor (but not the volume)

is considered as a constrain Σij. As the force-moment is equal to the average stress multiplied

by the volume Σij = σijV , the entropy can be expressed as S = S(N,Σij) or S = S(N,V,σij). Then,

ZN(χ) =

∫

Σ
g(Σk)e

(−χ:Σ)Θjam dΣk (4.33)

This is one of the ensembles followed in this work, although with some different considera-

tions when this formalism has been expressed in the T-phase space. Henkes et al. [38, 37] argue

that, as for these, unlike thermal systems, the dynamical processes which move the system from

one blocked state to the next are determined by the external driving mechanism used and not

by thermal fluctuations, with a purely local dynamics, which does not involve the boundary,

only states within the same sector can be accessed. It works out that it is not automatic that

the states will be sampled with a flat measure, as in the thermal case. Therefore, in the force-

moment phase space is divided into sectors Σij, the density of states is not only dependent on

the number of states ŴΣij
in that Σij state, but also on the frequency βdyn

Σij
with which each

state is accessed by the dynamics chosen to create the packing. The quantity equivalent to the

density of states is then given by g(Σij) =
∑

ν β
dyn
ν . Under these assumptions, for the case in

which the external force-moment is isotropic, the canonical distribution is expressed as

ZN(χP ) =
∑

ν

βdyn
ν e−χPPν (4.34)

with P being the half trace of the force moment tensor and χP the Lagrange multiplier. It sums

over all ν packings consistent with force and torque balance and with the force law respected
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(this last condition has to be modified for frictional packings). They only consider packings of

frictionless spheres, so the torque balance constraint is automatically satisfied. Then they for-

mally separate the sum over configurations ν into a sum over all geometric configurations xk and

a sum over all force configurations Fkl, with functions to enforce the force-balance Θ(f.−b.) and

the force-law Θf.−l. constraints. And then they discuss on the way of counting microstates, de-

pending on the total number of degrees of freedom of the packing (forces and contacts networks).

4.5. The T phase space

4.5.1. Introduction

In this section the T phase space is presented (as it has been done in [101]). This space

is specifically proposed for the F ensemble, in which the force-moment of the granular system

is externally set, but other ensembles such as the V-ensemble or the E-ensemble could also be

analyzed there. Note that the force-moment of a particle k is Σk
ij = σk

ijV
k, so both the volume

and the stress can be intrinsically considered. As the energy depends on σk
ij it is also possible

to obtain the contribution to the total energy of each particle by locating it in the T phase space.

If the granular ensemble were analyzed according to the spatial positions and momenta

of the particles, the phase space would be 2ℵN -dimensional, being ℵ = 1, 2, 3 the number of

spatial dimensions considered in the system and N the number of particles. However this is a

difficult task because the mechanics of the system is strongly determined by the interactions

between grains, which are dissipative (due to static friction and the inelasticity of collisions).

As the interaction forces depend on the relative distances between particles (which are coordi-

nates of the phase space) it is absolutely not possible to consider the ensemble as an ideal system.

This alternative approach is set up by taking advantage for the fact that granular arran-

gements often must correspond to a solution of a macroscopic elastic problem. In that case,

each granular packing π can be divided into domains (which actually are the Voronoi cells

associated with each of the N particles). The equivalent stress of each domain k depends on

the forces between the particles, which are strongly correlated (especially when the packing is

close to the isostatic state or J point [55, 70]). Equivalently, it can be asserted that the ave-

rage stress of each domain depends on how it interacts with others: in series (equal stress, or

Reuss case), in parallel (equal strain, or Voigt case), or mixed. Therefore the equivalent stress

state of a particle k in a given packing π depends on the geometry of the Voronoi tessella-

tion, on the elastic properties of the particles and on the stress state of others (mainly on the

stress state of its closer neighbors), so that σ̄k,π
ij = σ̄k,π

ij(σ̄l,π
ij )

(where l 6= k represents each of the

zk,π particles interacting with particle k in packing π). If the packing is being changed during

the driving process (tapping, anisotropic compression, etc.) then these relationships also change.

This work starts from the hypothesis that, as the relationships between the particles are

short-ranged (only close domains interact with each other, ∀k, π zk,π << N) and as they are
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constantly changed during the driving process, then it is possible to be unconcerned about whe-

re (in the real space) each particle is or which its neighbors are. It is equivalent to assume that

when all possible packings are sampled, the average relationship between the stresses can be

neglected < σ̄k
ij > 6=< σ̄k

ij >(<σ̄l
ij>) or σ̄k

ij 6= σ̄k
ij(σl

ij)
(< y > represents the average value of the

function y(σ̄k
ij)

over all the different packings compatible with some constraints). It means that

in the thermodynamic limit, and as result of a complex mechanical interaction, a particle can

be located at any accessible point in the force-moment phase space. The probability of being

located at each point depends on both internal and external factors (i.e., microscopic features

of the particles and external macroscopic constraints). In consequence, within a statistical me-

chanics framework it is possible to obtain which the most probable distribution of points in the

T phase space is.

In addition, in the case of the ensembles reported in section 4.4 above, maximizing the Bol-

tzmann’s entropy leads to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. In all those cases the exponent of the

Boltzmann factor is represented by an additive and completely separable function of the phase

space coordinates, AN(σ̄
1
ij, σ̄

2
ij , · · · , σ̄N

ij , V
1, V 2, · · · , V N ) =

∑N
k=1A1(σ̄

k
ij , V

k). In particular the

total elastic potential energy, the total volume and the total force moment are equal to the

sum of the separate contribution of each particle. This, together with the assumption that in

the thermodynamic limit and when all possible packings are sampled the average relationships

between the stresses of the particles are negligible (σ̄k
ij 6= σ̄k

ij(σ̄l
ij)
;∀k 6= l and V k 6= V k

V l ;∀k 6= l),

makes it possible to use the T phase space of one particle. Then the whole partition function is

equal to the partition function of one particle to the power N and the “phase space” of a single

particle can be used.

The nature of the phase space has two important features: 1) its accessible region (given

by the integration limits of the coordinates) and 2) the degeneracy of the points or density

of states, which comes from the capability of geometrical patterns, or configurations, to cover

regions of the phase space. Both these issues are analyzed below together with an explanation

for why using a change of variables is interesting.

4.5.2. P,Q′,Ω variables

Before considering both these features it is interesting to make some suitable change of va-

riables [101, 100, 104], instead of using directly the components Σij. These derivate variables

can be used for either 3D or 2D systems, but here just the 2D case is considered.

The variables (P,Q,Ω) have been chosen in this thesis in order to compare 2D arrangements.

These coordinates are based on Mohr’s circle [66] 4. The force moment level P is related to the

center of the Mohr’s Circle, the deviatoric component of the force moment tensor Q is related

to the radius of the Mohr’s circle and Ω relates to the orientation of the tensor according to the

4The notation of stress as p, q is widely used in soil mechanics for triaxial tests. Obviously they represent
neither the position nor the momentum used in classical mechanics.
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reference system. The variables are defined as:

P =
Σxx +Σyy

2
=

Î1
2
, (4.35)

Q =

√

(

Σyy − Σxx

2

)2

+Σ2
xy =

√

1

4
Î21 − Î2, (4.36)

Ω =
1

2
arctan

2Σxy

Σyy −Σxx
. (4.37)

Î1 = Σii and Î2 = εijΣxiΣyj are the invariants of Σij (being εij the Levi-Civita symbol). Q′ is

the relative deviatoric component: Q′ = Q/P .

Using these coordinates rather than the components of the Cauchy stress tensor is inter-

esting because some physical restrictions and some magnitudes are conveniently expressed as

functions of them; for instance, the elastic potential energy of an isotropic continuum medium

does not depend on the orientation, but it often does when the medium is not isotropic (e.g., a

particulate medium).

The volume element of the accessible region of the T phase space of one particle VT can be

expressed as

dVT = 2P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ (4.38)

4.5.3. The accessible region of the phase space

Once these variables have been introduced, it is possible to set the integration limits. For

cohesionless materials, they have to guarantee that, for any stress state, the respective prin-

cipal values of the force moment tensor ΣI = V σI and ΣII = V σII are positive. It means

that the stress field is compressive in any spatial direction, as it is expected for cohesionless

materials. The principal force moment components are the eigenvalues of the force moment ten-

sor and, according to the characteristic equation, both of them are positive when Σ2
xy ≤ ΣxxΣyy.

As a result, the integration limits are Σxx,Σyy ∈ [0,∞) and |Σxy| ≤
√

ΣxxΣyy or, equiva-

lently, P ∈ [0,∞), Q′ ∈ [0, 1] and Ω ∈ [0, 2π) 5.

The volume of the force-moment space in which cohesionless particles of a static, jammed

and compressed packing can be found is

VT = 2

∫ ∞

0
P 2 dP

∫ 1

0
Q′ dQ′

∫ 2π

0
dΩ (4.39)

Note that the underlined part of this expression is equal to the polar integration of the area of

5Actually, Ω should be evaluated within the interval [0, π), because the force-moment states of Ω and Ω + π
are the same. Nevertheless, this doubled evaluation results in a more intuitive representation. Note that, in this
way, a determined system of forces, equivalent to a stress field, would be represented by two symmetrical points
in the phase space.
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a circle of radius R = 1,0.

4.5.4. The degeneracy of the points

Considering the definition of configurations presented in Section 3.7, the allowed region of a

configuration α gives the values of (P,Q′,Ω) that it can represent. Moreover, some configurations

have internal degrees of freedom because they can represent some states being oriented in several

directions, having several representative polygons or even achieving the force balance with

several values of the forces (it is only possible in hyperstatic configurations). This capability

is referred to as internal degeneracy. In consequence the phase space must be characterized

by a density of states function g(P,Q′,Ω) which comes from the sum of the allowed regions of

all configurations α in all possible orientations with respect to the principal directions of the

external pressure. Then

g(P,Q′,Ω) =
∑

α

gα(P,Q′,Ω) (4.40)

The functions gα(P,Q′,Ω) are equal to 0 within the respective forbidden regions but can take

a normalized value within allowed regions (due to their internal degrees of freedom). They are

governed by three kinds of restrictions:

Geometrical incompatibilities: particles cannot overlap.

Mechanical constraints: the force and torque balance on each particle within a static

assembly. In 2D there are just two restrictions:

∀k
∑

l

fkl
i = 0. (4.41)

As there is no friction, all forces are central, and there are no moments. If particles are

rough, then tangential forces tkl are allowed and restriction changes to:

∀k
∑

l

fkl
i + tkli = 0 (4.42)

∀k
∑

l

εijx
kl
i (f

kl
j + tklj ) = 0 (4.43)

with εij being the Levi-Civita symbol.

Restrictions due to geometrical incompatibilities. For instance, for a 2D monodisperse

system the maximum number of forces is six, and there is also a geometrical restriction:

∀k, l ∆θkl = θkl − θkl−1 ≥ π/3 (4.44)

with θk0 = θkL − 2π.

Physical interaction between the particles: In cohesionless materials, all forces must be

positive

∀k, l fkl ≥ 0. (4.45)
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If cohesive forces are possible the restriction turns into:

∀k, l fkl ≥ −fmax (4.46)

and it results in the extension of the allowed region of each configuration. .

It is very significant that there is a scale invariance of these three restrictions (except when

there are cohesive forces): if all forces are scaled by the same factor X all the constraints are

fulfilled, so that they are independent of the force moment level. It makes that the capability

of a configuration to fill a point only depends on Q′ and Ω. In consequence the allowed regions

extend over the same Q′,Ω values in any constant-P plane and, therefore, in the case of 2D

systems it is not necessary to analyze the whole volume of the phase space, but just the so-

called comparison plane [101], i.e, the integration of the points over all the values of P and its

representation over a polar Q′,Ω plane (it is a plot which displays Q′ sinΩ as ordinate plotted

against Q′ cos Ω as abscissa), as Figure 4.4 shows.

Figure 4.4: Distribution of force-moment states in the comparison plane of a compressed pac-
king [101].

In this thesis the orientation of configurations is not considered as another variable of the

phase space to make the approach simpler. Then, the respective density of states function of a

configuration is equal to the normalized integration over any orientation and it does not depend

on Ω. Then it can be expressed as gα(Q′). Otherwise, it should be necessary to consider the

contribution of each kind on configuration oriented according to any possible direction with

respect to the angoricity principal axes. In other words, if one configuration is in equilibrium

with a force-moment state (P,Q′,Ω), it can also be in equilibrium with a force-moment state

(P,Q′,Ω+Θ) just by rotating it an angle Θ (and the equilibrium constraints are equally fulfilled).

Note that these density of state functions include the features of the particles (size distribu-

tion, shape, roughness, strength, etc.) because they determine which configurations are possible

and which gα(Q′) they have. It is out of the objectives of this work to obtain these functions.
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However, by paying attention to the nature of the restrictions presented, which result in the

density of states functions, it can be figured out how the presence of water and friction affect

them. Water affects because the minimum force can be negative (water menisci produce cohesive

forces). And friction because the number of degrees of freedom of each configuration changes

(now there are also tangential forces which can keep the particles in mechanical equilibrium).

Therefore, in the general case is should be expressed that

g(P,Q′,µ,sr) =
∑

α

gα(P,Q′,µ,sr) (4.47)

where µ is the friction factor and sr gives the degree of saturation, and

g(Q′) =
∑

α

gα(Q′) (4.48)

when µ = 0 and sr = 0.

4.6. Three ensembles in the T phase space

4.6.1. The F-ensemble

Expected statistical distribution

The partition function of the F-ensemble was expressed in the force-moment space (subsec-

tion 4.4.5) as

Z1(χ) =

∫

Σ
g(Σ)e

(−χ:Σ)Θjam dΣ (4.49)

By considering the configurations and the associated density of states functions this is expressed

as

Z1(χ,µ,sr) =
∑

α

∫

Σ
gα(Σ,µ,sr)e

(−χ:Σ) dΣ =

∫

Σ
g(Σ,µ,sr)e

(−χ:Σ) dΣ (4.50)

In Subsection 4.5.1 was explained why it is possible to integrate in the phase space of a single

particle without considering a Θ function. Note that this approach is based on the hypothe-

sis that all configurations are likely accessible and equally probable. If this hypothesis were

wrong, then the density of states function should be associated with the dynamics of the pro-

tocol [38, 37].

Therefore the statistical weight of each particle expressed in the T phase space according to

the constraints of the F-ensemble is described by the next Boltzmann’s factor [25, 15, 38, 37] as

e−χijΣij = e−χxxΣxx−2χxyΣxy−χyyΣyy (4.51)

where χij is the inverse angoricity. Using a reference system x, y according to the principal

directions of the angoricity, i.e., those in which χxy = 0, then statistical weight does not depend

on Σxy.
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e−χijΣij = e−χxxΣxx−χyyΣyy (4.52)

The physical meaning of the angoricity can be deduced by obtaining average values [101, 106,

103]. For instance, if the g(Σ,µ,sr) were uniform then by integrating over the volume of the phase

space it is obtained that the expected value of Σxx would be given by:

< Σxx >=
Σxx

N
=

∫∞
0 Σ

3/2
xx e−ΣxxχxxdΣxx

∫∞
0 Σ

1/2
xx e−ΣxxχxxdΣxx

=
3

2

1

χxx
(4.53)

Acting in this way, < Σyy >= (3/2)(1/χyy) and < Σxy >= 0. Using Σij = V σij and σij = τij

it is shown that χij is actually 3/2 of the inverse of the average external force-moment tensor

Vextτij per particle, i.e.,

χij =
3

2

N

Vext
(τij)

−1 , (4.54)

where Vext is the volume of the whole system, which is externally set.

However, the exponent of the Boltzmann factor can also be expressed in coordinates (P,Q′,Ω)

as

χijΣij = PχP

[

1 +Q′ cos 2ΩχQ′Ω

]

, (4.55)

where χP = (χxx + χyy) and χQ′Ω = (χyy − χxx)/(χyy + χxx) ∈ [0, 1). The advantage of wri-

ting the Boltzmann factor in this way is that, in the statistical weight of each point of phase

space, it separates the contribution due to the force-stress level P from the contribution due

to the relative deviatoric component Q′ and the orientation Ω, depending on the external con-

trol parameters χP and χQ′Ω. Therefore, only χQ′Ω determines the expected distribution in the

comparison plane, whereas χP determines the distribution in P levels.

Then, the partition function is given by

Z1(χij ,µ,sr) =
∑

α

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0
gα(P,Q′,µ,sr)e

PχP [1+Q′ cos 2ΩχQ′Ω]P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ (4.56)

and the probability of a particle of being in a state described by (P,Q′,Ω) in a configuration α

with roughness described by a friction factor of µ and a water content given by sr is described

by the next distribution function:

F(P,Q′,α,µ,sr) = Z−1
1(χij ,µ,sr)

ePχP [1+Q′ cos 2ΩχQ′Ω]P 2Q′

(4.57)

As the density of state functions do not depend on P it is possible to integrate over all the

values of P , leading to the expected density in the comparison plane ρ(Q′,Ω), which just depends

on χQ′,Ω (and µ, sr).
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Isotropic compression of dry and frictionless systems

For isotropic compression, χxx = χyy = χP/2, so that the exponent of the Boltzmann factor

just depends on P , i.e., χijΣij = PχP . This means that, if a dry and frictionless granular system

is in equilibrium with an external isotropic stress field, the probability of the particles in the

ensemble will not depend on either Q′ or Ω, so that the Boltzmann’s factor will be

e−χPP (4.58)

It is satisfied that Z1,P =
∫∞
0 e−χPPP 2 dP . Note that the volume element is dVT,P = P 2 dP

and it affects the distribution function:

FP,(P ) =
χ3
P

2
e−χPPP 2 (4.59)

The expected number of particles NP in each P ±∆P/2 interval is approximately given by:

PP =
NP

N
=

χ3
P

2
e−χPPP 2∆P (4.60)

On the other hand, the distribution on (Q′,Ω) variables is:

FQ′Ω(Q′,Ω) =
∑

α

gα(Q′)Q
′ (4.61)

satisfying
∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 FQ′Ω(Q′,Ω) dQ

′ dΩ = 1,0.

The average value of P is obtained from:

< P >=
P

N
=

χ3
P

2

∫ ∞

0
Pe−χPPP 2 dP =

3

χP
(4.62)

So that χP = 3/ < P >. Moreover, as P is expected to be equal to the macroscopic stress field

multiplied by the volume, i.e. pextV ext, then

3

χP
=

pextVext

N
(4.63)

It is also satisfied that < Σxx >=< Σyy >=< P >.

The expected statistical distribution on P can also be expressed in a normalized way. Using

that P ′ = P/ < P >, then Eq. 4.59 is expressed as:

FP’(P ′) =
27

2
e−3P ′

P ′2 (4.64)
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The entropy can be also computed as:

smax = −
∫ +∞

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0

27

2
e−3P ′

P ′2 ln
27

2
e−3P ′

P ′2 dP ′ dQ′ dΩ (4.65)

It results that,

smax = 3,0− ln
27

2
− 27

∫ +∞

0
e−3P ′

P ′2 lnP ′ dP ′ (4.66)

After a numerical integration it results that smax ≃ 2,765

Anisotropic compression of dry and frictionless systems

In the anisotropic stress fields, the higher the anisotropy ratio, the stronger the dependence

of the Boltzmann’s factor on Q′ and Ω. As Ω is set according to the principal directions of the

external stress field (via the angoricity), the expected local stress fields are not isotropically

oriented but according to some prevailing directions.

4.6.2. The V-ensemble

Expected statistical distribution

The V-ensemble (see subsection 4.4.1) assumes that the total volume of the system V =
∑

k V
k is externally controlled. It is also assumed that particles are located at different volume

and stress levels (and consequently at different force-moment levels) and they do not belong to

the same configuration.

The approach presented herein would fail for completely hard particles. It is developed for

soft particles, for which a relationship between the volume of the Voronoi cell and its force-

moment level V k = V k
(Σk

i j)
is expected. This relation, which depends on the elastic parameters

and on the configuration, cannot be easily established. According to the intrinsic stiffness of

each configuration (see 3.7) a relationship between volume and mean stress pk = P k/V k can be

established by a thorough analysis. In the T phase space it is necessary to establish a relationship

between the volume and the mean force-moment V k = V k
(P k)

. For instance, Figure 3.17 showed

the relationship between the volume and the force moment of a squared configuration. As the

secondary branch requires very high stress levels it can be neglected, so that, a priori V is

supposed to decrease with P in a range P < Pmax. Furthermore, for usual values of P << Pmax,

a linear relationship can be supposed (Fig. 3.18), so that

V = V0,α −K∗
αP (4.67)

Then, by applying the method of the most probable distribution and since the system can be

considered as an ideal sytem, the resulting distribution is the Maxwell-Boltzmann Statistics

(see subsection 4.4.1). The statistical weight of each particle expressed in the T phase space

according to the constraints of the V-ensemble is described by a Boltzmann’s factor as

e−XV(P ) (4.68)
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where X is the compactivity. The physical meaning of the compactivity can be deduced by

obtaining average values of the volume and assimilating it to the volume of the whole system,

which is externally set.

The distribution function under the assumptions of this approach (for dry and frictionless

systems) is expressed in the T phase space as

F(P,Q′,Ω,α) = Z−1
1(X)gα(Q′)e

−XVα(P )P 2Q′ (4.69)

and the partition function is

Z1(X) =
∑

α

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0
gα(Q′)e

−XV P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ (4.70)

The average value of the volume can be obtained from:

< V >=
Vext

N
=

∑

α

∫∞
0

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 Vα(P )gα(Q′)e

−XV P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ
∑

α

∫∞
0

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 gα(Q′)e−XV P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ

(4.71)

And solving this equation, the value of X is obtained (as this is canonical-like ensemble the

Lagragian multiplier is fixed by the external controlled parameter, in this case, the volume).

Moreover, it is also possible to obtain the average value of < P > once the value of X is known.

4.6.3. The E-ensemble

Expected statistical distribution

The E-ensemble (see subsection 4.4.4) is based on the assumption that the total elastic po-

tential energy of the system E =
∑

k E
k is externally controlled. It is also assumed that particles

are located at different energy levels and they do not belong to the same configuration.

This approach starts from the hypothesis that the energy of each configuration as a function

of the force moment coordinates is known. Then a relationship Ek = Ek
(P,Q′,Ω,α) is established.

This relation also depends on the elastic parameters and may be obtained by a thorough analysis

of each configuration. By applying the method of the most probable distribution and since the

system can be considered as an ideal sytem, a Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is obtained. In

this case, the statistical weight of each particle expressed in the T phase space according to the

constraints of the E-ensemble is described by a Boltzmann’s factor as

e−βE(P,Q′,Ω,α) (4.72)

where β is the configurational temperature (it is not a thermal quantity). Its physical meaning

can be deduced by obtaining average values of the energy.
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The distribution function is given by

FE(P,Q′,Ω,α) = Z−1
1(β)gα(P,Q′,µ,sr)e

−βEα(P,Q′,Ω)P 2Q′ (4.73)

and the partition function is

Z1(β,µ,sr) =
∑

α

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0
gα(P,Q′,µ,sr)e

−βEα(P,Q′,Ω)P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ (4.74)

The average value of the energy is:

< E >=
Vext

N
=

∑

α

∫∞
0

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 Eα(P,Q′,Ω)gα(P,Q′,µ,sr)e

−βEα(P,Q′,Ω)P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ
∑

α

∫∞
0

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 gα(P,Q′,µ,sr)e

−βEα(P,Q′,Ω)P 2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ
(4.75)

And solving this equation, the value of β is obtained. Moreover, it is also possible to obtain

the average value of < P > once the value of β is known and it is also possible to represent

FE(P,Q′,Ω,α) versus P
′ = P/ < P >.

4.6.4. Concluding remarks

The application of this statistical mechanics framework is summarized as follows:

A compression protocol can be used to obtain different microstates of a granular system

that share a macroscopic quantity A (being A equal to the volume V , the force-moment

Σij or the elastic potential energy E of the packing). A is separable (A =
∑

k A
k) and it

can be expressed as function of the force-moment variables (A = A(P,Q′,Ω)).

Microstates can be represented as distribution functions in the T phase space F(P,Q′,Ω).

Statistical mechanics predicts the most probable statistical distribution for each ensemble

F(P,Q′,Ω,β,µ,sr), with β being a control parameter (µ is the friction factor and sr the degree

of saturation).

These distributions are determined by a density of states function g(P,Q′,µ,sr) and a sta-

tistical weight w(P,Q′,Ω,β), in such a way that

F(P,Q′,Ω,β,µ,sr) = Z−1
(β,µ,sr)

g(P,Q′,µ,sr)w(P,Q′,Ω,β)P
2Q′ (4.76)

where Z−1
(β,µ,sr)

=
∫

P

∫

Q′

∫

Ω g(P,Q′,µ,sr)w(P,Q′,Ω,β)P
2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ is the partition function.

The density of states function can be separated according to the contribution of each

configuration g(P,Q′,µ,sr) =
∑

α gα(P,Q′,µ,sr).

The density of states function includes all the internal features of the system. For instance,

when this is dry and frictionless, then g(Q′) =
∑

α gα(Q′).

The statistical weight is equal to a Boltzmann’s factor (because they are canonical-like

ensembles) w(P,Q′,Ω,β) = e−A(P,Q′,Ω)β .
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The statistical weight includes all the external constraints of the system, which are contro-

lled by β (the so-called configuracional temperature). For instance, when the macroscopic

state is isotropic, the statistical weight depends neither on Q′ nor on Ω, then w(P,β).

In case of dry and frictionless systems subjected to isotropic external constraints, the

expected distribution function is generically expressed as:

F(P,Q′,Ω,β) = Z−1
(β)g(Q′)w(P,β)P

2Q′ (4.77)

with Z−1
(β) =

∫∞
0

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 g(Q′)w(P,β)P

2Q′ dP dQ′ dΩ. Note that in this case the variables can

be separated, so that Z−1
(β) =

∫∞
P=0w(P,β)P

2 dP
∫ 1
Q′=0 g(Q′)Q

′ dQ′
∫ 2π
Ω=0 dΩ. Therefore the

expected distribution function can be separated too: F(P,Q′,Ω,β) = FP(P,β).FQ(Q′).FΩ(Ω).

It makes it possible to separately analyze partial distribution functions.

FP(P,β) includes the dependency on the control variable (i.e. on the external constraints)

and can be used to test simulations against theory, establish A(P,Q′,Ω) functions, analyze

evolution towards equilibrium, measure the entropy, check simulations, etc.

FQ(Q′) includes the dependency on the density of states function (i.e. on the internal

features) and can be used to establish these functions or analyze the effect of water of

friction.

When histograms are used, bin probabilities PPs, PQs and PΩs, are defined as PPs =
∫ Ps+∆P/2
Ps−∆P/2 w(P,β)P

2 dP , PQs =
∫ Qs+∆Q/2
Qs−∆Q/2 g(Q′)Q

′ dQ′ and PΩs =
∫ Ωs+∆Ω/2
Ωs−∆Ω/2 dΩ.



Chapter 5

Simulations of the cyclic

compression of granular systems

“Given for one instant an intelligence which could com-
prehend all the forces by which nature is animated and
the respective situation of the beings who compose it —
an intelligence sufficiently vast to submit these data to
analysis— it would embrace in the same formula the mo-
vements of the greatest bodies of the universe and those of
the lightest atom; for it, nothing would be uncertain and
the future, as the past, would be present to its eyes”

(Pierre Simon Laplace,
A philosophical essay on probabilities, 1795)

5.1. Introduction

This chapter deals with computer simulations: the processes of developing and analyzing a

model of a granular system and conducting computer-based experiments with the model to des-

cribe, explain, and predict the behavior of the system or outcomes associated with its features.

The objective of these simulations is to analyze the statistical distributions of some quantities

obtained from static packings of given granular systems. The influence of some computational

issues and of other micromechanical considerations (e.g. stiffness, period of the driving, wetting,

etc.) is analyzed as well.

The features of the particles and the physical driving processes are the primary inputs of

the simulation. Input is therefore the term denoting either an entrance or changes inserted into

this system and which activate/modify a process. Some of them are considered for the initial

packing, whereas others are considered during the compression stages.

The simulations have been conducted on personal computers and on Magerit, one of the

current most powerful supercomputers in Spain. It is installed in the Supercomputing and Vi-

93
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sualization Center of Madrid (CeSViMa) 1, which depends on the Computer Science Faculty of

the Technical University of Madrid. Magerit is a cluster of 260 computer nodes, of which 245

nodes are eServer BladeCenter PS702 2S with 16 Power7 processors 3’3 GHz (26.4 GFlops) and

32 GB de RAM, and the rest are 15 nodes eServer BladeCenter HS22 with eight Intel Xeon

2’5GHz (10.2 GFlops) processors with 96 GB RAM, implying 4,160 CPUs and 9.2TB RAM.

All the nodes operate independently and with the same software configuration.

The core of the simulations has been performed with a molecular dynamics code, LAMMPS,

whose main features are included in Section 5.4 below. However, it has been also necessary to

write some specific programs in order to complete the simulation. They are explained in Sec-

tion 5.4, together with a detailed flowchart of the simulation.

This chapter also includes an introduction to molecular dynamics methods, aims of the simu-

lations and main features of the particles and of the compression processes. Then a dimensional

analysis of the physical problem has been carried out in order to highlight some important

aspects of the simulations. The results of such tests are presented in Chapter 6.

5.1.1. Molecular dynamics methods

Basic principles

Molecular dynamics methods (MD) [80] are used to calculate the motion of particles accor-

ding to their mutual interaction. First models were produced at the end of the 1960s [4, 112].

These methods integrate the set of coupled Newton’s (or Hamilton’s) differential equations (see

Section 3.2) to obtain the trajectories of the particles:

mkẍk = Fk
ext +

∑

l

Fkl
(xk,xl) +

∑

l

∑

m

Fklj
(xk,xl,xj)

+ · · · (5.1)

where mk is the mass of particle k, xk,ẋk and ẍk are, respectively, its position, velocity and

acceleration vectors, Fkl
(xk,xl)

is a force function describing pairwise interactions between parti-

cles k and l, Fklj
(xk,xl),xj)

describes three-body interactions between particles k, l and j and so on

(many-body interactions can be added). However, in granular media only pairwise interactions

are expected and they have been the only kind considered. Fk
ext represents all the external for-

ces, either derivate from a conservative potential (e.g gravitational, electrical, etc.) or externally

controlled (e.g. a controlled pushing force).

Some restrictions can be imposed to the system in order to solve different thermodynamical

ensembles [9, 73, 75]. For instance, the NV E or microcanonical ensemble, considers that the

number of particles N , the volume V and the total energy E of the system do not change during

the integration. This ensemble is suited for the analysis of granular systems2. However, although

1http://www.cesvima.upm.es/
2Other ensembles are, for example, the integration NV T̂ or canonical in which the temperature, that relates

to the average kinetic energy, is kept constant T̂ .

http://www.cesvima.upm.es/
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it has just been mentioned that the energy of every particle is kept constant during integration,

this is not always completely true since in some cases energy can be introduced or dissipated. In

particular, some boundary conditions, such as walls with controlled displacements, may cause

energy introduction/dissipation because they are not included in the NV E integration. On the

other hand, viscous forces dissipate energy even when the objected particles are included in the

NV E integration because they do not come from a conservative potential.

The pairwise interaction between particles depends on their relative distances. Granular

packings and granular systems under shear or other forms of agitation share several important

properties of glassy systems [37]. Like granular materials, glassy materials have fallen out of

equilibrium in the sense that thermal fluctuations are too small to allow the system to undergo

rearrangements on short time scales. Some model glass formers, like Lennard-Jones fluids, are

structurally similar to granular packings. In Section 4.3.2 the idea of a rugged potential energy

landscape with a myriad of energy minima was presented. These minima are termed the inhe-

rent structures in which the system spends a long time before escaping over an energy barrier

to a different one via an activated process. For granular systems, the potential energy minima

correspond to packings in mechanical equilibrium, and the dynamics are provided by driving.

Figure 5.1 shows how the energy landscape of a particle k is as a function of its spatial

position. In this case, the total energy of the particle Ek is equal to the sum of the potential

energy Vk
t(xk ,xl)

(represented in blue color) plus the kinetic energy T k
(ẋk)

. For example, a particle

located at position O, where the potential energy is Vt(O), and having a total energy E, is moving

with a velocity ẋk (from A → B, for convention). Therefore its kinetic energy is T(O) = E−Vt(O).

As the potential energy increases as the particle moves to B, the force acting on the particle

also increases. This force slows it down, decreasing its kinetic energy. The particle advances

· · · → O → O′ → · · · until all the energy is potential energy (at position B, with E = V(B)).

Later the force, which is the derivative of the potential energy, changes the direction of the

motion and the particle is accelerated (from B → A), until it stops again at A. In this energy

conversion process, E is constant and the particle oscillates in space and in time from A to B.

If there were viscous forces, then the particle would dissipate energy until it stops at C, where

there is a local minimum value of the potential energy. On the other hand, to move towards a

position out of the interval A − −B, for instance O′′, it is necessary to inject energy in order

to jump the energy barrier. So that the particle can only scape from the potential well if its

kinetic energy is increased or if the potential barrier is decreased.

Computational aspects of molecular dynamics

The computational task in a MD simulation is to integrate the set of coupled differential

equations (Newton’s equations). In a short-range force MD simulation, the vast majority of

computation time spent is evaluating the force terms in these equations. The time integration

typically requires only 2 − 3% of the total time [77]. To evaluate the sums efficiently requires

knowing which atoms are within the cutoff distance rc at every timestep. The key is to minimize

the number of neighboring atoms that must be checked for possible interactions since calcula-
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Figure 5.1: Idealization of the energy landscape of a particle k within a granular packing. The
particle is located at point O where the potential energy takes a value of Vk

(O)

tions performed on neighbors at a distance r > rc are wasted. There are two basic techniques

used to accomplish this on serial and vector machines [77]:

1. The first idea, that of neighbor lists, was originally proposed by Verlet [112]. For each atom,

a list of nearby atoms is maintained. Typically, when the list is formed, all neighboring

atoms within an extended cutoff distance rs = rc + δs are stored. The list is used for a

few timesteps to calculate all force interactions. Then it is rebuilt before any atom could

have moved from a distance r > rs to r < rc. Though δs is always chosen to be small

relative to rc, an optimal value depends on the parameters (e.g. kinetic energy, diffusivity,

density) of the particular simulation. The advantage of the neighbor list is that once it is

built, examining it for possible interactions is much faster than checking all atoms in the

system.

2. The second technique commonly used for speeding up MD calculations is known as the

link-cell method. At every timestep, all the atoms are binned into 3D cells of side length dc

where dc = rc or slightly larger. This reduces the task of finding neighbors of a given atom

to checking in 27 bins (the bin the atom is in and the 26 surrounding ones). Since binning

the atoms only requires O(N) work, the extra overhead associated with it is acceptable

for the savings of only having to check a local region for neighbors.

On the other hand, since the 1990s there has been considerable interest in devising pa-

rallel MD algorithms. The natural parallelism in MD is that the force calculations and velo-

city/position updates can be done simultaneously for all atoms. To date, two basic ideas have

been exploited to achieve this parallelism [77]. Their goal is to divide the force computations in

Newton’s equations evenly across the processors so as to extract maximum parallelism. There

are at least two different methods. In the first class of methods a pre-determined set of force

computations is assigned to each processor. The assignment remains fixed for the duration of

the simulation. The simplest way of doing this is to give a subgroup of atoms to each processor.

This has been called atom-decomposition of the workload, since the processor computes forces

on its atoms no matter where they move in the simulation domain. More generally, a subset of
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the force loops inherent in Newton’s equations can be assigned to each processor. This process

is termed as force-decomposition. Both of these decompositions are analogous to Lagrangian

gridding in fluids simulations where the grid cells (computational elements) move with the fluid

(atoms in MD). By contrast, in the second general class of methods, which is called a spatial-

decomposition of the workload, each processor is assigned a portion of the physical simulation

domain. Each processor computes only the forces on atoms in its sub-domain. As the simulation

progresses processors exchange atoms as they move from one sub-domain to another. This is

analogous to an Eulerian gridding for a fluids simulation where the grid remains fixed in space

as fluid moves through it. Within the two classes of methods for parallelization of MD, a variety

of algorithms have been proposed and implemented by various researchers. The code used in

this thesis uses a spatial-decomposition technique.

Another important aspect of simulations is the time integration scheme. For instance, the

distinct element method, DEM, as proposed by Cundall and Strack [23] uses the computationally

efficient, explicit, central difference time integration scheme (Verlet integration). A limitation

of this scheme is that it is only conditionally stable, so small timesteps must be used. Some

researchers have proposed using an implicit time integration scheme to avoid the instability

issues arising from the explicit time integrator typically used in these simulations. However,

these schemes are computationally expensive and can require a significant number of iterations

to form the stiffness matrix that is compatible with the contact state at the end of each times-

tep [72].

Verlet integration is a numerical method used to integrate Newton’s equations of motion. It

is frequently used to calculate trajectories of particles in molecular dynamics simulations and

computer graphics. The algorithm was first used in 1791 by Delambre, and has been redisco-

vered many times since then, most recently by Verlet in 1960s for molecular dynamics. It was

also used by Cowell and Crommelin in 1909 to compute the orbit of Halley’s comet, and by

Störmer in 1907 to study the motion of electrical particles in a magnetic field. The Verlet in-

tegrator offers greater stability, as well as other important properties such as time-reversibility

and preservation of the symplectic form on phase space, at no significant additional cost over

the simple Euler method. Verlet integration was used by Carl Stormer to compute the trajec-

tories of particles moving in a magnetic field (hence it is also called Stormer’s method) and was

popularized in molecular dynamics by French physicist Loup Verlet in 1967 [112, 2] and it was

used, for instance, by the DEM [23].

Verlet integration uses the central difference approximation to the second derivative of

Newton’s equation of motion. To discretize and numerically solve this initial value problem,

a timestep ∆t is chosen and the sampling point sequence t[n] = n∆t considered (similarly,

xk
[n] = xk

(t=t[n])
). Then the central difference is given by:

ẍk
[n] =

xk
[n+1] − 2xk

[n] + xk
[n−1]

∆t2
(5.2)
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And the position of a particle in an instant t[n+1] is consequently obtained from:

xk
[n+1] = 2xk

[n] − xk
[n−1] +

Fk
[n]

m
∆t2 (5.3)

being Fk
[n] the total force (including both interaction and external forces) acting on particle k

in an instant t[n]. (x
k
[−1] = xk

[0] −∆tẋk
[0] +

1
2 +

Fk
[0]

m ∆t2 in order to start the time integration).

A related, and more commonly used, algorithm is the velocity-Verlet algorithm [97]. This

algorithm explicitly incorporates velocity. The standard implementation is:

1. ẋk
[n+1/2] = ẋk

[n] +
1
2

Fk
[n]

m ∆t.

2. xk
[n+1] = x[n] + ẋk

[n+1/2]∆t.

3. Fk
[n+1] = Fk

[n+1](x
k
[n+1],x

l
[n+1])

4. ẋk
[n+1] = ẋk

[n+1/2] +
1
2

Fk
[n+1]

m ∆t.

The velocity-Verlet algorithm is similar to the leapfrog method, except that velocity and position

are calculated at the same value of the time variable but leapfrog does not. The standard

implementation is [80]:

1. ẋk
[n+1/2] = ẋk

[n−1/2] +
Fk

[n]

m ∆t.

2. xk
[n+1] = x[n] + ẋk

[n+1/2]∆t.

3. Fk
[n+1] = Fk

[n+1](x
k
[n+1],x

l
[n+1])

4. ẋk
[n+1] = ẋk

[n+1/2] +
1
2

Fk
[n+1]

m ∆t.

5.1.2. Aim of simulations

Several simulations have been carried out in order to complement the theories included in

chapter 4. They simulate the compression of a granular system to obtain information about its

mechanical behavior and to check how the statistical distributions of some stress quantities are.

In all the cases the initial packing was completely ordered and it was subjected to a finite

number of asymmetric compression cycles. Asymmetric means that there is a phase shift on

the applied forces (or on the imposed displacements) in two perpendicular directions during

the cyclic stage. The external pressure was applied through irregular walls, which had been

randomly generated. Then it was analyzed how some macroscopic parameters depend on the

features of the packing and how it can be determined by the kind of compression protocol (e.g.

average and cyclic values of external stress/ imposed volume, velocity, number of cycles, etc.).
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5.1.3. Features of the particles

The granular media considered in this thesis probably belong to the simplest class. They

are described as follows:

Samples of two sizes have been used in simulations: small samples, which consist of 4900

particles (70×70), and big samples, which consist of 40000 particles (200×200). Actually

some more particles have been needed to build compressing walls being longer than the

lengths of the samples. In consequence the number of particles in simulations was either

5420 (4900 + 4× 130) or 41120 (40000 + 4× 280) respectively.

Two-dimensional. All the particles are located in the same plane (z = 0,0).

Monodisperse (uniform size distribution). It means that all the particles have the same

size, which is given by the radius R (or by the diameter D = 2R). For this reason, the

maximum number of coordination of any particle k is zk = 6.

Spherical particles. With the general packages of the molecular dynamics code that has

been used, 2D simulations can only be performed by using spheres instead of disks. Note

that they do not have the same moment of inertia. Nevertheless, although it is not possible

to analyze a pure two-dimensional system with this code, some parameters can be chosen

in such a way that conclusions are suitable. These parameters are listed in the next two

paragraphs.

The radius of the spheres has been chosen so that they have the same volume than a

cylinder with a base with the same radius and an equivalent length Leq as height (i.e.

(4/3)πR3 = πR2Leq). Consequently, the punctual interaction force Fkl acting on a sphere

k is supposed to be equivalent to a linear load spread along the generatrix of the cylinder

fkl = Fkl/Leq. The mass of the particles and the distance of interaction are those expected

for a disk, but the moment of inertia is not. Nevertheless this assumption only affects the

rotational kinetic energy and particles can only rotate if tangential forces are applied.

Besides, it could be more significant for the dynamics of the granular system and all

mechanical processes proposed herein are quasi-static.

Soft particles are characterized by a linear mechanical contact law (Hookean law, see

Section 3.4). Although particles are actually spheres, a linear relationship between the

interaction force and the overlapping is expected for elastic disks (see Subsection 3.4.2).

However the value of the linear stiffness is Kn = KDLeq whereas the value of the li-

near damping coefficient is γn = γDLeq. An analysis on the maximum stress within the

particles [42] has been also included in Section 5.3.4 below.

Frictionless particles (µ = 0, 0). It actually means that particles are force-balanced through

central forces.

The properties of balls having the same size and composed of three materials, steel, glass

(fused quartz) and high-density polyethylene (abbreviated HDPE) are listed in Table 5.1
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(from [43]). Simulations presented here are based on systems with glass balls. The resulting

characteristic time tch, also included in the table, depends on these properties. tch is an

important concept analyzed below (in Section 5.2).

S.I. C.G.S C.G.mS.
Steel Fused Quartz HDPE Steel Fused quartz HDPE Steel Fused quartz HDPE

σy 180 50 30 ·106N/m2 180 50 30 ·107dyn/cm2 1800 500 280 Mdyn/cm2

Ey 207 75 1 ·109N/m2 207 75 1 ·1010dyn/cm2 2,07 0,75 0,01 ·106Mdyn/cm2

ν 0,30 0,17 0,35 − 0,30 0,17 0,35 − 0,30 0,17 0,35 −
KD 89,3 30,3 0,5 ·109N/m2 0,893 0,303 0,005 ·1012dyn/cm2 0,893 0,303 0,005 ·106Mdyn/cm2

D 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 ·10−2m 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 ·cm 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 cm
Vp 5,24 5,24 5,24 ·10−7m3 5,24 5,24 5,24 ·10−1cm3 5,24 5,24 5,24 ·10−1cm3

Leq 6,67 6,67 6,67 ·10−3m 6,67 6,67 6,67 ·10−1cm 6,67 6,67 6,67 ·10−1cm
ρ 7,85 2,50 0,96 ·103kg/m3 7,85 2,50 0,96 g/cm3 7,85 2,50 0,96 g/cm3

m 4,11 1,31 0,50 ·10−3kg 4,11 1,31 0,50 g 4,11 1,31 0,50 g
Kn 5,96 2,02 0,03 ·108N/m 5,96 2,02 0,03 ·1011dyn/cm 5,96 2,02 0,03 ·105Mdyn/cm
γcrit 1,08 1,11 0,23 ·106s−1 1,08 1,11 0,23 ·106s−1 1,08 1,11 0,23 ·103ms−1

tch 2,96 2,87 0,14 ·10−6 s 2,96 2,87 0,14 ·10−6 s 2,96 2,87 0,14 ·10−3 ms

Table 5.1: Properties of equal balls made of steel, glass and HDPE [43]

The units system centimeter-gram-milisecond (C.G.mS.) was used to introduce simulation

inputs of the same order of magnitude that those employed by other authors, who expres-

sed them in dimensionless units based on m, g (gravitational acceleration) and D, and used

artificially decreased values of the stiffness [88, 51].

5.1.4. Scale of interaction forces

Taking a value for gravity of g = 9,81 · 10−4 cm/ms2 and for the water surface tension of

7,2 · 10−5 Mdyn/cm, the expected forces produced in simulations can be plotted for different

values of the diameter (see Fig. 5.2). The vertical dotted line represents particles of 1,0 cm of

diameter. The values of the external pressures were ≃ 10−3 - 10−2 times KD. For these values,

capillary forces are only significant when the surface tension of the water is multiplied by 105

or 106. In Subsection 5.3.3, this issue is tackled again.

5.1.5. Initial packings

In chapter 4 above it was postulated that there is a unique state in thermodynamic equili-

brium which corresponds to the most probable state of completely disordered systems subjected

to some constraints. Therefore, the more ordered the packing, the less its probability of appea-

rance. This result should be independent on the initial arrangement for a good driving process.

In this case, the initial arrangement has been chosen as a completely ordered packing (a squa-

red lattice) although other completely ordered packings could have been used. too For instance,

honeycombs lattices are also completely ordered packings, but they are more difficult to break

because they are more stable under driving. Breaking is necessary to ensure that the driving

process is able to make the system to switch from that microstate into any other (what is needed

to cover the entire phase space). However, defining “completely ordered” is not an easy task.

Further discussion on this issue can be found in [110, 109].

The compressing walls were randomly generated to avoid ordered contact networks. Unfor-

tunately, as it will be discussed below, some specific protocols can induce crystallizations in the
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between capillary (blue lines), mechanical (green lines) and weight forces
(red line) for different diameters (in cm). The lighter capillary line represents the capillary forces
expected for normal values of γw = 7,2 · 10−5 Mdyn/cm while the others are due to this value
respectively multiplied by 10i (with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). On the other hand, the darker green
line represents an external pressure of pext = KD while lighter values represent this pressure
multiplied by 10−i, with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

sample, which actually means that not all possible solutions are sampled.

As the particles of the squared specimen were arranged according to a squared lattice of

N × N particles (with N = 70, 200), the initial properties of the sample are known. They are

summarized in Table 5.2.

Property Symbol Approximate value 3 Units

Packing ratio Φ π
4 [−]

Total Volume V ∼ N2D2 [L]2

2-D Bulk modulus Kv Kn [M ][T ]−2

Poisson modulus ν 0 [−]

Table 5.2: Properties of initial packings

The completely ordered arrangement is surrounded by four irregular randomly-generated

walls, which are referred to as base, left wall, right wall and piston, respectively.

The random walls generation was done according to the next procedure, which is explained
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for the base, as an example:

1. The reference distance (in this case, the reference height) is fixed. Then the first particle

is located at that distance.

2. The next particles are consecutively disposed in such a way that each of them is strictly

contacting with the previous one and that the relative position vector forms an angle α1

with the horizontal axis. The angle is taken from a normal distribution of mean value 0, 0

and a variance of π/12. (Actually, the absolute value of the randomly obtained angle is

taken and then, if the previous particle was above the reference height, a negative sign

is applied. Otherwise a positive sign is applied). As a result, a wall consisting of joined

particles with heights oscillating around the reference height has been obtained.

3. The base is vertically moved as a rigid body until the highest particle contacts any particle

of the granular arrangement. That is the final position of the wall.

All the irregular walls are longer than the sides of the initial sample and they intersect without

any mechanical interaction. This has been done to avoid particles to escape from the sample

during the process. As the force and/or the movement of the walls are controlled, the interaction

between them is not considered.

Once the walls have been generated, the corresponding average distances are computed:

h̄base, h̄piston, d̄leftw, d̄rightw. The equivalent position of each wall is considered to be separated

πD/8 towards the sample, in order to exclude the area of the own particles of the wall 4, so that

hbase = h̄base + πD/8, hpiston = h̄piston − πD/8, dleftw = d̄leftw + πD/8, drightw = d̄rightw − πD/8.

Then, the width of the sample is W = drightw − dleftw, the height is H = hpiston − hbase and

the volume is V = H ·W . With the driving process the average position of each of the walls is

supposed to change and so do width, height and volume.

5.1.6. Compression protocols

The irregular walls are compressed under control to disorder it and to induce forces in the

granular system. This was done in two ways, which are referred to herein as volume controlled

(the dimensions of the sample in time are controlled) and force controlled (the forces applied

on the particles of the walls are controlled in time).

The first protocol corresponds to the application of a controlled displacement of the walls,

which is applied in two stages. During the first stage the compressing movement grows up as a

linear function of time. This stage is referred to herein as VC-isotropic compression (the “VC”

prefix comes from “volume controlled”). After that, several cyclic anisotropic displacements

are applied to the walls, during the VC-anisotropic compression stages. The movement of the

walls is described by a sinusoidal function of the same amplitude ∆L and period T in both

horizontal and vertical walls. But they correspond respectively to two different sinusoids having

4The area of half a disk is πD2/8. If this area were spread over a rectangle of wide D the height should be
πD/8.
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a phase-shift of π. So that when the horizontal walls are compressing the vertical walls are

uncompressing and vice versa.

The second protocol corresponds to the application of a controlled external force to the

particles of the walls. Again, these forces are applied in two stages. During the first stage or FC-

isotropic compression (the “FC” prefix comes from “Force controlled”) a linear force is applied

to each particle. After that, forces are cyclically modified, during the FC-anisotropic compres-

sion stage. Forces are described by a sinusoidal function of the same amplitude ∆F and period

T in both horizontal and vertical walls which again correspond respectively to two different

sinusoids having a phase-shift of π. As a result, horizontal and vertical walls are alternatively

compressing and uncompressing.

5.2. Dimensional analysis

5.2.1. Introduction

Dimensional analysis is a method for reducing the number and complexity of experimental

variables which affect a given physical phenomenon. If a phenomenon depends upon n dimen-

sional variables, dimensional analysis will reduce the problem to only n′ dimensionless variables,

where the reduction n − n′ depends on the problem complexity. Generally n − n′ equals the

number of different dimensions (sometimes called basic or primary or fundamental dimensions)

which govern the problem [116].

There are several methods to reduce a number of dimensional variables into a smaller num-

ber of dimensionless groups. The scheme given here was proposed by Buckingham [17] and is

now called the P theorem. The name comes from the mathematical notation Π, meaning a

product of variables (i.e. the dimensionless groups found from the theorem are power products

denoted by ΠI). The method allows the ΠIs to be found in sequential order without resorting

to free exponents.

A self-evident axiom in physics, the principle of dimensional homogeneity (PDH), can be

stated as follows:

If an equation truly expresses a proper relationship between variables in a physical process, it

will be dimensionally homogeneous; i.e., each of its additive terms will have the same dimensions.

Then, the first part of the pi theorem explains what reduction in variables to expect:

If a physical process satisfies the PDH and involves n dimensional variables, it can be reduced

to a relation between only n′ dimensionless variables or ΠIs. The reduction j = n − n′ equals

the maximum number of variables which do not form a Π among themselves and is always less

than or equal to the number of dimensions describing the variables.
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The second part of the pi theorem shows how to find the ΠI one at a time:

Find the reduction j, then select j scaling variables which do not form a ΠI among them-

selves. Each desired ΠI group will be a power product of these j variables plus one additional

variable which is assigned any convenient nonzero exponent. Each pi group thus found is inde-

pendent.

5.2.2. Dimensional analysis of compression tests

The P theorem can be applied in 6 steps, as is referred in [116]. For the described medium

and physical protocol, the method is applied as follows:

1. Listing and counting the n variables involved in the problem. In this case there are 11

variables involved.

Name Symbol Units

Diameter D [L]
Initial length of the i-side of a 2D-rectangular granular sample L0,i [L]
Density of the material ρ [M ][L]−3

Disk stiffness 5 KD [M ][L]−1[T ]−2

Damping coefficient γn [T ]−1

Average external stress τij [M ][T ]−2

(or average controlled external force per particle Fext [M ][L][T ]−2 )
(or average controlled displacement of the walls ∆L [L] )
Amplitude of cyclic controlled external stress ∆τij [M ][T ]−2

(or amplitude of cyclic controlled external force per particle ∆Fext [M ][L][T ]−2 )
(or amplitude of cyclic controlled displacement of the walls ∆L [L] )
Period of the cyclic actions T [T ]
Total time of the cyclic actions Tt [T ]
Volume of the whole system V [L]2

Surface tension of the liquid γw [M ][T ]−2

Table 5.3: Variables involved in the described protocol.

2. Listing the dimensions of each variable according to {[M ], [L], [T ]} (mass, length and time

units). The list is given in Table 5.3.

3. Finding j. In this case j = 3.

4. Selecting j scaling parameters which do not form a pi product. Here, the diameter D, the

density ρ, the stiffness KD and the surface tension of the water γw have been chosen as

scaling parameters.

5. Adding one additional variable to j repeating variables, and forming a power product.

Algebraically find the exponents which make the product dimensionless.

6. Writing the final dimensionless function, and checking the work to make sure all pi groups

are dimensionless.
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ΠI Symbol Relationship

Number of particles N L0
D

Packing ratio Φ NπD2

4V
Dimensionless average external stress τ̃ij

τij
KD

(dimensionless average external force per particle F̃ext
Ftext
KDD2 )

(average strain ǫij
∆L
L0

)

Dimensionless cyclic external stress ∆τ̃ij
∆τij
KD

(dimensionless cyclic external force per particle ∆F̃ext
∆Ftext
KDD2 )

(cyclic strain ∆ǫij
∆L
L0

)

Dimensionless period T̃ T

D
√

ρ
KD

Number of cycles N Tt
T

Quality factor Q
1
D

√

KD
ρ

γn

Capillarity factor C γw
KDD

Table 5.4: ΠI groups of compressed granular packings.

These ΠIs have the next respective physical meaning:

Packing ratio (Φ = NπD2

4V ). It is the ratio of the volume of solids to the bulk volume of

the granular sample, so it is actually a measure of the compactness. As particles are close

to be non-overlapping, the macroscopic volume relates to the how the sample is packed.

Dimensionless average and cyclic stress (τ̃ij =
τij
KD

and ∆τ̃ij =
∆τij
KD

). The scale of the

statistical distribution of the forces between the particles depends on the average external

pressure, whereas the amplitude of the cycle could affect the evolution of the packing

(depending on how it moves around the phase space). Alternatively, dimensionless average

and cyclic values of either external force F̃ext or displacement ǫij can be used. It depends

on which quantity is controlled by the protocol (external stresses, forces or dimensions).

Dimensionless period T̃ = T

D
√

ρ
KD

. The mechanical interaction between particles is descri-

bed by a characteristic time which depends on their mechanical properties. Its importance

is explained in detail below. It relates to the number of characteristic times in which an

action is applied.

The number of cycles N is how many times the cyclic compression process is applied. A

priori, the higher N the small the influence of the initial arrangement in the packing, so

that the effects of the protocol are more significant. When this influence is lost and how

the system relaxes with a specific protocol is an issue out of the scope of this thesis.

The quality factor Q. In physics and engineering the quality factor is a dimensionless

parameter that describes how under-damped an oscillator is, so it is used to determine

the qualitative behavior of simple damped oscillators. In short, the lower the Q, the higher

loss of kinetic energy dissipated due to the viscosity of the collisions.

The capillarity factor C. It is proposed to determine the qualitative influence of the ca-

pillary effects (forces due to water menisci between particles) in the arrangement. It is
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explained in detail below.

The characteristic time has been defined as tch = D
√

ρ/KD. Both the dimensionless period

and the qualitative factor can be expressed as functions of it: T̃ = T/tch and Q = 1/(γntch).

In addition, the velocity of compression waves of wave length much larger than the diameter

of the particles relates precisely to the ratio D/tch in the way vg
√

6/πD/tch. Therefore, if the

total length of the sample is on the order of magnitude of L0 = ND, the period of the cyclic

phase to avoid mechanical resonance must be T >> L0/vg =
√

6/πNtch.

Another dimensionless quantity that it is supposed to be very important for the macrosco-

pic properties of a granular packing is the total number of contacts z or the average number

z̄ = z/N . Higher values of z̄ means that the packing is dense and tight configurations are do-

minant. These configurations are tougher under shear stress and, in the case of wet materials,

under tensile stress (since there are more capillary menisci to be broken).

Once the ΠI products have been defined, it can be stated that the general purpose of the

simulations is checking how they relate. In this case, how Φ depends on the other dimensionless

parameters: Φ(τ̃ij ,∆τ̃ij ,Q,T̃ ,N ,C,z̄) (for FC-protocols) and Φ(ǫij ,∆ǫij ,Q,T̃ ,N ,C,z̄) (for V-protocols).

Once the variables are selected and the dimensional analysis is performed, the experimenter

seeks to achieve similarity between different models tested. With sufficient testing, the data will

reveal the desired dimensionless function between variables. With this relationship available (in

chart, graphical, or analytical form), the similarity between the models can be analyzed. Two

models are said to have similitude with each other if the two share dynamic similarity, i.e. when

they have the same length-scale ratio, time-scale ratio, and force-scale (or mass-scale) ratio.

5.2.3. Dimensionless form equation of a 1-D model

Let be a cylindrical particle k (of diameter D and height Leq = 3/4D) in mechanical equili-

brium within a dry granular packing. The total mechanical force Fk
mec depends on its position

xk and on the position of other particles xl. For small displacement, it can be expressed by a

linear tensorial form that is governed by a stiffness matrix K which includes the disk stiffness

KD and Leq (see Appendix A). If there are water menisci in some of the contact points, then

the particle is also subjected to a capillary force Fk
cap that it is given by a tensorial function of

γwLeq. This force decreases when particles are not in mechanical contact (an exponential decay

of the force with the relative distance is expected), but this variation is not considered herein.

Furthermore, if the particle moves, a viscous force also acts on it. The viscous force depends on

the velocities of the particles ẋk and ẋk as well as on the viscous parameters, that are given by

a function of m/2γn. The mass is equal to the product of the density ρ by the volume of the

particle Vp = πD3/6.

Therefore, the packing is characterized by a system of equations such as:

mI ¨̄x+
mγn
2

C ˙̄x+ LeqKDKx̄ = F̄ext + c̄γwLeq (5.4)
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In which the matrix I, C,K, c̄ are dimensionless, and where F̄ext is the vector of external forces,

x̄ and derivates are the vectors of positions and derivates, i.e. x̄ =
(

x1 x2 · · ·xN
)

. The matrix

will change when the contact network does, but for small deformations they do not.

Without loss of generality, instead of using this tensorial equation, a one-dimensional model

(it actually corresponds to the motion of a particle in a monoatomic chain) is proposed. In that

case, it is dispensed with the tensorial nature and the equation of the motion of a particle k

can be expressed as:

mẍk +
mγn
2

ẋk + LeqKDx
k = F k

ext + cγwLeq (5.5)

being c a constant (≃ 4,15, see Section 3.5.2). This expression can also be written in a dimension-

less form by using the next changes of variables: ξk = xk/D, t̃ = t/tch (with tch = D
√

ρ/KD),

ξ̊k = dξk

dt̃
and

˚̊
ξk = d2ξk

dt̃2
. Then Eq. 5.5 turns into:

˚̊
ξk +

√
π

4

1

Q ξ̊k + ξk = F̃ k
ext,(t̃)

+ cC (5.6)

with

F̃ k
ext,(t̃)

=
F k
ext,(t̃)

t2ch

mD
=

6

π

F k
ext,(t̃)

KDD2
(5.7)

For example, in the case that F k
ext,(t) = Ḟ k

extt, the dimensionless driving force is expressed as:

F̃ k
ext,(t̃)

=
6

π

√

ρ

KD

Ḟ k
ext

DKD
t̃ (5.8)

Equation 5.6 corresponds to the dimensionless expression of a driven and damped harmonic

oscillator. Again if an increment of force that grows up linearly with time, during a period of

T̃ = T/tch (with Ḟ k
ext being constant) is applied, the transient solution would be:

ξk
(t̃)

=
Ḟ k
exttch

KDDLeq

(

t̃− π

8Q

)

(5.9)

Therefore the linear increment of force results in a displacement described as a ramp function.

If the stresses or the volume in the respective protocols are gently changed (T >> tch), the

variation of the forces could be locally approximated by a linear function and the corresponding

displacement would be produced according to a ramp function. However as the displacement

increases, the interaction with other particles also changes. As the stiffness is highly related to

those relationships, the overall process is highly unlinear and a strong dependency on the value

of the external forces is expected.

In any case, the behavior of granular media could be expressed in dimensionless units so

that, considering the time and scale transformations (ξk = xk/D, and t̃ = t/tch), it only depends

on the quality factor Q, the dimensionless external forces and the capillarity factor.

Furthermore, the dimensionless expression is very useful to analyze scale transformations
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and similitude. In effect, let be two granular systems S and S’ of particles of the same material

(of density ρ and stiffness KD) and respective diameters D and D′ = sxD (sx is a scale factor).

If they are subjected to an external driving described by a linear force, they would give the

same dimensionless result if some parameters are modified in the next way:

Property System A System B

Diameter D D′ = sxD
Density ρ ρ′ = ρ
Stiffness KD K ′

D = KD

(or Kn K ′
n = sxKn )

Viscosity γn γ′n = (1/sx)γn
(or γD (1/sx)

2γD)

Force rate Ḟ Ḟ ′ = (sx)
2Ḟ

Period T T ′ = sxT
Surface tension γw γ′w = sxγw

Table 5.5: Parameters of two systems S and S’ that are geometrically scaled but have similitude

5.3. Considerations on computer simulations

5.3.1. Timestep

Since molecular dynamics codes integrate the Hamiltonian equations during each timestep,

a proper timestep must be chosen in such a way that the particles interact correctly. Other-

wise, wrong solutions could be obtained. However it is not still clear whether a simulation is

wrong or not and which timestep must be used. Furthermore it will depend on the imposed

forces/movements rate and on the integration algorithm.

It has been usually reported that one of the biggest problems with MD codes that use

the explicit, central difference time integration scheme is that the time integration scheme is

only conditionally stable, so that small timesteps must be used. These small timesteps seve-

rely limit the total simulation time because it usually requires of a lot of steps to simulate a

usual real time. For example, with the typical values used in this thesis, a real time of 1 s

requires 107 steps. It means that the pairwise interactions must be evaluated 107 ×N times to

simulate one second of real time. If larger timesteps are chosen in the MD code (which uses

the Velocity-Verlet integration scheme) convergence during the time integration is not produced.

The choice of timestep must be completely determined by the time integration algorithm

(see subsection 5.1.1). Some researchers have tried to establish which the critical timestep for a

MD simulation is [72, 74]. This critical value is the maximum value that guarantees convergence,

therefore it is the value which produces less computation time. It is widely assumed that the

time scales of the system and the integration timestep are well separated [59]: e.g Campbell [18]

suggested timesteps equal to 2% of the binary collision time when the linear spring-dashpot

model is used, and simulations of plane shear flow of granular assemblies have confirmed that,
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when the timestep drops below that value, the macroscopic quantities (e.g. stresses) do not vary

significantly with the timestep employed [3] However, there are very few publications analyzing

how far simulations get from the real solution of a specific physical process when the maximum

timestep is selected. Or, in other words, whether the obtained solution qualitatively and quan-

titatively changes when the timestep is decreased.

Two criteria for the election of the timestep below the critical value are discussed below.

“Characteristic time” criterion

If two particles are in motion and they collide, the collision time tcol is related to the cha-

racteristic time tcol =
√
2πtch (see Appendix A). If two particles are in contact and they are

compressed by two opposite forces, they deform. Depending on the damping ratio, they can

oscillate or asymptotically tend to the equilibrium position. The period of these oscillations is

also related to the characteristic time. For instance, in a particle that is pushed against another

that is fixed, the period is given by T = 2πtch. Finally in spatial arrangements of soft particles,

the velocity of body waves is again related to the characteristic time. All these problems can

be found in granular simulations. When the integration method is explicit, considering the cha-

racteristic time is important. It is quite natural to think that the timestep should be at least

smaller than the collision time, the period of oscillation of compressed particles or the time of

a body wave to pass through a particle within a packing.

Using linear stability analysis, it can be shown that the velocity-Verlet integration scheme

is conditionally stable and the critical time-increment required for stable analyses can be com-

puted. If it is assumed that this linear stability analysis also holds for non-linear cases, then

the maximum stable time increment is a function of the eigenvalues of the current stiffness ma-

trix [72] and these can be related to the characteristic time according to the contacts network.

For instance, in a linear, undamped system (i.e. mẍ+Kx = F(t)) the relationship is given by

∆t ≤ 2tch (the characteristic time of this system is tch =
√

m
K and this value has been used in

this section). Figure 5.3 shows the theoretical solution and those obtained computationally by

using a velocity-Verlet algorithm with timesteps of different values below the critical one. The

initial conditions were x(t=0) = ẋ(t=0) = 0,0 and the external force, applied since t = 0, was

F = 4,94 ·10−4K ·D. On the other hand, the theoretical and a computational solution obtained

using a timestep of ∆t = 2,1tch are compared in Figure 5.4. In this case, the computational

algorithm is not stable.

Figure 5.5 shows that the relative inaccuracy of computational solutions (when they are

compared to the dimensionless theoretical solution does not depend on the force level but on

the timestep). The larger the timestep, the less accurate the computation. However, different

force levels mean the same absolute and relative variation in time with respect to the theoretical

solution, the same relative error in the displacement (with respect to the equilibrium position)

but proportionally absolute displacement errors (since they are scaled by F/K).
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Figure 5.3: Analytical and computational solutions of a linear undamped system (as a particle
pushed by an external force F against another fixed particle).

In summary, in explicit discrete element simulations the critical timestep is a function of

the current contact conditions and on the features of the particles (D, ρ and KD). Considering

both two- and three-dimensional scenarios, O’Sullivan and Bray [72] refine estimates of the cri-

tical timestep, indicating that the earlier recommendations contained in the literature can be

unconservative, in that they often overestimate the actual critical timestep. They used a three-

dimensional simulation of a problem with a known analytical solution to illustrate the potential

for erroneous results to be obtained from discrete element simulations, if the time-increment

exceeds the critical timestep for stable analysis. However, as the contact conditions of each

packing are not known a priori, a value related to the characteristic time can be chosen as cri-

tical timestep. Acting in this way, if the timestep were too large, the computation would diverge.

The fact that the characteristic time linearly increases with the diameter, makes that the

smaller the diameter, the smaller the critical timestep. Therefore if the real time of simulation

is fixed (e.g. one cycle per second) the number of timesteps could be very large for small

particles, and consequently the computation time increases. It also happens with the ratio

between density and stiffness. And vice versa, the computation time needed to simulate a real

time period decreases with softer and lighter materials.

“Tunnel effect” criterion

According to the previous criterion, only the intrinsic characteristics of the sample (dia-

meter, density and stiffness) would determine the critical timestep. It would mean that the

timestep can be chosen independently of the rate in which either external forces or imposed dis-
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Figure 5.4: Analytical vs. a bad computational solution of a linear undamped system (as a
particle pushed by an external force F against another fixed particle).

placements are applied. However it is not always true, because if the force applied on a particle

k during a timestep is very strong or the displacement very large, then the computation gives

a bad result: the particle could pass through another without any interaction with it. In the

case of displacement because if it is larger than a diameter and in the case of forces because the

value and direction of the interaction forces depend on the overlapping which is also bounded:

it can take any value between 0,0 (no interaction) and D. When the overlapping is larger than

D the force changes its direction and it physically means that the particle has passed through

it. In consequence, the force and displacement rates must be considered to avoid this “tunnel

effect”.

To illustrate this criterion in the case of forces, let’s consider two particles in contact and in

static equilibrium when two opposite pushing forces of value ∆F are applied on them. Following

any of the integration schemes proposed above (Verlet or velocity-Verlet) the position of the

loaded particle after the first timestep would be:

x1[1] − 0 =
1

2

∆F

m
∆t2 (5.10)

As this increment should be smaller than a diameter, then it is obtained that the timestep must

be:

∆t <

√

mD

2∆F
(5.11)

In consequence, the timestep must also be bounded according to the force rate Ḟ = ∆F/∆t.
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Figure 5.5: Analytical and computational solutions of a linear undamped system (as a particle
pushed by an external force F against another fixed particle) for three different external forces
and the same timestep.

On the other hand, in the case of imposed displacement L(t) = L̇.t, the timestep must

directly be:

∆t <
D

L̇
(5.12)

5.3.2. Round-off errors

A round-off error, also called rounding error, is the difference between the calculated appro-

ximation of a number and its exact mathematical value. Loss of significance is an undesirable

effect in calculations using floating-point arithmetic. For example, in simulations dealing with

granular particles, it can result that the smallest forces were not considered because the associa-

ted overlappings are so small that they are neglected. In consequence the mechanical equilibrium

of the packing is attained in a different way to that theoretically expected.

The precision of a measurement system, also called reproducibility or repeatability, is the

degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged conditions show the same results. In

this case, if a simulation is repeated with the same inputs it gives the same outputs. However,

it does not when the inputs are different but correspond to the same dimensionless equation.

It means that the simulations do not maintain the similitude. The reason is that, although the

dimensionless equation is the same, some values that are being used during the integration are

scale dependent (scale in relation to the number of digits) and the rounding errors are different.

For example, the effects of the round-off errors of Verlet and velocity-Verlet algorithms on
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the energy conservation have been analyzed for a representative system with Lennard-Jones

pair interactions [111]. The authors concluded that the Verlet algorithm dynamics implies four

kinds of invariance of the computations for this system: time-reversibility, conservation of total

momentum, conservation of total angular momentum, and conservation of total energy.

There are many studies on the effects of round-off errors on molecular dynamics simulations

results. It is out of the scope of this thesis to analyze them in detail but, for practical purposes,

it is very important to emphasize that simulations lack precision due to the finite precision of

computers.

On the other hand, the foundation of dimensional analysis rests on two assumptions: (1)

The proposed physical relation is dimensionally homogeneous, and (2) all the relevant variables

have been included in the proposed relation [116]. Therefore, by simulating physical proces-

ses that actually have similitude but do not have the same values of the inputs, it is possible

to check whether the results also have similitude, or on the contrary, it has been lost due to

rounding-errors (since the absolute values that are used during the computations do not have

the same precision). This is checked in the next chapter.

Finally, as it has been reported in Section 5.1.1 most of molecular dynamics codes use pa-

rallel algorithms. These techniques are based on decompositions of the system that can also

lead to qualitative and quantitative differences in the obtained solutions. In particular, the code

that has been used in this thesis, LAMMPS, is able to apply spatial-decomposition techniques

(on parallel computers) to partition the simulation domain into small 3D sub-domains, one

of which is assigned to each processor. Processors communicate and store “ghost” atom in-

formation for atoms that border their sub-domain. However, creating small subdomains when

dense granular systems are driven can lead to solutions (static packings) that depend on the

number of processor that have been used. An illustrative example is included in the next chapter.

5.3.3. Capillarity factor

The capillary force between two elastic disks of the same size can be fitted by the Eq. 3.31

in Section 3.5. According to this approach, the maximum value of the capillary force per unit of

length acting between two disks is obtained when particles are in contact, and it is fW0 ≃ 4,15γw.

On the other hand, considering as a reference the densest and most common packing of disks

(i.e. the honeycomb arrangement) and the most isotropic state of equilibrium with an isotropic

external pressure pext, the 6 mechanical forces become fmec = Dpext/
√
3. This state is taken as

a reference (providing the order of magnitude) of the average mechanical force. Moreover, the

external pressure can be expressed in relation to the disk stiffness via the dimensionless average

external pressure coefficient p̃ = pext/KD.

Then, the ratio between the maximum cohesive force and the reference mechanical force
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when a fixed external pressure is applied is:

C∗ =
fcap
fmec

≃ 7,2γw
D.pext

∝ Cp̃ (5.13)

The capillarity factor C∗ can be understood as a ratio of the capillary to the mechanical forces

within a granular packing, in such a way that the lower the C∗ the smaller the influence of

wetting on the evolution of the system and the expected features of the most probable packing.

If this factor is considered, there are three alternatives to make capillary forces more significant

in relation to the mechanical forces:

1. As the capillarity factor decreases with the size of particles, they can be chosen as smaller

as possible (always above 1 mm, as it was explained in the introduction). It has been

widely experienced that capillary forces affect smaller particles and do not influence larger

particles. In other words, surface tension is mostly revealed at small scales.

2. The capillarity factor also decreases with the external pressure. So the lower the pressure

the higher the effect of capillarity on the behavior of the sample.

3. The capillarity factor directly relates to γw, a parameter that it is given by the liquid

properties (it only depends on the temperature). If its value could be artificially increased,

the effect of capillary forces would be increased.

When simulating systems with small particles, the timestep must be very small. Consequently,

the required computation time for the same real time is larger (as it has been explained in

the previous section). And scale transformations of particles of the same material do not have

similitude (e.g., it is very different to apply the same external pressure in 1,0 s to a system of

particles of 1,0 cm than to a system of particles of 0,01 cm).

Applying low stresses to big particles, could also make capillary and mechanical forces to be

of the same order of magnitude. However it lead to computational problems, due to truncation

(i.e. limiting the number of digits right of the decimal point in simulations, by discarding the

least significant ones). The lower the mechanical forces, the smaller the overlapping and the

higher number of decimal digits that are needed to consider the interactions. Otherwise, trun-

cation may neglect the lower forces and misinterpret the actual interactions between particles.

Again, if only the stress is changed, the dynamics is also affected because the similitude is broken.

On the other hand, a priori γw should be scaled with D to keep the similitude, but it can

be also artificially increased by using other scale factors. This simplification has been needed in

this thesis. With 1,0 cm particles and compression times around ≃ 0,1 s, γw has been artificially

increased by different factors 100 − 106.

5.3.4. Maximum external pressure

The maximum external pressure applied should be chosen so that expected mechanical for-

ces do not break particles.
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The interaction forces acting on particles produce an internal stress field that, depending on

the properties of the material, produces a strain field that make the particles to deform. Contact

theory gives a solution of the maximum shear stress produced due to the action of diametric

forces (see Section 3.4).

Tresca’s criterion is often used as a failure criterion. It states that the maximum shear stress

must be below a limiting value which depends on the material nature. In particular:

max|σxy| ≤
1

2
σy (5.14)

where the yield strength of a material σy is defined as the stress at which a material begins to

deform plastically.

For two equal rods of parallel axis and radius R = D/2, contact theory [42] states that

the maximum value of the shear stress is approximately max|σxy| ≃ 0,3p0, being the maximum

pressure equal to

p0 =
Ey

2(1− ν2)

√

δ

D
or p20 =

Ey

(1− ν2)

1

π

2f

R
(5.15)

Then, by imposing the Tresca’s criterion, the maximum force can be computed:

fmax ≃
σ2
y(1− ν2)

Ey

πD

0,18
(5.16)

This limitation is applied for simulations to the forces between spheres Fmax = fmaxLeq. Note

that this restriction comes from the maximum shear stress expected on an equivalent disk but

that it does not correspond to the maximum shear stress that is actually produced within a

sphere.

The critical pressure directly depends on the size of the particles, so that the smaller the

size of the particle, the lower the external forces applied per particle. It also implies that the

overlapping decreases, and it can lead again to truncation errors.

Due to limited computational resources, in some cases it has been necessary to eliminate

this restriction. However, if the maximum value of the shear stress obtained from contact theory

overcomes Tresca’s criterion, it does not necessarily mean that the particle breaks. Some plastic

zones can appear and the stress and strains fields change. In any case, the linear and elastic

behavior of the contacting particles is supposed to be suitable to represent the interaction.

5.3.5. Energy dissipation due to wetting

When particles are wet, the energy dissipation is not only produced by the damped mecha-

nical contact but also by the viscosity of the fluid. It produces a viscous force which depends

on the velocity of the particles, as it was explained in Section 3.5.2.
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Nevertheless, as the velocity of the particles during the compression process is expected to

be very small and as the particles are not moving through water but through a mixture of air

and water, this force is supposed to be negligible and it is not considered. It means that all the

energy dissipation is produced during the mechanical collision of the particles.

5.4. Simulation codes and flow

5.4.1. LAMMPS (molecular dynamics code)

LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator)6 [1, 77] is a clas-

sical molecular dynamics code that models an ensemble of particles in a liquid, solid, or gaseous

state. This general-purpose molecular dynamics library can model atomic, polymeric, biologi-

cal, metallic, granular, and coarse-grained systems using a variety of force fields and boundary

conditions. In particular, the package Granular has been developed for granular media.

LAMMPS was originally developed under a Cooperative Research and Development Agree-

ment (CRADA) between two laboratories from United States Department of Energy and three

other laboratories from private sector firms. It is currently maintained and distributed by re-

searchers at the Sandia National Laboratories (Albuquerque, New Mexico).

In the most general sense, LAMMPS integrates Newton’s equations of motion for collections

of atoms, molecules, or macroscopic particles that interact via short- or long-range forces with a

variety of initial and/or boundary conditions. It uses the velocity-Verlet algorithm explained in

Section 5.3.1 to obtain the trajectories. For computational efficiency LAMMPS uses neighbor

lists to keep track of nearby particles. The lists are optimized for systems with particles that

are repulsive at short distances, so that the local density of particles never becomes too large.

On parallel machines, LAMMPS uses spatial-decomposition to partition the simulation domain

into small 3D sub-domains, one of which is assigned to each processor. Processors communicate

and store “ghost” atom information for atoms that border their sub-domain. LAMMPS is most

efficient (in a parallel sense) for systems whose particles fill a 3D rectangular box with roughly

uniform density.

LAMMPS runs efficiently on single-processor desktop or laptop machines, but is designed

for parallel computers. It will run on any parallel machine that compiles C++ and supports the

MPI message-passing library. This includes distributed- or shared-memory parallel machines

and Beowulf-style clusters. LAMMPS is a freely-available open-source code, distributed under

the terms of the GNU Public License. LAMMPS is designed to be easy to modify or extend with

new capabilities, such as new force fields, atom types, boundary conditions, or diagnostics. The

current version of LAMMPS is written in C++ but earlier versions were written in F77 and F90.

6More information is available at http://lammps.sandia.gov/ (accessed 2010-2013)

http://lammps.sandia.gov/
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There are four basic kinds of LAMMPS output:

Thermodynamic output, which is a list of quantities printed every few timesteps to the

screen and logfile.

Dump files, which contain snapshots of atoms and various per-atom values and are written

at a specified frequency.

Certain fixes can output user-specified quantities to files: fix ave/time for time averaging,

fix ave/spatial for spatial averaging, and fix print for single-line output of variables. Fix

print can also output to the screen.

Restart files.

Double precision was used in computations.

LAMMPS Input script

This section lists all the commands that have been used in LAMMPS simulations. They are

grouped by categories. The specific GRANULAR package has been included when LAMMPS

was built.

Initialization

• atom_style granular: This is style is included in the GRANULAR package for si-

mulations in which particles have a finite size and a finite mass. Furthermore, torques

can be imparted to them to cause them to rotate.

• boundary f f p: for axis x, y and z, they refer to the spatial box in which particles

can move. f means that the boundary is non-periodic and fixed, while p means pe-

riodic.

• dimension 2: this thesis is focused on 2D simulations, so the simulation box has 2

dimensions.

• unitslj—: unitless quantities are used. The inputs have been scaled to represent real

parameters expressed in centimeter-gram-milisecond (CGmS system).

Atom definition:

• read data or read restart: Simulations use data coming from data files (separa-

ted from the script), that are generated by ad hoc programs. When simulations are

restarted, the data file was generated as an output file (*.RST) of a previous simu-

lation. However most of the simulations started by reading the data included in a

preprocessed data file (e.g. INITIALB.GRN).
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Force fields:

• pair style: Depends on the interaction of the particles. If the medium is dry, then

a Hookean pairwise style has been used (gran/hooke). On the other hand, when it is

wet, a hybrid pairwise interaction has been used. It mixed Hookean interaction with

an ad hoc table potential that is introduced as a table of data (table option of the

code).

Settings:

• communicate single vel yes: This command sets the style of inter-processor com-

munication that occurs at each timestep as atom coordinates and other properties are

exchanged between neighboring processors and stored as properties of ghost atoms.

single means each processor acquires information for ghost atoms that are within

a single distance from its sub-domain. The distance is the maximum of the neighbor

cutoff for all atom type pairs. The vel option enables velocity information to be com-

municated with ghost particles. If this option is set to yes, then ghost atoms store

velocities. In the end activating this option is needed by the used pair styles, since

they require the velocity state of both the k and l particles to compute a pairwise

k,l interaction.

• group: This command is used to identify particles at each compressing wall (base,

left and right walls, and piston) or directly at the sample to be studied.

• variable: This command is used to define functions of the timestep in order to repre-

sent the values of either the force (FC protocols) or the displacement (V protocols)

that are applied during each step.

• neigh modify exclude: This command is used to avoid interaction between the

particles of the compressing walls.

• timestep: It fixes the timestep used in time integrations (according to the velocity-

Verlet algorithm).

Fixes:

• fix: This command is used to avoid the motion of the particles of some walls (usually

the base and the left wall) and impose either some controlled force or some controlled

movement to the particles of the other walls. It is also used to enforce particles to

move within a plane (as 2D-simulations requires) and to set which particles are

included in the time integration of the Newton’s equation.

Computes:

• compute: It defines a computation that is performed on a group of atoms during

simulation. In this case, pressure, virial stress and coordination number were com-

puted.

Output:
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• dump: It dumps a snapshot of some quantities associated with one file (PACKINGS.OUT)

every Ndump timesteps. It includes the ID, position, velocity, virial stress (which is

equal to the force-moment when the packing is at rest) and coordination number.

• restart: This command is used to write out a binary restart file every so many

timesteps. These files (e.g. 100000.RST) can be used as initial data for further simu-

lations.

• thermo: It periodically computes and prints thermodynamic information (e.g. tem-

perature, energy, pressure) after a specified number of timesteps. This information

can be checked when the simulation is running.

Running:

• run. This command runs simulations and states how many time integrations (steps)

are performed during the simulation.

5.4.2. PYTHON (General-purpose Programming language))

Python

From the official website (http://www.python.org) and [2].

In this thesis both preprocessing and postprocessing programs (including many different ver-

sions of them) have been written in Python, as well as other minor programs used to analyze

data or to integrate or plot some equations.

Python is a general-purpose, interpreted high-level programming language whose design phi-

losophy emphasizes code readability. Its syntax is said to be clear and expressive. Python has a

large and comprehensive standard library. Python supports multiple programming paradigms,

including object-oriented, imperative and functional programming styles. It features a fully dy-

namic type system and automatic memory management. Like other dynamic languages, Python

is often used as a scripting language, but is also used in a wide range of non-scripting contexts.

Using third-party tools, Python code can be packaged into standalone executable programs.

Python interpreters are available for many operating systems.

Python was conceived in the late 1980s and its implementation was started in December

1989 by Guido van Rossum at CWI in the Netherlands as a successor to the ABC language.

Python 2.0 was released on 16 October 2000, with many major new features including a full

garbage collector and support for Unicode. However, the most important change was to the

development process itself, with a shift to a more transparent and community-backed process.

This research has been mainly conducted with Python 2.6 and 2.7.

http://www.python.org
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NumPy

From the official website (http://www.numpy.org) and [2].

NumPy is an extension to the Python programming language, adding support for large, multi-

dimensional arrays and matrices, along with a large library of high-level mathematical functions

to operate on these arrays. It is the fundamental package for scientific computing with Python.

It contains, among other things, a powerful N-dimensional array object, sophisticated (broad-

casting) functions, tools for integrating C/C++ and Fortran code, useful linear algebra, Fourier

transform, and random number capabilities, etc. Besides its obvious scientific uses, NumPy can

also be used as an efficient multi-dimensional container of generic data. Arbitrary data-types

can be defined. This allows NumPy to seamlessly and speedily integrate with a wide variety of

databases.

Numpy is licensed under the BSD license, enabling reuse with few restrictions. The ancestor

of NumPy, Numeric, was originally created by Jim Hugunin with contributions from several ot-

her developers. In 2005, Travis Oliphant created NumPy by incorporating features of Numarray

into Numeric with extensive modifications. NumPy is open source and has many contributors.

SciPy (Scientific Computing Tools For Python)

From the official website (http://www.scipy.org) and [2].

SciPy is open-source software for mathematics, science, and engineering. The SciPy library

depends on NumPy, which provides convenient and fast N-dimensional array manipulation.

The SciPy library is built to work with NumPy arrays, and provides many user-friendly and

efficient numerical routines such as routines for numerical integration and optimization. In

particular, SciPy contains modules for optimization, linear algebra, integration, interpolation,

special functions, FFT, signal and image processing, ODE solvers and other tasks common in

science and engineering.

5.4.3. Matplotlib

From the official website (http://matplotlib.org) and [2].

Matplotlib is a Python plotting library which produces publication quality figures in a variety

of hardcopy formats and interactive environments across platforms.

5.4.4. Simulations layout

Flowchart

The flowchart of numerical simulations is shown in Figure 5.6.

Description of programs and files

The main elements included in the flow chart are:

http://www.numpy.org
http://www.scipy.org
http://matplotlib.org
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INPUTS
Number N and features of the particles (dia-
meter D, density ρ, Young’s modulus Ey,
Poisson modulus ν and friction factor µ).

Driving process: number of cycles N , avera-

ge force or displacement F0 or L0, increment

of force or displacement ∆F or∆L, period T .

PREPROCESSOR
(written in PYTHON)

INITIAL.GRN
(LAMMPS

data file)

DRIVINGv0.GRN
(LAMMPS script)

DRIVINGv1.GRN DRIVINGvX.GRN

LAMMPS

packings.out
(text file)

out.lammps
(LAMMPS output)

step.rst
(LAMMPS

restart file)

POSTPROCESSOR
(written in PYTHON)

PACKING.TXT
(& PAC-

KING.TEX)
FIGURES.EPS

OUPUTS
Total volume V

and dimensions w

and h, P , Q′ and

the histograms

of P ′, Q′ and z

· · ·

Figure 5.6: Flowchart of numerical simulations.
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Preprocessor: A program written in Python in which the main inputs of the system are introduced.

It generates the initial sample (INITIAL.GRN) and an input script for LAMMPS representing a

basic driving process (DRIVINGv0.GRN). A random command is used to generate the irregular walls.

INITIAL.GRN: a data file containing information LAMMPS needs to run a simulation. The file is

ASCII text. It has a header (which appears first) and a body. The first line of the header is always

skipped; it typically contains a description of the file. The body of the file contains some sections,

defined by keywords in the first line, while the remaining lines of the section contain values. In this

case, sections include features of the particles (diameter and density), identification codes (ID),

initial positions and velocities. The balls are arranged as it has been explained in Section 5.1.5.

DRIVINGv0.GRN: LAMMPS executes by reading commands from a input script (text file), one

line at a time. When the input script ends, LAMMPS exits. Each command causes LAMMPS to

take some action. A detailed description of the command s used in simulation has been included

in Subsection 5.4.1. The preprocessor generates these scripts, which are associated with specific

driving processes. However they can be manually edited to change some of the commands later.

For instance, kind of compression (FC or V), average and/or cyclic values of the fixes or period

and number of cycles.

LAMMPS: the molecular dynamics code. It reads the input script and the data file and runs

simulations. The potential energy landscape and Newton’s equations are integrated during each

step, in such a way that the position, velocity, energy, forces, etc. of each particle are known.

LOG.LAMMPS: As LAMMPS reads an input script, it prints information to both the screen and a

log file about significant actions it takes to setup a simulation. When the simulation is ready to

begin, LAMMPS performs various initializations and prints the amount of memory (in MBytes

per processor) that the simulation requires. It also prints details of the initial thermodynamic state

of the system. During the run itself, thermodynamic information is printed periodically, every few

timesteps. When the run concludes, LAMMPS prints the final thermodynamic state and a total run

time for the simulation. It then appends statistics about the CPU time and storage requirements

for the simulation.

x00000.RST: LAMMPS can write out a binary restart file every so many timesteps as a run pro-

ceeds. Restart files can be also read by a specific LAMMPS command to restart a simulation from

a particular state. Then DRIVINGvX.GRN files must be modified to restart a simulation. Because

RST files are binary (to enable exact restarts), they may not be readable on another machine.

PACKINGS.OUT: a dump file which contains snapshots of particles and various per-particle values

and is written at a specified frequency.

Postprocessor: Several programs written in Python which extract some outputs from the output

text file or give information about a specific step in a simulation. In the first case, it generates a

text file including the volume, the dimensions, the force-moment and the coordination numbers

(and histograms of these) at a specific frequency (not necessarily the same than that used in the

output text file). In the second case, it can plot the arrangement and the distribution of P ′, Q′

and/or z at any specified step.



Chapter 6

Results

“In the discovery of secret things and in the investiga-
tion of hidden causes, stronger reasons are obtained from
sure experiments and demonstrated arguments than from
probable conjectures and the opinions of philosophical spe-
culators on the common sort”

(William Gilbert,
De magnete, 1600)

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the results of the simulations explained in the previous chapter, are presen-

ted. Many other simulations were also performed to set which the best inputs are (considering

both computational time and physical significance of the chosen values), although the asso-

ciated data have not been included. The included results are presented according to specific

purposes: considering the impact of some computational issues (timestep and round-off errors),

and analyzing statistical distributions associated with the described protocols (FC and VC), as

well as some features of the mechanical behavior and the influence of capillary forces.

The data have been obtained after postprocessing the output files generated by LAMMPS.

All of them are quantities that can be directly obtained from the position and velocity of the

particles of each packing. These are:

Total coordination number Z, average value z̄ and statistical distribution Pz = Ni/N .

Total volume V and total dimensions of the packing: calculated as its width W multiplied

by its height H.

Normalized statistical distributions of force-moment PP of P ′ = P/ < P > and PQ and

Q′ = Q/P .

Entropy of the P ′ distribution sP ′ .

The statistical distribution of a quantity A obtained from a histogram is PA = Ni/N , being Ni

the number of particles in the i-th bin and N the total number of particles. In the case of the

123
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coordination number, 7 discrete bins were considered (zk = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). On the other hand,

both Q′k and P ′k = P k/ < P > belong to continuum distributions. Q′k can take any value

between 0,0 and 1,0, so that this interval was divided into 20 bins of ∆Q′ = 0,05. P ′k can take

any value between 0,0 and ∞. This unbounded interval was truncated by a maximum value of

P ′ = 5,0, after checking that only for very few packings very few particles took higher values.

Then this interval was divided into 30 bins of ∆P ′ = 0,16̄.

6.2. Computational effects in the resulting packings

6.2.1. Round-off errors and similitude

To check the effects of round-off errors in the computed solutions, the next ad hoc test

was performed: the same dimensionless FC-compression protocol was applied to initial packings

that were scale-length homogeneous (i.e both the irregular walls and the initial arrangement

were spatially scaled by a factor sx). The protocol consisted of a linear compression stage in

which a total force F was applied to each wall particle during a total time T . The foundation of

the dimensional-analysis method rests on two assumptions: (1) The proposed physical relation

is dimensionally homogeneous, and (2) all the relevant variables have been included in the

proposed relation [116]. The parameters of the transformed systems were chosen according to

those included in Table 5.5:

The initial arrangement. N balls of size sxD were arranged in such a way that all the

initial packings had different size but maintaining the scale-length ratio (it means that

they were spatial scale transformations of each other, determined by a factor sx).

The elastic properties, represented by the disk stiffness K ′
D = KD, were the same in all

cases. It means that the Hookean stiffness actually changes since Kn ∝ KDD so that

K ′
n = sxKn.

The density was also the same in all the cases: ρ′ = ρ.

The damping factor was γ′n = γn/sx.

The total time of application of the forces was T ′
t = sxTt.

The chosen timestep was ∆t′ = sx∆t. In consequence the number of steps of each simu-

lation was the same N ′ = T ′/∆t′ = T/∆t = N .

The ramping force applied per wall particle was also scaled F ′ = (sx)
2F .

With these inputs all the Π groups took the same value: N , F̃ ′ = (sx)2F
KD(sx)2D2 = F

KDD2 = F̃ ,

T̃ ′ = sxT

sxD
√

ρ
KD

= T

D
√

ρ
KD

= T̃ , Q′ =
1

sxD

√

KD
ρ

γn
sx

=
1
D

√

KD
ρ

γn
= Q′, C′ = C = 0. Also the dimension-

less timestep took the same value: ∆t̃′ = sx∆t

sxD
√

ρ
KD

= ∆t

D
√

ρ
KD

= ∆t̃.
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As the dimensionality is kept, the systems and the processes had similitude and consequently

all the properties of the resulting packing should have been the same, as all relevant variables

had been included (there is not any other input that affects the simulations) and as all the ΠI

groups took the same dimensionless values.

However simulation did not give exactly the same result and it gives an idea of the precision

of computations. Table 6.1 shows how the scale of the problem determined the result. The lack

of precision , must be related to computational issues, since the computational method is the

same. In particular, it may be related to round-off errors. Although all ΠI groups were the

same, ovelarppings were not. The expected overlappings are δ′ = O(sxF/Kn) so that they are

proportional to the scale factor. The smaller the sample, the smaller the expected overlappings,

and round-off errors can become important for small values.

Scale factor sx z̄ Φ p̃ q′ sP’
10,00 5,28 0,856 4,64 · 10−3 1,32 · 10−2 0,222
2,00 5,39 0,861 4,57 · 10−3 6,82 · 10−2 0,202
1,00 5,31 0,878 4,65 · 10−3 6,93 · 10−2 0,248
0,80 5,37 0,882 5,11 · 10−3 2,71 · 10−2 0,272
0,10 5,32 0,879 4,58 · 10−3 7,51 · 10−2 0,274
0,05 5,38 0,902 4,75 · 10−3 1,98 · 10−2 0,219

Average 5,34 0,876 4,72 · 10−3 4,54 · 10−2 0,239
Uncertainty ±0,05 ±0,031 ±0,21 · 10−3 ±2,97 · 10−2 ±0,031

Table 6.1: Results of simulations of some models that theoretically have similitude.
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Figure 6.1: Statistical distribution of the relative mean force-moment P ′ = P/ < P > of 6
models that theoretically have similitude.
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Figure 6.2: Statistical distribution of the relative deviatoric force-moment Q′ = Q/P of 6 models
that theoretically have similitude.
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Figure 6.3: Statistical distribution of the coordination number z of 6 models that theoretically
have similitude.

According to the results shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, it may be concluded that the

solutions (i.e. the packings) attained by each simulation were different. Although the statisti-

cal distributions are qualitatively similar, they are not completely equal each other. The most

significant differences are found in Figure 6.2 while the distribution of z is almost the same. It

implies that there is confidence interval for each quantity, i.e. an interval that can be calculated

from simulations, that is in principle different from test to test, and that includes the parameter

of interest if the experiment is repeated. For instance, the precision on the computation of the

entropy per particle from histograms of 6 simulations of systems having similitude has been
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about 13% of the value. It is a significant difference for an entropy value since it means very

important differences in terms of probability.

This consideration should be taken into account, since the rounding errors qualitatively keep

the similitude but can lead to quantitative differences in the measurement of entropy.

6.2.2. Impact of spatial-decomposition techniques on relaxation process

The next example illustrates the possible effect of the spatial-decomposition techniques. It

models the relaxation process of a sample of 4900 particles compressed according to a VC-

protocol. Computations were performed with 1 (serial computing) and 6 processors (parallel

computing). In Figure 6.4 it is shown how different the relaxation processes were.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

STEP 1e7

0.0000

0.0005

0.0010

0.0015

0.0020

0.0025

0.0030

0.0035

p̃

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

5.2

z̄

Figure 6.4: Impact of a spatial-decomposition technique in the relaxation process of a sample of
4900 particles compressed according to a VC-protocol. The average displacement was equivalent
to a packing ratio of Φ = 0,8746 and the cyclic displacement was ∆L = 0,237D. Each point
represents the mean dimensionless stress p̃ attained at the end of each cycle. The red series
represents the relaxation obtained when 1 processor was used, while the yellow series repre-
sents that obtained from a parallel simulation on 6 processors. The colored points respectively
represent (in the secondary axes) the average coordination number at each control point.

In base of these results it may be concluded that simulation solutions can be affected by the

number of processors. This effect could be more significant for systems with few particles, in

particular for simple systems like those considered herein (monodisperse, frictionless) that show

a chaotic behavior. However, although the relaxation process is very sensitive, the statistical

distributions are not.
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6.2.3. Impact of the timestep selection in the statistical outputs

Choosing an adequate timestep ∆t is essential. If it is too large integration can fail and

if it is too small errors will occur from rounding in the computation. Some simulations were

performed to check the impact of the timestep in the results. They modeled the same physical

process (i.e. the same compression protocol applied to the same sample) but with different sizes

of the timestep. The processes were described by a FC linear compression in such a way that a

force of value F was respectively applied to each of the particles of the irregular and randomly

generated walls in a total real time T = 10−2 s. As the total real time was always the same, the

number of steps (and consequently the computational time) increased as the timestep decreased.

The force-rate is defined as Ḟ = F/T while the forcestep is δF = Ḟ∆t.

Three values of the total force F = {500, 5000, 10000} Mdyn/particle (or, equivalently,

F̃ = F/(KDD
2) =

{

1,65 · 10−3, 1,65 · 10−2, 3,30 · 10−2
}

) and five different timesteps ∆t =
{

1,25 · 10−3, 1,00 · 10−3, 1,00 · 10−4, 1,00 · 10−5, 1,00 · 10−6
}

ms (or, equivalently,

∆t̃ =
{

4,4 · 10−1, 3,5 · 10−1, 3,5 · 10−2, 3,5 · 10−3, 3,5 · 10−4
}

) were used. According to the pro-

perties of the particles the characteristic time was tch = D
√

ρ/KD = 2,87 · 10−3ms.

Table 6.2 shows the values of the average coordination number and packing ratio obtained

at the end of the compression stage for each simulation. Simulations are distinguished by the

values of the total force and the used timestep (and associated forcestep).

∆t (ms)
F (Mdyn) 500 5000 10000

Ḟ (Mdyn/ms) 5 50 100

1,25 · 10−3
Φ 0,877 0,926 0,974
z̄ 4,77 4,63 4,69
δF 6,25 · 10−3 6,25 · 10−2 12,50 · 10−2

1,00 · 10−3
Φ 0,876 0,942 1,006
z̄ 5,18 5,63 5,71
δF 5,00 · 10−3 5,00 · 10−2 1,00 · 10−1

1,00 · 10−4
Φ 0,878 0,944 1,005
z̄ 5,31 5,75 5,86
δF 5,00 · 10−4 5,00 · 10−3 1,00 · 10−2

1,00 · 10−5
Φ 0,880 0,941 1,008
z̄ 5,38 5,75 5,83

∆F 5,00 · 10−5 5,00 · 10−4 1,00 · 10−3

1,00 · 10−6
Φ 0,880 0,946 −
z̄ 5,41 5,76 −
δF 5,00 · 10−6 5,00 · 10−5 1,00 · 10−4

Table 6.2: Main features of packings obtained of the same protocol after changing the values of
the timestep and the total force.

Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 represent the respective distributions of P ′ at the end of the compres-

sion stage of each simulation. Each figure represents the same force level but different timesteps.

On the other hand Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 and Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 represent the dis-
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tributions of Q′ and z̄ respectively. The data plotted on these figures prove one important

consideration: the timestep can determine the obtained statistical distribution. Moreover the

timestep choice can presumably determine other features of the final sample such as its mecha-

nical behavior, its packing ratio, etc. because they are very related to the coordination number.

Going further on these observations:

The larger the timestep, the wider the distribution of P ′. Nevertheless the value of the

timestep must be below the critical value that guarantees the convergence of the calcula-

tions.

When the timestep is smaller than a certain value, the statistical distributions hardly

change. This lower boundary seem to be dependent on the force level, i.e. on the dynamics

(in this case the simulated modes did not have similitude).

The higher the force level, the stronger effect of the timestep on the statistical distribu-

tions. For values of the timestep below the lower boundary, the stronger the forces, the

narrower the statistical distribution of P ′ (which concentrates around the average value

P ′ = 1,0).
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Figure 6.5: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of P ′ for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,67± 0,30) · 10−3.
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Figure 6.6: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of P ′ for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,85± 0,15) · 10−2.
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Figure 6.7: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of P ′ for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (9,74± 0,37) · 10−2.
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Figure 6.8: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of Q′ for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,67± 0,30) · 10−3.
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Figure 6.9: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of Q′ for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,85± 0,15) · 10−2.
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Figure 6.10: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of Q′ for an average dimen-
sionless pressure level of p̃ = (9,74 ± 0,37) · 10−2.
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Figure 6.11: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of z for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,67± 0,30) · 10−3.
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Figure 6.12: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of z for an average dimension-
less pressure level of p̃ = (4,85± 0,15) · 10−2.
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Figure 6.13: Impact of the timestep in the statistical distribution of z for an average pressure
level of p̃ = (9,74± 0,37) · 10−2.

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the lack of precision of the velocity-Verlet algorithm

does not depend on the force level but on the timestep size. This is true when relative values

of this error are considered (here, relative means in relation to the equilibrium position F/K ),

but it is also true that the absolute value of the error on the displacement does relate to the

force level (the higher the force, the larger the absolute displacement). This is maybe due to the

fact that the force level affects the non-linear behavior of the system by changing the stiffness

matrix of the contact networks with the rearrangement of the particles. This process depends

on the force level, because the absolute displacement are proportional to it.
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On the other hand, smaller timesteps produce smaller forcesteps. In some particles, expected

forces might be so small that the associated overlappings cannot be considered by the compu-

ters because of their finite precision. As a result, the equilibrium can be satisfied by aggregating

these small forces into bigger forces that fall within the precision range. In consequence, the

distribution of forces (and of main force-moment) concentrates around the average values.

In any case, an important conclusion would be that different timesteps below the critical

value (the value which guarantees the convergence of the method) may lead to different solu-

tions with significantly different distributions of forces, stresses, coordination number, etc.

6.3. Packings obtained from dry cyclic compression

6.3.1. FC protocol

The FC protocol is determined by the cyclic forces applied to two perpendicular walls.

The total forces acting on the walls are controlled but the dimensions of the sample are not.

This means that neither the stress nor the force-moment is actually controlled. Therefore this

protocol is not associated with any of the ensembles presented in Section 4.6, but it imposes a

boundary condition that is very easy to be controlled with the MD code. Although the associated

ensemble remains unknown, it is useful to analyze the statistical distributions, since they can

reveal computational effects and prove the universality of some distributions of force-moment.

Impact of the force level in the solutions

This section analyzes how the statistical distribution of some force-moment parameters de-

pends on the level of the forces that applied on the walls (following a FC-protocol). To do that,

the same initial packing (of 4, 900 particles) was compressed by applying forces at the walls.

Such forces were scaled within several orders of magnitude, but always during the same real

time T = 0,01 s. These tests did not have similitude because the P factors which relate forces

to elastic parameters and diameter were different for each test. In other words, the associated

dynamic processes were different.

Figure 6.14 shows the statistical distribution of P ′ at the end of the linear compression

stages. It presents a clear dependency on the stress level. For lower values it changes comple-

tely its appearance (losing the Gaussian-like shape), while for higher levels it becomes narrower.
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Figure 6.14: Impact of the force level in the statistical distribution of P ′ with a FC protocol
using the same timestep ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−3.

On the other hand, Figure 6.15 shows the statistical distribution of Q′. For lower values of

the force, most of the particles are located at Q′ levels close to 1,0 and the rest is distributed

quite uniformly over the remaining values. This distribution can represent a stress field with

well-marked force-chains. On the other hand, at high force-levels, particles concentrate on Q′

values that are close to 0,0. It may mean that the stress field is mostly isotropic.
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Figure 6.15: Impact of the force level in the statistical distribution of Q′ with a FC protocol
using the same timestep ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−3.

Three possible reasons can explain the dependency of the distributions of P ′ and Q′ on the

forces level:
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1. Computational issues: as it has been shown in Section 6.2.3, the relation between force

and timestep must be carefully considered. In this case, the dynamics associated with each

force-level could produce forces of different magnitudes at the particles. The finite precision

of computers and codes can produce rounding errors that lead to different solutions and

distributions.

2. The ensemble corresponding to the FC-protocol depends on the force level and the distri-

butions shown in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 (with its respective confidence intervals) are deter-

mined by this effect.

3. The ensemble associated with microstates compressed by the same total force acting on

the walls is independent of the force level but this specific protocol does not sample all the

possible solutions. It means that this protocol would not integrate over the entire phase

space because it cannot make a packing to switch into any other possible microstate.

Attained volume vs. applied pressure for FC-protocols

Figure 6.16 shows the relationship between the volume of 19 samples compressed according

to a FC-protocol (including both linear and cyclic stages). Both the volume V.Leq and pres-

sure p.Leq (being Leq = 0,66̄cm) are average values of these quantities obtained in the last 7

(of 10) isotropic packings (i.e those obtained after each complete cycle). These measurements

are subjected to an associated uncertainty that has a probabilistic basis, reflecting incomplete

knowledge of the quantities. The error bars on the plot reflect these uncertainties.

The relationship between volume and pressure has been fitted using a quadratic regression.

For a given packing (contacts and forces network), if the forces were proportionally increased,

the final packing would be increased according to a quadratic form. This is because lengths

would be linearly shortened and the volume, given by the product of two lengths (2D-systems),

would reduce in a quadratic way:

V ′ = L′ × L′ = L(1− Kp

L
)× L(1−Kp/L) = L2 − 2Kp

L
+

K2p2

L2
(6.1)

The quadratic regression applied to the data obtained from simulations produced:

V ′ = C +Bp+Ap2 (6.2)

with (1,3 ± 1,55) · 10−5, −(7,82 ± 3,60) · 10−2 and (43,92 ± 0, 18) · 102. The confidence inter-

vals were constructed by assuming that errors in the regression are normally distributed (the

so-called classic regression assumption). The coefficient of determination was r2 = 0,91713183

. It indicates that the regression line fits the data reasonably well, but it is not possible to

relate fitting parameters to equivalent K and L in such a way that C = L2, B = 2K/L and

A = (K/L)2. So that the average features of the contacts network change with the force level.

This specific protocol produces denser networks when the force is increased (or computational

errors cause this difference).
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Figure 6.16: Relationship between average attained volume V and average pressure p of the
packings obtained from 19 dry F-compression processes. In the upper figure the obtained pairs
and a quadratic fitting, with its associated 95% confidence interval, are shown. In the lower
figure, these points and fittings are shown using dimensionless quantities: packing ratio and
dimensionless pressure. Red points and red line represent the correction of the packing ratio
due to particle deformation (see 3.6.3).

Eq. 6.2 has been obtained using data from static states compressed at dimensionless pressures

between 10−2 and 10−3. Using higher values resulted on convergence problems. On the other

hand, lower values of the forces made rounding errors very important. However in the previous

section (and in Appendix C), two test with lower values (about 10−4 and 10−5) were presented.

Although these tests are not reliable (their distribution functions, Figures 6.15 and 6.17, are

strange), they gave values that fit well with this curve. In effect, assuming that the quadratic

expression can be extended for low values, i.e. those close to the jamming point, a volume V.Leq

of (43,92 ± 0,18) · 102 which is equivalent to a packing ratio of Φ0 = 0,8761 ± 0,0036 would

be obtained for p̃ = 0,0. The tests performed at this level give V.Leq = (44,14 ± 0,07) · 102
for p.Leq = 19,03 ± 1, 15 and V.Leq = (44,18 ± 0,04) · 102 for p.Leq = 2,22 ± 0,48. These are

equivalent to Φ = 0,8717 ± 0,0013 for p̃ = (9,41 ± 0,57) · 10−5 and to Φ = 0,8710 ± 0,0008 for

p̃ = (1,10±0,23) ·10−5 . Therefore the obtained packing ratio at zero stress is about 0,87, a value

compatible to those reported for the random close packing in literature, which ranged between

0,82 and 0,89 [11, 78].

P, Q’ and Z distributions

In Figure 6.17 the statistical distribution PP ′ of more than 200 static packings obtained from

FC-protocols applied to different initial samples, at the end of both linear and cyclic stages,

is shown. They are the same packings analyzed in the previous section, so the dimensionless
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pressure ranged between 10−2 and 10−3. Total time, period and properties of the tests were the

same (KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104),
but the forces applied were not. Therefore, these processes did not have similitude (the dyna-

mics is different).
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Figure 6.17: Statistical distribution PP ′ of more than 200 static packings obtained from FC-
protocols applied to different initial samples. (KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D =
1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).
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Figure 6.18: Statistical distribution PQ′ of more than 200 static packings obtained from FC-
protocols applied to different initial samples.(KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D =
1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

Figure 6.18 shows the statistical distribution PQ′ of the same packings, and Figure 6.19
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shows the coordination number.
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Figure 6.19: Statistical distribution Pz of more than 200 static packings obtained from FC-
compressions applied to different initial samples.(KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,
D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

In light of these plots two observations can be made. First, it seems that there is an associated

distribution function of values P/ < P >, Q′ and z. Second, it is not clear whether these

distributions depend on the force level or not. If not, the variation shown by these figures would

be due to computational issues, which are dependent on the dynamics.

Relationship between coordination number and dimensionless pressure

Figure 6.20 shows pairs of average coordination number z̄ and attained dimensionless pres-

sure p̃ of the packings analyzed in previous sections. It shows a weak relationship between them.

Higher values of the pressure applied in the same time could mean a higher coordination number

but with a large confidence interval (it is possible to find qualitative different values of z̄ for the

same p̃).
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Figure 6.20: Pairs of average coordination number z̄ vs dimensionless mean pressure p̃ of more
than 200 static packings obtained from FC-protocols applied to different initial samples. (KD =
303300 Mdyn/cm2, rho = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

6.3.2. VC protocol

Relaxation process

When initial samples are compressed until a volume V in a time T (linear stage of the

VC-protocol) they attain a mean pressure p. Afterwards cyclic stages rearrange the particles,

producing an increase of the coordination number z̄ and a decrease of the mean pressure p. This

process is known as relaxation. In the physical sciences, relaxation usually means the return of a

perturbed system into equilibrium. Each relaxation process can be characterized by a relaxation

time τr. However, as static packings do not tend to the equilibrium as time goes by but when the

driving process is applied, their relaxation is produced by driving cycles. In consequence, the

number of cycles and their intensity are supposed to be significant parameters in the relaxation

process. However, even when different systems can relax to the same equilibrium, they do not

follow the same path (there is a confidence interval for initial attained pressure).

Figure 6.21 shows the relaxation process of three different initial samples compressed until

the same final volume (equivalent to a packing ratio of Φ ≃ 0,8746) during the same real time

(which also coincides with the period of the cycles T = 0,01 ms). The amplitude of the cyclic

anisotropic displacements were ∆L ≃ 0,25D.
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Figure 6.21: Relaxation process of three different samples with the same VC-protocol (Φ ≃
0,8746, ∆L̃ = 0,237, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

On the other hand, Figure 6.22 shows the relaxation process of a sample compressed to the

same final volume (and packing ratio, Φ ≃ 0,8746) during the same time, but applying four diffe-

rent values for the amplitude of the cyclic anisotropic displacements ∆L ≃ 0,25D, 0,50D, 1,00D, 2,00D.

Figure 6.22 shows another sample and another volume (in this case it was equivalent to Φ ≃
0,8949) but for just two values of ∆L (0,25D and 1,00D).
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Figure 6.22: Relaxation process of a sample with a VC-protocol described by the same average
volume (Φ ≃ 0,8746), the same period (T̃ = 3,48 · 104) and 4 different values of the amplitude
of the cyclic displacement (∆L̃ = 0,24, 0,50, 1,00, 2,00).
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Figure 6.23: Relaxation process of a sample with a VC-protocol described by the same average
volume (Φ ≃ 0,8949), the same period (T̃ = 3,48 · 104) and 2 different values of the amplitude
of the cyclic displacement (∆L̃ = 0,24, 1,00).

According to Figures 6.22 and 6.23, a cyclic displacement of ∆L = 1,0D seems to be enough

to relax these samples. In the first case, after the complete relaxation, an average packing ratio

of Φ = 0,8746 is equivalent to a very low stress (the sample is almost unjammed). Other average

packing ratios with the same cyclic displacement are shown in Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.24: Relaxation process of a sample with a VC-protocol described by 5 different average
volumes (Φ = 0,8734, 0,8787, 0,8840, 0,8894, 0,8948), the same period (T̃ = 3,48 · 104) and the
same amplitude of the cyclic displacement (∆L̃ = 1,00).

In Figure 6.25 the relaxation processes of five different initial samples compressed until the
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same final volume (equivalent to a packing ratio of Φ ≃ 0,8950) during the same time (which

also coincides with the period of the cycles T = 0,01 ms) and with the same amplitude of the

cyclic anisotropic displacements (supposed to be enough to relax the sample, ∆L ≃ 1,00D)

is shown. In the end, this figure is like Figure6.21 but for more samples compressed to higher

stress and with larger cyclic displacements.
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Figure 6.25: Relaxation process of five different samples with the same VC-protocol (Φ ≃ 0,8950,
∆L̃ = 1,00, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

Furthermore, the average pressures attained at the packings that represent the last three

steps of these processes (when the samples are supposed to be completely relaxed at this volume)

fall very close to the curve fitted for the FC-tests (Fig. 6.16). This comparison is included in

Figure 6.26. These data reinforce the idea that it is possible to find a lot of difference states

described by (V, p) pairs, but some of them are more probable than others and, in the case of

VC-protocols, a relaxation is needed to find them.
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Figure 6.26: Relationship between average attained volume V and average pressure p of packings
obtained from 5 dry VC-compression processes in comparison to others obtained from FC-
processes. In the upper figure the pairs and the quadratic fitting of FC-protocols (6.16), with
its associated 95% confidence interval, are shown. In the lower figure, these points and fittings
are shown using dimensionless quantities: packing ratio and dimensionless pressure.

P, Q’ and Z distributions

In Figure 6.27 the statistical distribution PP ′ of 27 static packings obtained from the same

VC-protocol (three samples compressed to the same volume and driven 9 times each one). These

were the same packings analyzed in the first part of the previous section, and the protocol was

described as: Φ ≃ 0,8746, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48·10−2,

T̃ = 3,48 · 104 and ∆L = 0,237D.
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Figure 6.27: Statistical distribution PP ′ of 27 static packings obtained from the same VC-
protocol applied to 3 different initial samples. (Φ ≃ 0,8746, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5
g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 0,237D).

Figure 6.28 shows the statistical distribution PQ′ of the same packings, and Figure ?? shows

that of the coordination number.
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Figure 6.28: Statistical distribution PQ′ of 27 static packings obtained from the same VC-
protocol applied to 3 different initial samples. (Φ ≃ 0,8746, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5
g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 0,237D).
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Figure 6.29: Statistical distribution Pz of 27 static packings obtained the same VC-protocol
applied to 3 different initial samples. (Φ ≃ 0,8746, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,
D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 0,237D).

Again it seems that there is an associated distribution function of values P/ < P >, Q′ and

z. Again it is not clear whether these distributions depend on the average packing ratio or not.

In the last case, the variation shown by these figures could also be due to computational issues,

which are dependent on the dynamics.

On the other hand, Figures 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32 represent the statistical distribution of P ′,

Q′ and Ω of packings of the same sample subjected to different protocols. These figures make

distinction between the packing immediately following the linear compression stage of the VC-

protocols (when the samples are supposed to not be relaxed) and the last packings of each

protocol (when the relaxation process is supposed to have occurred). However there is not

apparently any qualitative difference in these distributions, whereas other parameters change

(such as p or z).
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Figure 6.30: Statistical distribution PP ′ of 16 static packings obtained from 4 VC-protocols
applied to the same initial sample. Each protocol has is associated packing ratio (Φ =
0,8787, 0,8840, 0,8894, 0,8948) while the rest of the parameters were the same (KD = 303300
Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 1,0D). The
packing immediately following the linear stage (in lighter green) and the last three packings
(dark green) were selected.
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Figure 6.31: Statistical distribution PQ′ of 16 static packings obtained from 4 VC-protocols
applied to the same initial sample. Each protocol has is associated packing ratio (Φ =
0,8787, 0,8840, 0,8894, 0,8948) while the rest of the parameters were the same (KD = 303300
Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 1,0D). The
packing immediately following the linear stage (in lighter green) and the last three packings
(dark green) were selected.
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Figure 6.32: Statistical distribution Pz of 16 static packings obtained from 4 VC-protocols
applied to the same initial sample. Each protocol has is associated packing ratio (Φ =
0,8787, 0,8840, 0,8894, 0,8948) while the rest of the parameters were the same (KD = 303300
Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104, ∆L = 1,0D). The
packing immediately following the linear stage (in lighter green) and the last three packings
(dark green) were selected.

Mechanical behavior of dry packings obtained from VC-protocols

According to previous subsections, it is possible to find different packings with the same

macroscopic volume. If these packings are subjected to driving, the sample can relax (depen-

ding to the features of this process), switching into one more probable packing. However, the

mechanical properties of these packings are different, as Figure 6.33 shows. In this case the

different two packings (relaxed and non-relaxed) were obtained from VC-protocols applied to

the same initial sample. They were the same protocols whose data were shown in Figure 6.23.

Their only difference was the value of ∆L.
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Figure 6.33: Mechanical behavior of two different packings (relaxed and non-relaxed) of the
same system compressed to the same average volume (Φ = 0,8948). They were obtained from
VC-protocols applied to the same initial sample. In one case ∆L = 0,24D while in the other
∆L = 1,0D. The rest of the parameters were the same (KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5
g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104).

Figure 6.33 shows how the mechanical properties can be very different from one packing

to another, even when they were arranged with VC-protocols imposing the same volume. Note

that in this case the system is frictionless and friction plays an important role in the mechanical

properties of systems like this.

6.4. Packings obtained from wet cyclic compression

6.4.1. FC protocols

The same FC-protocol was applied to the same sample but changing the water surface ten-

sion γw (ranging from γw to γw · 106). The remaining parameters were the same in all cases:

KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104. The
average dimensionless force aplied per particle was F̃ = 3,30 · 10−4 and it led to dimensionless

pressures of about p̃ = 10−3. The FC-protocol consisted of 1 linear isotropic compression and

10 cycles of anisotropic compression, with ∆F̃ = 1,10 · 10−4.

According to Figure 5.2, for D = 1,0 cm and p̃ = 10−3, the water surface tension must

be multiplied by a factor of 105 or 106 to make the capillary forces comparable to mechanical

forces. Table 6.3 shows some quantities computed from packings obtained from these protocols.

For the highest values of the surface tension (106γw) the packing ratio is lower (so the packing is

looser), and the mean dimensionless pressure is lower too, while the average coordination number
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is higher. It shows how capillary forces (which act in an opposite direction to mechanical forces)

reduce the mean stress, and keep particles closer.

×γw Φ p̃ z̄
0,0 (dry) 0,882 1,00 · 10−3 5,42

101 0,879 0,97 · 10−3 5,20
102 0,882 0,94 · 10−3 5,41
103 0,878 0,98 · 10−3 5,22
104 0,878 1,01 · 10−3 5,30
105 0,877 0,90 · 10−3 5,57
106 0,867 0,87 · 10−3 5,64

Table 6.3: Effect of increasing water surface in packings obtained from a FC-protocol.

FC-protocols were also applied to a big sample (40, 000 particles). In these tests, the water

surface tension was respectively multiplied by 1 · 104, 5 · 104, 1 · 105, 1 · 106, 3 · 106, 5 · 106. The
average dimensionless force per particle was F̃ = 16,48 · 10−4, while the rest of the values

were the same that in the case of small samples (KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,

D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104). However only 5 anisotropic cycles were applied

and 6 processors were used in a parallel computation in order to save computational time and

make simulations affordable.

P, Q’ and Z distributions

In Figure 6.34 the statistical distribution PP ′ of 10 static packings obtained from each of

the FC-protocols applied with different values of γw is shown. It includes the distribution of

static packings attained at the end of both linear and cyclic stages, and the parameters used

are those included at the beginning of this section. Figures 6.35 and 6.36 do the same with PQ′

and Pz respectively. In all cases, the lighter the color the lower the value of γw.
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Figure 6.34: Statistical distribution PP ′ of packings obtained from a FC-protocol with different
values of γw. (F = 100 Mdyn, ∆F = 30 Mdyn, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,
D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104). The lighter the color the lower the value of γw.
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Figure 6.35: Statistical distribution PQ′ of packings obtained from a FC-protocol with different
values of γw. (F = 100 Mdyn, ∆F = 30 Mdyn, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,
D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104). The lighter the color the lower the value of γw.
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Figure 6.36: Statistical distribution Pz of packings obtained from a FC-protocol with different
values of γw. (F = 100 Mdyn, ∆F = 30 Mdyn, KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3,
D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104). The lighter the color the lower the value of γw.

These plots show that the effects of the capillary forces are more significant in PQ′ and Pz

distributions. In the first case because high values of γw increase the number of particles having

Q′ ≃ 1,0. In the second case because they increase the average coordination number and the

number of particles with z = 6.

Effects of capillary forces on the mechanical behavior

Capillary forces affect the mechanical behavior of the sample. Figure 6.37 shows the response

of packings to biaxial compression for different values of the water surface tension. In all cases,

the total forces applied at the walls were the same, but the systems developed different stresses

due to: (1) the size and shape of the packing and (2) the contribution of capillary forces that

affect the effective stress.
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Figure 6.37: Mechanical behavior of wet packings of 4, 900 particles obtained from a FC protocol
with different values of γw. The mechanical behavior of a dry packing is also plotted.

In Figure 6.38 the same response, but in this case of packings obtained from a FC-protocol

applied to big samples, is shown. The water surface tension used in these tests was multiplied

by other factors, reaching values of 5 · 106.
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Figure 6.38: Mechanical behavior of wet packings of 40, 000 particles obtained from a FC protocol
with different values of γw.

The last figure shows how a value of 5 ·106 ·γw is able to limit the deformation of the sample

when the same anisotropic total forces are applied.

6.4.2. VC protocols

This section presents data coming from the same VC-protocol applied to two samples (small

and big) but changing the values of the water surface tension γw. For small samples, the water

surfaces was multiplied by factors ranging from 100 to 107. The remaining parameters were:

KD = 303300 Mdyn/cm2, ρ = 2,5 g/cm3, D = 1,0cm, ∆t̃ = 3,48 · 10−2, T̃ = 3,48 · 104. The
average packing ratio imposed to the sample was Φ ≃ 0,8746 and the amplitude of the cyclic

displacement was ∆L ≃ 0,25D.

Simulations with big samples were also described by an average packing ratio of Φ = 0,8746.

In these tests a displacement of ∆L = 0,5D was applied during 5 anisotropic cycles. 6 proces-

sors were used in a parallel computation. For this value of the packing ratio, dry samples tend

to packings with very low values of p, as Figure 6.26 showed. However capillary forces again

increase the shear strength of the packing.

Effect of capillary forces on the relaxation process of a sample

These simulations of wet VC-protocols had been performed before analyzing the effects of

∆L̃ in the relaxation process. Although the value of the cyclic displacement applied to small

forces (∆L = 0,25D) was not a priori enough to relax the sample with this VC-protocol (see
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section 6.3.2), as a parallel computation with 6 processors was used, the samples are believed

to have relaxed (see subsection 6.2.2 above). Nevertheless, irrespective of whether samples had

relaxed completely or not, this section shows how the water surface tension also determines this

process. Figure 6.39 shows the relaxation process of a sample for different values of the surface

tension.
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Figure 6.39: Relaxation of a small sample of wet particles compressed to Φ = 0,875 for different
values of the surface tension.

Effects of capillary forces on the mechanical behavior

As in the case of FC-protocols (see subsection 6.4.2), capillary forces also affect the mecha-

nical behavior of packings obtained from VC-protocols. In this case, both average packing ratio

and displacements anisotropically imposed to the walls were the same, but the packing showed

different behavior. This was due to the contribution of capillary forces that affect the effective

stress.

Figure 6.40 shows this effect in a small sample while Figure 6.41 shows it for a big sample

and other values of γw. In both cases, as it happened with FC-protocols, the values of γw are

multiplied by at least 105 or 106 which significantly affect the mechanical behavior.
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Figure 6.40: Mechanical behavior of a system of 4, 900 wet particles with different values of the
surface tension (γw was multiplied by 0,0, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 factors).
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Figure 6.41: Mechanical behavior of a system of 40, 000 wet particles with different values of
the surface tension (γw was multiplied by 100, 1 · 105, 1 · 106, 3 · 106, 5 · 106 factors).



Chapter 7

Conclusion

“The worthwhile problems are
the ones you can really solve
or help solve, the ones you can
really contribute something to.”

(Richard Phillips Feynman,
1965)

7.1. Main conclusions

The major findings of this thesis are summarized as follows.

1. Macromechanical theories were the first attempt to approach the mechanical behavior of

granular materials. Such approach considers these systems as special continuum media

and several kinds of phenomenological laws have been proposed to model their complex

mechanical behavior. However these mathematical formalisms cannot model reliably for

all cases. The varied nature of granular systems and the many states in which they may be,

does not make it possible to propose a universal constitutive law. In fact they may fail for

the simplest cases, which show a particularly erratic behavior. One of these systems has

been analyzed in this thesis: that consisting of monodisperse, soft and frictionless particles.

None of the macroscopic models can a priori represent its behavior, since the mechanical

properties depend not only on the features of the particles but also, and strongly, on how

they are arranged. For instance, Figure 6.33 showed how the same system compressed

to the same volume by the same irregular walls presented different mechanical behavior

depending on how the cyclic compression stage had been.

Although many current researches focus on finding phenomenological laws [47, 93], which

are supported by experiments (and simulations in some few cases), there have been just

a few attempts to find an equation of state [31, 102] to explain the mechanical behavior

of these systems. A constitutive relationship gives the stress as a function of the strain,

157
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without going into the causes of that behavior, but an equation of state considers intrinsic

properties of particles to explain the mechanical behavior, or more specifically, the expec-

ted mechanical behavior. In this thesis, the last approach has been followed to solve some

apparently simple problems (such as whether the random close packing ratio exists or

not or which the response of these media is when they are subjected to tapping, shaking,

cyclic compression, etc.). In particular, this work is an attempt to search an equation of

state that relates some state variables such as packing ratio Φ , dimensionless pressure p̃,

coordination number z̄ , water surface tension γw and liquid content, etc. for monodisperse

systems of soft, jammed, compressed and frictionless particles.

Although macromechanics fails in many cases, as the one analyzed for this thesis, some

macromechanical concepts are useful to set up statistical mechanics frameworks. In par-

ticular, the general scheme in which an elastic problem is approached (e.g. the use of

macroscopic stress field τij , volume V = W ×H or elastic potential energy Ve as control

parameters) and the definition of Cauchy’s stress have been chosen to identify macrostates

and microstates of a granular system.

2. Micromechanics is the analysis of granular materials on the level of their particles. Such

approach is able to properly explain both mechanical and capillary interaction between

the particles.

Contact theory is a well-established branch of continuum mechanics. It can model the

mechanical interaction between idealized particles, since Hertzian and Hookean laws are

suited to model the relationship between the mechanical force and the overlapping of 3-

and 2-dimensional particles, respectively. Both of them are elastic laws (non-linear in the

first case and linear in the second).

The presence of water in the voids may make the behavior of granular materials more

complex (it depends on the scale of sizes and forces). When there is water, there are also

flows of air and water that determine the size and pressure of the liquid in the menisci.

These capillary bridges have a hysteretic nature that must be carefully considered in the

dynamics of wet granular media. However once they have been created, the behavior is

quite conservative upon rupture. In particular, for static packings in the pendular state

(i.e. low water contents) some closed-form solutions have been proposed to obtain the

capillary force between two wet idealized particles. When the expected contribution of

the capillary forces to the behavior of a packing is being analyzed, these expressions are

supposed to be adequate (in the sense that it might represent average representative dis-

tribution of the water in the menisci). This thesis has focused on how the ratios between

surface tension, particle size and external pressure are decisive to quantify (irrespective of

the real state of each meniscus in a given wet packing) which the effect of capillary forces

in the macroscopic behavior of granular systems is (see Figs. 3.1 and 5.2).
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Both mechanical and capillary forces can be used in molecular dynamics (or distinct ele-

ment methods) codes to carry out simulations by integrating the Newton’s equations.

These numerical techniques provide the position of each of the particles at any instant,

from which it is possible to apply homogenization techniques to obtain macroscopic quan-

tities. In particular the parameters of the Cauchy’s stress tensor, the macroscopic volume

or the force-moment (i.e. the product of the equivalent stress of a particle by the volume

of its associated Vorönoi cell) are of special interest for statistical mechanics formalisms.

On a particle level, all possible force and moment balanced states can be classified into

configurations. These groups are distinguished according to the number of forces. In gene-

ral they can include different geometrical layouts and different sets of values for the forces.

In consequence, each configuration can represent different stress or force-moment states

and, conversely, some force-moment states can be represented by several configurations

and different sets of forces. On the other hand, configurations have an associated intrinsic

stiffness (the ratio between the increment of pressure to the decrease of the volume of the

Voronoi cell) which is of the same order of magnitude than the stiffness of the particle.

Its actual value is given by the specific geometrical layout.

3. Statistical mechanics is a branch of physics that deals with systems consisting of a lot

of particles. It describes the macroscopic behavior of these systems by using microsco-

pic considerations. To do that, statistical tools and mechanical laws are used together.

It was traditionally developed to analyze classical thermal systems but the mathematical

formalisms can be used in the case of granular media too. The basic idea of this ap-

proach to granular media is summarized as follows. For a given granular system there is

an enormous number of static arrangements in mechanical equilibrium that share some

macroscopic properties (total volume, stress, stored elastic potential energy,...). In the

absence of further information there is not any a priori reason for favoring one of the-

se more than any other. Hence we shall naturally construct the equilibrium function by

assigning equal statistical weights to all the functions compatible with our requirements.

This procedure leads to the most probable statistical distribution of some quantities, but

it is necessary to guarantee that all the solutions are likely accessed.

During the last three decades, some statistical mechanics approaches have been proposed

for granular media. The first was the volume ensemble, by Edwards and Oakeshott [27]

and followed by other researchers [27, 94, 16, 95, 115]. It is based on systems of hard

particles in which the volume is externally set. Other later approaches are focused on

soft particles, by considering distributions of interaction forces of a given geometry (force

network ensemble theory [92, 91, 90, 107]), of force-moment (stress multiplied by volu-

me) [25, 15, 107, 78, 38, 37] or of the energy stored by the packing [22, 28, 20, 99].
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A general framework, that includes ideas of these previous approaches, is proposed in this

thesis for the case of jammed and compressed packings of soft particles [103, 106, 101,

100, 104, 105]. It takes into account the singular nature of granular media (in special their

non-thermal nature and the inelasticity of collisions) and is based on some important as-

sumptions and definitions. A static packing that present some fixed macroscopic features

is a microstate. The macroscopic features define the macrostate and the collection of all

possible microstates is the ensemble. A protocol is a driving process that produces different

microstates in a systematic manner. If all possible microstates are accessible, ergodicity is

satisfied with driving cycles (therefore, observing the evolution of the system for a long

number of driving cycles is equivalent to sampling many independent realizations of the

same process). Microstates can be compared in a force-moment or T phase space. There,

the contribution of each particle (in any packing) to the macroscopic quantities is known.

The thermodynamical equilibrium is supposed to be represented by the most probable

distribution of force-moment that satisfies the constraints of the macrostate. In particu-

lar, the statistical distributions of three canonical-like ensembles (the force-moment, the

volume and the elastic energy ensemble) can be known.

The use of the mean force-moment P , the relative deviatoric force-moment Q′ and the

orientation of the stress field Ω results on some advantages in comparison to the usual

Cauchy components of the tensor Σij. The points of the T phase space are degenerated

due to the capabilities of configurations to be force-balanced at each force-moment state.

It can be modeled through density of states functions g(Q′,µ,sr). These functions are inde-

pendent of P and Ω for dry and frictionless materials, but they are affected by friction and

water content (since either of them make more equilibrium states possible). The density

of states functions together with the statistical weight w(P,Q′,Ω,β), with β being a control

parameter, determine the most probable statistical distribution F(P,Q′,Ω,β). The statistical

weight is equal to a Boltzmann’s factor eA(P,Q′,Ω).β in canonical-like ensembles in which

the average value of an additive quantity A(P,Q′,Ω) is controlled by an external reservoir.

In isotropic states, this statistical weight depends neither on Q′ nor on Ω (e.g. e−χPP in

the force-moment ensemble). In consequence, it is interesting to separately analyze the

statistical distributions of P ′, Q′ and Ω in isotropic packings of dry and frictionless ma-

terials. PP and PQ are useful to obtain w(P,β) and gα(Q′), respectively. However a big and

accurate computational work, contrasted to other experimental tests, is needed.

The entropy of the distribution of some force-moment quantities can be computed from

histograms. The value of the entropy gives an idea about how probable a packing is, while

the state of maximum entropy compatible to the constraints of an ensemble is supposed to

correspond to that of the equilibrium state. However, some problems of lack of precision

computing entropy which lead to non-repeatability of tests, make it a difficult task.

4. In order to complement the theoretical part of this thesis, many simulations have been

carried out to check the statistical distributions of some quantities (obtained from static

packings of a given granular system).
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The systems consisted of monodisperse, 2-dimensional, frictionless and soft (Hookean)

particles. The initial packings were ordered as squared lattices, each one compressed by

four irregular and randomly generated walls. Two protocols were followed in simulations.

In the first protocol, or VC-protocol, the total volume and the cyclic anisotropic displace-

ments were controlled, so it was associated with the V-ensemble. In the second protocol,

or FC-protocol, both total and cyclic normal external forces acting on the walls are con-

trolled. This protocol is not associated with any of the reported ensembles, since it keeps

neither total force-moment, volume nor elastic potential energy.

Simulations have shown that there are some statistical distributions of the phase spa-

ce coordinates that can be associated with the applied protocols. For example, the V-

ensemble is easy to simulate but it needs the intrinsic stiffness (relationship between the

volume and the force-moment coordinates) of all the configurations to obtain the density

of states function. On the other hand, there is a theoretical distribution for the value of P

within the force-moment ensemble, which is independent of the density of states function.

However the force-moment of the ensemble is not easily controlled in simulations.

Wetting has been considered in simulations by a ad hoc potential that was supposed ade-

quate enough for the pendular state (although it disregards the hysteretic nature of the

water menisci and the fluxes). However for the particles that were used (of 1,0 cm dia-

meter), and the attained pressures, capillary forces were only comparable to mechanical

forces when the water surface tension was multiplied by 105 or 106 factors. Otherwise,

the effect of wetting is negligible (see Fig. 5.2). The range in which the presence of water

affects the behavior of granular materials (smaller particles, rough surfaces and irregular

shapes and lower pressures) is out of our simulation capabilities, because it would require

more computation time, more precision and more complex pair-wise interactions.

These simulations have shown how the same granular system can be found at very diffe-

rent states. And furthermore, the resulting packings can be different to each other (not

only in relation to the different contacts and forces networks but also to the significantly

different statistical distributions and average values of some quantities). These differences

can be due to either physical causes (the constraints that are imposed by each protocol

or the solutions that can be attained with it) or to computational issues (basically those

related to truncation errors).

By considering all the physical parameters that are involved in an experiment or simu-

lation, it is possible to analyze the dimensionless ΠI factors and the similitude between

models, as well as to obtain the order of magnitude of some physical phenomena (e.g.

capillary vs. mechanical forces). Some dimensionless ΠI factors are related to the charac-

teristic time (e.g period of actions, rate, damping factor,...) while others are mostly related
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to the dimensions and stiffness (e.g. forces, pressures, imposed displacements, water sur-

face tension). The effect of different values of these ΠI factors is perfectly illustrated by

the dimensionless equation of a 1-D model. If two different simulations keep all the same

dimensionless ΠI , they are said to have similitude and all the properties of the resulting

packings should be the same. However simulations of geometrically scaled systems that

had similitude were carried out but different results were obtained (Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3).

This is probably due to round-off errors, since the overlappings are not independent of

the scale (δ = O(F/Kn)). Although the obtained distributions were qualitatively similar,

the entropies were computed with a confidence interval of about 5%. Therefore, there is

a finite precision for the statistical distributions that are obtained from simulations cha-

racterized by the same dimensionless factors.

Most MD codes use explicit time integration schemes (e.g the code used in this thesis uses

the velocity-Verlet algorithm). These schemes are characterized by the existence of a criti-

cal timestep in such a way that timesteps larger than the critical result on non-converging

computations. The value of the critical timestep is related to the characteristic time of

the particles (tch = D
√

ρ/KD) so the smaller, lighter and/or rigid the particle, the sma-

ller the needed timestep (and the larger the computation time needed to model the same

real time). Alternatively the force rate (or imposed displacement rate) also bounds the

timestep, in order to avoid “tunnel effects”. However, if the timestep is too small, errors

may also occur from truncation in the computations. Some simulations were carried out to

show how the statistical distribution of P ′ qualitatively and quantitatively changes with

the timestep selection (Fig. 6.5).

Simulations with the FC-protocol gave statistical distributions of P ′, PP’, which depended

on the level of the applied force (Fig. 6.14). It is not clear whether this dependency is due

to computational issues or to different dynamics. In that case, the distribution would be

a consequence of the associated, but unknown, ensemble, or of the incomplete exploration

of the phase space. In any case, plotting a lot of static packings (coming from different

initial samples compressed to different stress levels) seem to show a singular distribution

(although it is not completely defined), see Fig. 6.17. The same happens with case of the

distribution of Q′ values. The last is affected by density of states functions (see Fig. 6.18;

although packings are at isotropic states, there is not a uniform distribution in Q′ values,

as it would have been expected).

The packing ratio vs. attained pressure of these tests fits reasonably well with a quadratic

function (Fig 6.16). However, the equivalent stiffness is far from the disks stiffness, sho-

wing tigher packings with larger forces. Again is unclear which part of this rearrangement

is due to the dynamics and which due to computational issues.

Simulations with VC-protocols show that packings attained after the first compression
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stage tend to evolve with cyclic deformation to other states. These can be similar from

one sample to another (Fig. 6.25) or not (Fig. 6.21). In the end this is a relaxation process.

When it has been completed, the associated pairs (Φ, p̃) are close to those obtained with

FC-protocols. It has also been checked how, for example, the amplitude of the cyclic dis-

placement determines the relaxation (Figs. 6.22 and 6.23). However other computational

issues, such as the spatial decomposition techniques, can also affect this process (Fig.6.4).

Unfortunately differences have not been found in the statistical distributions PP’, PQ’ and

Pz between relaxed and non-relaxed samples (although in any case, these functions for

VC-protocol remain unknown). However there are significant differences in the mechanical

behavior of relaxed vs. non-relaxed samples (Fig.6.33) since the coordination number is

also different in each case.

5. In both FC and VC-protocols, the mechanical behavior was erratic (Figs. 6.33, 6.37, 6.38,

6.40 and 6.41) in the sense that erratic fluctuations of both q and q′ are obtained when the

sample is sheared and the stress-strain curve is far from that expected for usual continuum

materials (Fig. 2.3). This is in large part due to the lack of friction. In FC-test strains can

be very important when the difference between horizontal and vertically applied forces

overcomes some values (Figs. 6.37 and 6.38). This problem is avoided with VC-protocols

since the deformation is controlled (Figs. 6.33, 6.40 and 6.41).

All these results also show that when water is introduced (with some artificially increased

values of the surface tension) the mechanical behavior changes. The sample can resists

stronger deviatoric stresses for the same strain. However the ratio between deviatoric and

mean stress does not significantly change. Therefore, the effect of increase in the material

strength is mostly due to the fact that attractive forces result on a compression of the

system. In the case of FC-protocols, these capillary forces can even limit the total defor-

mation.

When high values of the surface tension are used, the statistical distributions change. In

the case of Pz, the packings become denser, moving to high values of z (Fig. 6.36). In the

case of Q′, the force chains seem to be more remarkable, and it corresponds to a lot of

values of Q′ ≃ 1,0 (Fig. 6.35). In the case of P ′, it changes (Fig. 6.34) because negative

values of P ′ are allowed (due to the attractive nature of the capillary forces).

7.2. Future lines of research

The proposed future lines of research are:

1. Establishing statistical mechanics frameworks associated with the two protocols that have

been used (VC and FC). In particular, in the case of the VC-protocol it requires to advance

in the relationships between the volume associated with each configuration (i.e. its Voronoi
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cell) and its force-moment state for soft particles (i.e Vα = Vα(P,Q′,Ω) relationships). The

maximum value of the force-moment coordinates must be clearly fixed.

2. Accurate simulations with a servomechanism that keeps the constraints of the force-

moment ensemble. This can be used to analyze the P ′ distribution in order to

a) establish the statistical weight function (Boltzmann’s factor),

b) check the capability of protocols to explore the phase space (i.e. how they are able

to make a microstate to switch into any other),

c) analyze the effects of computational precision and decomposition techniques in the

solutions obtained from MD.

It can be also used to analyze the Q′ distribution in order to establish the density of states

functions of each configuration in the force-moment phase space.

3. Establishing the effects of water and friction on the density of states functions and on the

attained microstates of a protocol.

4. Associating protocols, dimensionless parameters and statistical distributions with the ex-

pected mechanical behavior of the sample.

5. Computing the entropy of the statistical distribution of force-moment variables, to relate

the values with theories of evolution towards the equilibrium. An analysis of the confidence

interval of the measurements should be done.

6. Establishing the range of validity of computations (and in particular the value of the

timestep and the external forces), so that they can simulate systems in which the effect

of capillary forces are important without artificially increasing the value of γw.

7. Analyzing more complex systems, such as those consisting of polydisperse and rough

particles.

8. Extending the approach to situations in which the macroscopic stress field (that obtained

by solving the elastic problem) is not expected to be uniform. For example in cases such

as geostatic pressure of a granular system in a gravity field or the case of a load applied on

a half semi-infinite elastic space (Boussinesq’s problem). In the first case a non-isotropic

pressure state which grows up with depth is expected, whereas in the second a stress bulb

appears [50].
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Appendix A

Solution of two granular problems

A.1. Collision between two particles

Collision equations can be obtained by applying classical mechanics and contact theory. As

a result, the overlapping of two colliding particles is obtained as a function of time. In addition,

after integrating the differential equations, it is also possible to obtain the velocities of the par-

ticles after the collision.

For simplicity without loss of generality, an interaction described by a spring-dashpot in-

teraction law is supposed (i.e. Hookean instead of Hertzian contact). This kind of interaction

produces an artifact in which attractive forces appear during collisions [85]. This is due to the

fact that balls actually do not overlap but they deform. To consider the problem of collision

more realistically and avoid noise in computations, this problem must be adressed. Balls have

the same mass m and diameter D = 2R.

F 12 = Knδ
12 +meffγnδ̇

12 (A.1)

with δ12 = D − r12 and meff = m
2 .

Since the instant in which balls get into touch and until it ends, it is when a transmision

between the balls of linear momentum and kinetic energy happens (with or without energy

dissipation). The collision is described as an increase of the overlapping, from zero to a finite

maximun value, and a later decrease, until it vanishes. Then, balls can move together or they

separate, each one having a different constant velocity. The reference system is chosen in order

to make the second colliding ball to be still (v2i = 0). If the first ball is moving along the x

direction, the equations of the collision are:

mẍ1 = F 12 = −F = −Knδ −meffγnδ̇

mẍ2 = F 21 = F = Knδ +meffγnδ̇ (A.2)

Since δ = D− (x2−x1), δ̇ = ẋ1− ẋ2 and δ̈ = ẍ1− ẍ2, both expressions can be sumed, obtaining
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a second order differential equation for the overlapping:

mδ̈ + 2Knδ +mγnδ̇ = 0 (A.3)

Fixing t = 0 when the mechanical contact begins, the initial conditions are:

δ(t=0) = 0

δ̇t=0 = v1i (A.4)

Then the equation can be solved. Considering that the interaction force is only applicable when

δ ≥ 0, several kind of collisions can be found:

Elastic collision. It happens when there is not damping (i.e. there is not viscous term,

γn = 0). The solution is:

δ(t) = A(v1i )
sinω0t t ≤ Tc (A.5)

The undamped angular frequency is ω0 =
√

2Kn
m and the collision time is Tc = π

ω0
. It

is important to realize that the collision time only depends on the relationship between

the mass and the interaction constant Kn but it does not on the initial velocities of the

colliding particles.

Once the overlapping vanishes, the balls separate with respective velocities v1f and v2f . As

in this case there is not energy dissipation during the collision, velocities can be calculated

by considering the principles of conservation of linear momenta and kinetic energy:

v1i = v1f + v2f

v1,2i = v1,2f + v2,2f (A.6)

Inelastic collision. In contrast to an elastic collision, the kinetic energy is not conserved.

It happens when there is a viscous term γn 6= 0 which results in this energy dissipation.

According to the value of the viscous parameter, the mass and the Hookean constant three

different cases can be found:

• Under-damping. It happens when η = γn/ω0 < 1,0. This case is very similar to the

elastic collision but including a slight energy dissipation and a slight modification of

the collision time. The overlapping is

δ(t) = A(v1i )
exp−γn

2
sinω′t t ≤ T ′

c (A.7)

The damped frequency is ω′ = ω0
√
1− η and the collision time T ′

c =
π
ω′ . In this case,

T ′
c depends on m, Kn and γn but it does not on the initial velocities.

The linear momentum is conserved but the kinetic energy does not. The final velo-

cities, v1f and v1f , can be calculated by integrating the equations of the motion. It is
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possible to define the coefficient of restitution (ǫ̂) as a fractional value representing

the ratio of speeds after and before an impact, taken along the line of the impact,

ǫ̂ = (v2f − v1f )/v
1
i ∈ (0, 1). The loss of energy can be also expressed as a function of e:

∆E = −1

2
(1− ǫ̂2)meffv

1,2
i (A.8)

and the coefficient of restitution is given by [59]

ǫ̂ = e−
πγn
ω′ (A.9)

• Critical-damping. It happens when η = γn/ω0 = 1,0. In this case a half part of the

kinetic energy is dissipated and the overlapping assymptotically vanishes. In practice,

it means that balls do not separate and they are shot out at the same speed. The

overlapping is given by

δ(t) = v1i t exp−
γn
2

t ≥ 0 (A.10)

The collision time is theoretically infinite, T ′
c → ∞, because the balls are never com-

pletely separated. Depending on the desired precission, the calculation time can be

larger or smaller, but avoiding that ∆t ≥ R/v1i (or particles could go through others

without interaction). The overlapping is maximun when t = 2/γn, taking a value of

δmax ≃ 0,736v1i /γn.

The coefficient of restitution in this case is ǫ̂ = 0,0 and the energy dissipated during

the collision:

∆E = −1

2
meffv

1,2
i (A.11)

A.2. Elastic vibrations of an ordered 1D-arrangement of mono-

disperse particles

Consider the elastic vibrations of an ordered 1D-arrangement of monodisperse particles of

radius R = D/2 which interact through a viscous linear mechanical contact force.

F k,k+1 = −Knδ
k,k+1 − CDδ̇

k,k+1 (A.12)

with δk,k+1 = D + xk − xk+1.

The total force acting on a particle k is F k = −Knδ
k,k+1 +Knδ

k,k−1 +Cnδ̇
k,k+1 +Cnδ̇

k,k−1

so the motion of the particle is given by:

mẍk = −Knx
k−1 + 2Knx

k −Knx
k+1 − Cnẋ

k−1 + 2Cnẋ
k − Cnẋ

k+1 (A.13)
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For the N particles of the system, these equations can be expressed as:

[M ]ẍ+ [K]x+ [C]ẋ = 0 (A.14)

The mass matrix is

[M ] = m[I] =



















m 0 0 · · · 0

0 m 0 · · · 0

0 0 m · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · m



















, (A.15)

the stiffness matrix is

[K] =



















2K −K 0 · · · 0

−K 2K −K · · · 0

0 −K 2K · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 2K



















, (A.16)

and the damping matrix

[C] = βR[K] =



















2c −c 0 · · · 0

−c 2c −c · · · 0

0 −c 2c · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 2c



















(A.17)

The damping ratio is defined as βR = c
K . Therefore this case corresponds to a particular Ray-

leigh damping, i.e. [C] = αR[M ] + βR[K], in which αR = 0 and βR = c
K .

In the undamped case (i.e. CD = 0) the equation of the motion of a particle is mẍk =

−KDx
k−1+2KDx

k−KDx
k+1. The study of the vibration of the particles in a monoatomic chain

(crystal with monoatomic basis) is a typical issue of solid state physics. Considering that the

position of the k-particle is given by xk = xk0 + uk, then mük −KDu
k−1 + 2KDu

k −KDu
k+1 =

0. Solutions of vibrations with all displacements having the time dependency e−iωt can be

found [45]. They are travelling waves which are expressed as:

xk = xk0 +Ae−i(k̂xk
0+ωt) (A.18)

where k̂ = 2π
λ is the wavevector and λ the wave length. The possible traveling waves are those

whose ω satisfies:

ω = 2

√

KD

m
sin (

k̂D)

2
) (A.19)

This expression is called dispersion relation. The maximum frequency is obtained for waves

with a wave length of λ = 2D, being the frequency ωmax = 2
√

KD
m . On the other hand, the

transmision velocity of a wave packet is the group velocity, which is actually the velocity of the
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energy propagation in the medium. It is given by: waves are those whose ω satisfies:

vg =
∂ω

∂k̂
(A.20)

When the wave length is much larger than the diameter of the particles vg = D
√

Kn
m and the

dispersion relation (because sin ( k̂D)
2 ≈ ( k̂D)

2 ) is ω =
√

Kn
m k̂D)). The result that the frequency

is directly proportional to the wavevector in the long wavelength limit. This is equivalent to the

statement that the velocity of sound (i.e. of compression waves) does not depend on frequency

in this limit. Thus v = ω/KD , exactly as in the continuum theory of elastic waves v = D
√

K
m =

√

K
ρ [113].

This can be also solved solving the free vibrations matricial problem in which [C] = [Ω] and

[M ]ẍ+ [K]x = 0 (A.21)

which is actually an eigenvalue problem

[K]a = λ[M ]a (A.22)

The natural frequencies (ωi =
√
λi) and the corresponding mode shapes (ai) [34].

In this case it is a tridiagonal uniform matrix so the eigenvalues are:

λi =
2K

m

(

1− cos
iπ

N + 1

)

(A.23)

with i = 1, 2, · · · , N .

The lower frequency is, therefore, ω1 =
√
λ1 =

√

2K
m

√

1− cos π
N+1 and the corresponding

period T1 =
2π
ω1
.
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Appendix B

Derivation of the

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics

B.1. Introduction

In statistical mechanics, Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics describes the statistical distribution

of material particles over various energy states in thermal equilibrium, when the temperature

is high enough and density is low enough to render quantum effects negligible [2].

It can be applied to any system in the canonical ensemble (i.e. those ensembles in which

particles share a total additive quantity that is controlled by an external reservoir.

B.2. Application of the Lagrangian multipliers method

In this section the Maxwell-Boltzmann statiscis is derived as it is presented in [73]. It is set

up for a discrete distribution of an additive property A.

Let be an ensemble of N identical particles, sharing a total additive quantity A; let Ar

denote the possible levels of this quantity in which each particle can be. If Nr denotes the

number of particles which, at any microstate, have the quantity Ar, then the set of numbers

(N1, N2, · · · , Nr) must satisfy the obvious conditions:

∑

r Nr = N
∑

r NrAr = A = Na
(B.1)

where a stands for the average quantity A per particle. Any set (N0, N1, · · · , Nr), of the numbers

Nr, which satisfies the restrictive conditions B.1 represents a possible mode of distribution of

A among the N members of the ensemble. Furthermore, any such mode can be realized in a

number of ways, for we may effect a reshuffle among those members of the ensemble for which

the quantity values are different and thereby obtain a state of the ensemble which is distinct

from the original state. Denoting the number of different ways of doing so by the symbol
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Ŵ(N1,N2,··· ,Nr), we have

Ŵ(N1,N2,··· ,Nr) =
N !

N0!N1! · · ·Nr!
(B.2)

In view of the fact that all possible states of the ensemble, which are compatible with the condi-

tions are eqully likely to occur, the frequency with which the distributon {nr} may appear will

be directly proportional to the number Ŵ(N1,N2,··· ,Nr). Accordingly, the most probable mode of

distribution will be the one for which the number Ŵ is a maximum.

We now proceed to derive expressions for the numbers Nr that maximizes Ŵ while satisfy

the restrictive conditions B.1. In view of the largeness of the number Ŵ , we prefer to work with

its logarithm, viz,

ln Ŵ = lnN !−
∑

r

lnNr! (B.3)

Since in the end we propose to resort to the limit N → ∞, the values of Nr (which are going

to be of any practical significance) would also, in that limit, tend to infinity. It is, therefore,

justified to apply the Stirling formula lnN ! ≃ N lnN −N and write

ln Ŵ = N lnN −
∑

r

Nr lnNr (B.4)

If we change over from the set {Nr} to a slightly different set {Nr + δNr}, the expression B.4

would change by

δ
(

ln Ŵ
)

= −
∑

r

(lnNr + 1) δNr (B.5)

Now, if the set {Nr} were maximal, the variation δ
(

ln Ŵ
)

must vanish. At the same time, in

view of the restrictive conditions B.1, the variations δNr cannot be completely arbitrary; they

must satisfy the conditions
∑

r δNr = 0
∑

r ArδNr = 0
(B.6)

The desired set {N∗
r } is then determined by the method of Lagrangian multipliers, by which

the condition determining this set becomes

∑

r

[− (lnN∗
r + 1)− (α+ βAr)] δNr = 0 (B.7)

, where α and β are the Lagrangian undetermined multipliers that take care of the restrictive

conditions B.1. In this expression, the variations δNr become completely arbitrary. Accordingly,

the only way to satisfy this condition is that all its coefficients must vanish identically; hence,

for all r,

lnN∗
r = − (α+ 1)− βAr (B.8)

, that is,

N∗
r = C · e−βAr (B.9)

, where C = e−α−1 is again an undetermined parameter. To determine C and β, we subject the
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last expression to the conditions B.1, whence it follows that,

Pr =
N∗

r

N
=

e−βAr

∑

s e
−βAs

(B.10)

with the parameter β being a solution of the equation

a =
A

N
=

∑

r Are
−βAr

∑

s e
−βAs

(B.11)

Expression B.10 gives the so-called Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. β is related to the control

parameter a, which is given by the external reservoir. The denominator of expression B.10 is

referred to partition function Z(β) =
∑

s e
−βAs .
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Appendix C

Simulations Data

C.1. Naming convention

The simulations are named using the following convention:

FC simulations, are represented by F letter followed by another letter (e.g. A) which

identifies the sample. Then, two numbers (which are separated by an hyphen) give both

the average and the cyclic values of the external forces applied on each of the particles of

the random irregular walls. A letter “d” means that the sample is dry and consequently

only a Hookean-like pairwise interaction is used. A letter “w” means wet. Then a capillar

force is considered though an ad hoc potential (see section 3.5) that is governed by the

value of the water surface tension γw. This value is scaled to make the capillar forces

stronger by multiplying it by a factor of 10x, that is represented by the code E0x.

VC simulations, are represented by V letter followed again by another letter (e.g. A) which

identifies the sample. In this case the next two numbers give both the average and the

cyclic values of the total volume of the sample. The rest of the name has the same meaning

that FC simulations.
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C.2. Small samples

C.2.1. FC-tests

FA1− 0,35d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4450,62 66,25 67,18 24687,0 8648,61 458,52
2000000 4423,89 65,16 67,89 23221,0 11045,57 2470,77
3000000 4418,04 66,48 66,46 22644,0 6649,02 1088,41
4000000 4422,42 66,18 66,83 23726,0 7532,94 1152,07
5000000 4414,02 66,02 66,86 22907,0 14894,31 2978,25
6000000 4409,0 66,94 65,86 24328,0 8330,38 731,63
7000000 4416,71 65,94 66,98 24783,0 9603,98 1017,57
8000000 4415,29 65,46 67,45 23541,0 12474,63 1519,23
9000000 4423,18 64,86 68,2 22650,0 8191,84 1077,14
10000000 4421,02 64,86 68,16 23131,0 9898,76 850,18
11000000 4423,88 65,16 67,89 22842,0 7644,72 892,24

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4423,88 65,16 67,89 22842,0 7644,72 892,24
11100000 4417,7 65,11 67,85 23101,0 8049,24 699,88
11200000 4417,49 65,24 67,71 23674,0 9631,69 1779,15
11300000 4416,75 65,54 67,39 23402,0 9498,09 2050,07
11400000 4421,49 66,08 66,91 22732,0 9408,7 3302,13
11500000 4422,22 66,83 66,17 22370,0 4829,98 1143,76
11600000 4442,2 68,37 64,97 21210,0 15712,64 5429,91
11700000 4457,13 71,16 62,64 20989,0 22275,43 6764,11
11800000 4481,1 75,36 59,46 19454,0 13490,73 4780,52
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FA10− 3,5d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4457,14 66,48 67,04 24489,0 85440,19 1864,21
2000000 4419,19 60,96 72,49 25153,0 94654,47 13476,3
3000000 4417,43 60,73 72,74 24225,0 92805,29 8372,55
4000000 4422,24 62,89 70,32 25217,0 90403,66 8839,56
5000000 4404,23 62,61 70,34 24581,0 86637,69 13067,7
6000000 4405,81 63,74 69,12 24678,0 87717,92 7317,58
7000000 4404,5 63,52 69,34 24174,0 80256,12 11056,12
8000000 4423,28 60,29 73,36 24171,0 75010,01 2864,98
9000000 4423,57 61,44 72,0 25246,0 91889,6 13044,96
10000000 4416,61 61,3 72,05 24691,0 83416,4 4155,87
11000000 4418,31 63,96 69,08 23829,0 76920,98 6039,11

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4418,31 63,96 69,08 23829,0 76920,98 6039,11
11100000 4408,91 64,48 68,38 24216,0 91600,17 3657,76
11200000 4406,73 64,93 67,87 24730,0 86267,5 12173,22
11300000 4415,64 65,97 66,94 23646,0 93274,2 21235,42
11400000 4427,32 68,04 65,07 21822,0 91846,71 17332,65
11500000 4445,29 72,92 60,96 22424,0 81577,45 41223,38
11600000 4477,42 80,73 55,46 21145,0 55192,93 14446,85
11700000 4500,58 90,74 49,6 21050,0 81919,48 29686,68
11800000 4495,81 101,72 44,2 21909,0 87459,24 18057,45
11900000 4525,36 114,56 39,5 21028,0 51327,51 8255,73
12000000 4523,24 131,5 34,4 18539,0 62319,1 8388,84
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FA100 − 35d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4431,56 67,05 66,1 25385,0 771681,6 60966,79
2000000 4389,62 56,61 77,55 25311,0 924844,45 126751,58
3000000 4392,71 53,96 81,41 26254,0 883800,62 176188,91
4000000 4398,73 56,83 77,4 25202,0 846772,01 56905,31
4000000 4398,73 56,83 77,4 25202,0 846772,01 56905,31
5000000 4364,72 63,29 68,97 26185,0 792113,13 85728,82
6000000 4361,3 72,31 60,32 26679,0 886942,66 171532,4
7000000 4359,5 72,25 60,34 26852,0 910568,24 139328,29
8000000 4358,69 72,26 60,32 26830,0 903053,38 134317,38
9000000 4357,14 72,23 60,32 26846,0 912476,65 138911,13
10000000 4357,11 72,23 60,32 26855,0 912894,51 140052,78
11000000 4357,12 72,23 60,32 26852,0 912452,94 140079,9

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11100000 4357,02 72,25 60,3 26696,0 897990,4 123524,38
11200000 4357,14 72,29 60,28 26384,0 884504,4 148921,26
11300000 4357,73 72,33 60,25 25894,0 881229,34 207256,87
11400000 4370,52 73,01 59,86 25469,0 827985,48 189624,75
11500000 4387,76 80,96 54,19 22486,0 932304,74 168731,66
11600000 4420,22 93,39 47,33 24419,0 878137,0 182671,37
11700000 4401,73 103,17 42,67 23695,0 714321,22 166421,06
11800000 4404,93 113,79 38,71 21906,0 916232,61 223659,08
11900000 4414,43 129,41 34,11 22286,0 664252,94 188944,75
12000000 3966,37 151,93 26,11 17416,0 388994,92 70659,09
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FA200 − 70d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4408,73 66,27 66,53 25646,0 1632194,19 57523,59
2000000 4386,77 54,68 80,22 26061,0 1578170,94 223431,28
3000000 4380,35 55,26 79,26 25872,0 1782401,62 247968,58
4000000 4387,36 56,66 77,43 25616,0 1837302,16 316418,25
5000000 4389,73 55,51 79,08 25387,0 1798656,48 362873,37
6000000 4374,02 56,48 77,44 26059,0 1690179,08 282071,67
7000000 4381,56 59,18 74,04 26360,0 1655549,29 155350,17
8000000 4356,8 56,16 77,58 26448,0 1725954,45 224728,0
9000000 4351,51 74,61 58,33 26721,0 1653615,14 173493,4
10000000 4376,07 57,68 75,87 25619,0 1630278,82 173329,81
11000000 4364,72 63,42 68,83 26709,0 1645091,95 25251,12

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4364,72 63,42 68,83 26709,0 1645091,95 25251,12
11100000 4363,37 63,56 68,65 26669,0 1691580,33 188373,32
11200000 4368,62 65,5 66,69 26090,0 1780401,04 306343,7
11300000 4355,68 65,41 66,59 26906,0 1860942,33 378686,08
11400000 4366,82 65,76 66,4 26473,0 1890841,84 458523,47
11500000 4379,05 88,25 49,62 23880,0 1329233,18 281340,2
11600000 4373,08 96,07 45,52 25172,0 1659448,68 383756,88
11700000 4396,2 103,76 42,37 24666,0 1626539,02 303286,04
11800000 4400,27 116,86 37,65 22712,0 1396495,8 489934,55
11900000 4108,66 138,93 29,57 19220,0 1376882,22 293936,43
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FA300 − 105d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4365,9 66,08 66,07 26306,0 2499161,57 360142,97
2000000 4359,77 60,47 72,09 26028,0 2587834,67 235952,69
3000000 4363,61 56,94 76,63 26519,0 2535221,32 213898,05
4000000 4362,37 57,74 75,55 26503,0 2507574,18 430392,96
5000000 4363,87 56,59 77,11 26637,0 2594775,61 384778,72
6000000 4355,49 63,05 69,08 26346,0 2585442,47 55007,19
7000000 4341,01 59,68 72,74 26742,0 2662397,28 393615,9
8000000 4346,96 56,03 77,59 26871,0 2542952,69 452987,37
9000000 4327,7 70,93 61,01 26915,0 2628970,13 286353,72
10000000 4327,12 70,93 61,0 26937,0 2676587,55 252985,27
11000000 4327,2 70,93 61,01 26954,0 2674102,39 251811,94

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4327,2 70,93 61,01 26954,0 2674102,39 251811,94
11100000 4327,5 71,0 60,95 27110,0 2663787,61 196899,94
11200000 4329,12 71,08 60,9 27160,0 2607823,54 313276,46
11300000 4329,58 71,15 60,85 27053,0 2612085,66 531944,18
11400000 4330,96 71,23 60,8 26545,0 2648932,71 671490,51
11500000 4341,81 71,57 60,67 25664,0 2542988,95 757087,37
11600000 4371,64 96,57 45,27 24315,0 2403700,14 519327,88
11700000 4369,24 108,35 40,32 24883,0 2315462,01 408620,25
11800000 4392,9 119,37 36,8 23781,0 2502437,66 554670,25
11900000 3875,0 140,12 27,65 19342,0 1668900,32 228786,25
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FA400 − 140d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4390,0 66,62 65,9 25780,0 3318619,92 349471,0
2000000 4356,3 55,33 78,73 26406,0 3435391,09 551453,18
3000000 4353,49 59,21 73,53 26081,0 3512760,32 286417,19
4000000 4340,57 74,35 58,38 26462,0 3542508,66 397199,54
5000000 4340,4 74,34 58,38 26664,0 3376853,92 414310,74
6000000 4336,73 74,46 58,24 26770,0 3410854,82 344716,63
7000000 4336,49 74,47 58,23 26754,0 3422519,2 324481,6
8000000 4337,13 74,46 58,24 26781,0 3398826,86 327023,3
9000000 4337,2 74,47 58,24 26862,0 3399883,88 301759,48
10000000 4337,5 74,47 58,24 26808,0 3373662,06 323006,36

Failure stage

(The failure of this sample was produced during the cyclic compression stage, between 10th

and 11th cycles).
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FA500 − 175d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4375,52 66,34 65,95 25678,0 4252327,43 289600,39
2000000 4337,03 60,62 71,54 26814,0 4356181,38 587492,45
3000000 4337,51 60,49 71,7 26749,0 4340627,4 275791,08
4000000 4344,02 58,68 74,03 26587,0 4254173,65 734241,71
5000000 4330,31 78,76 54,98 27014,0 4394482,74 861519,82
6000000 4334,04 53,81 80,54 27110,0 4401597,53 579429,98
7000000 4330,52 54,41 79,6 26946,0 4155783,97 707838,18
8000000 4322,3 76,42 56,56 27182,0 4507715,32 809694,11
9000000 4324,42 76,38 56,62 27259,0 4389455,41 660365,41
10000000 4323,35 76,38 56,61 27253,0 4350335,27 662825,74
11000000 4323,41 76,37 56,61 27270,0 4355910,46 668614,29

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4323,41 76,37 56,61 27270,0 4355910,46 668614,29
11100000 4323,31 76,45 56,55 27171,0 4360323,54 427089,77
11200000 4321,63 76,57 56,44 26898,0 4528209,84 335371,81
11300000 4324,43 76,73 56,36 26961,0 4439868,33 544569,4
11400000 4328,88 76,94 56,26 26729,0 4314208,51 925508,79
11500000 4334,05 86,67 50,01 26217,0 4468446,04 898322,67
11600000 4341,4 94,67 45,86 26404,0 3810615,2 837741,0
11700000 4361,37 110,28 39,55 25246,0 3748247,12 409199,36
11800000 4274,0 129,32 33,05 22331,0 3116078,77 492472,12
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FA600 − 200d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4386,03 66,11 66,34 25721,0 4942822,73 75860,11
2000000 4331,99 56,78 76,29 26900,0 5162706,21 500363,24
3000000 4324,5 57,9 74,68 26940,0 5246117,09 590862,88
4000000 4335,16 56,57 76,63 26711,0 5220515,55 532363,12
5000000 4322,36 56,56 76,42 26818,0 4856335,14 462108,64
6000000 4312,87 76,02 56,73 27510,0 5239052,56 1042502,13
7000000 4312,03 76,02 56,72 27505,0 5151386,58 1037822,33
8000000 4311,8 76,02 56,72 27556,0 5167958,78 974190,55
9000000 4312,05 76,03 56,72 27539,0 5147885,63 947487,34
10000000 4312,32 76,03 56,72 27513,0 5120831,14 950999,94
11000000 4312,35 76,03 56,72 27519,0 5117270,83 952111,19

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4312,35 76,03 56,72 27519,0 5117270,83 952111,19
11100000 4312,36 76,12 56,65 27583,0 5113105,22 572432,79
11200000 4312,07 76,2 56,59 27512,0 5117451,14 454377,46
11300000 4312,69 76,32 56,51 27173,0 5061789,65 823704,99
11400000 4315,26 76,51 56,4 26579,0 4946547,83 1385934,42
11500000 4334,39 86,34 50,2 25513,0 4491654,24 1154296,84
11600000 4340,16 96,34 45,05 26195,0 4981368,86 740342,96
11700000 4353,59 110,87 39,27 25703,0 4778237,81 242125,13



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 195

FA700 − 245d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4363,85 66,04 66,08 26226,0 5871369,14 123523,74
2000000 4326,53 57,17 75,67 26872,0 5712332,06 492950,41
3000000 4322,98 57,14 75,66 26731,0 5813595,85 839434,12
4000000 4295,33 77,07 55,73 27506,0 6057243,56 914882,49
5000000 4294,76 77,07 55,73 27488,0 6084044,83 900712,81
6000000 4294,75 77,06 55,73 27486,0 6074996,08 920316,88
7000000 4294,76 77,06 55,73 27484,0 6074456,21 920424,74
8000000 4294,75 77,06 55,73 27478,0 6074904,81 920283,79
9000000 4294,76 77,06 55,73 27488,0 6074581,16 920340,36
10000000 4294,76 77,06 55,73 27482,0 6074279,4 920761,14
11000000 4294,76 77,06 55,73 27487,0 6074318,51 920989,03

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4294,76 77,06 55,73 27487,0 6074318,51 920989,03
11100000 4294,1 77,13 55,67 27470,0 6087660,57 658864,82
11200000 4294,56 77,22 55,61 27452,0 6023235,46 471825,21
11300000 4298,05 77,4 55,53 27353,0 5709877,32 715096,14
11400000 4300,27 77,58 55,43 26850,0 5630298,82 1175025,92
11500000 4304,73 77,92 55,24 27044,0 6150221,57 1412571,14
11600000 4333,25 99,08 43,74 25963,0 6031523,39 588008,39
11700000 4317,56 103,59 41,68 26904,0 5713519,15 905876,99
11800000 4328,17 124,25 34,83 25033,0 5184460,04 882318,16



196 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FA800 − 280d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4324,77 66,17 65,35 27065,0 6599874,67 449984,89
2000000 4325,67 59,03 73,28 26713,0 7248665,72 788455,41
3000000 4308,46 59,24 72,73 27020,0 6878978,29 527386,35
4000000 4313,22 56,99 75,68 27114,0 7308171,09 756721,27
5000000 4311,76 60,62 71,12 27066,0 6738331,52 503466,34
6000000 4300,88 69,89 61,54 27184,0 6939019,6 552164,48
7000000 4291,51 76,8 55,88 27548,0 7002232,22 1838242,58
8000000 4289,71 76,8 55,86 27596,0 7196865,54 1811727,52
9000000 4326,22 53,83 80,37 26420,0 6942835,94 1339684,45

Failure stage

(The failure of this sample was produced during the cyclic compression stage, between 8th and

9th cycles).



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 197

FA900 − 315d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4334,51 65,61 66,07 26876,0 7161712,95 591328,46
2000000 4309,53 61,4 70,19 26765,0 7800542,06 368625,19
3000000 4306,25 56,47 76,26 27254,0 7399423,33 690278,52
4000000 4322,66 55,12 78,43 26818,0 7795108,59 1105906,24
5000000 4306,98 60,95 70,66 27185,0 7457663,36 726398,32
6000000 4288,09 58,51 73,28 27502,0 7617085,27 572506,77
7000000 4277,64 73,78 57,98 27723,0 7977822,17 1323971,77
8000000 4277,95 73,78 57,98 27722,0 7931352,53 1316574,85
9000000 4277,94 73,78 57,98 27721,0 7931765,63 1316319,01
10000000 4277,97 73,78 57,98 27725,0 7930304,52 1321742,59
11000000 4277,97 73,78 57,98 27709,0 7930576,53 1321614,69

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4277,97 73,78 57,98 27709,0 7930576,53 1321614,69
11100000 4278,05 73,91 57,88 27714,0 7935391,34 599978,22
11200000 4278,66 74,02 57,8 27653,0 7878295,67 325717,76
11300000 4279,68 74,13 57,73 27590,0 7850311,0 789401,43
11400000 4283,31 74,32 57,63 27431,0 7799363,26 1411451,57
11500000 4313,37 85,95 50,18 25516,0 6876450,45 1332168,0
11600000 4298,18 99,31 43,28 26939,0 7128590,24 747037,43
11700000 4322,3 113,33 38,14 25757,0 6649406,17 1317876,97
11800000 4136,1 125,26 33,02 24821,0 5962755,61 864071,57



198 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FA1000 − 300d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4325,65 65,96 65,58 26664,0 8262093,15 194862,5
2000000 4308,65 60,3 71,46 26968,0 8348926,1 816016,22
3000000 4295,71 56,8 75,63 27309,0 8518555,42 957701,39
4000000 4292,74 60,46 71,0 27140,0 8628175,45 1032498,89
5000000 4292,11 60,43 71,02 27194,0 8196805,11 344272,65
6000000 4283,67 60,48 70,83 27491,0 8492495,85 527106,66
7000000 4302,52 57,06 75,4 26843,0 8561572,3 657322,36
8000000 4290,9 66,17 64,85 27402,0 8601129,45 1225336,85
9000000 4289,56 64,49 66,52 27351,0 8544142,61 478123,3
10000000 4293,94 58,87 72,93 27141,0 8519021,67 876622,06
11000000 4300,78 67,76 63,47 26915,0 8758720,02 523762,44

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4300,78 67,76 63,47 26915,0 8758720,02 523762,44
11100000 4303,81 68,31 63,0 26923,0 8590650,49 354119,79
11200000 4298,52 69,2 62,12 27124,0 8532181,82 791656,16
11300000 4311,22 71,45 60,34 25953,0 8089628,44 2538956,26
11400000 4300,67 78,99 54,45 26905,0 9095394,66 738935,37
11500000 4297,82 83,2 51,66 27189,0 8557306,48 1630119,52
11600000 4316,34 99,81 43,25 26166,0 6548100,39 989139,02
11700000 4298,32 101,78 42,23 26761,0 7579539,79 1739215,46
11800000 4338,23 123,42 35,15 25100,0 7549163,93 1003499,24



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 199

FA5000 − 1500d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4064,12 64,18 63,32 28284,0 41101749,81 759932,13
2000000 4051,28 57,82 70,06 28243,0 41849846,83 3561328,56
3000000 4044,59 64,26 62,94 28597,0 41594653,67 1359977,79
4000000 4038,49 58,42 69,13 28545,0 42456606,58 1975589,21
5000000 4037,95 64,35 62,75 28541,0 42758895,15 1782684,11
6000000 4034,41 63,84 63,2 28550,0 42885032,37 1650436,65
7000000 4038,37 68,89 58,62 28664,0 41891946,99 3510284,05
8000000 4047,04 55,76 72,58 28404,0 41479284,8 5318142,14
9000000 4044,76 57,33 70,55 28500,0 41680867,5 3621940,7
10000000 4043,52 61,59 65,65 28470,0 42191625,89 974115,21
11000000 4045,04 64,19 63,02 28552,0 41385532,13 2049041,43

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4045,04 64,19 63,02 28552,0 41385532,13 2049041,43
11100000 4042,55 64,75 62,43 28552,0 42280496,94 1788328,99
11200000 4040,3 65,59 61,6 28579,0 42060871,37 5706744,16
11300000 4049,27 68,19 59,39 28375,0 41170070,3 8790646,66
11400000 4042,28 72,42 55,82 28518,0 41748396,19 6950206,21
11500000 4039,26 82,01 49,25 28564,0 41819179,54 6973398,14
11600000 4051,55 91,16 44,44 28455,0 40390656,08 6250646,31
11700000 4073,03 109,95 37,05 28475,0 37425702,7 3812212,4



200 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

F −A− 10000 − 3000 − d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 3824,52 62,35 61,34 28706,0 74824531,08 631038,2
2000000 3783,29 55,31 68,41 28803,0 80260748,23 6054355,26
3000000 3779,22 59,02 64,03 28765,0 80853844,8 3032218,41
4000000 3775,07 59,85 63,08 28900,0 81524440,03 2695821,96
5000000 3774,87 61,51 61,37 28850,0 81356244,42 3610588,39
6000000 3779,28 61,48 61,47 28921,0 80876093,58 4236389,66
7000000 3775,96 59,58 63,38 28857,0 81123123,58 1576459,42
8000000 3784,89 58,06 65,19 28921,0 80031767,25 3926447,86
9000000 3786,92 56,44 67,09 28839,0 79832713,67 4752024,3
10000000 3779,01 58,5 64,59 28892,0 80843908,89 2809986,49
11000000 3785,45 60,89 62,17 28884,0 80011923,39 2015932,18

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 3785,45 60,89 62,17 28897,0 80011923,39 2015932,18
11100000 3777,82 61,69 61,24 28888,0 81039652,36 4271862,12
11200000 3767,86 65,29 57,71 28913,0 82778472,39 6829565,34
11300000 3772,92 68,37 55,19 28940,0 81282240,38 10509210,47
11400000 3786,63 76,82 49,29 28933,0 79001477,19 9895597,2
11500000 3783,17 79,96 47,31 28919,0 79027245,34 12550859,34



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 201

FC200− 70d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4454,7 66,8 66,69 24612,0 1608181,62 65528,92
2000000 4384,79 58,53 74,92 25917,0 1735273,6 208987,49
3000000 4381,77 54,78 79,99 26355,0 1699269,95 211899,52
4000000 4379,19 54,98 79,66 26172,0 1782627,36 222739,51
5000000 4401,43 58,43 75,33 25958,0 1793001,03 232579,45
6000000 4385,74 60,45 72,55 26161,0 1725780,63 184627,21
7000000 4388,3 56,19 78,09 26252,0 1598757,26 208751,06
8000000 4378,7 56,81 77,08 26338,0 1668510,47 93329,97
9000000 4376,72 74,83 58,49 26571,0 1652403,04 212789,15
10000000 4374,18 74,84 58,45 26565,0 1648194,59 240680,76
11000000 4373,83 74,86 58,43 26582,0 1666059,18 258223,89

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4373,83 74,86 58,43 26582,0 1666059,18 258223,89
11100000 4372,97 74,91 58,38 26657,0 1729698,04 230826,69
11200000 4372,63 74,96 58,34 26667,0 1762443,03 241271,01
11300000 4374,16 75,11 58,24 26732,0 1772176,64 277823,23
11400000 4374,06 75,21 58,15 26720,0 1732270,78 424798,07
11500000 4409,93 79,16 55,71 24310,0 1232337,58 240406,43
11600000 4392,44 91,3 48,11 24461,0 1660571,47 433452,03
11700000 4391,55 106,29 41,31 24175,0 1820722,38 428307,72
11800000 4414,47 119,0 37,1 24236,0 1549185,62 367629,11
11900000 4089,6 137,93 29,65 19818,0 1378422,3 248348,38



202 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

F −H − 300 − 105− d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4407,6 66,55 66,23 25309,0 2521871,35 103915,48
2000000 4387,41 56,82 77,22 26352,0 2530300,67 278250,23
3000000 4377,95 55,57 78,78 26213,0 2630118,39 339978,63
4000000 4362,84 56,16 77,68 26436,0 2705792,48 262967,02
5000000 4335,54 56,79 76,34 27180,0 2637796,13 647164,23
6000000 4344,7 55,99 77,59 26903,0 2470278,23 508738,75
7000000 4344,53 55,99 77,59 26910,0 2458407,08 530463,86
8000000 4336,06 54,36 79,77 27261,0 2614567,92 473143,31
9000000 4336,96 59,31 73,13 27131,0 2425827,43 391581,29
10000000 4337,43 59,27 73,18 27031,0 2418083,16 418105,46
11000000 4340,38 59,4 73,07 26880,0 2270158,56 483623,47

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4340,38 59,4 73,07 26880,0 2270158,56 483623,47
11100000 4335,98 59,35 73,06 27183,0 2504738,45 535099,1
11200000 4336,9 59,4 73,01 27106,0 2530388,17 693470,93
11300000 4338,51 59,47 72,95 26937,0 2571158,0 898577,71
11400000 4340,72 59,55 72,89 26790,0 2623325,04 1130700,52
11500000 4429,92 79,12 55,99 22967,0 2461450,44 839581,3
11600000 4382,32 96,61 45,36 25552,0 2348437,44 412174,91
11700000 4361,38 104,67 41,67 23747,0 2169685,9 588035,64
11800000 3988,09 122,66 32,51 20067,0 1499497,43 587203,95



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 203

FD400− 140d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4441,23 66,91 66,38 25093,0 3360330,2 165930,33
2000000 4367,68 61,28 71,28 26351,0 3221002,32 165386,98
3000000 4367,73 58,21 75,03 26196,0 3454740,29 368653,64
4000000 4365,65 57,71 75,64 26229,0 3362962,56 323134,29
5000000 4376,56 56,73 77,14 25786,0 3747276,31 508196,76
6000000 4354,72 57,56 75,65 26664,0 3255665,6 419064,18
7000000 4335,59 57,46 75,45 26945,0 3284786,04 480865,95
8000000 4325,96 57,5 75,24 27211,0 3561873,28 757345,35
9000000 4325,41 57,52 75,2 27329,0 3621450,07 794109,2
10000000 4324,63 57,52 75,18 27264,0 3654965,72 786324,01
11000000 4325,33 57,53 75,19 27268,0 3604738,57 750185,53

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4325,33 57,53 75,19 27268,0 3604738,57 750185,53
11100000 4325,87 57,58 75,13 27290,0 3671512,14 958857,24
11200000 4325,8 57,62 75,07 27299,0 3768324,11 1222303,42
11300000 4326,16 57,67 75,01 27241,0 3850407,28 1503770,67
11400000 4327,23 57,72 74,96 27194,0 3866868,39 1762522,39
11500000 4329,85 57,81 74,89 27059,0 3832918,89 2101774,32
11600000 4331,38 57,87 74,84 26912,0 3889143,69 2322978,1
11700000 4248,47 134,31 31,63 20628,0 2524246,55 248887,5
11800000 2650,43 124,1 21,36 16616,0 1689743,84 331075,12
11900000 2326,94 124,3 18,72 14849,0 1577312,12 263577,22
12000000 1700,23 122,24 13,91 10058,0 1188011,4 163624,62



204 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FE500 − 175d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4401,75 67,06 65,64 25655,0 4146534,23 73161,44
2000000 4356,1 58,41 74,57 26106,0 4338030,53 584853,12
3000000 4333,75 72,81 59,52 26950,0 4341241,56 701584,49
4000000 4331,51 72,82 59,48 27152,0 4382670,37 689847,22
5000000 4331,31 72,82 59,48 27149,0 4406654,79 703383,97
6000000 4331,31 72,82 59,48 27143,0 4406245,55 703517,62
7000000 4331,31 72,82 59,48 27138,0 4406574,65 702954,34
8000000 4331,32 72,82 59,48 27139,0 4406393,82 703006,69
9000000 4331,3 72,82 59,48 27132,0 4407687,41 704109,69
10000000 4331,32 72,82 59,48 27153,0 4406461,38 703135,36
11000000 4331,32 72,82 59,48 27138,0 4405822,38 702743,9

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4331,32 72,82 59,48 27138,0 4405822,38 702743,9
11100000 4331,43 72,89 59,42 27040,0 4378145,19 512246,69
11200000 4332,1 72,99 59,36 27020,0 4327433,55 569856,74
11300000 4333,46 73,11 59,28 26976,0 4273811,98 787563,97
11400000 4335,36 73,21 59,21 26908,0 4233224,75 1028812,43
11500000 4380,45 82,94 52,82 24481,0 4204529,6 994740,69
11600000 4352,57 97,48 44,65 25972,0 4118250,81 765373,61
11700000 4358,53 111,01 39,26 25950,0 3857691,92 377536,52
11800000 4325,92 126,74 34,13 24793,0 3536748,61 705999,78
11900000 2928,86 142,43 20,56 16568,0 1975462,71 199366,54
12000000 892,54 143,44 6,22 9694,0 663788,57 113762,21



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 205

FF600 − 210d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4368,82 66,62 65,58 26487,0 4914888,97 126797,94
2000000 4324,92 70,73 61,15 27365,0 5397376,28 667797,28
3000000 4324,63 70,73 61,15 27329,0 5111588,48 620485,08
4000000 4324,54 70,73 61,14 27335,0 5136311,52 618678,6
5000000 4324,53 70,73 61,14 27325,0 5136721,98 618302,49
6000000 4324,51 70,73 61,14 27350,0 5140718,92 611231,02
7000000 4324,46 70,73 61,14 27342,0 5143304,23 616479,7
8000000 4324,53 70,73 61,14 27324,0 5137259,78 617749,68
9000000 4324,54 70,73 61,14 27339,0 5136648,81 618486,19
10000000 4324,54 70,73 61,14 27338,0 5136582,65 618475,91
11000000 4324,53 70,73 61,14 27332,0 5136645,27 618363,5

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4324,53 70,73 61,14 27332,0 5136645,27 618363,5
11100000 4324,97 70,8 61,09 27304,0 5084603,92 256095,7
11200000 4323,42 70,9 60,98 27310,0 5329765,25 417212,77
11300000 4324,61 71,0 60,91 27291,0 5249240,28 820112,71
11400000 4325,86 71,1 60,84 27167,0 5279878,24 1228867,27
11500000 4369,46 84,41 51,76 25253,0 5141028,47 947546,51
11600000 4333,16 87,21 49,68 27188,0 4779216,44 1303785,11
11700000 4383,66 104,51 41,95 25197,0 3656223,81 1280113,59
11800000 4353,65 122,84 35,44 26033,0 3802766,42 1050204,83
11900000 3403,4 137,29 24,79 18446,0 2920532,53 403786,24
12000000 1312,5 147,51 8,9 9922,0 1576680,85 76329,88



206 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FG700 − 245d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4340,88 66,98 64,81 26862,0 6000252,68 533199,12
2000000 4340,27 54,68 79,38 26242,0 5511539,1 400903,03
3000000 4330,28 54,54 79,39 26709,0 5787501,85 853119,21
4000000 4321,64 62,72 68,9 26976,0 6091994,59 296891,84
5000000 4308,2 58,96 73,07 27189,0 5991251,83 893312,41
6000000 4320,54 70,27 61,49 27323,0 5706694,39 504749,38
7000000 4317,35 70,22 61,48 27425,0 5520567,77 542313,82
8000000 4327,36 57,86 74,79 26756,0 6050641,63 645752,63
9000000 4311,88 74,7 57,72 27368,0 5798354,49 696945,87
10000000 4310,72 74,66 57,74 27160,0 5793809,11 707693,5
11000000 4303,17 74,56 57,72 27620,0 5930177,92 687132,92
11000000 4303,17 74,56 57,72 27620,0 5930177,92 687132,92

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11100000 4303,0 74,66 57,64 27586,0 5841550,19 410709,91
11200000 4302,44 74,73 57,57 27481,0 5876767,91 567961,13
11300000 4304,5 74,91 57,46 27498,0 5856410,02 729182,05
11400000 4305,22 75,03 57,38 27253,0 5934066,65 1115118,95
11500000 4333,26 77,3 56,06 25522,0 5969585,61 1006042,88
11600000 4339,26 97,84 44,35 26703,0 5180312,18 961803,42
11700000 4349,15 98,76 44,04 25877,0 5640367,71 1376560,05
11800000 4094,15 130,84 31,29 22165,0 4123154,19 468028,3
11900000 1906,15 130,72 14,58 13128,0 2166646,13 324729,23



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 207

FI800 − 280d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4358,58 66,64 65,4 26228,0 6717650,19 295795,0
2000000 4339,83 55,67 77,95 26490,0 6774627,13 1156891,52
3000000 4341,63 57,6 75,38 26559,0 6562043,12 1032321,06
4000000 4315,15 62,46 69,09 26841,0 7028081,22 577671,85
5000000 4312,14 62,97 68,48 27443,0 6688269,93 374683,89
6000000 4305,85 75,97 56,68 27473,0 6764782,5 988743,19
7000000 4305,73 75,92 56,72 27488,0 6960860,76 1031301,64
8000000 4305,01 75,93 56,7 27482,0 6901436,77 1015385,53
9000000 4305,5 75,97 56,68 27528,0 6777616,93 1072924,6
10000000 4305,88 75,99 56,67 27449,0 6644567,49 990208,57
11000000 4305,6 75,99 56,66 27446,0 6671603,29 955413,27

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4305,6 75,99 56,66 27446,0 6671603,29 955413,27
11100000 4305,2 76,1 56,57 27458,0 6577618,02 506856,6
11200000 4302,19 76,22 56,44 27538,0 6823241,62 614112,51
11300000 4302,38 76,32 56,37 27305,0 6750008,26 1048650,63
11400000 4313,52 77,54 55,63 26940,0 7153067,29 1070054,18
11500000 4302,43 79,16 54,35 27506,0 7159987,81 1306274,86
11600000 4318,72 99,24 43,52 26347,0 6544235,98 1015393,59
11700000 4329,03 106,77 40,55 26636,0 6052205,9 1125745,75
11800000 4279,78 128,69 33,26 24504,0 5350513,73 832758,77



208 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FJ900 − 315d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4337,12 67,3 64,44 26711,0 7336077,41 525588,15
2000000 4315,06 57,41 75,17 27056,0 7902519,31 884785,27
3000000 4302,51 60,03 71,67 27172,0 7735005,32 1036097,19
4000000 4302,43 58,88 73,08 27576,0 7392486,29 883570,48
5000000 4287,56 78,2 54,83 27782,0 7666557,49 1474047,71
6000000 4287,37 78,2 54,83 27749,0 7675391,54 1445807,22
7000000 4287,3 78,19 54,83 27766,0 7678667,33 1471006,78
8000000 4287,14 78,18 54,83 27738,0 7700265,93 1478904,83
9000000 4287,42 78,19 54,83 27725,0 7671662,55 1455692,94
10000000 4287,36 78,19 54,83 27742,0 7672833,25 1462325,39
11000000 4287,32 78,19 54,83 27730,0 7677947,14 1466685,96

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4287,32 78,19 54,83 27730,0 7677947,14 1466685,96
11100000 4287,18 78,29 54,76 27741,0 7644612,78 910472,68
11200000 4287,2 78,38 54,69 27719,0 7650484,56 437302,41
11300000 4288,5 78,49 54,64 27687,0 7573092,46 491368,99
11400000 4290,22 78,63 54,56 27562,0 7511032,5 1054288,85
11500000 4314,05 87,49 49,31 25630,0 8621743,85 1856416,16
11600000 4316,74 98,04 44,03 26464,0 6725468,68 1335288,49
11700000 4343,33 111,87 38,82 25302,0 6458762,24 1607586,94
11800000 4233,95 127,67 33,16 24297,0 5957482,79 925667,87



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 209

FB1000 − 350d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4345,96 66,21 65,64 26302,0 8295674,35 196370,04
2000000 4295,51 58,33 73,65 27373,0 9213035,35 728172,31
3000000 4303,81 58,06 74,13 27159,0 8450127,77 637667,38
4000000 4301,92 58,45 73,6 27339,0 8397324,07 554777,37
5000000 4318,98 56,61 76,3 26950,0 8179007,89 1287161,04
6000000 4302,67 60,91 70,64 27307,0 8898882,11 528582,06
7000000 4300,47 71,26 60,35 27479,0 8473586,4 915576,09
8000000 4293,86 61,47 69,86 27270,0 8771200,7 491777,43
9000000 4290,15 60,56 70,84 27449,0 8399887,05 603861,17
10000000 4282,29 70,57 60,68 27750,0 8282780,06 890045,98
11000000 4280,6 70,58 60,65 27783,0 8384996,57 861094,3

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4280,6 70,58 60,65 27783,0 8384996,57 861094,3
11100000 4280,56 70,67 60,57 27799,0 8417773,38 474856,7
11200000 4280,52 70,78 60,47 27817,0 8513053,52 738341,13
11300000 4280,97 70,93 60,36 27752,0 8638908,63 1333745,29
11400000 4284,16 71,23 60,15 27607,0 8804859,68 2085199,39
11500000 4327,05 84,93 50,95 25532,0 8537904,18 1101373,52
11600000 4298,13 95,04 45,23 27109,0 8188665,72 1060321,38
11700000 4322,12 112,15 38,54 26434,0 7467733,24 1058163,4
11800000 3650,87 133,1 27,43 20637,0 6122170,87 1207147,37



210 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FA100 − 30wE01

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4400,55 66,7 65,97 25798,0 831161,62 24063,41
2000000 4389,02 59,24 74,09 25355,0 881891,9 74493,78
3000000 4381,73 59,87 73,18 25591,0 832800,59 70679,13
4000000 4397,94 59,11 74,4 25232,0 897272,28 114583,07
5000000 4381,71 61,15 71,66 25221,0 859039,35 134187,93
6000000 4379,13 62,56 69,99 25530,0 853171,75 48811,26
7000000 4382,42 61,91 70,78 25061,0 824037,18 18713,51
8000000 4373,62 63,55 68,82 25921,0 856340,88 91874,32
9000000 4373,36 63,51 68,86 25457,0 865139,05 83871,89
10000000 4373,47 63,5 68,87 25641,0 860767,32 73114,69
11000000 4372,72 63,51 68,85 25614,0 863945,98 72049,64

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4372,72 63,51 68,85 25614,0 863945,98 72049,64
11100000 4373,62 63,66 68,7 25775,0 855027,18 154876,9
11200000 4374,86 63,74 68,63 25437,0 900708,7 191286,22
11300000 4379,59 63,92 68,52 24709,0 919724,72 215545,33
11400000 4408,28 75,85 58,12 23276,0 1130645,87 274754,85
11500000 4396,96 82,77 53,13 23525,0 848309,06 151065,11
11600000 4405,2 91,35 48,22 23741,0 1182685,05 287217,21
11700000 4427,78 104,75 42,27 21877,0 565340,69 109020,1
11800000 4375,27 120,23 36,39 21648,0 718082,53 101657,94
11900000 4023,18 137,54 29,25 18485,0 759494,0 168662,75



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 211

FA100 − 30wE02

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4412,35 67,15 65,71 25482,0 829702,19 66736,91
2000000 4394,65 61,5 71,46 24885,0 861604,74 135657,37
3000000 4402,92 58,53 75,22 25747,0 851692,9 82371,26
4000000 4383,65 60,89 72,0 26198,0 872151,48 49671,97
5000000 4375,08 63,69 68,7 26158,0 847820,52 155647,68
6000000 4361,57 72,24 60,38 26568,0 818134,28 152641,99
7000000 4361,39 72,24 60,37 26599,0 816732,24 152141,08
8000000 4361,17 72,25 60,36 26690,0 833674,71 168137,6
9000000 4360,37 72,24 60,36 26623,0 827992,01 183807,77
10000000 4360,32 72,24 60,36 26646,0 829575,1 183127,64
11000000 4360,37 72,24 60,36 26604,0 827014,82 183245,16

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4360,37 72,24 60,36 26604,0 827014,82 183245,16
11100000 4360,17 72,28 60,32 26493,0 828098,98 172499,08
11200000 4360,31 72,32 60,3 26186,0 831832,49 190682,47
11300000 4360,72 72,36 60,26 25560,0 840940,59 218838,21
11400000 4362,41 72,44 60,22 24628,0 841880,84 254367,91
11500000 4374,26 73,1 59,84 25945,0 901574,52 126262,75
11600000 4424,82 90,35 48,97 21895,0 811889,37 205369,43
11700000 4411,6 102,22 43,16 23682,0 797161,3 94766,24
11800000 4431,09 116,68 37,98 22438,0 760284,72 176805,28
11900000 4370,57 132,53 32,98 20729,0 723541,0 152961,21



212 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FA100 − 30wE03

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4417,73 66,76 66,17 25214,0 831945,2 53455,37
2000000 4394,82 61,73 71,2 25857,0 863448,36 121457,6
3000000 4380,94 59,37 73,79 25300,0 900774,52 120353,44
4000000 4384,1 60,43 72,55 25498,0 843980,76 99043,65
5000000 4377,96 62,26 70,31 25502,0 854898,56 75673,01
6000000 4379,67 58,82 74,46 25913,0 873123,08 114768,68
7000000 4380,58 59,58 73,53 25772,0 843935,36 69341,35
8000000 4384,87 63,95 68,57 24637,0 881887,77 21868,04
9000000 4383,92 61,7 71,05 25552,0 796736,35 60734,08
10000000 4380,21 61,24 71,53 25519,0 913034,84 176024,16
11000000 4389,43 62,4 70,34 26227,0 917045,53 76000,93

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4389,43 62,4 70,34 26227,0 917045,53 76000,93
11100000 4388,32 62,54 70,17 26172,0 923192,03 155631,8
11200000 4393,75 62,87 69,88 26165,0 881436,3 205571,29
11300000 4429,68 66,28 66,83 23217,0 833567,53 182082,34
11400000 4414,82 78,28 56,4 23239,0 974786,0 232286,58
11500000 4407,49 85,65 51,46 23586,0 749037,49 187305,71
11600000 4406,55 92,99 47,39 23604,0 969903,42 237842,52
11700000 4425,29 104,25 42,45 23464,0 733872,1 132079,57
11800000 4391,33 117,1 37,5 22519,0 738640,36 165321,83



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 213

FA100 − 30wE04

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4460,44 67,02 66,56 24771,0 762582,15 15250,58
2000000 4389,82 59,96 73,21 25236,0 891869,44 32139,98
3000000 4389,69 59,99 73,17 25313,0 897651,35 80510,79
4000000 4407,5 59,55 74,01 25668,0 882605,63 148411,62
5000000 4395,53 61,42 71,57 25959,0 900870,88 40693,39
6000000 4380,16 61,39 71,35 25365,0 875231,97 30873,69
7000000 4378,18 62,11 70,49 25542,0 899829,84 102896,94
8000000 4374,79 64,92 67,39 26238,0 872647,48 75184,68
9000000 4372,22 64,97 67,29 26454,0 886638,73 73146,05
10000000 4369,99 65,03 67,2 26357,0 912979,24 119350,04
11000000 4370,38 65,03 67,21 26347,0 896446,61 116644,72

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4370,38 65,03 67,21 26347,0 896446,61 116644,72
11100000 4371,01 65,1 67,14 26113,0 888972,41 141749,01
11200000 4373,35 65,22 67,05 25933,0 848560,28 181271,33
11300000 4374,69 65,28 67,01 25737,0 844979,1 262947,78
11400000 4376,44 65,35 66,97 25411,0 889899,35 324202,92
11500000 4387,25 65,64 66,84 25092,0 943523,44 293803,75
11600000 4470,75 94,26 47,43 22400,0 760264,47 210030,13
11700000 4432,8 109,44 40,51 24339,0 684281,82 161625,91



214 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

FA100 − 30wE05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4490,19 67,82 66,21 25311,0 789677,42 29402,68
2000000 4408,99 56,72 77,74 26129,0 864968,41 145108,85
3000000 4392,37 73,33 59,9 26747,0 864741,58 144046,95
4000000 4398,46 59,77 73,59 26935,0 867437,54 68820,48
5000000 4385,43 63,37 69,2 27324,0 785482,62 146856,26
6000000 4385,51 63,38 69,2 27361,0 787244,98 141717,64
7000000 4385,52 63,38 69,2 27365,0 779842,03 145059,26
8000000 4385,51 63,38 69,2 27368,0 786896,53 141895,42
9000000 4385,51 63,37 69,2 27366,0 780403,22 145347,67
10000000 4385,52 63,38 69,2 27370,0 787234,03 141558,0
11000000 4385,51 63,38 69,2 27357,0 780469,24 145371,99

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4385,51 63,38 69,2 27357,0 780469,24 145371,99
11100000 4385,66 63,41 69,17 27422,0 799427,63 148517,82
11200000 4385,9 63,44 69,14 27435,0 828271,99 195932,87
11300000 4386,54 63,47 69,11 27431,0 852428,57 259809,11
11400000 4387,07 63,51 69,08 27305,0 902895,94 332732,22
11500000 4388,34 63,55 69,05 27121,0 921967,09 405379,68
11600000 4390,08 63,61 69,02 26869,0 949134,92 481776,44
11700000 4498,07 84,12 53,47 21794,0 841330,29 297807,3
11800000 4451,15 123,29 36,1 22945,0 625955,08 204482,3



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 215

FA100-30-wE06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4525,26 71,85 62,98 27314,0 804514,12 167120,05
2000000 4463,13 72,78 61,33 27281,0 871889,15 116412,21
3000000 4460,34 72,83 61,25 27475,0 835841,21 55115,26
4000000 4441,3 72,45 61,3 27577,0 778783,0 175727,93
5000000 4441,2 72,45 61,3 27670,0 756769,98 159254,86
6000000 4440,11 72,45 61,28 27663,0 792769,81 141337,42
7000000 4440,11 72,45 61,28 27665,0 787938,71 148444,12
8000000 4440,22 72,45 61,28 27659,0 784437,32 141874,47
9000000 4440,36 72,46 61,28 27672,0 777188,14 142495,45
10000000 4440,18 72,46 61,28 27673,0 785374,59 142425,34
11000000 4440,08 72,45 61,28 27667,0 790091,06 142696,18
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Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

11000000 4440,08 72,45 61,28 27667,0 790091,06
11100000 4441,11 72,52 61,24 27724,0 764830,38
11200000 4442,41 72,62 61,18 27708,0 748048,96
11300000 4441,03 72,65 61,13 27616,0 820550,48
11400000 4442,33 72,71 61,1 27550,0 771968,33
11500000 4443,13 72,8 61,03 27529,0 742147,32
11600000 4444,55 72,88 60,99 27283,0 798986,15
11700000 4446,01 72,93 60,96 27088,0 798029,38
11800000 4448,45 73,02 60,92 26581,0 827203,48
11900000 4451,32 73,11 60,88 26526,0 872899,53
12000000 4748,61 107,71 44,09 24166,0 565893,95
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216 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

C.2.2. VC-tests

VB4400-0.25-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25275,0 4155916,74 123107,44
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25482,0 2654514,72 175787,83
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25456,0 2592022,84 185091,34
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25815,0 2098080,22 70347,42
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25780,0 1920219,52 59760,39
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25816,0 1823230,41 82888,11
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25887,0 1835116,24 86337,64
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25877,0 1826186,32 65521,77
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25858,0 1821393,05 85166,39
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25813,0 1831650,0 68386,36
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 217

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25813,0 1831648,07 68386,54
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 25890,0 1843052,45 133859,65
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 25805,0 1863808,73 151433,2
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 25722,0 1899442,02 178427,81
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 25691,0 1960963,13 204015,02
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 25531,0 2073912,68 241431,75
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 25570,0 2178044,93 241973,17
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 25579,0 2240335,53 231087,14
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25577,0 2335100,88 268535,42
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 25642,0 2366978,72 269719,1
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25645,0 2429237,12 296019,61
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 25747,0 2510781,88 307656,45
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 25755,0 2579306,07 316448,46
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 25501,0 2090381,16 476325,14
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 25572,0 1627105,65 449824,02
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 25553,0 1730322,4 477026,83
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 25434,0 1641647,55 431053,65
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 25353,0 1755230,05 452522,3
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 25798,0 1888400,94 355037,39
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 25780,0 2038206,49 303502,6
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 25809,0 2114416,73 260662,31
11050000 4405,33 67,37 65,39 25745,0 1523909,44 114467,06
11100000 4405,24 67,42 65,34 25782,0 1505108,68 209007,77
11150000 4405,14 67,46 65,3 25887,0 1288950,72 119435,02
11200000 4405,03 67,51 65,25 25806,0 1348309,3 177145,69
11250000 4404,92 67,56 65,2 25692,0 1407783,53 190181,41
11300000 4404,81 67,61 65,15 25447,0 1471055,96 214212,23
11350000 4404,69 67,65 65,11 25601,0 1518299,5 268475,31
11400000 4404,57 67,7 65,06 25802,0 1485494,83 209631,14
11450000 4404,44 67,75 65,01 25853,0 1551543,55 249791,1
11500000 4404,31 67,79 64,97 25772,0 1462301,42 263615,07
11550000 4404,17 67,84 64,92 25663,0 1604958,97 310322,69
11600000 4404,03 67,89 64,87 25594,0 1721324,35 325385,0
11650000 4403,89 67,94 64,82 25430,0 1843988,23 367705,28
11700000 4403,74 67,98 64,78 25401,0 1844404,68 328469,42
11750000 4403,58 68,03 64,73 25746,0 1571459,92 331221,81
11800000 4403,42 68,08 64,68 26178,0 1635392,23 256295,46
11850000 4403,26 68,13 64,63 26112,0 1715993,74 263387,61
11900000 4403,09 68,17 64,59 26196,0 1782744,4 169734,91
11950000 4402,92 68,22 64,54 26101,0 1897571,38 206381,6
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218 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

VC4400-0.25-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25438,0 4952096,37 103330,02
2000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25557,0 3961947,99 147172,03
3000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25507,0 4005305,85 230803,38
4000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25489,0 4001425,63 229789,41
5000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25523,0 4002045,41 237697,03
6000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25544,0 3985315,24 255241,82
7000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25534,0 3778076,52 253583,32
8000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25532,0 3779119,54 249837,81
9000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25536,0 3779779,71 250661,35
10000000 4399,2 66,32 66,33 25515,0 3778584,66 249149,75
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VD4400-0.25-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25378,0 3775893,24 123826,94
2000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25519,0 2587559,23 202642,28
3000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25303,0 2201243,86 302708,7
4000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25388,0 2076711,84 190982,54
5000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25370,0 2070809,98 183673,88
6000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25325,0 2068137,76 200857,81
7000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25394,0 2059575,43 192256,61
8000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25396,0 2069487,14 184530,21
9000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25361,0 2069254,75 188258,29
10000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25442,0 2063845,72 198706,72
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220 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

VD4400-0.50-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25378,0 3775893,24 123826,94
2000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25575,0 2279540,43 60262,57
3000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25515,0 2063883,38 115843,65
4000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25554,0 2275011,73 275466,01
5000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25643,0 1910561,54 160326,42
6000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25335,0 1608038,5 179876,91
7000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25348,0 1396681,47 215035,95
8000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25123,0 914899,32 86484,9
9000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25464,0 1177989,38 167136,61
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 221

VD4400-1.00-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25378,0 3775893,24 123826,94
2000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25034,0 1613811,18 219755,98
3000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25102,0 710822,99 41383,94
4000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25111,0 679373,25 150514,15
5000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 24141,0 404652,24 58722,36
6000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25171,0 886533,98 202449,41
7000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 24774,0 310344,02 98417,08
8000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 23473,0 310900,28 77568,1
9000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 24130,0 53873,69 4036,62
10000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 21933,0 8304,46 1900,49
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222 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

VD4400-2.00-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25378,0 3775893,24 123826,94
2000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25027,0 1175277,07 144123,65
3000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25483,0 684158,86 73679,02
4000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25433,0 831172,28 232925,2
5000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25306,0 857200,38 59143,63
6000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 24564,0 580763,02 160503,09
7000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25816,0 359727,84 25004,94
8000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 26062,0 514999,87 69305,57
9000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 26123,0 453063,62 109388,67
10000000 4404,56 66,27 66,47 25931,0 236497,44 39499,66
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 223

VB4300-0.25-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26990,0 12387164,63 277558,03
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27006,0 12117141,62 265213,64
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27024,0 11989851,23 207462,69
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27048,0 12004704,13 219100,77
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27030,0 12003955,9 251711,18
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27025,0 12003954,39 251707,11
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27026,0 12003979,39 251683,48
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27031,0 12004077,17 251635,11
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27025,0 12004328,86 251962,51
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224 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27025,0 12004328,86 251962,51
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 27009,0 11975823,74 146164,47
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 27005,0 11983084,39 87660,02
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 26994,0 11982287,87 138177,39
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 27015,0 11956116,88 260713,91
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 27015,0 11952208,23 356020,82
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 27023,0 11970716,45 458544,44
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 27006,0 11985631,08 526480,91
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 26985,0 12012474,22 638984,49
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 26987,0 12041666,72 742793,93
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 26978,0 12076137,41 831952,63
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 26967,0 12096734,57 920058,3
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 26951,0 12109242,26 1000249,36
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 27055,0 11363605,61 895574,72
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 27018,0 11380734,66 957648,61
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 27026,0 11431427,45 995091,61
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 27020,0 11453228,59 1085205,51
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 26950,0 11471721,58 1133793,61
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 26970,0 11469488,76 1230224,79
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 26969,0 11487305,71 1237448,03
10000000 4300,5 66,08 65,08 26997,0 11466379,77 1336691,56
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 225

VB4300-1.0-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26990,0 12387164,63 277558,03
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27277,0 10670171,72 930746,38
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27240,0 9978304,77 2973397,84
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27334,0 9036486,62 1296992,37
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27286,0 9066240,74 1938176,05
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27301,0 9203360,06 1041771,14
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27467,0 9093342,23 842087,89
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27402,0 8282158,05 1727897,34
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27506,0 8506097,93 747951,32
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226 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27506,0 8506097,93 747951,32
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 27544,0 8526134,31 800575,22
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 27543,0 8567125,57 903053,57
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 27552,0 8594864,02 976321,96
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 27539,0 8619534,95 1066605,95
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 27527,0 8513913,82 927711,82
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 27481,0 8373244,42 813487,87
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 27491,0 8397902,74 924493,49
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 27501,0 8437810,9 1039777,27
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 27484,0 8474327,96 1170512,3
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 27483,0 8504028,23 1298923,88
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 27472,0 8541121,46 1408237,3
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 27479,0 8563963,11 1489932,7
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 27491,0 8598679,24 1612186,54
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 27510,0 8606335,99 1674881,39
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 27505,0 8656874,38 1778955,93
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 27480,0 8713583,28 1886590,9
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 27477,0 8770310,91 1985571,9
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 27475,0 8836702,86 2080503,4
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 27457,0 8909185,57 2177108,88
10000000 4300,5 66,08 65,08 27434,0 8991573,24 2284746,29
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 227

VB4325-1.0-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26652,0 11097546,5 679641,98
2000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26687,0 7618090,39 853271,56
3000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26849,0 6826624,51 807479,69
4000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26838,0 6280185,94 476281,98
5000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26725,0 6676328,52 1226610,39
6000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 27038,0 6520279,1 1451146,11
7000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26906,0 6072574,39 1024447,37
8000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 27006,0 5607590,99 1411412,45
9000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26801,0 5679931,55 605159,26
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228 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4327,01 65,78 65,78 26801,0 5679931,55 605159,26
9050000 4327,01 65,8 65,76 26841,0 5702883,01 744262,19
9100000 4327,01 65,83 65,73 26840,0 5773448,98 784100,4
9150000 4327,01 65,85 65,71 26887,0 5835126,81 822391,82
9200000 4327,0 65,88 65,68 26886,0 5910773,62 865710,96
9250000 4327,0 65,9 65,66 26866,0 5997328,02 890948,06
9300000 4326,99 65,93 65,63 26890,0 6091996,52 890668,79
9350000 4326,98 65,95 65,61 26977,0 6103769,5 856815,38
9400000 4326,98 65,98 65,58 26956,0 6204083,64 812395,79
9450000 4326,97 66,0 65,56 27021,0 5498483,4 814188,1
9500000 4326,95 66,03 65,53 27042,0 5485994,82 702244,84
9550000 4326,94 66,05 65,51 27024,0 5472186,8 606508,45
9600000 4326,93 66,08 65,48 27012,0 5471610,66 498744,08
9650000 4326,91 66,1 65,46 26998,0 5473339,0 395369,86
9700000 4326,89 66,13 65,43 26980,0 5493048,71 313804,54
9750000 4326,88 66,15 65,41 26965,0 5501114,97 251839,11
9800000 4326,86 66,18 65,38 27119,0 5365449,57 367370,2
9850000 4326,84 66,2 65,36 27164,0 5411884,15 320716,3
9900000 4326,82 66,23 65,33 27159,0 5425088,71 238327,79
9950000 4326,79 66,25 65,31 27144,0 5443826,5 194472,86
10000000 4326,77 66,28 65,28 27107,0 5466957,15 220503,02
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 229

VB4350-1.0-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26628,0 5870607,4 310173,88
2000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26534,0 3739773,82 591880,31
3000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26525,0 3850711,63 581430,94
4000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26671,0 3655098,23 67909,14
5000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26206,0 3085593,81 672288,94
6000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26316,0 2882667,37 614987,4
7000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26496,0 2851726,41 468511,9
8000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26965,0 1914711,33 313388,6
9000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26224,0 2143946,55 249833,02
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230 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4353,37 65,98 65,98 26224,0 2143946,55 249833,02
9050000 4353,37 66,0 65,96 26766,0 1998424,48 246020,92
9100000 4353,36 66,03 65,93 26788,0 1886528,98 335607,38
9150000 4353,36 66,05 65,91 26815,0 1719969,26 352624,57
9200000 4353,36 66,08 65,88 26870,0 1666729,55 333229,13
9250000 4353,35 66,1 65,86 26867,0 1631835,31 300557,99
9300000 4353,34 66,13 65,83 26856,0 1589863,16 270302,72
9350000 4353,34 66,15 65,81 26851,0 1568312,96 233115,02
9400000 4353,33 66,18 65,78 26815,0 1521029,12 219349,33
9450000 4353,32 66,2 65,76 26748,0 1488999,67 190998,65
9500000 4353,31 66,23 65,73 26750,0 1484244,95 164710,63
9550000 4353,29 66,25 65,71 26651,0 1474494,2 164008,91
9600000 4353,28 66,28 65,68 26543,0 1458230,46 193233,19
9650000 4353,26 66,3 65,66 26389,0 1457705,38 240492,37
9700000 4353,25 66,33 65,63 26319,0 1471612,49 286411,86
9750000 4353,23 66,35 65,61 25733,0 1509917,22 250049,04
9800000 4353,21 66,38 65,58 25615,0 1542842,29 299641,29
9850000 4353,19 66,4 65,56 25652,0 1575064,97 316544,7
9900000 4353,17 66,43 65,53 25748,0 1618368,31 349013,89
9950000 4353,14 66,45 65,51 25508,0 1677068,06 391093,41
10000000 4353,12 66,48 65,48 25471,0 1741822,89 426832,84
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 231

VB4375-1.0-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 25900,0 4724153,88 255005,58
2000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 25610,0 1821534,04 459149,42
3000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 25670,0 995882,43 198597,6
4000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 26172,0 828796,29 238849,87
5000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 24267,0 236563,79 64674,04
6000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 23797,0 442392,18 127182,4
7000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 26013,0 588118,15 85394,69
8000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 24983,0 504026,43 82854,13
9000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 23320,0 264119,66 75824,94
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232 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4379,8 66,18 66,18 23320,0 264119,66 75824,94
9050000 4379,8 66,2 66,16 23790,0 157296,81 44868,76
9100000 4379,8 66,23 66,13 23591,0 221635,9 62463,07
9150000 4379,79 66,25 66,11 23455,0 274975,9 76762,57
9200000 4379,79 66,28 66,08 23357,0 333755,08 98934,73
9250000 4379,78 66,3 66,06 23336,0 389733,65 109897,89
9300000 4379,78 66,33 66,03 23449,0 466638,2 126395,62
9350000 4379,77 66,35 66,01 23399,0 528293,65 144402,91
9400000 4379,76 66,38 65,98 23391,0 586933,56 157630,71
9450000 4379,75 66,4 65,96 24608,0 466234,82 121217,48
9500000 4379,74 66,43 65,93 24363,0 511079,26 142379,03
9550000 4379,72 66,45 65,91 25441,0 110361,44 46610,67
9600000 4379,71 66,48 65,88 22812,0 580,81 165,8
9650000 4379,7 66,5 65,86 22848,0 229,19 60,76
9700000 4379,68 66,53 65,83 23033,0 44,94 16,37
9750000 4379,66 66,55 65,81 22315,0 307,45 151,93
9800000 4379,64 66,58 65,78 21414,0 338,76 152,05
9850000 4379,62 66,6 65,76 22742,0 4321,16 1783,16
9900000 4379,6 66,63 65,73 21869,0 725,9 164,31
9950000 4379,58 66,65 65,71 22949,0 5406,16 1714,5
10000000 4379,55 66,68 65,68 23248,0 5835,99 1609,0
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 233

VB4400-1.0-d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25275,0 4155931,52 123109,02
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25967,0 947085,41 163263,19
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24776,0 123023,4 47972,37
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25367,0 657535,26 163199,79
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25530,0 30439,83 6083,54
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24540,0 5961,16 1605,18
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 22377,0 4234,06 1862,83
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26215,0 108833,43 13848,98
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24547,0 42216,5 3968,83
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234 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24547,0 42216,5 3968,83
9050000 4406,31 66,4 66,36 23640,0 738,58 229,03
9100000 4406,31 66,43 66,33 23265,0 133,08 14,86
9150000 4406,31 66,45 66,31 22938,0 233,39 8,81
9200000 4406,3 66,48 66,28 23701,0 49,21 4,21
9250000 4406,3 66,5 66,26 23618,0 70,38 16,84
9300000 4406,29 66,53 66,23 23753,0 48,97 5,16
9350000 4406,28 66,55 66,21 23761,0 32,15 4,11
9400000 4406,27 66,58 66,18 23708,0 44,67 7,14
9450000 4406,26 66,6 66,16 23813,0 80,72 29,57
9500000 4406,25 66,63 66,13 24068,0 142,57 56,05
9550000 4406,24 66,65 66,11 24094,0 51,49 16,36
9600000 4406,22 66,68 66,08 24107,0 35,1 9,89
9650000 4406,21 66,7 66,06 24182,0 126,57 25,6
9700000 4406,19 66,73 66,03 23690,0 22,24 2,65
9750000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 23404,0 113,02 23,46
9800000 4406,15 66,78 65,98 23391,0 1287,71 293,63
9850000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 23756,0 172,31 29,87
9900000 4406,11 66,83 65,93 24106,0 77,8 18,5
9950000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 23793,0 54,39 12,21
10000000 4406,06 66,88 65,88 23389,0 132,69 34,88
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 235

VB4400-0.4-wE0

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25166,0 3109863,0 45782,38
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25080,0 2038266,19 67261,06
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25125,0 1637664,58 102561,59
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24825,0 1342309,27 103925,9
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24845,0 1203015,83 97480,55
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25307,0 678725,99 46815,97
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25348,0 183561,98 34928,71
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24706,0 16289,62 4330,7
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 22589,0 1130,6 324,77
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 21620,0 493,92 132,82
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236 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 21620,0 493,92 132,82
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 22234,0 386,57 128,74
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 22561,0 10125,57 3013,6
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 23316,0 120459,52 29691,5
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 23536,0 289274,25 62271,57
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25674,0 212657,78 27290,09
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 24464,0 314480,03 52940,39
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 24326,0 360984,74 87667,66
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 24306,0 412763,55 93466,06
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 24169,0 432932,29 88086,54
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 24656,0 427552,18 97032,15
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 237

VB4400-0.4-wE1

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25267,0 3693727,85
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25709,0 2369266,32
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25851,0 2328811,3
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25735,0 2272478,18
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25585,0 2198084,85
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25711,0 2164616,93
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25722,0 2178180,83
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25724,0 2159814,11
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25811,0 2112562,15
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25799,0 2011371,15
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238 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25799,0 2011371,15 158108,09
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 25736,0 1988929,11 201403,96
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 25676,0 2017025,79 265063,63
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 25546,0 2047276,67 341832,86
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 25504,0 2034843,34 368452,79
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 25772,0 2118288,36 333886,16
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 25781,0 2213223,93 392394,03
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 25712,0 2242007,04 432462,74
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25614,0 2345718,84 512058,81
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 25475,0 2433748,57 575965,0
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25681,0 2479797,64 624272,82
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 25461,0 2585282,55 694473,5
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 25033,0 2486047,79 669219,19
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 24907,0 2618513,12 714927,01
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 24835,0 2752154,23 744001,63
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 24797,0 2899478,02 777198,03
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 25065,0 2814779,2 769576,95
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 25523,0 1262417,24 170886,28
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 25445,0 1303836,08 191490,18
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 25448,0 1378663,39 225954,63
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 25466,0 1361599,22 271519,31
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 239

VB4400-0.4-wE2

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25561,0 2281304,95 149387,48
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24781,0 1622583,06 241934,33
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24781,0 1062157,53 96468,64
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25139,0 1057265,33 145410,0
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24920,0 1000404,11 147757,79
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25045,0 968967,05 118352,01
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25008,0 951948,04 104615,16
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24345,0 937395,4 121110,84
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25287,0 892706,61 109633,6
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24492,0 919486,48 118932,12
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240 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 24492,0 919486,48 118932,12
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 24976,0 1031802,88 162535,72
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 24940,0 1129428,9 197019,97
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 25250,0 1240621,11 198905,17
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 25391,0 1227807,91 156751,96
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 25531,0 1286884,99 134973,69
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 25567,0 1349309,19 124434,95
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 25509,0 1211275,88 87533,2
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25518,0 1221611,74 89313,56
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 25477,0 1189531,39 99136,08
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25390,0 1105281,26 94015,07
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 25186,0 976873,1 80818,46
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 25075,0 1037993,4 117729,26
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 25194,0 1109279,07 130033,16
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 25153,0 1190281,89 167524,49
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 25290,0 1265621,78 190105,0
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 25320,0 1333536,28 237612,66
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 25393,0 1402820,77 251870,33
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 25278,0 1357226,57 280169,78
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 25443,0 1404473,46 308506,17
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 25568,0 1530949,85 277603,38
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 241

VB4400-0.4-wE3

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25696,0 3346513,31 106911,76
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25815,0 3159033,85 157619,63
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25740,0 3028861,71 199573,74
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25916,0 2858912,72 83859,01
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25932,0 2824190,34 34993,22
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25998,0 2694178,86 87557,32
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25891,0 2273502,69 93965,93
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25891,0 2239479,31 114566,88
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25881,0 2239533,47 116150,84
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25881,0 2239108,18 116562,51
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242 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25881,0 2239108,18 116562,51
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 25828,0 2257689,88 101427,46
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 25829,0 2282884,05 130913,8
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 25885,0 2303296,98 149834,45
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 25869,0 2335943,14 196497,77
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 25859,0 2394564,05 236733,21
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 25873,0 2378495,34 129410,89
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 25905,0 2407844,83 181352,16
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25712,0 2432402,04 169535,97
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 25775,0 2472746,61 238148,81
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25688,0 2532459,08 334248,35
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 25789,0 2556875,02 313721,97
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 25870,0 2642096,59 386859,67
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 25814,0 2740255,82 464131,41
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 25827,0 2840414,92 489605,74
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 25566,0 2895921,48 483905,48
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 25625,0 2985556,83 515960,96
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 25674,0 3028113,76 553585,93
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 25659,0 2591792,22 333480,08
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 25736,0 2697366,16 352031,67
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 25708,0 2824487,96 418847,96
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 243

VB4400-0.4-wE4

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25939,0 3112045,19 206546,18
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25819,0 2756037,94 164221,41
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25932,0 2501631,75 67578,54
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25932,0 2504315,32 81272,05
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25981,0 2415470,24 80084,18
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26016,0 2428495,98 84444,96
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26021,0 2431835,8 75243,43
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26021,0 2431914,64 75211,2
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26020,0 2431936,21 75531,51
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26021,0 2431825,33 75464,7
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244 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26021,0 2431825,33 75464,7
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 25856,0 2437683,8 121909,77
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 25845,0 2443565,65 117969,14
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 25819,0 2486672,2 166411,19
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 25854,0 2551809,63 222488,23
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 25865,0 2627966,06 304665,96
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 25843,0 2721992,85 393968,28
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 25786,0 2771461,12 500187,71
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25826,0 2873858,7 512494,78
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 25821,0 2986258,94 637894,21
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 25722,0 3128095,25 741573,42
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 25679,0 3294699,88 787600,45
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 25649,0 3414455,1 762757,8
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 25839,0 3295282,62 457861,18
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 25758,0 3393582,78 528422,71
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 25595,0 3082701,32 269591,91
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 25668,0 3196551,7 220050,4
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 25713,0 3294916,66 236368,41
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 25648,0 3386136,45 231206,74
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 25766,0 3303443,75 225120,97
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 25738,0 3379235,89 262876,65
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 245

VB4400-0.4-wE5

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26375,0 2554276,77 310753,61
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26304,0 1124258,56 13887,97
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 25996,0 948566,27 81570,08
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26104,0 999876,01 35296,56
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26215,0 899129,8 23581,41
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26162,0 879974,15 33290,22
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26248,0 884349,83 21651,78
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26425,0 750290,05 49612,63
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26494,0 622415,42 28470,73
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26328,0 668621,11 52320,07
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246 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26328,0 668621,11 52320,07
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 26070,0 689802,71 128057,15
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 26410,0 671347,64 117035,79
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 26391,0 729074,38 162819,12
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 26295,0 757608,03 221158,8
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 26312,0 825911,96 204766,95
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 26353,0 930575,13 234252,17
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 26111,0 1066991,16 298947,19
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 25883,0 1194518,31 353951,54
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 26326,0 1080966,41 271722,17
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 26041,0 1190201,08 310845,28
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 26179,0 1305115,3 374949,41
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 26057,0 1190665,48 136551,84
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 26315,0 1200120,96 180275,21
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 26273,0 1247878,67 185591,4
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 26340,0 1295238,93 201693,71
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 26259,0 1327049,72 224721,73
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 26215,0 1361129,71 212436,96
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 26160,0 1435256,2 246084,2
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 26296,0 1074956,04 152118,21
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 26180,0 1136393,55 203046,05
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 247

VB4400-0.4-wE6

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26902,0 3085520,75 57079,18
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26990,0 2464954,93 112041,12
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27020,0 2459937,84 91383,07
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 26975,0 2316815,26 106370,95
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27090,0 2316455,8 167325,32
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27095,0 2322598,98 170414,52
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27100,0 2313736,95 174962,19
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27099,0 2322179,93 171187,21
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27099,0 2322143,79 171197,89
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27097,0 2322179,41 171229,93
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248 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27097,0 2322179,41 171229,93
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 27060,0 2311413,12 142445,72
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 27093,0 2342466,92 170692,18
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 27027,0 2318275,63 257595,56
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 27068,0 2383221,46 334335,63
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 27018,0 2453122,95 474394,95
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 26976,0 2535187,36 609975,05
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 26968,0 2637939,31 747910,81
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 26978,0 2635811,86 796751,06
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 26833,0 2525749,51 826539,28
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 26815,0 2660623,97 921420,78
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 26620,0 2785347,17 1032718,76
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 26469,0 2958517,15 1120283,82
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 26460,0 3056091,52 1133419,34
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 26708,0 3457716,06 953522,96
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 26962,0 3010931,53 492560,7
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 26863,0 3042937,5 590574,55
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 26873,0 3095059,61 644314,79
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 26855,0 3019386,3 587127,28
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 26942,0 2996708,41 415255,07
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 26923,0 3100792,32 409992,51
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 249

VB4400-0.4-wE7

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27560,0 10542933,94 2940006,32
2000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27529,0 10398316,31 2866255,35
3000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10397107,21 2867535,91
4000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398046,85 2867394,29
5000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
6000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
7000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
8000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
9000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
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250 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

10000000 4406,31 66,38 66,38 27533,0 10398047,24 2867394,27
10050000 4406,31 66,42 66,34 27539,0 10307362,45 2655459,62
10100000 4406,3 66,47 66,29 27528,0 10182602,32 2444423,73
10150000 4406,29 66,52 66,24 27538,0 10081025,97 2268128,56
10200000 4406,28 66,57 66,19 27536,0 9971925,43 2033085,58
10250000 4406,26 66,61 66,15 27532,0 9875449,32 1828316,06
10300000 4406,23 66,66 66,1 27521,0 9765201,59 1613687,24
10350000 4406,2 66,71 66,05 27525,0 9683850,98 1403619,6
10400000 4406,17 66,75 66,01 27539,0 9616086,72 1291114,98
10450000 4406,13 66,8 65,96 27530,0 9529607,68 1189642,22
10500000 4406,09 66,85 65,91 27527,0 9243552,85 1414039,77
10550000 4406,04 66,9 65,86 27580,0 9364808,11 1193277,35
10600000 4405,99 66,94 65,82 27595,0 9298245,67 1005156,06
10650000 4405,94 66,99 65,77 27582,0 9237035,18 775172,56
10700000 4405,88 67,04 65,72 27573,0 9159033,12 578319,29
10750000 4405,81 67,09 65,67 27553,0 9083286,87 374900,47
10800000 4405,74 67,13 65,63 27576,0 8995727,73 419609,82
10850000 4405,67 67,18 65,58 27555,0 8949230,29 225431,4
10900000 4405,59 67,23 65,53 27559,0 8740430,26 951093,22
10950000 4405,51 67,27 65,49 27545,0 8705034,41 722228,35
11000000 4405,42 67,32 65,44 27528,0 8623639,43 516473,71
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 251

VB4300-0.4d

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26990,0 12387164,63 277558,03
2000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23729,0 17406677,72 768270,98
3000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23763,0 17313989,63 818193,04
4000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23758,0 17313981,08 818254,01
5000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23816,0 17313973,91 818260,51
6000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23791,0 17314014,8 818320,63
7000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23803,0 17313961,73 818277,71
8000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23803,0 17313958,32 818252,38
9000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23866,0 17313963,87 818330,05

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 3582,03 59,85 59,85 23866,0 17313963,87 818330,05
9050000 2950,67 54,34 54,3 20631,0 23680048,47 751525,86
9100000 2950,66 54,37 54,27 20704,0 23652960,49 657883,61
9150000 2950,66 54,39 54,25 20727,0 23645101,76 598957,52
9200000 2950,66 54,42 54,22 20703,0 23640302,23 569794,82
9250000 2950,65 54,44 54,2 20694,0 23639407,17 573834,39
9300000 2950,65 54,47 54,17 20642,0 23638292,43 611680,77
9350000 2950,64 54,49 54,15 20660,0 23641143,08 674321,99
9400000 2950,63 54,52 54,12 20507,0 23645284,13 754841,65
9450000 2950,62 54,54 54,1 20550,0 23629600,12 811610,61
9500000 2950,61 54,57 54,07 20755,0 23646281,78 915393,59
9550000 2950,59 54,59 54,05 20887,0 23667567,19 1023370,17
9600000 2950,58 54,62 54,02 20948,0 23686594,96 1092170,68
9650000 2950,56 54,64 54,0 20764,0 23698116,84 1189883,08
9700000 2950,55 54,67 53,97 20943,0 23718032,07 1296343,62
9750000 2950,53 54,69 53,95 20951,0 23740953,35 1404700,06
9800000 2950,51 54,72 53,92 20866,0 23759408,04 1486628,45
9850000 2950,49 54,74 53,9 21013,0 23784160,17 1532366,4
9900000 2950,47 54,77 53,87 21011,0 23789834,38 1576451,88
9950000 2950,45 54,79 53,85 21067,0 23832006,1 1535357,5



252 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 253

V B4300 − 0,4w1E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26884,0 13183292,65 148636,15
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26875,0 12878456,78 180350,64
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26872,0 12902341,56 154001,36
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26862,0 12899758,82 151084,15
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26872,0 12902320,43 154302,3
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26862,0 12899761,55 151089,78
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26872,0 12902317,74 154301,6
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26862,0 12899756,88 151079,2
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26872,0 12902319,46 154293,71

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26872,0 12902319,46 154293,71
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 26878,0 12919890,62 59836,47
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 26893,0 12917641,12 20207,31
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 26890,0 12920842,32 80150,66
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 26907,0 12923726,15 177271,71
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 26892,0 12931669,04 293026,63
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 26897,0 12936407,81 401078,23
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 26883,0 12931903,32 502793,49
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 26859,0 12881916,49 550589,77
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 26856,0 12888642,2 650609,32
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 26871,0 12907526,31 749499,08
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 26864,0 12940950,69 866645,72
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 26854,0 12935174,65 971407,72
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 26843,0 12961024,42 1074352,46
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 26842,0 12984804,18 1175447,65
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 26822,0 13006304,99 1282808,51
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 26803,0 13034141,7 1364280,57
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 26796,0 13075287,44 1428701,73
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 26805,0 13111965,72 1512564,28
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 26828,0 13200601,47 1480822,26
10000000 4300,5 66,08 65,08 26823,0 13251083,31 1550063,66



254 APPENDIX C. SIMULATIONS DATA



C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 255

V B4300 − 0,4w2E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27062,0 13258272,51 1143810,92
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27182,0 12110918,5 739129,65
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27170,0 12058394,94 726777,53
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,6 719505,79
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27161,0 12076175,71 719454,47
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,06 719505,43
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,05 719505,43
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,04 719505,43
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,28 719505,69

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27163,0 12076233,28 719505,69
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 27175,0 12084816,28 575263,72
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 27190,0 12096418,85 428486,08
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 27201,0 12094549,54 267553,9
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 27182,0 12093454,65 125911,37
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 27179,0 12067279,07 70867,73
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 27173,0 12055613,86 179055,37
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 27171,0 12059590,74 307502,52
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 27155,0 12054063,15 417680,98
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 27147,0 12068670,0 564162,39
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 27127,0 12084949,71 709314,93
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 27111,0 12119765,41 844694,77
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 27121,0 12170002,68 974701,57
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 27133,0 12228764,39 1132176,73
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 27102,0 12155850,7 1245740,93
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 27103,0 12176628,41 1356652,87
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 27105,0 12038998,63 1370663,19
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 27085,0 12081534,24 1472787,07
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 27052,0 12125684,41 1584652,31
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 27051,0 12172479,39 1671674,36
10000000 4300,5 66,08 65,08 27061,0 12240318,68 1752558,78
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 257

V B4300 − 0,4w3E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 26983,0 11833036,32 572327,9
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27302,0 10511908,46 331382,25
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27267,0 10477752,84 595523,75
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27261,0 10509787,23 454968,1
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27251,0 10506829,55 448247,76
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27251,0 10506624,24 449676,68
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27253,0 10506915,03 448781,93
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27251,0 10506624,32 449676,69
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27253,0 10506915,06 448781,99

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27253,0 10506915,06 448781,99
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 27244,0 10507550,04 603271,39
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 27240,0 10517487,46 751617,55
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 27219,0 10527054,19 896279,31
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 27200,0 10550815,63 1022571,29
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 27176,0 10570358,58 1102074,51
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 27159,0 10604362,55 1148480,75
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 27188,0 10639648,66 1167007,88
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 27209,0 10731256,02 1099569,06
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 27179,0 10774885,07 1118209,51
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 27159,0 10811216,88 1134387,14
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 27151,0 10862042,96 1138329,42
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 27149,0 10925152,73 964669,12
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 27135,0 10944930,22 954470,85
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 27123,0 10891234,79 949986,88
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 27100,0 10938279,87 1052194,76
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 27042,0 10963047,24 1122713,49
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 27004,0 11004446,91 1215235,54
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 27050,0 11051670,8 1117321,3
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 27120,0 11022592,3 1188015,87
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C.2. SMALL SAMPLES 259

V B4300 − 0,4w4E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27113,0 13609594,75 306129,54
2000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27063,0 12683279,13 698288,02
3000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27097,0 12544918,8 715451,07
4000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545578,88 714242,49
5000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545572,34 714241,52
6000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545581,81 714235,56
7000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27097,0 12545532,77 714292,75
8000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545571,06 714243,89
9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545611,18 714221,55

Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

9000000 4300,74 65,58 65,58 27095,0 12545611,18 714221,55
9050000 4300,74 65,6 65,56 27106,0 12563762,38 708929,77
9100000 4300,74 65,63 65,53 27098,0 12593926,84 752686,49
9150000 4300,74 65,65 65,51 27116,0 12634642,3 811688,44
9200000 4300,73 65,68 65,48 27121,0 12659827,44 871464,23
9250000 4300,73 65,7 65,46 27121,0 12677904,78 939103,44
9300000 4300,72 65,73 65,43 27110,0 12696084,23 1013328,28
9350000 4300,71 65,75 65,41 27117,0 12724651,33 1034147,66
9400000 4300,7 65,78 65,38 27120,0 12747530,7 1079259,87
9450000 4300,69 65,8 65,36 27100,0 12763304,63 1162426,18
9500000 4300,68 65,83 65,33 27062,0 12768490,53 1244835,09
9550000 4300,67 65,85 65,31 27077,0 12779690,96 1328635,24
9600000 4300,65 65,88 65,28 27052,0 12803288,81 1408452,73
9650000 4300,64 65,9 65,26 27025,0 12832000,55 1495178,29
9700000 4300,62 65,93 65,23 27029,0 12741957,82 1488651,38
9750000 4300,6 65,95 65,21 27027,0 12782785,81 1592527,48
9800000 4300,59 65,98 65,18 26998,0 12826798,55 1691460,01
9850000 4300,56 66,0 65,16 27031,0 12886811,44 1790711,15
9900000 4300,54 66,03 65,13 27011,0 12936486,45 1835674,11
9950000 4300,52 66,05 65,11 26995,0 12973015,41 1905903,41
10000000 4300,5 66,08 65,08 27015,0 12979034,19 2053663,32
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C.3. BIG SAMPLES 261

C.3. Big samples

C.3.1. FC-tests

FAb500-100w1E00

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35405,21 187,9 188,43 210580,0 24298932,46 754410,95
2000000 35247,81 188,14 187,35 213531,0 25904005,53 856537,75
3000000 35228,79 187,87 187,52 214850,0 25136791,69 362065,03
4000000 35136,85 188,45 186,45 216495,0 26109966,04 1032540,91
5000000 35125,06 188,2 186,64 216786,0 26085724,32 859064,12
6000000 35122,78 188,21 186,62 216441,0 25728050,77 665037,29
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Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

6000000 35122,78 188,21 186,62 216441,0 25728050,77 665037,29
6100000 35122,97 188,32 186,51 216891,0 25796396,64 926343,85
6200000 35122,81 188,4 186,43 217112,0 25940655,13 1566345,16
6300000 35122,81 188,49 186,34 217297,0 26051243,66 2203071,96
6400000 35124,78 188,7 186,14 217543,0 26640691,77 3511223,62
6500000 35129,26 188,79 186,08 217420,0 26514230,98 4181835,0
6600000 35131,75 188,91 185,97 216733,0 26859681,22 5078030,16
6700000 35187,75 190,12 185,08 210146,0 24452544,25 5361730,61
6800000 35177,39 203,86 172,56 205183,0 26031039,35 5244732,98
6900000 35068,99 210,24 166,81 214292,0 24642992,81 4035024,24
7000000 35086,24 215,84 162,55 209508,0 23188968,52 5617886,63
7100000 35054,95 223,68 156,72 206832,0 23860866,69 2997832,12
7200000 35053,59 232,23 150,95 208118,0 23900557,38 3326753,14
7300000 34892,07 243,22 143,46 207764,0 26078032,54 3765154,01
7400000 34444,09 261,58 131,68 199317,0 27141100,87 7143820,26
7500000 33231,7 277,01 119,97 188684,0 23987154,38 4347682,35
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FAb500-100w1E04

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35168,41 187,56 187,5 217540,0 25505508,61 1615421,11
2000000 35099,05 187,42 187,27 217985,0 25969248,99 2555387,11
3000000 35036,12 184,46 189,94 221073,0 25918976,3 711175,32
4000000 35020,29 184,88 189,43 223405,0 25817376,81 1330349,74
5000000 35005,15 185,4 188,81 223324,0 25581009,24 1133528,65
6000000 35003,67 185,4 188,8 222608,0 25453729,48 1217979,79
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Failure stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

6000000 35003,67 185,4 188,8 222608,0 25453729,48 1217979,79
6100000 35001,52 185,54 188,65 222783,0 25675878,84 1813772,9
6200000 35002,29 185,61 188,58 222936,0 25645037,11 2320564,99
6300000 35004,37 185,68 188,52 222573,0 25633257,75 2913457,91
6400000 35005,76 185,79 188,42 221704,0 25910632,83 3552921,09
6500000 35008,88 185,92 188,31 220998,0 26167128,12 4539942,76
6600000 35013,95 186,02 188,23 220620,0 26428250,09 5297847,6
6700000 35019,43 186,25 188,03 220025,0 26712821,93 6334702,58
6800000 35041,53 191,66 182,83 212850,0 30895494,63 7647400,44
6900000 35018,26 207,06 169,12 209372,0 28091350,02 5357797,09
7000000 34968,91 218,55 160,0 212783,0 26935020,04 4881238,32
7100000 34964,56 227,05 154,0 215837,0 27816103,36 4450246,89
7200000 34959,14 236,72 147,68 216904,0 26052964,81 5300071,23
7300000 35049,53 249,93 140,24 208275,0 22673410,71 4249064,4
7400000 35016,63 263,36 132,96 209174,0 25733066,53 5452286,83
7500000 34717,22 276,0 125,79 205357,0 22888524,18 3075965,74
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FAb500-100w5E04

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35201,54 187,87 187,37 217126,0 25725803,52 1181081,99
2000000 35094,71 186,26 188,42 219049,0 25940065,8 252026,68
3000000 35079,53 186,31 188,29 220299,0 25570765,29 435786,3
4000000 35075,65 186,33 188,25 220559,0 25905533,5 451892,7
5000000 35075,1 186,33 188,24 220971,0 26002279,64 671206,09
6000000 35067,86 186,35 188,19 220061,0 25932873,17 571849,0
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STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

6000000 35067,86 186,35 188,19 220061,0 25932873,17 571849,0
6100000 35064,39 186,39 188,13 220491,0 26304231,76 1105377,84
6200000 35070,91 186,49 188,05 219776,0 25671329,36 2074644,56
6300000 35069,93 186,59 187,96 219624,0 25884866,23 2774615,6
6400000 35071,73 186,68 187,87 219368,0 25998351,32 3572361,78
6500000 35072,94 186,77 187,79 218936,0 26208236,69 4193533,23
6600000 35077,15 186,87 187,71 218265,0 26311557,33 4698762,52
6700000 35091,91 187,18 187,48 215531,0 26565737,21 5271273,64
6800000 35139,98 202,48 173,55 203633,0 28208935,35 6009796,87
6900000 35095,47 217,33 161,48 212862,0 24581166,42 4131864,53
7000000 35056,17 220,94 158,67 218695,0 26239437,17 3731151,2
7100000 35020,03 229,64 152,5 213455,0 26107165,75 4812261,3
7200000 35058,38 241,19 145,35 211273,0 25586207,43 4027829,16
7300000 35030,24 253,46 138,21 212234,0 26257714,96 5157754,41
7400000 34913,2 266,8 130,86 207738,0 24163211,17 2435066,69
7500000 34328,92 280,86 122,23 196979,0 21229031,62 3071107,84
7600000 31937,38 293,98 108,64 183197,0 24444774,94 5425466,64
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FAb500-100w1E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35347,2 187,62 188,4 214758,0 24069938,38 543557,73
2000000 35211,38 187,23 188,06 215902,0 26162273,04 275998,99
3000000 35115,62 190,93 183,92 219187,0 25459906,2 890154,96
4000000 35108,91 190,88 183,93 218585,0 25409138,9 702796,12
5000000 35101,49 190,56 184,2 218302,0 26053446,11 989945,94
6000000 35103,04 190,73 184,04 219512,0 25760485,62 486338,29
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6000000 35103,04 190,73 184,04 219512,0 25760485,62 486338,29
6100000 35103,33 190,89 183,9 219983,0 25636054,75 537417,64
6200000 35100,3 190,99 183,78 220183,0 26034739,11 1361012,56
6300000 35100,02 191,05 183,72 220383,0 26143187,14 1846183,83
6400000 35102,78 191,12 183,67 220241,0 26054129,48 2472536,96
6500000 35103,39 191,24 183,55 219442,0 26387575,64 2951729,08
6600000 35113,43 191,45 183,41 218467,0 26101445,79 4472325,78
6700000 35121,11 191,66 183,25 217039,0 26112704,78 5507773,68
6800000 35136,93 192,82 182,22 212658,0 27892620,6 6301612,37
6900000 35133,22 207,1 169,64 207499,0 28093574,58 6285052,1
7000000 35116,73 220,55 159,22 210946,0 26286781,12 4453566,85
7100000 35046,27 231,86 151,15 213815,0 26107592,15 4608723,8
7200000 35048,93 238,44 146,99 213200,0 25786286,65 5323874,49
7300000 35043,18 250,02 140,16 206622,0 23384177,38 4846224,76
7400000 34847,62 266,92 130,55 199552,0 22487593,13 3730997,18
7500000 33864,27 285,76 118,51 192448,0 23055342,99 3779328,24
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C.3. BIG SAMPLES 269

FAb500-100w1E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35489,16 192,72 184,15 218142,0 25933333,06 1296768,88
2000000 35385,4 191,46 184,82 219746,0 26568066,52 592749,29
3000000 35376,26 191,54 184,69 220485,0 26154668,51 1171698,41
4000000 35375,13 191,54 184,69 220026,0 25977548,15 1233079,01
5000000 35374,26 191,52 184,7 220080,0 25988620,35 1260861,79
6000000 35373,29 191,53 184,69 220127,0 26097859,99 1263409,94
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STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

6000000 35373,29 191,53 184,69 220127,0 26097859,99 1263409,94
6100000 35372,74 191,61 184,61 220339,0 26327330,73 1472220,49
6200000 35370,92 191,67 184,54 220382,0 26663497,33 2034402,91
6300000 35371,05 191,73 184,48 220221,0 26801384,95 2681394,04
6400000 35371,97 191,82 184,4 220108,0 26920767,49 3512352,11
6500000 35372,24 191,89 184,34 220091,0 27095256,61 4242182,85
6600000 35375,25 191,97 184,28 219989,0 27115198,91 4993131,24
6700000 35377,23 192,06 184,2 219820,0 27062460,77 5905597,85
6800000 35387,62 192,25 184,07 218980,0 26704094,0 6003153,81
6900000 35349,68 198,05 178,49 215416,0 26934337,69 4800073,15
7000000 35293,15 209,45 168,5 217704,0 27589123,45 4859129,51
7100000 35274,34 216,5 162,93 217473,0 26470454,77 5938858,3
7200000 35280,07 226,02 156,09 216108,0 25292765,17 6181939,44
7300000 35220,64 235,03 149,85 219678,0 28109123,67 7958183,94
7400000 35255,1 245,13 143,82 218094,0 23587786,99 5252283,13
7500000 35207,47 257,06 136,96 215956,0 24314441,32 5149393,33
7600000 34935,78 274,97 127,05 209175,0 22606535,68 6799699,97
7700000 33852,21 297,23 113,89 210580,0 22560376,81 4338683,46
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FAb500-100w3E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 36646,34 196,68 186,32 227267,0 25674497,48 2237991,9
2000000 36251,14 195,86 185,09 227993,0 26619822,23 2181865,29
3000000 36242,66 195,97 184,94 228253,0 26887679,99 2387612,71
4000000 36241,01 195,94 184,96 228530,0 26576070,92 2178590,67
5000000 36236,56 195,94 184,94 228457,0 26722980,76 2219522,92
6000000 36236,38 195,94 184,94 228464,0 26707556,8 2204598,73
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6000000 36236,38 195,94 184,94 228464,0 26707556,8 2204598,73
6100000 36237,01 196,02 184,86 228479,0 26758884,94 1427308,45
6200000 36227,69 196,17 184,68 228314,0 27209939,41 777119,18
6300000 36228,39 196,23 184,63 228220,0 27135104,83 786456,1
6400000 36228,67 196,32 184,54 228135,0 27272116,83 1655194,07
6500000 36230,78 196,41 184,47 228009,0 27254789,3 2589611,78
6600000 36233,29 196,49 184,4 227960,0 27289821,37 3422226,43
6700000 36198,32 196,7 184,03 227726,0 27087200,92 3989780,97
6800000 36201,85 196,99 183,78 227066,0 26976591,7 5593736,05
6900000 35882,25 199,38 179,97 225130,0 27256116,37 8551223,86
7000000 35779,14 199,94 178,95 227359,0 26776056,69 7602867,55
7100000 35780,51 200,64 178,33 227795,0 26400044,24 8325899,61
7200000 35779,08 200,63 178,33 227828,0 26469937,6 8281445,31
7300000 35785,11 200,78 178,23 227538,0 27000628,24 9681382,68
7400000 35789,16 200,88 178,16 227258,0 27279995,94 10499575,26
7500000 35777,71 200,93 178,06 227221,0 28041329,02 11325122,13
7600000 35812,85 201,81 177,46 226059,0 27125570,34 10584930,43
7700000 35768,77 228,7 156,4 222394,0 23294964,18 10677750,77
7800000 35815,86 241,67 148,2 226588,0 24616328,39 11104761,21
7900000 35470,0 259,53 136,67 222220,0 25648506,53 9609154,85
8000000 35180,99 276,39 127,29 227058,0 22943965,89 8099130,5
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C.3. BIG SAMPLES 273

FAb500-100w5E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 37290,3 197,22 189,08 228275,0 26260058,55 1250529,79
2000000 37270,24 197,19 189,01 228320,0 26092332,05 956676,13
3000000 37188,51 196,92 188,85 228410,0 26105932,48 1168656,15
4000000 36717,4 197,67 185,75 229253,0 26853580,97 965517,15
5000000 36681,52 197,51 185,72 229329,0 26676473,12 1147929,73
6000000 36682,0 197,52 185,71 229315,0 26578456,59 1066086,61
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STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

6000000 36682,0 197,52 185,71 229315,0 26578456,59 1066086,61
6100000 36678,85 197,59 185,64 229306,0 26625294,82 974483,12
6200000 36673,38 197,66 185,54 229317,0 26692952,59 1336082,33
6300000 36675,21 197,74 185,47 229290,0 26592339,58 2094867,3
6400000 36674,6 197,82 185,39 229309,0 26544981,84 3012599,13
6500000 36673,08 197,89 185,32 229262,0 26625120,39 3870817,68
6600000 36672,74 197,97 185,25 229207,0 26633269,2 4653086,21
6700000 36670,95 198,08 185,13 229091,0 26817000,49 5862331,23
6800000 36671,57 198,23 185,0 228994,0 26761146,17 6751399,17
6900000 36652,7 198,29 184,85 228846,0 27315150,18 7296489,61
7000000 36635,28 198,47 184,58 228475,0 27589154,4 8709241,41
7100000 36613,26 198,91 184,07 228203,0 27361384,47 8103451,75
7200000 36400,76 201,79 180,39 227576,0 25006867,32 9407792,98
7300000 36128,68 205,63 175,7 228654,0 26276221,37 10102351,05
7400000 36146,04 205,81 175,63 228607,0 26242238,17 11236798,15
7500000 36157,09 205,92 175,59 228613,0 26175252,13 11611738,83
7600000 36158,59 206,11 175,43 228486,0 26531524,66 12628682,68
7700000 36132,6 216,16 167,16 227034,0 26973492,39 13045433,38
7800000 35954,38 228,18 157,57 226661,0 28501780,46 11927380,93
7900000 35871,43 239,76 149,61 229258,0 24138300,89 11529844,86
8000000 35877,54 240,12 149,42 229385,0 24094965,34 12184467,77
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C.3.2. VC-tests

VAb35900w1E00

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 127423,0 343067,0 24814,35
3000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 53421,0 577,51 87,16
5000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 41113,0 382,39 22,14
7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 43352,0 178,92 9,17
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7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 43352,0 178,92 9,17
7100000 35921,19 189,65 189,41 50356,0 237,46 25,01
7200000 35921,1 189,85 189,21 65922,0 1261,89 84,78
7300000 35920,94 190,05 189,01 79622,0 2633,0 398,51
7400000 35920,69 190,25 188,81 82187,0 3857,37 239,86
7500000 35920,36 190,45 188,61 60695,0 1131,94 99,42
7600000 35919,95 190,65 188,41 68987,0 2113,31 335,46
7700000 35919,46 190,85 188,21 56933,0 1100,23 160,29
7800000 35918,89 191,05 188,01 63611,0 1678,57 280,15
7900000 35918,24 191,25 187,81 51914,0 722,61 179,04
8000000 35917,51 191,45 187,61 45690,0 552,86 145,07
8100000 35916,7 191,65 187,41 38196,0 312,88 111,8
8200000 35915,81 191,85 187,21 31853,0 171,69 54,66
8300000 35914,84 192,05 187,01 31319,0 201,33 57,28
8400000 35913,79 192,25 186,81 29615,0 173,48 41,47
8500000 35912,66 192,45 186,61 34431,0 367,64 93,14
8600000 35911,45 192,65 186,41 36421,0 334,89 92,15
8700000 35910,16 192,85 186,21 45113,0 527,88 121,53
8800000 35908,79 193,05 186,01 35107,0 250,83 43,21
8900000 35907,34 193,25 185,81 27326,0 143,2 27,85
9000000 35905,82 193,45 185,61 38263,0 451,28 66,71
9100000 35904,21 193,65 185,41 47356,0 736,11 149,44
9200000 35902,52 193,85 185,21 30144,0 143,04 32,23
9300000 35900,75 194,05 185,01 32338,0 200,57 40,74
9400000 35898,9 194,25 184,81 37751,0 330,35 77,6
9500000 35896,97 194,45 184,61 37076,0 328,97 74,05
9600000 35894,96 194,65 184,41 46638,0 800,26 227,7
9700000 35892,87 194,85 184,21 40351,0 521,77 143,42
9800000 35890,7 195,05 184,01 38470,0 345,51 71,33
9900000 35888,45 195,25 183,81 36209,0 309,96 89,32
10000000 35886,12 195,45 183,61 32805,0 290,69 58,3
10100000 35883,71 195,65 183,41 33366,0 261,13 70,18
10200000 35881,22 195,85 183,21 33854,0 232,03 57,28
10300000 35878,65 196,05 183,01 38478,0 313,31 89,48
10400000 35876,0 196,25 182,81 37601,0 311,07 76,34
10500000 35873,27 196,45 182,61 35852,0 284,28 56,61
10600000 35870,46 196,65 182,41 32356,0 203,96 41,69
10700000 35867,58 196,85 182,21 39401,0 312,21 99,83
10800000 35864,61 197,05 182,01 43833,0 569,47 128,8
10900000 35861,56 197,25 181,81 37226,0 333,05 70,59
11000000 35858,43 197,45 181,61 32481,0 213,54 44,59
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VAb35900w1E05

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 191159,0 4417821,87 187447,53
3000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 203570,0 1118113,05 120483,52
5000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 203580,0 806196,99 50921,34
7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 205025,0 714375,08 43679,82
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7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 205025,0 714375,08 43679,82
7100000 35921,19 189,65 189,41 204027,0 871627,21 181578,56
7200000 35921,1 189,85 189,21 199752,0 1262071,66 372389,99
7300000 35920,94 190,05 189,01 198823,0 1724998,07 468481,22
7400000 35920,69 190,25 188,81 197216,0 1696841,01 358894,64
7500000 35920,36 190,45 188,61 198051,0 1771943,61 390451,22
7600000 35919,95 190,65 188,41 199665,0 2099024,35 418729,67
7700000 35919,46 190,85 188,21 200793,0 2499072,05 589439,42
7800000 35918,89 191,05 188,01 197169,0 2054659,76 548394,78
7900000 35918,24 191,25 187,81 198276,0 2620727,18 508588,73
8000000 35917,51 191,45 187,61 200400,0 2058137,49 338519,23
8100000 35916,7 191,65 187,41 202587,0 1840590,28 244427,53
8200000 35915,81 191,85 187,21 199353,0 2101736,88 343445,53
8300000 35914,84 192,05 187,01 200130,0 2125939,0 361671,21
8400000 35913,79 192,25 186,81 199806,0 2097927,05 417999,41
8500000 35912,66 192,45 186,61 200459,0 1898020,72 374524,29
8600000 35911,45 192,65 186,41 199325,0 1778010,24 269146,87
8700000 35910,16 192,85 186,21 199983,0 1709552,06 329040,73
8800000 35908,79 193,05 186,01 200861,0 1480249,77 241455,73
8900000 35907,34 193,25 185,81 198429,0 1664991,89 322448,47
9000000 35905,82 193,45 185,61 204254,0 1394951,03 276211,55
9100000 35904,21 193,65 185,41 201172,0 1609161,39 345755,62
9200000 35902,52 193,85 185,21 198680,0 1867567,74 542063,0
9300000 35900,75 194,05 185,01 199269,0 1825560,4 418638,43
9400000 35898,9 194,25 184,81 198769,0 1931679,56 517626,28
9500000 35896,97 194,45 184,61 197592,0 1911004,43 514479,23
9600000 35894,96 194,65 184,41 199330,0 2322555,94 605375,71
9700000 35892,87 194,85 184,21 199423,0 2234166,13 481056,32
9800000 35890,7 195,05 184,01 198075,0 2386923,98 485852,49
9900000 35888,45 195,25 183,81 198889,0 2078456,06 522441,74
10000000 35886,12 195,45 183,61 201853,0 1460266,23 205022,94
10100000 35883,71 195,65 183,41 201741,0 1624246,41 293731,55
10200000 35881,22 195,85 183,21 200937,0 1356903,18 328081,71
10300000 35878,65 196,05 183,01 199242,0 1828608,44 382053,0
10400000 35876,0 196,25 182,81 198550,0 1720031,63 244439,22
10500000 35873,27 196,45 182,61 200328,0 2169237,51 403991,48
10600000 35870,46 196,65 182,41 198584,0 1803162,8 335087,54
10700000 35867,58 196,85 182,21 197652,0 2122541,29 475841,94
10800000 35864,61 197,05 182,01 197872,0 2541911,89 574612,0
10900000 35861,56 197,25 181,81 197174,0 2780317,77 570441,32
11000000 35858,43 197,45 181,61 198488,0 3330322,05 685395,61
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VAb35900w1E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 217572,0 18288348,68 1970088,16
3000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 219449,0 14209118,27 659156,86
5000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 219893,0 12264432,54 235863,04
7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 220026,0 12059891,13 208031,85
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7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 220026,0 12059891,13 208031,85
7100000 35921,19 189,65 189,41 219602,0 11926719,47 692123,4
7200000 35921,1 189,85 189,21 219372,0 12367366,0 1460996,29
7300000 35920,94 190,05 189,01 219423,0 12989945,63 1758462,85
7400000 35920,69 190,25 188,81 218501,0 13529802,23 2667843,88
7500000 35920,36 190,45 188,61 218209,0 12634337,91 3255398,44
7600000 35919,95 190,65 188,41 217429,0 12766064,75 3988160,66
7700000 35919,46 190,85 188,21 217019,0 12717360,59 3838368,93
7800000 35918,89 191,05 188,01 216077,0 13150461,19 4218753,59
7900000 35918,24 191,25 187,81 218179,0 12879996,67 2864942,33
8000000 35917,51 191,45 187,61 218314,0 13432145,09 3502849,0
8100000 35916,7 191,65 187,41 219557,0 11156617,7 2436182,66
8200000 35915,81 191,85 187,21 218327,0 9153945,79 1612595,35
8300000 35914,84 192,05 187,01 218848,0 8775505,9 2175353,72
8400000 35913,79 192,25 186,81 219341,0 9000803,32 2082626,16
8500000 35912,66 192,45 186,61 219564,0 9116285,08 2123014,85
8600000 35911,45 192,65 186,41 218650,0 8121411,86 2504551,31
8700000 35910,16 192,85 186,21 220667,0 7057290,09 1055495,55
8800000 35908,79 193,05 186,01 220862,0 7665939,53 1540026,74
8900000 35907,34 193,25 185,81 220148,0 8134397,66 2167507,32
9000000 35905,82 193,45 185,61 219251,0 7973607,56 2344448,63
9100000 35904,21 193,65 185,41 219143,0 8917753,53 2672762,67
9200000 35902,52 193,85 185,21 219000,0 9864152,84 3133028,05
9300000 35900,75 194,05 185,01 220278,0 8962383,04 2256453,17
9400000 35898,9 194,25 184,81 218955,0 9558150,81 2904706,73
9500000 35896,97 194,45 184,61 218546,0 9713435,84 2933943,4
9600000 35894,96 194,65 184,41 217670,0 10284969,0 3368912,43
9700000 35892,87 194,85 184,21 217629,0 11161796,18 3255644,4
9800000 35890,7 195,05 184,01 216545,0 10797884,66 3565607,09
9900000 35888,45 195,25 183,81 217541,0 9814279,69 2546976,3
10000000 35886,12 195,45 183,61 217735,0 10412403,23 2577123,85
10100000 35883,71 195,65 183,41 217384,0 10211980,01 3089875,98
10200000 35881,22 195,85 183,21 217489,0 11170362,57 3395032,71
10300000 35878,65 196,05 183,01 218731,0 9189893,17 2674186,53
10400000 35876,0 196,25 182,81 217442,0 10015545,86 3435876,54
10500000 35873,27 196,45 182,61 217739,0 10380107,35 3480298,08
10600000 35870,46 196,65 182,41 221093,0 7095500,24 1535191,91
10700000 35867,58 196,85 182,21 221093,0 7012696,34 2198829,93
10800000 35864,61 197,05 182,01 219290,0 7938518,16 2920576,86
10900000 35861,56 197,25 181,81 218354,0 8255409,54 3335096,26
11000000 35858,43 197,45 181,61 220524,0 8750222,5 3097853,21
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VAb35900w3E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 224277,0 40024683,26 6850999,72
3000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 224663,0 25959972,63 2662339,89
5000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225718,0 24258421,76 1681173,05
7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225042,0 22146069,44 2318995,57
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7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225042,0 22146069,44 2318995,57
7100000 35921,19 189,65 189,41 225153,0 22035173,38 1191022,75
7200000 35921,1 189,85 189,21 225120,0 22022601,85 295982,27
7300000 35920,94 190,05 189,01 225525,0 20121217,99 539960,14
7400000 35920,69 190,25 188,81 225134,0 20217711,03 2240819,09
7500000 35920,36 190,45 188,61 225258,0 20209822,52 2774259,81
7600000 35919,95 190,65 188,41 224748,0 20284567,41 3435467,81
7700000 35919,46 190,85 188,21 224350,0 20712932,32 4759670,93
7800000 35918,89 191,05 188,01 224928,0 20945380,37 5114131,27
7900000 35918,24 191,25 187,81 225425,0 20975498,15 3038931,78
8000000 35917,51 191,45 187,61 226148,0 20669550,62 2750444,77
8100000 35916,7 191,65 187,41 225791,0 21753876,9 3725772,03
8200000 35915,81 191,85 187,21 225536,0 22404618,24 4716030,42
8300000 35914,84 192,05 187,01 225941,0 22692491,05 4671656,81
8400000 35913,79 192,25 186,81 225728,0 22007306,39 4380207,26
8500000 35912,66 192,45 186,61 225877,0 20915176,52 4901692,12
8600000 35911,45 192,65 186,41 225446,0 21377570,51 6323039,16
8700000 35910,16 192,85 186,21 225686,0 18854976,81 4423650,47
8800000 35908,79 193,05 186,01 225430,0 18775193,82 4898075,89
8900000 35907,34 193,25 185,81 226327,0 18135666,73 4937189,16
9000000 35905,82 193,45 185,61 225934,0 18819364,04 5818187,07
9100000 35904,21 193,65 185,41 226067,0 18663836,55 6697200,39
9200000 35902,52 193,85 185,21 225906,0 20085545,34 7717561,65
9300000 35900,75 194,05 185,01 225814,0 19757010,46 7161973,12
9400000 35898,9 194,25 184,81 225251,0 21087013,21 8610920,23
9500000 35896,97 194,45 184,61 225340,0 20466906,93 8040008,01
9600000 35894,96 194,65 184,41 225683,0 20676455,39 6115322,97
9700000 35892,87 194,85 184,21 225791,0 21864193,67 7933844,48
9800000 35890,7 195,05 184,01 225289,0 23196762,34 9074839,95
9900000 35888,45 195,25 183,81 224898,0 24325154,67 9746682,25
10000000 35886,12 195,45 183,61 225171,0 22702886,69 8865769,54
10100000 35883,71 195,65 183,41 225012,0 23743483,87 10007745,09
10200000 35881,22 195,85 183,21 225009,0 21695073,55 7337565,21
10300000 35878,65 196,05 183,01 225642,0 20807155,69 6528084,49
10400000 35876,0 196,25 182,81 225327,0 21948832,8 7728319,16
10500000 35873,27 196,45 182,61 225128,0 22580748,73 7853411,06
10600000 35870,46 196,65 182,41 224755,0 24396490,77 9082270,05
10700000 35867,58 196,85 182,21 226050,0 19719069,23 5849589,59
10800000 35864,61 197,05 182,01 225833,0 20734940,27 7194549,69
10900000 35861,56 197,25 181,81 225835,0 21044208,74 7204144,32
11000000 35858,43 197,45 181,61 225374,0 22721967,47 8482503,26
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VAb35900w5E06

Cyclic stage

STEP Volume Wide Height zt P Q

1000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225225,0 51675563,2 7646000,51
3000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225510,0 39893280,55 6336123,19
5000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225547,0 39377717,49 6657483,52
7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225501,0 39175518,88 6450251,75
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7000000 35921,2 189,45 189,61 225501,0 39175518,88 6450251,75
7100000 35921,19 189,65 189,41 225554,0 37708976,41 5500689,89
7200000 35921,1 189,85 189,21 225574,0 37164819,11 3165625,43
7300000 35920,94 190,05 189,01 225665,0 35463333,92 2320049,42
7400000 35920,69 190,25 188,81 225607,0 35638116,38 952043,54
7500000 35920,36 190,45 188,61 225743,0 34964181,89 1136748,96
7600000 35919,95 190,65 188,41 226067,0 34483093,26 2564241,01
7700000 35919,46 190,85 188,21 226080,0 33964143,09 3410957,48
7800000 35918,89 191,05 188,01 226152,0 33203493,0 4500742,64
7900000 35918,24 191,25 187,81 226342,0 32434375,32 2704802,71
8000000 35917,51 191,45 187,61 226168,0 32723902,32 4625332,97
8100000 35916,7 191,65 187,41 226000,0 32083908,19 4330446,2
8200000 35915,81 191,85 187,21 226276,0 31709842,35 5756131,65
8300000 35914,84 192,05 187,01 226398,0 31169040,76 5359670,38
8400000 35913,79 192,25 186,81 226072,0 31726785,99 7222357,21
8500000 35912,66 192,45 186,61 226108,0 30112687,79 6585321,07
8600000 35911,45 192,65 186,41 226455,0 29001847,99 6707435,79
8700000 35910,16 192,85 186,21 226024,0 29917992,03 8459363,09
8800000 35908,79 193,05 186,01 226796,0 25807633,88 4757094,79
8900000 35907,34 193,25 185,81 226524,0 26751113,37 7118686,82
9000000 35905,82 193,45 185,61 226525,0 27198163,76 7151116,23
9100000 35904,21 193,65 185,41 226120,0 28089935,09 9440711,06
9200000 35902,52 193,85 185,21 225892,0 27226646,06 8995021,46
9300000 35900,75 194,05 185,01 226188,0 26140442,28 7746527,03
9400000 35898,9 194,25 184,81 226027,0 26240422,92 9236937,33
9500000 35896,97 194,45 184,61 225917,0 27952455,39 9892767,72
9600000 35894,96 194,65 184,41 226219,0 25080938,02 7213404,98
9700000 35892,87 194,85 184,21 226365,0 24735186,75 6171766,44
9800000 35890,7 195,05 184,01 226211,0 23499632,54 7273861,13
9900000 35888,45 195,25 183,81 226105,0 24177052,15 8334135,73
10000000 35886,12 195,45 183,61 226081,0 24470208,92 8534264,64
10100000 35883,71 195,65 183,41 225866,0 24989166,13 10038744,2
10200000 35881,22 195,85 183,21 226019,0 23407712,83 10333053,7
10300000 35878,65 196,05 183,01 225691,0 25102047,61 11881098,83
10400000 35876,0 196,25 182,81 226270,0 23936800,68 7684228,87
10500000 35873,27 196,45 182,61 225944,0 25030869,5 9886533,77
10600000 35870,46 196,65 182,41 225720,0 25782112,84 10918859,61
10700000 35867,58 196,85 182,21 225853,0 23435458,17 9093850,01
10800000 35864,61 197,05 182,01 226809,0 22948446,58 7887297,8
10900000 35861,56 197,25 181,81 226786,0 24475360,08 9173576,88
11000000 35858,43 197,45 181,61 226725,0 22128429,28 6478384,89
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Appendix D

List of Symbols

xk Quantity x of particle k
xkl Quantity x of particles k and l

α Type of configuration
A Total value of a generic additive quantity
A = Aij Angoricity tensor
Am Area of a water meniscus in 2D wet systems
b(pk,qk,x, t) Microscopic quantity that is a function of the phase-space coordinates and, sometimes,

also of the space-time
B(x, t) Macroscopic quantity that is a field in the space-time
βm Half-spanning angle of a meniscus
β Lagrangian multiplier in a canonical ensemble (or inverse configurational temperature)
c Cohesion
CD Drag coefficient
C = Cijkl Stiffness tensor
C Capillary factor
δij Kronecker’s delta
δ Overlapping
δmr Rupture distance of a water meniscus
dc Contact distance
dw Wetting distance
dr Capillar rupture distance
D Diameter of particle k
ǫ = ǫij Cauchy’s strain tensor
ẽ Void ratio
E Total energy
Ey Young’s modulus
FHe Hertzian normal force (modulus)
FHe,v Hertzian normal viscous force (modulus)
FHe,t Hertzian tangential force (modulus)
FHe,vt Hertzian tangential viscous force (modulus)
FHo Hookean normal force (modulus)
FHo,v Hookean tangential viscous force (modulus)
FHo,t Hookean tangential force (modulus)
FHo,vt Hookean normal viscous force (modulus)

F̃ Dimensionless force
Fcap Capillary force
Fdrag Drag force
Fmec Mechanical force
Fy = 0 Yield surface
F(p

k,qk,x, t) GPhase-space distribution function

F(P,Q
′,Ω) T Phase-space distribution function



γn Viscous normal parameter
γt Viscous tangential parameter
γw Surface tension of water
g Gravitational acceleration
g() Density of states function

Gs Specific gravity of soild particles
η Coefficient used for the definition of effective stress
hw Thickness of a water layer
H Total height of a packing
H Hamiltonian of a classical system
θw Contact angle of a liquid-gas-solid system
Θjam Switch function used in the V-ensemble
II=1,2,3 Invariants of a stress tensor
JI=1,2,3 Invariants of a stress tensor
kB Boltzmann constant
kD Permeability
KD Elastic disk stiffness
KHe Normal Hertzian stiffness
KHo Normal Hookean stiffness
Kv,α Intrinsic bulk modulus of a configuration α
λl Lame’s constant
L0,i Initial length of the i-side of a 2D-rectangular granular sample
∆L Average controlled displacement of the walls
m Mass
meff Effective mass
µ Friction factor
µch Chemical potential
µl Lame’s constant
µw Dynamic viscosity of a liquid
ν Poissons’s ratio
ñ Porosity
n Normal vector
M Tangent constrained modulus
N Number of particles
Nr Number of particles located at r-level
N Number of cycles of a simulation
χB Bishop’s parameter for effective stress definition
ΠI Dimensionless groups found from the Ptheorem
Π = Πij Virial stress tensor
p Generalized momenta
p Mean equivalent stress
pext External pressure (mean stress)
P Mean force-moment
P ′ Relative mean force-moment
P Probability of a particle of being in a specific state
q Deviatoric equivalent stress
q′ Relative deviatoric equivalent stress
q Generalized coordinates
qw Flux of a fluid
Q Deviatoric force-moment
Q′ Relative deviatoric force-moment
Q Quality factor
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ρ Density of the material of the particles
ρw Density of water
rm Meniscus radius
R Radius
Reff Effective radius
σ = σij Cauchy’s stress tensor (total stress)
σ′ = σ′

ij Effective stress

σ̂ij = σ̂ij Net stress

σI I = (1, 2, 3) Principal stresses
σy Uniaxial tensile yield strength
Σ = Σij Force-moment tensor
s Average entropy per particle
sxi Scale factor associated to i-axis
s = sij Matric suction tensor
sr Degree of saturation
S Surface
S = Sklij Compliance tensor
S Total entropy
ST̂ Thermal entropy
τ = τij Macroscopic external stress tensor
τ̃ij Dimensionless macroscopic external stress tensor
τy Shear yield strength
t Time
tch Characteristic time
t = ti Stress vector
∆t Timestep
T Period

T̂ Temperature

T̃ Dimensionless period
T Kinetic energy
ua Air pressure
u = ui Displacement field for particles within a continuum body
uw Water (pore) pressure
∆u Suction
V Total volumne
V k Volumne of the Voronoi cell associated to particle k
Vp Volume of a particle
Vw Volume of water
Vwm Volume of a water meniscus
W Total width of a packing
W Volume functional
Ve Elastic potential energy
Vt Total potential energy
Vw Capillary potential energy
X Frothiness
Y Effective volume
z Coordination number
z̄ Average coordination number of a given packing
Z Total coordination number of a given packing
Z Partition function
φc Angle of internal friction
Φ Packing ratio
χ = χij Inverse angoricity

Ψ Strain-energy density function
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